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INTRODUCTION
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In the pages that follow you will find a story about Earth’s currently most
successful large creature – the human being. But Earth’s currently most
successful large creature is now in a predicament; a predicament brought
about by a compelling combination of human traits and its (relatively)
recent discovery of vast stores of fossil flammable fuel.
Humans’ recent discovery of flammable rock and liquid in the form of oil,
coal, and natural gas has temporarily turbocharged humanity’s energy use
and biomass. This “Carbon Pulse” is a brief period of human history in
which much of the carbon sequestered as these substances over hundreds
of millions of years is expended in just a few centuries. The resulting
impacts on wealth, economies, and ecologies are earth-shattering.
Humans are reaching the end of the carbon pulse. Now we face a time of
change that requires a quality of “systems thinking” and future planning
never before required of our species.
You read this from a tiny spot in our enormous galaxy where energy, matter
and deep time have converged to create something wholly greater than
energy, matter, and time; as life—once simply created—has invested billions
of years in continually re-inventing itself, attaining qualities we are only
beginning to understand and appreciate. And wonder of wonders, we are
related to all of it and all of them, brothers, sisters and cousins; there is no
known life in the universe outside of this close family. We bring to this
2

creation a self-regarding consciousness—learning, slowly, to understand
ourselves and our family, while the more primitive, automatic and powerful
parts of our same minds unintentionally collaborate in its destruction. We
are starting to recognize that we are individually and collectively held back
by unexamined assumptions and illogical “feelings” about how things seem
to be, but the reality is we have huge individual and cultural “blind spots.”
Ergo, we are ‘reality blind’.
Yet this same knowledge of “who we are” gives us at least some power over
it. While the path to a profoundly wonderful human future is difficult, it is
not yet foreclosed. As individuals, we all will ultimately die within a century,
but we each can now choose to positively affect the coming million years,
trillions of human lifetimes, and the evolutionary future of thousands, even
millions of species. We have powers and abilities that our ancestors could
not dream of, and the freedom to use them. This will be the century which
tests the human potential for mediocrity against the human potential for
greatness.
There are plenty of science books out there describing the current plight of
humanity – what makes this one different is:
a) Breadth: This is a wide-ranging interdisciplinary synthesis of the human
predicament. We cover everything from deep time to cognitive biases
to the fossil carbon monkey trap and integrate dozens of subjects that
have bearing on the issues humans will face this century. Many core
insights are not about specific topics but derive from the integration of
important topics.
b) A longer-term view: Most analysts advocate policies to adopt in the next
few years or perhaps a decade, with no real longer-term context. We
look deep into the coming decades (and beyond)—attempting to wend
a path towards the larger prize—a long-view aspiration for human
existence (which optimally is long term maximization of human
achievement, experience and happiness, minimization of suffering, and
co-existence with other complex life in a healthy environment).
c) A neutral starting point: We have friends and colleagues from all walks of
life: conservatives and liberals, rich and poor, American and Chinese,
young and old. The situation in our social discourse today has become
more about ‘the messenger’ than ‘the message’. The story in the pages
that follow applies to all of us: the problems we face are not really
anyone’s fault, yet we are all complicit in and now responsible for
3

rectifying them. We hope to build bridges across typical demographic
labels and spur conversations on what a sapient species might aspire to
beyond our current cultural directives.
In the following pages, we will give short overviews of scientific themes
central to our thesis that humans are in a predicament and why, and how we can
change. It is hoped that our work will give you a greater grasp of the
complex challenges facing humanity this century, as well as inspiration on
how to live meaningful, effective and enjoyable lives.

“TaaL”
Here is an introduction from TaaL, our alien observer, who has volunteered
to give his uncensored opinion:
(TaaL stands for Through an alien Lens - TaaL)

Greetings, humans. I’ve been asked to contribute my perspectives to this project and

am happy to oblige. Indeed, I’m obliged to oblige, because such requests must be honored
under the treaty which gives my species galactic intellectual property rights to jokes about
humans, which are a currently popular interstellar trade medium. So, from your point of
view I’m a space alien, and from my point of view you are space aliens, except of course I
know that you physically exist, and you think I’m a journalistic device. The potential
downside, from my point of view, is that if you actually incorporate the stuff in this
presentation into your worldview, you’ll eventually become less funny. Long-lived species
aren’t inherently humorous—how many really funny trilobite jokes do you know? It’s the
tragedy and comedy of dysfunctional species which produce the improbable jokes and
stories worthy of broadcast to the stars. The thorax-slapping hilarity which can emerge
from the chaos and complexity of existence. And in that regard your current situation is a
thick vein of ore.
My stating this is not meant as criticism. My own species was hilarious 400,000 years
ago. Since then, not so much. We’re mostly just content now, which I can strongly
recommend. We laugh a lot but have had to look outside ourselves for the truly
preposterous. And in that, we find ourselves in your debt.
Your species calls itself Homo sapiens – “wise man” - but that is a self-bestowed designer
license plate at this point and is aspirational at best. An honest taxonomy places you as
one of three chimp species, genus Pan. Your great distinguishing characteristic, which has
opened many doors, is your symbiosis with fire; and a powerful symbiosis it has been.
4

Thus, any unbiased third-party species with a fetish for Linnaean taxonomy would name
you Pan ignis, the fire-starting chimp. Whether you ultimately become “sapiens” is at this
point unknowable.
You’re probably under the impression that your species faces myriad problems, and after
experiencing this presentation you may up that number considerably. But you really have
only one problem from which all the others flow: dueling universes. You each inhabit a
private virtual universe of magic, feelings, urges, color, love, significance and all else. It is
linked to a physical universe which operates under entirely different rules. Yet you treat
these distinct universes as a single unified reality, inappropriately imputing magic to the
physical world and inerrant rationality to the virtual. In doing so you are drawn to
making systematic physical errors while becoming less happy.
My species was lucky enough to have the equivalent of Earth’s termites precede us on our
planet by nearly a billion years, which is why I exist to make these comments; and in this
universe luck is the only resource more basic to life than energy.
This termite statement may seem to be a wild non-sequitur to a human mind attuned to
relatively immediate proximal causality, but I assure you it is quite salient to your
situation. For in our case, we had 100,000 years to make the switch from “gene agenda”
to “self-aware mind,” and eventually did so after an extended humorous period. However,
your world did not evolve lignin-eating bacteria until 290 million years ago, by which time
tens of millions of years of unoxidized carbon and hydrocarbons had already been
sequestered underground. Thus, by random chance over geological time, a ginormous
monkey trap was set long before Earth’s monkeys themselves were a gleam in
probability’s eye.
Your recent discovery of these flammable rocks and liquids has temporarily turbocharged
your energy use and biomass, but it also drastically shrank the time available for you to
make the Big Cognitive Transition, from hundreds of millennia to hundreds of years. The
fact this isn’t immediately apparent to your kind is emblematic of the predicament of any
thinking species which falls afoul of what is known as the “carbon curse.” Few survive it,
which is why no new funny stories are generally expected from Venus.
The big secret of being a successful sapient species is that there IS no big secret. You just
need to sort out physical reality from virtual reality, dealing with the luck that random
chance has dealt you, before the genetic urges which got you this far manage to kill you.
Which, you’d have to admit, is pretty funny.

5

SECTION 1 - HOW TO THINK
ABOUT REALITY

6

What If What We Know Just Ain’t So??

Our minds deal in stories. We remember stories far better than we
remember strings of unrelated information. Indeed, much of “thinking” is
the creation of coherent-seeming stories out of disparate sensory inputs and
information that flows from other people. Our own personal storylines are
important to us, and our cultural stories define the way we think about
ourselves in relation to others. Stories are in large part how we arrange the
world in our minds.
That is part of being human. However, our attraction and susceptibility to
stories means that we often latch onto explanatory stories which are
illusory, incomplete, and incorrect. This results in problems. As Mark
Twain is purported to have noted, it ain’t what you don’t know that gets you into
trouble; it’s the stuff you know for sure that just ain’t so.
In the Wizard of Oz, the surface story was a green wizard with the
superpower to grant wishes, while the real explanation was a projection
machine run by a salesman. The citizens of Oz were expecting a wizard so
that seemed perfectly reasonable to them.
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Humans like cultural stories that are simple and easy to communicate, yet
our society today has grown into one of enormous complexity fractionated
into hundreds or thousands of disparate areas of expertise. We say that the
stock market dropped or rose due to this or that factor, but in reality, we
have no idea why. We say that an asteroid killed off the dinosaurs, when in
reality it was an enormously complex pattern of extinction in a unique
context, and this single cause explanation ignores the asteroid impacts of
similar size in history which caused no extinctions whatsoever.
Humans favor poor and incomplete explanations because really good
explanations about states of a complex system tend to be impossible to
understand and describe. Poor and incomplete explanations are arguably
better than nothing, as long as we realize their limitations; but when we
treat them as though they are true, they lead us astray.
Why are economies around the world slowing in their growth relative to 3040 years ago? Why do we all want higher paying jobs? Why do we primarily
believe only what our ingroup believes? Why are we emitting carbon ten
million times faster than it was sequestered?
When we look around us and see that we are approaching 8 billion humans,
appropriating over 30% of our planet’s plant energy productivity from the
sun1, with domestic mammals now outweighing wild mammals by over
40:12, we would benefit from looking at “real” explanations because the
“proximate” or surface ones end up not explaining much at all.
What we do know is that humans are part of the animal kingdom, sharing
an astonishing percentage of our genes with every living thing on Earth. We
are the products of ‘what worked’ during thousands of human generations
and millions of pre-human generations before that. What drives us, what
motivates us, as well as what differentiates us from the rest of the animal
kingdom all have real explanations—ones we need to understand and take
to heart if we are to navigate the coming bottlenecks facing our civilization
and our world.

TaaL: The problems with narrative (stories) goes deeper than this. (It’s of

course ironic to point this out to you in a narrative, but when in Rome, one lights roman
candles, so I’m confined here to using linear additive data with syntax modifications.) It
has been noted that human minds are evolutionarily biased and crammed
with routines which make no sense these days, but to that we must add the
fact that narrative never adequately or “ultimately” describes anything. It is
“low bandwidth” and compensates by triggering pre-existing rough
associations and metaphors in a single mind. This means human minds are
designed to spontaneously create new mental “realities” based on any
8

structurally correct sentence that is heard. This worked well enough when
you existed in small tribes and all had the same histories and associations as
your tribe-members, but in societies of millions or billions, this is no longer
the case. This implies that nearly the entirety of human communication is of
the abstract general form “why did the chicken cross the road?” (while presupposing rough mental models of both chickens and roads) which is
perhaps why both systems understanding and synthesis are rare in your
societies. Systems synthesis a poor emotional match for the simple narrative
concepts and metaphorical associations you use to communicate your
physical world and its history. You at long last have a chance to start getting
that stuff right.

The Bottom Line: We conflate the virtual stories of our minds, with
the physical reality of the real world. So, much of what we know for
sure just ain’t so.

The Parts and the Whole of the
Elephant

“There is much truth in the definition of the specialist as someone who ‘knows more and
more about less and less’.”
- Garrett Hardin, Ecologist and philosopher
9

"A human being should be able to change a diaper, plan an invasion, butcher a hog,
conn a ship, design a building, write a sonnet, balance accounts, build a wall, set a bone,
comfort the dying, take orders, give orders, cooperate, act alone, solve equations, analyze a
new problem, pitch manure, program a computer, cook a tasty meal, fight efficiently, die
gallantly. Specialization is for insects."
- Robert Heinlein, Time Enough for Love
In our modern culture, it pays to be a specialist. People who have expertise
on semiconductors or oil seismic exploration or arcane financial theories
can earn a lot of money. We dole out science prizes and celebrity to ultraspecialized individuals who may not be able to get their shoes on the
correct feet. Our educational and career paths—and the very nature of who
counts as a high-status “expert” in our culture—are thus steered towards
reductionist expertise and away from training competent generalists.
And yet it is the tiny minority of multidisciplinary systems-literate people
(systems synthesists) who can make sense of the whole. Using an elephant
as an example, the challenges for our future world will be envisioned and
solved by those who can perceive the entire elephant as a coherent system,
and then involve the experts on the Ear, Foot, Tail, and Tusk.
What do we mean by systems synthesis? It is understanding the basics of
many kinds of science and grasping how they fit and interact together in the
real world. The really creative solutions and innovations tend to come from
between the areas of knowledge that our culture is inclined to keep distinct
from one another.
Such insights do not easily happen when groups of experts meet to share
information -but rather happen best in a single human brain. Moreover,
knowing about something that is quite basic to one discipline will help weed
out really boneheaded mistakes easily made when focusing on a single,
narrow issue in a different discipline. There is nothing inherently wrong
with reductionist expertise: it is a powerful method and logical tool wellsuited to a population of billions of hyper-social primates. But in and of
itself, reductionism generates enormous blind spots.
Why is this important? Because a science-based systemic view of reality
helps to screen out the stories and myths of our own cultures. Different
cultures on Earth have entirely different myths which are believed. They all,
however, eventually converge on the same rules for the physical world.
These days, the very nature of human expertise is highly specialized, but a
reasonably intelligent generalist has a better chance of making good
decisions about the future.
10

TaaL: Human history is replete with quite intelligent and otherwise

successful cultures which simply got one (or more) things crucially wrong.
Your Easter Islanders believed that resources flowed from the good will of
their ancestors, and that their ancestors really liked giant stone heads. With
that as their paradigm, it was only logical to cut down all the trees to aid in
the construction of ever-bigger stone heads. The stone heads are still there;
the island ecosystems not so much. Nor am I trying to single out the Rapa
Nui for scorn, because one way or another, pretty much all 21st century
human cultures on Earth are industriously making giant stone heads in one
guise or another, depending on which fragments of the picture they treat as
their cultural reality.
You’ve clearly arrived at this page with a pre-existing set of knowledge and
beliefs. If you, dear young human, take anything from this book—and you
well may—it may be an appreciation for how the aspects of your reality fit together.
These days, the very nature of human expertise is highly specialized, but a
reasonably intelligent generalist has a better chance of making good
decisions about the future.

The Bottom Line: Reductionism is quite useful, but both dangerous
and insufficient. A science-based worldview which looks at all the
puzzle pieces at once can make sense of things. The important
knowledge now resides between the disciplines.
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An Uncommon, But Important,
Timeline

“The eyes of the future are looking back at us and they are praying for us to see beyond
our own time. They are kneeling with hands clasped that we might act with restraint that
we might leave room for the life that is destined to come.”
- Terry Tempest Williams
Most of us (for reasons we will go into later) are focused on issues
impacting the next few hours or days or months. What’s for dinner? What
should we watch on Netflix? What sort of policies should we enact? Who is
going to be President, or Senator? What should we do about our city’s
school board? What will the stock market do? Who will be nominated for
the Supreme Court? What will tuition cost when my daughter starts college,
etc.?
Our present situation has been brought about by billions of similar human
decisions mostly focused on the very near term3. However, we now live at a
time of astonishing complexity and interconnectivity – more so than at any
other time on this planet. Focusing on the present, while hoping that the
future will somehow turn out wonderfully well, is both naïve and
dangerous.
Very few people have a 10- or 30-year view of how systems connect, and
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far fewer still are thinking about what human society (and the natural world)
might look like beyond the year 2100. In this way, the inferences in this
book are unusual. Though the content can be applied to the issues that now
dominate the airwaves, this book expressly does not address events of the
next few years. We take a hard look at the underlying trends that will impact
humanity and our planet for much of the coming century, irrespective of
what news – and nuance -happens in the near term.
Deep time is an uncommon but important timeline. Bear in mind that the
average life expectancy for a mammal species is about a million years. The
human species has been around for 300 thousand years, only one-third of
that average, which would imply that we have at least another 700k years of
productive existence, and thus trillions of happy hominid childhoods to
plan for. The decisions we make today impact next year, ten years, 100 and
100,000 years into the future.

TaaL: Bear in mind that the average life expectancy for a mammal species
is about a million years4. The human species has been around for 300
thousand years, only one-third of that average, which would imply that you
have least another 700k years of productive existence, and thus trillions of
happy hominid childhoods to plan for. The decisions you make today
impact next year, ten years, 100 and 100,000 years into the future. Deep
time is an uncommon but important timeline – and current human culture
is ‘time blind’.

The Bottom Line: We tend to focus just a year or two in advance, but the

human story is a deep time story and our deep time future deserves a chance.
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The Rules of Reality

“Science is true whether you believe it or not.”
- Neil deGrasse Tyson
Quite simply, human minds evolved to be wrong. Wrong in very specific
ways that erred heavily on the side of both individual and tribal survival and
were built on a scaffolding of verbal narrative (strings of words). These
verbal stories, though wildly imperfect, were the best available
communications method to tie our tribes together.
Yet we are no longer functioning as small tribes comprising a tiny part of
the ecosystem. We have taken control of the Earth’s ecosphere—but have
done so using the same stone-age thinking, biases, and inborn agenda left to
us by the unthinking mechanisms of evolution. We will delve more deeply
into this because it highlights our major problem: Humans never evolved

to face planetary limits and are running into them at full speed.

Fortunately, we have developed techniques for describing and predicting
the physical world, and they are spectacularly successful—when used. These
techniques are science. Science has described the rules governing our
universe with ever-increasing accuracy, and we now understand generally
how they work, from the behavior of subatomic particles and forces to the
largest scales of the universe, and every day the picture grows slightly more
complete. And is already far more complete than is necessary for us to
14

decide our future and fate.
The basic laws of our universe are described by quantum theory and
relativity, from which more specialized scientific disciplines progressively
expand: physics, chemistry, biology, evolutionary biology, paleontology,
anthropology, psychology, neurology, etc. The most basic levels are where
one usually finds the limits to what is possible in this reality. It is not
necessary to do an exhaustive description of all the sciences to get a good
grip on the rules governing our physical reality, because the biggest
constraints pop right out from the basics.
Since our minds can imagine far more scenarios than are physically valid,
understanding the physical world is about whittling down those scenarios
by seeing which ones conflict with the “rules of reality.”
One suggested filter is whether a proposition conflicts with basic physical
sciences like physics and chemistry. If it does, it is almost certainly wrong.
Another filter is whether that proposition conflicts with the laws of
thermodynamics. If it does, it is wrong. The confabulated, myth-based and
systematically incorrect storylines and feelings generated by our brains to
navigate our social situations require a long list of filters to work in the
physical world. As a result, we trust in breakthroughs to fix our
predicament – breakthroughs that are not scientifically possible. Cars will
not run on water instead of gasoline. Mars is not inhabitable. The danger
of nuclear war is not trivial.
Future planning requires that we be literate (understand the vocabulary of
the sciences), numerate (understand the statistics and graphs), but also
“ecolate” (ecologically competent), which always has us asking the question,
“...and then what?” regarding possible broader consequences and
implications5.
The most useful mental tool a 21st century human could develop would be
to open their mind to the possibility that a lot of the stuff much of our
species believes is not real, but that physical reality (subject to firm rules) is
absolutely real.

TaaL: The most useful mental tool a young 21st century human could

develop would be to open their mind to the possibility that a lot of the stuff
much of your species believes is not real, but that physical reality (subject to
firm rules) is absolutely real. You don’t have to be trained to learn these
rules of reality, simply to realize and accept that they exist. I cannot
remotely work quantum mechanical calculations and have never sought to
learn how. Yet I understand the domain of QM, when it applies, where it fits
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relative to other predictors of reality, and that it has never made the tiniest
error in predicting physical world behavior. So, knowing how to use it isn’t
necessary for me.
Being aware that much of what they know is wrong opens the door to
temporary suspension of the various consensus trances of your culture. But
to what extent a young human can really apply a lot of this abstract-seeming
stuff about virtual worlds, biases, and delusion to their inner processes, as
opposed to it all seeming like a silly story, remains an open question for you
to explore.

The Bottom Line: There are physical rules of reality. We find and
describe them with science.

Emergence

Our universe has different rules and appearances at different size scales and
levels of complex organization. These derive from the microscopic nature
of reality—the shapes, forces, and potential combinations—but are
qualitatively different. Complexity can arise from simplicity, or simplicity
from complexity, as smaller parts fit and flow together in novel
ways. Emergence creates the unexpected higher-order rules of the
universe and qualities of complex systems6.
Pretty much everything we experience is emergent, and indeed we
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ourselves, like all life, are emergent from lower-order effects. Such effects
may be directly predictable from the microscopic characteristics of their
parts or be inherently unpredictable. Six-sided snowflakes can be predicted
as a consequence of the shape of a water molecule, but the dynamics of a
snow avalanche could not; that’s emergent on a different scale and from
additional forces. Emergent effects in ecology are especially complex scientists are largely unable to predict what will happen when an ecosystem
is altered in some way.
Some emergent effects self-assemble: stars are emergent fusion reactors.
Hurricanes are emergent shapes from energy flow, gravity, and planetary
rotation. The shape of bird flocks is emergent from the sum total of all that
went into their evolutionary story and existence. The emergent shape of a
murmuration of starlings (shown above) is not something that could be
predicted from knowing individual bird behavior. It turns out that when
starlings follow 3 simple rules, a) birds that are close to other birds move
further apart, b) birds align their speed and direction and c) outer birds
move closer to others, an emergent – and beautiful - result of a
murmuration ensues.
Some emergent effects are possible although very difficult to achieve, such
as fusion outside a star, forming ultra-heavy elements, cooking a meal with
microwaves, evolving a brain with self-awareness, leaving tire tracks on the
moon, and other things we don’t yet know about.
Our intuition has evolved to deal with the level of emergent reality which
presents itself to us at human size and time scales, but that is only a small
slice of reality, and the universe is far stranger than our intuition and
“feelings” can grasp. That is why science is necessary to get beyond a
simplistic understanding of the world.

TaaL: Emergence is a big deal. My species’ most respected scientist claims
to have proven that this entire universe is emergent solely from the
probabilistic nature of nonexistence, whatever the heck that means.
However, Earth’s humans are immersed in emergent realities, and
complexity delimited by boundary conditions at smaller scales.

It remains to be seen what else may emerge from the human experiment.
But new “emergent effects” are nothing to bet on for producing specific
miracles on a tight timeline in the face of climatic tipping points. The way
to discover them, appreciate them, and use them in the service of life is
to survive a long time, because they are not obvious. You can never know
what may occur at larger scales and in novel situations. You are in new
territory. There may be some hope in the fact you’re in a no-analog
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situation. Yet by similar token, the death of Venus and Mars as water
worlds was also emergent, so I wouldn’t get overly cocky.

The Bottom Line: The world we see is emergent from simple rules
on smaller scales, just like this book.

Contingent Probability

It may seem in retrospect as though our current reality was to some extent
predetermined. After all, there is a direct fossil lineage linking human beings
to the earliest life. Yet when it comes to complex chaotic systems such as
those of living systems, this could not be farther from the truth. The path
taken by elements of any living system are contingent on the tiniest details
of history, sequence, and random happenstance. The apparent solidity of
past causality and directionality is an illusion created by the human mind to
retroactively impose a degree of order which does not exist. As we will see
there are reasons for this teleological worldview. What is important here is
to acknowledge the role of chance and happenstance in how events actually
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unfold.
The stories we are told about past events are presented as narratives with
simple, well-known causal chains which appear to have proceeded with
linear inevitability. Yet those who know the most about the details of
history—any history, from ancient fossils to the civil war—are generally the
most aware that the well-known large-scale result might have turned out
entirely differently if a few random things had happened differently, or with
slightly different timing or sequence. The future is just history that we cannot yet
see, created by the same rules and processes which created past history and
just as subject to wild variation due to small effects.
It is the nature of reality that any particular future is a matter of relative
probability, and that the probability changes with all events which occur.
The asteroid which ended the era of the dinosaurs and gave mammals their
big break owed its timing to a sequence of tiny random events stretching
back to the big bang and could have been caused or prevented by the
random radioactive decay of a single atom in the deep past.

TaaL: Everything you do—and don’t do—alters the relative probability of
specific futures and general classes of future events. Some futures that
were attainable yesterday are no longer attainable today. Some
futures are likelier today than they were yesterday. Some view the
future with fear, expecting global heating and biodiversity loss; others view
the future with complacency, seeing a smooth trajectory toward a Star Trek
future. Both groups tend to assign greater certainty to their opinions than
an actual probability distribution would warrant. We can use science to
improve our estimate of the physical probabilities… but their certainty of
occurrence remains largely in our minds.

There are moments in the past 100 years of history that demonstrate
contingent probability. World War I iterated itself into existence when a
single driver made a wrong turn in Sarajevo, bringing an archduke into
uncomfortable proximity with an armed foe, and then stalled the car when
trying to put it into reverse. This resulted is the sequence of events known
as WWI, which resulted in the sequence of events known as WWII, Bretton
Woods, the current world order, and so on. The entire shape of world
arrangement is thus traceable to a single foot slipping off a clutch pedal,
which in turn could be further reduced to the coefficient of friction on that
particular pedal and shoe-sole.
Another example: in 1962 it was only due to a single person holdout on a
Soviet nuclear sub which was being pounded by US depth charges that the
sub did not fire its nuclear torpedoes in self-defense and turn the Cuban
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missile crisis into a full-on global nuclear exchange. On our planet, that guy
would have a holiday named after him. His planetary heroism saved your
life. You owe him everything. Bet you don’t know his name (now you do:
Vasili Arkhipov).

The Bottom Line: The future is probabilistic. The relative

probability of a class of futures changes constantly based on what
happens in the Now. Futures move from the possible to the
impossible (or inevitable) as one draws closer to them.

On the Issue of Boundaries

The same question can have different answers depending on where one
draws the boundaries of analysis for the question. The “Occupy”
movement in America was concerned with more equality for U.S. citizens –
the 99% vs the 1%. But under a wider boundary of more equality for all
humans alive, even the poor Americans would have to share with Indians,
Bangladeshis, etc. And a wider boundary of “all humans to live now and in the
future” would mean even less wealth and stuff for the current generation, as
we are using non-renewable resources at rates millions of times faster than
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they can be replenished. An even wider boundary would include other
species.
Generally, the wider the boundary one uses, the more complex the answers
one gets. Human tendency is to focus on the present (time bias) and what
our friends/peers say and think (in-group bias) which narrows our
boundaries considerably.
The first principles, synthesis, and implications in this book will be
perceived by people in different ways, depending on their starting vantage
point, education, current focus, temperament, and other attributes. As a
person looks around themselves, they naturally tend to focus on the issues
that seem closest and most urgent. This does not mean that other issues—
which require wider, longer term boundaries of analysis—are less
important. It just means they are less prominent in our focus. We all tend to
be near-sighted.
Some readers of this book will zero in on the “end of growth” implications
for their own family. Some readers will try to prepare their local region
better for energy and fiscal depletion. And others (perhaps) will choose to
engage with human mischief related to the ongoing and accelerating sixth
great extinction. There is no right or wrong perspective. There are simply
different boundaries of analysis, stakes, and concerns. The above graphic
shows these different boundaries in a hypothetical manner. A normal
person cares about all the things listed, but it is the human default to focus
on the near-term and things closest to our own perceived self-interest. We
need to be aware of the wider boundary implications as well.

TaaL: While it may not always be apparent in my comments, I am a great

fan of humans. There is no shame in being a younger intelligent species
which is doing its best to work out the universe, life, and everything. My
participation here is specifically to add the perspective of a species which
faced many of the same problems and found a workable path to overcome
them. This will, unavoidably, mean contrasting our successful paths with
the paths you are now choosing, so I hope you’ll take my input in the spirit
intended.
The “boundaries of analysis” I advocate will tend to reflect the desirability
of survival as a species into a deep time future, living a very large number of
happy lives on a world with healthy and productive ecosystems; and how
the pursuit of immediate self-gratification and the action it spawns will
cause a world-dominating species to fall afoul of achieving meaningful deep
time survival for your progeny. So, I guess I’m a wide-boundary type of
alien.
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The Bottom Line: There are likely many different answers to a
problem depending on where one draws the boundaries.

So, How Do We Engage with Reality?
By now you should begin to suspect that evolution may have bred out the
ability for our senses to regularly and clearly see Reality. For most of our
history this less-than-accurate perception suited us just fine. The challenge
of our time is going to be the navigation of our large-scale physical
challenges, and averting the social, political, economic, and ecological land
mines that pull us in wrong directions, or just explode.
There is a logical, rational sequence towards effective engagement with
reality. The first step is to be aware there is a “box” in your head, which is
full of ideas, thoughts, opinions, and fantasies. What is actually physically
possible according to the “rules of reality” (RoR) is a small subset of this
box. Recognizing this fact is further than 99% of our species ever goes.
The next step is to study both our physical reality and the landmines which
emanate from our virtual interface with the world: cognitive biases, social
traps, heuristics, etc. Following this will be the integration of large-scale
systems synthesis into a cohesive description of possible futures. From this
foundation, “choices” can be made based on various ethics, or lack thereof.
As we apply these filters to ‘the stuff we can think of’ we narrow down
possible paths to a very small number. And finally, we add back in (or
subtract) the impact from emergent properties—things we did not know at
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the time, or new pathways that became possible based on new conditional
probabilities from unfolding events.
Reality is (typically) not fun, but necessary to engage with. At the height of
energy and material wealth, it has not been a priority for our culture to
think in these complex ways—it makes our brains hurt a bit and makes us
uncomfortable and sometimes sad, especially when in groups of friends or
family and even alone with our own thoughts about the future.
The upcoming sections will outline the first principles relating to the
behavior, ecology, energy, economy, and environment of our human
predicament. That will be followed by a synthesis, implications and context
of the Reality that is the 21st Century, closing with a long list of suggestions
on what needs to be accomplished and how you as individuals can both live
lives of meaning and engage with the future.

The Bottom Line: We do not know reality—we merely have a
relationship with it. A relationship that, with effort, can be improved.
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SECTION 2 - DEEP TIME
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We Are Stardust

“The planets, the stars, the galaxies, we ourselves and all of life—the same star stuff.” Neil deGrasse Tyson

Summary: Let’s start at the very beginning of the amazing story of the

universe. Just as each of us know intellectually that we came from a
microscopic fertilized ovum, it’s also true that, as astrophysicists tell us, our
entire universe burst from a point far smaller than the smallest elementary
particle is today. When the universe was three minutes old, it began creating
matter as (mostly) the elements hydrogen and helium, and this process
ended, they tell us, a scant 20 minutes into the big bang, having created all
the hydrogen there would ever be.
It then took at least 200 million years of darkness before an “emergent”
property of the universe popped into being: stars, which spontaneously
coalesced as clouds of gas under the force of gravity until they reached high
enough temperatures to start nuclear fusion, progressively creating heavier
elements out of hydrogen in the star’s core. In the process, a tiny fraction of
the mass was converted to energy as a by-product, which makes stars shine
and props them up against further gravitational collapse via fusion heat and
pressure. In this way, elements as heavy as iron were sequentially created.
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Stars are thus factories creating energy and heavy elements; and that’s a
good thing because you can’t assemble much complexity out of just
hydrogen and helium. So, don’t forget when we get to resources such as
metals, they originally came from the stars. They might seem even more
precious7.
Just as it can be hard to get your head around the fact that your far-distant
relatives were once single-celled critters, all this talk of star explosions
sounds like so much mythology. But it’s also your own story, because
without all the stable elements which existed in the cloud of debris which
formed our sun and solar system—which came from earlier generations of
stars and supernovae—life would have been utterly impossible.
Unimaginable forces and temperatures are the only way heavy elements can
be formed in this universe. During our lives, these elements cycle through
us, combining with one another, residing for a while in our bodies and then
being replaced, and eventually, through death, dispersed.
We are each a special sort of complex thermodynamic pattern and process
which requires these elements to flow through our bodies in just the right
amounts, mobilized by redirected solar energy. In turn, that solar energy
comes from the ongoing process of turning hydrogen into helium, and
eventually into heavier elements. So, we are the children of the stars:
composed of stellar explosion products and animated by the energy of our
nearest star, the sun, with stellar evolution being a prerequisite for biological
evolution. We are made of stars.

TaaL: It’s impressive what gravity and hydrogen can do, given enough

time. Once stars burn through their fusion fuel, the universe will once again
go dark and will exist without stars for so long that the stellar era will have
been like a single night of fireflies preceding an infinity of darkness. But
there will be stars around for perhaps 100 trillion years yet, so there’s a lot
left to do and see. The only caveat is that the existence of complex,
conscious life, like yourselves, is the only way for the “universe” (sentient
beings) to observe itself, and it is the rarest, ephemeral, and most-fragile
emergence of gravity’s dance with hydrogen; dependent for its long
endurance on transcending its own evolutionary cognitive limitations.
You’ve come a long way, baby. Don’t take it for granted.

The Bottom Line: We’re all stardust, animated by our star. The

elements which comprise us have been other things in the past and
will be other things in the future.
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Deep Time

Summary: When we think about the founding of the USA, it seems like a

long time ago. Although not as long ago as the Middle Ages, which in turn
seems new compared to ancient Egypt. Looking further back, there is the
dawn of agriculture 12,000 years ago. Still further is the time in which our
species was nearly wiped out by the Toba volcano event 75,000 years ago.
And that humans have been in our modern anatomical form for 300,000
years seems so distant in the past as to be fantasy. Yet even this amount of
time is puny in relation to our split from the other apes 5-6 million years
ago. Which, in its turn, is a thin sliver of the time mammals have walked the
Earth.
Humans have difficulty grasping large numbers—we evolved when “one,
two, or many” were the relevant quantities. To speak in terms of trillions of
dollars or billions of years doesn’t mean anything to us emotionally. Yet
deep time is as real as yesterday and tomorrow. The picture above is from a
piece of Burmese amber—that is, petrified tree sap from 92 million years
ago. The wasp trapped within it, which seems like it could have hatched
yesterday, was alive 24 million years before Tyrannosaurus Rex even evolved. Seeing,
feeling and thinking about such vast amounts of time gives us insight both
into the past, and into the future. Life has been on Earth for nearly 4 billion
years, insects for 600 million years, mammals roughly 100 million
(depending on where you want to draw the line between mammals and
mammal-like reptiles). The largest mammals to make it through the KT
extinction event 65 million years ago were akin to squirrels or tiny shrews,
and these developed into the mammals which exist today, some of which
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just happened to develop large brains and self-awareness—an evolutionary
rarity not seen before—seemingly within just the last 10 million years or
less.8

TaaL: To the degree there’s a human story to be told, it makes sense only

as a deep-time story. Your minds would not have their current shape
without mind development having taken a perilous journey over many
millions of years and reaching their current status roughly 50,000 years ago.
Yet so few humans have embraced this wonderful story! And that’s a
shame, because living only “in the moment” risks the existence of a human
deep-time future.
While past and future deep time is in some ways remote, it is also
immediate. The reality you experience in this moment was contingent upon
countless tiny preceding actions. If that particular wasp in the photo above
had not blundered into that tree sap 92 million years ago, your species
would almost certainly not exist, because that event irreversibly altered the
subsequent propagation of events on Earth. I realize that’s a counterintuitive way of thinking for a human, but it’s quite true due to the
contingent nature of chaotic systems (that every event has subsequent
impact on future events—the so-called “butterfly effect” realized several
decades ago by human mathematicians in chaos theory). Their infinite
sensitivity to initial conditions isn’t just a mathematical curiosity: it’s the law.
The “frozen accidents” of history shape what is, just as every small thing
which happens now will shape the future. Any particular far-future
outcome is immensely fragile, which is why the far larger changes you each
introduce into the timeline each day of your lives cannot but have immense
consequences. Yet unlike your “lucky wasp” above, you have the mental
ability to understand the nature and scope of the changes you make, and
how they might propagate.
Look deep into the eye of that wasp, which has stared out of the amber
since mammals were tiny insectivores digging into mounds of triceratops
dung, and primates were a preposterous contingent possibility. That’s the
tangible gaze of deep time’s reality, as is your own. You’re looking a highly
successful, extinct organism in the eye. Its species came and went while this
particular wasp hung in stasis. Good thing humans aren’t trapped by an
ancient oily plant byproduct, because... Oh, wait...
Deep time is, paradoxically, the stage upon which faulty genetic replication
produces evolution by attrition, but which is inherently beyond the scope of
evolution to anticipate. Evolved urges and desires are necessary for the
creation of complex life, yet those urges and desires are forever attuned to
the immediate. Deep time as a concept is the domain of the conscious
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mind, and perhaps the only hope for conscious mind to attain a deep-time
footprint of its own.

The Bottom Line: The story of life is a deep-time story, as is the

story of humans. We barely perceive the deep past and perceive the
deep future not at all. But maybe we can.

Our Family Tree

Summary: Earth’s life has been evolving for nearly four billion years,

from the small and simple to the large and complex, and everything in
between. During the last several hundred million years, our planet’s tree of
life has ascended myriad wonderful and fascinating trunks, branches and
twigs. From the phantasmagorical denizens living near the bottom of the
ocean to cooperative mole rats in the arctic, from the perhaps 80,000 plant
species in the Amazon9 to the carnivorous Venus fly trap, scientists have
catalogued that we share this planet with uncounted other species of
creatures – the newest estimate being 8.7 million.10 (Since so many are small
creatures in the soil and in the oceans, some scientists estimate Earth holds
as many as 100 million unique species, and it would take us 1000+ years to
catalogue them all.) Humans share DNA ancestry with every one of these living
organisms on Earth – almost 99% with our close cousins the chimpanzees and
bonobos, some 90% with cows, 80% with cats, 70% with mice, 60% with
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fruit flies and even 50% of our DNA is the same as found in a banana!11 It
is a profound truism that we share a common ancestry (and a current Earth
environment) with a fantastically large array of other living things.

TaaL: I realize it’s hard for a human to take it seriously, but you really are

brothers and sisters to the trees, insects, elephants, flowers and fish. To a
huge extent, it’s true that their story is your story, and their fate will be your
fate. It is not surprising you are human-centric in your perceptions: squirrels
are squirrel-centric, turtles think other turtles are sexy, and mynah birds
fixate on things of mynah importance. Yet you have taken control of your
world’s ecosystems, which makes anthropocentrism a dangerous selfindulgence. Treating other species as adversaries, resources, or worthless
irrelevancies has led to what may become only the 6th planetary mass
extinction since the evolution of complex life on Earth, and that’s before
the effects of CO2 and methane and other greenhouse gases have had a
chance to do their damage. Trust me: you’ll miss your siblings when they’re gone.

The Bottom Line: We are related to all living creatures on planet
Earth.

Mass and Minor Extinctions

Summary: Complex life is a fragile thing, and despite its best efforts it can
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be devastated by environmental changes which occur too fast to adapt to,
or which move outside the conditions that type of life needs to survive.
In the last 540 million years since the onset of the Cambrian Period, which
corresponds roughly to the existence of complex life on the planet, there
have been five major extinction events, in which not just species and genera
but entire families of extant life were lost to the very last individual,
vanishing forever. The most dramatic of these, at the end of the Permian
period, marked the termination of 60% of existing animal families and more
than 80% of all genera within surviving families. This doesn’t mean the
other 40% were doing great; it just means that at least a few breeding
individuals from one species of one genus of that family did not disappear,
and so were not lost to the future.12
The “Gaia” theory introduced by James Lovelock in the 1970’s asserts that
life generally tends to make the world better for other life, and that
feedbacks occur which tend to restore balances13. However, it is becoming
clear that this can in fact go either way; biogeochemical impacts can either
stabilize environments or drive them into instability, as stated by Peter
Ward in his Medea hypothesis14 (remember Medea in Greek mythology
killed her children). So, in the past we see a pattern of greater and lesser
extinction events with recovery periods in between.
However, the greatest extinction events in history seem to have one thing in
common: large CO2 excursions which destabilize environments and wreck
ecosystems, knocking back complex life to the smaller, tougher, short-lived
and rapidly-reproducing species. Even the asteroid impact in the Yucatan
65 million years ago, which is widely seen as having killed off the dinosaurs,
is now proving to have been associated with a long period of gradually
rising CO2.15
This is salient because a sixth planetary mass extinction now seems to be
underway, with species extinctions occurring at 100 times the standard rate
and rapidly accelerating, as populations are suffering heavy losses16. This is
the anthropogenic extinction event, caused by a single species of primate
and its chance encounter with gigatons of flammable fossils. It too is
characterized by a rise in CO2, and one at least 10x more rapid than in any
of the “big five” prior mass extinctions.17 And therein, as Hamlet would say,
“lies the rub!”

TaaL: There have been a lot more than five mass extinction events on

your Earth—many occurred before the emergence of complex life. One of
the biggest was billions of years ago when a few species, largely
cyanobacteria, started making poisonous gas which killed off most of the
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existing (anaerobic) life. Today you call that poisonous gas “oxygen” and
breathe it. The rise of oxygen also depleted the atmosphere of methane, a
greenhouse gas, and froze your planet from pole to pole – your star was a
good deal cooler then – so photosynthesis stopped as temperatures
dropped, and the only life which survived was clustered around volcanic
vents on the sea bottoms. The ice over the oceans prevented volcanic CO2
from being taken up by the seas, and ultimately this CO2 warmed the planet
and melted the ocean ice by rising to more than 10% of the atmosphere.
The greenhouse effect is the biggest deal, by far, when it comes to wiping
out complex life. So, it’s a bit of a pity that you have made overloading the
seas and sky with CO2 your “big socio-economic experiment.” Screwing
around with CO2 and methane levels, even in small percentages and over a
short time span, is analogous to monkeys fighting over hand grenades: there
is a most-probable outcome.
And here is one more alien opinion for you to mull over: you’ve been lucky.
When looking back at your world’s history, it seems that mass extinctions
are not just normal, but in your case beneficial, since—ta daa!—they were
part of the chain of events which eventually produced you humans.
However, the continuity of life should not be taken for granted. It may
seem to you inevitable that you should have come into existence, but it was
not.
You are experiencing “survivorship bias” by looking backwards and seeing
that none of the mass extinctions ended all life, because a conscious being
can only evolve from pre-existing life. On all worlds, mass extinctions eventually
take all life. Life began and was extinguished on Earth many times before
conditions finally allowed your own ancestors’ quickening to survive and
flourish. My people believe it also began in the seas of Venus, whose
species long looked through clear blue skies to the stars on a planet which
was Earth’s twin, seeing among them the pale blue dot which housed your
ancestors. There are a lot of barren rocks in this universe, and perhaps very
few living water worlds. When you wish upon the evening star Venus,
you’re wishing on a former watery Earth, now a furnace-world, devoid of
life, the effect of accumulation of greenhouse gases.

The Bottom Line: Since the rise of complex life, there have been

five major planetary extinction events. We’ve started what may be the
sixth.
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Our Earth Clock

Ecclesiastes 3:1-8 King James Version (KJV)
1 To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven:
2 A time to be born, and a time to die; a time to plant, and a time to pluck up that which
is planted;
3 A time to kill, and a time to heal; a time to break down, and a time to build up;
4 A time to weep, and a time to laugh; a time to mourn, and a time to dance;
5 A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones together; a time to embrace, and
a time to refrain from embracing;
6 A time to get, and a time to lose; a time to keep, and a time to cast away;
7 A time to rend, and a time to sew; a time to keep silence, and a time to speak;
8 A time to love, and a time to hate; a time of war, and a time of peace. )
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Summary: To the verses above we would add these:
9 A time to understand, a time to wonder, a time to plan;
10 A time to cast away lizard lusts and monkey hates; a time to know our own minds,
11 A time to be thankful for what we have, and a time to bless those who follow with
their own time to exist in turn
One of the reasons we don’t much think about deep time is that we’ve
never been taught logical ways to frame it. When words like “millions,
billions, and trillions” are used, our eyes tend to glaze over. We know that
the Earth is about 4.5 billion years old, that life started a long time ago, and
that it won’t always be the way it now is, but for non-geologists those facts
tend to all mush together as a narrative without much emotional impact or
intuitive relevance. Paleontologist Peter Ward created the “Earth clock”
graphic above to help us simply envision the roughly 12 billion years which
will constitute the Earth’s existence prior to being cooked to oblivion by
our future sun expanding to engulf it.
“In 5 billion years the sun will expand and engulf our orbit as the charred ember that
was once earth vaporizes. Have a nice day!”
-Neil deGrasse Tyson
Looking at the Earth clock, the thing which immediately jumps out is that
the age of plants and animals will last “only” about a billion years, while
microscopic life will exist for perhaps six billion years. Moreover, the age of
plants and animals is now about half over. It took a long time for complex
life to arise on Earth, and conscious life only arose very recently in the
scheme of things. In the future, conditions will change, making complex life
untenable; including the level of CO2 eventually falling below what is
required for photosynthesis, and the eventual loss of the oceans to space as
the sun heats up.
It’s good, when planning one’s travels, to occasionally look at a map and
determine where you are. That is also the case for deep time and the
conditions which make life possible.

TaaL: Hey, don’t get depressed at the clock image! Yes, you’re finite, and

you wouldn’t really want to be otherwise. Is it really depressing that Earth
will get “only” a billion years of plants and animals? Because to me that
sounds like a long bunch of time, and there are perhaps a half-billion years
of it yet. Moreover, conscious self-aware life has only recently arisen, in the
form of dolphins, apes, whales, elephants, and other new arrivals. It took
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13.7 billion years to happen, and here you are. The big question, which the
clock doesn’t show—and cannot—is how long the era of conscious, selfaware life could last. It could potentially span much of that 500 million
years or could blink out in a few hundred years from this moment.
Ironically, your species is in a position to affect that, and is now doing so by
default.
To evolution, profound and rapid environmental changes are hammers
which preferentially smash large, complex, slow-reproducing species while
sparing tiny slimy ones, and your evolved agenda is causing just such
change at the fastest rate in your planet’s history. It could be that the story
of self-aware life has barely started... or it could be that it has nearly run its
course, and the way that rolls out may be up to you humans in the next few
decades of the “carbon pulse.” My own species decided to believe that
existing for a long time is something worth intelligently pursuing. Yours
has, so far, said “meh, whatever” to that proposition, while the clock ticks
on.

The Bottom Line: There’s a window of time in which plants and
animals may, in principle, exist on Earth. It’s about half over.
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SECTION 3 - HUMAN BEHAVIOR
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The Human Problem, and the Human
Brain

“The human brain claims 20-25% of resting metabolic energy, compared to 8-10% in
other primates and just 3-5% in other mammals18” -Vaclav Smil

Summary: Humanity faces an unprecedented array of physical,

environmental, and social challenges—and for the first time, these exist on
a global scale. Many analysts look at climate change, oil depletion, species
decline, pollution, poverty, water shortages etc. and suggest policies to
address “these problems.” But are these issues inter-related? If so, how?
Which remediation policies will actually help, and which will make things
worse? Before any useful and lasting policies dealing with our environment
and natural resources can be designed, we must look to the beating heart
central to all these issues—the modern human.
A closer look shows us that humans are one species of animal among many,
subject to behavioral tendencies and constraints conserved from our long
history of developing as organisms. Our bodies (and brains) were sculpted
via natural selection over tens of thousands of generations of living in small
hominid bands on the savannahs of Africa (and millions of generations of
pre-human organisms before that). The traits that enabled a naked ape to
become Earth’s current “super species” ill-equip us to effectively deal with
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our planet-sized issues. But they also give insight into what might be a
better match— and thus a longer lasting match - for our genotype. For
those who care about our reality, the future, and the environment of the
pale blue dot (Earth), a close-up look at ourselves is essential.

TaaL: Look at humans up closely? Ick. Please, keep your distance! But it’s

true: at this point you don’t so much have hundreds of disparate problems,
you have one: a brain problem which leads to myriad consequences. Human
minds are patchworks of bias, error, default behaviors and blind spots
which all evolved in the service of tribe survival during the great bulk of
your prehistory. You remain driven by the fears, lusts, and hopes which
long pre-date the potential for abstract rational thought. These are the
precursors for any species with the potential for sapience: such a potential is
the accidental outcome of survival adaptations. And to be actualized, it
requires learning to let go of irrationality for at least part of the time.
This would be difficult enough in ordinary times, but you now face a
complicating factor: you’ve fallen into a behavioral “carbon trap” (burning
fossil carbon) which feels really good in immediate terms yet is disastrous if
pursued for long. This “trap” has drastically collapsed the time available for
your transition to becoming a truly conscious species: rather than a process
of 50 thousand years as it was for my conspecifics, you need to get a good
start within the next few decades or lose the chance.
The ability of human brains to rationalize and deny, in furtherance of
temporary gratification and immediate reward, looms large. Most of your
species never aspire to do anything but exist and react. Yet when it comes
to the possibility of sapient behavior leading to better futures, the brains of
Homo sapiens are the “make or break” chance for your planet. Ergo, the
fate of all conscious evolved life on earth now hinges on the way your caveman brains understand and respond to the real world. So yes, learning
about the human brain is a wise—and necessary—first step.
My prescription to your species: know thyself, human, and man up. (Or is
that woman up? You look alike to me.)

The Bottom Line: We don’t so much have energy or environmental
problems, as a human brain problem.
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Evolution by (natural) Selection
“The alternative to thinking in evolutionary terms is not to think at all.” — Sir Peter
Medawar, 1960 Nobel Laureate in immunology.

Summary: Imagine

shaking a box of
Raisin Bran left to
right. The longer you
shake it, the more
raisins will fall to the
bottom of the box.
The smaller and more
spherical raisins get
there first, followed
by the larger spherical
raisins, followed by
the large irregular
raisins, and finally the
small partly mashed
weird-shaped raisins
that the Raisin Bran
people get bargain
rates on because
they're weirdlooking.
This raisin “fitness
race” is determined
by size, density,
relative sphericity,
surface wrinkles, and
microscopic texture that enable van der Waals force and friction, as well as
the specific shape and size context of the exact assemblage of rodent
excreta, bug legs, and whatever else found its way into the bran-flake
machine.
You’ve just simulated evolution. "Fitter” raisins were “selected” to get to
the bottom of the box, while other raisins were left lagging behind. This
illustrates that both the concept of “fitness” and “selection” are labels we
apply to a natural process devoid of any actual goal.
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In this illustration, the raisins and the bran flakes represent the organisms
which selection acts upon, gravity, and the ‘box’ shape, and position are the
natural laws; and the ‘shaking’ is the churn of environmental conditions.
Under such conditions, the traits of “round” and ‘dense’ possessed by some
raisins enabled them to fall further down the box than the ‘flat’ and ‘thin’
traits of the bran flakes. And each generation (each shake of the box)
accentuated this phenomenon.
Over vast eons of time, lineages of living organisms have been sculpted by
the ecological flows of this dynamic planet, similar to ‘raisins falling to the
bottom of the box.’ So, in the Raisin Bran box of life, organisms that
adapted to new conditions, either via some new attribute, behavior, or a
random mutation will have proliferated to a myriad of livable niches on this
green Earth. The qualities of ‘round’ and ‘small’ in the case of the raisins
have different parallels in the natural world, with traits that secure food,
safety, and especially viable offspring, carrying great influence. Life is a big
box of Raisin Bran. And the ‘raisins’ alive today are an amalgam of what
worked during past environments.
So are round, smooth raisins “fitter”? Only in the sense that attaining the
bottom of the box is deemed important.

TaaL: In a big enough universe, given enough time, just about anything

which is allowed by the rules of physics will happen somewhere. For
instance, if the universe is large enough—and it probably is—there is an
exact duplicate of the Earth out there, with you in it, who decided to go get
a pizza and will never read this part of the book (these parallel selves would be
pretty far away, about 10^10^29 meters apart on average, which underscores the
difference between the “visible universe” and the “physical universe” if you care about
that.)
But I digress. If a sequence of events eventually results in a conscious being
coming into existence, that conscious being will tend to see its history as
having been inevitable, even though it wasn’t. High complexity is a rare
side-effect in a universe which is in most ways as straightforward as a rock
rolling down a hill, with life as a transient effect, important only to itself.
Yet only this rare circumstance has allowed the creation of the virtual
worlds in which consciousness can reside.
Consciousness only came into existence because its existence served gene
replication. It did not directly evolve; it is emergent from the brains which
were created by the mindless juggling of the genes and is generally a hostage
to a brain’s evolved configuration. You might say that evolution “happened
upon” a method to create captive souls which may be used and discarded as
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a means to an end. The utility of consciousness to the gene is that it has the
leeway to innovate outside the evolutionary process; and this leeway means
that—at least in principle—a mind can disconnect itself from servitude to
the gene’s agenda and operate “outside the box” of Raisin Bran.

The Bottom Line: Evolution isn’t a charmed or magical process,

it’s just molecules and energy doing an unusually complex downhill
roll.

The Pinnacle of Creation (Not)
Summary: In our

culture, there is a
common belief that
humans (and maybe
even American
humans) are the
natural pinnacle of
the process of
evolution. It seems
obvious that
simpler organisms
should eventually
ascend the
scaffolding of the
mountain of life to
emerge—clever and
victorious—at the
summit as fullyformed and
functional
electricity-wielding
apes.
But this narrative
just shows our
hubris. A gene
doesn't care if it
survives any more
than a raindrop
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cares if it falls. They are each just bunches of chemicals obeying the laws of
physics in the moment. Evolution is the accumulation of billions (or
trillions) of these moments. We have a natural tendency towards
comforting stories with satisfying endings. When we retroactively imbue a
process with direction and intentionality, that is called teleology. Teleology
is a belief that events have reasons for happening, and that the ‘universe’
seeks out desired end states. For example, oxygen exists so humans have
something to breathe. A dog’s teleological story would be humans exist to
throw Frisbees and provide snacks. That evolution occurred in order to produce
us, or that the universe exists to produce life are similar stories.
Just like there is nothing special about ‘the bottom of the box’ being the
preferred destination for raisins, humans are not the pinnacle of evolution.
We are just one of the many current outcomes of what worked best after X
millions of iterations. There’s no guarantee we’ll remain as we are, because
species change, or fail to, with their environment and today’s summit can
become tomorrow’s valley.

TaaL: It can be comforting to perceive one’s species as the final result of

the universe striving for a perfect being, but the universe doesn’t have any
such modus operandi. In fact, the main story of life on your planet is singlecelled and always will be. The occasional expansions of life into (and back
out of) niches which allow large size, long life, and consciousness are both
rare and brief. If you think you’re fitter than ants, jellyfish, and bacteria, I
have some news for you: large complex life is the fragile outlier in
Earthlife’s probability distribution, and then only during a fraction of the
time your planet will support life. Conscious life, such as yours, is the most
fragile and temporary of all; a crystal wine goblet in a tornado. It has the
potential to sustain itself, but only to the extent it can transcend the gene
agenda (which enabled it to exist in the first place) and make rational plans
about the future.
Your brains are currently evolving to be smaller; and have lost 10-15% of
their size in the last 20 thousand years19. If humans leave descendants a
million years from now, they could easily be smallish communal
insectivores with brains like spider monkeys, because gene’s sole purpose is
to replicate, and recent selection seems to favor group sociality over
individual intelligence. Moreover, resource depletion and a hotter climate
will tend to shrink the size of any surviving species during that period. A
sapient species needs to take a hand in its own 4D existence rather than
living entirely in the moment as you folks currently do. You’re special, but
not…special.

The Bottom Line: Evolution is not a “march of progress” but
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a drunkard’s walk through a minefield, roughly matching fortuitous
accidents to changing circumstances.

Human Evolution

Summary: If you understand that Earth has experienced 4.5 billion years

of history and life has existed over 3.8 billion of those years, you grasp the
concept of deep time. If you understand organisms have incremental
success in both surviving and procreating, traits (and mutations) are
heritable, and you combine this with deep time, then you grasp
evolution. If you understand our hominid ancestors lived in small tribes of
50-150 on the savannah of Africa for hundreds of thousands of years, you
are visualizing our ancestral environment—the crucible from
which uniquely-human traits emerged.
We know modern dogs evolved from wolves in the past 25,000 years20.
Gradually, the precursors to modern dogs were artificially selected for those
traits which were beneficial to humans. More recently, hundreds of
different breeds of that same species were further selected for working,
hunting, companionship, etc. The behavioral tendencies of the different
breeds of dogs are testament to this historical selection process.
Similarly, humans, as we now exist, were ‘selected’ (though by natural forces and
ecological interactions, not by another species). Imagine yourself living in a tribe of
100 people—what sorts of behaviors would have led to survival and mating
success? We can never know, other than by anthropological, molecular and
genetic clues. But based on species we can observe, we can guess they
included: access to food and water, social status and acceptance within the
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group, successful wooing and mating of the opposite sex, enthusiastic
defense of one’s tribe and territory while ostracizing the neighboring tribes,
confidence and certainty, etc. Just recently, scientists have begun to
acknowledge the importance of traits such as humor, cleverness, and
kindness to the survival of human groups21. All these traits have been
‘conserved’ , meaning that over many hundreds or thousands of
generations, the neural wiring for these traits would not have been selected
against once it had become universally ‘locked in’.

TaaL: Your records of your own history of the last several thousand years

seems like a long time to you, but it has been too little time for evolution to
alter you much from your long history as tribal hunter-gatherers. You are
reading these words from within a skull that contains a stone-age mind and
the patchwork quilt of evolved drives and biases which come along with it.
Most of the human story is unknown to you: On the order of 100 billion
anatomically modern humans have lived. And of most of them, you know
only what can be inferred from scarce fossils and your own vestigial mental
and physical adaptations to the reality they (heroically) traversed. They
experienced all the emotions and senses you do, in a very wild world, yet
you celebrate no holidays to honor this heroism which secured your own
existence. Your history is confined to the history of your recent civilization,
as if these ancient heroes never were.
Very recently, the rise of agriculture drastically increased human numbers.
In parallel, the belief in shared mythologies increased the maximum size of
human social alliances, creating effectively larger human “superorganisms”
which displaced other large species, in the same way ants displaced
nonsocial insects. And over the last couple hundred years, this process has
been supercharged by the fluke of a one-time carbon energy pulse. Yet any
given human is still primarily driven by hunter-gatherer instincts. I
recommend looking to your past to understand the present and prepare for
the future.

The Bottom Line: Humans evolved to be small-tribe hunter-

gatherers, and still react to the world primarily as such, even though
recently occupying a very different world.
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The Agenda of the Gene
Summary: Throughout

our lives, in almost all
circumstances, we humans
are actors on a stage. The
stage has changed countless
times in history and will
change countless times again
(if we remain on the stage),
but in each generation the
actions that we choose are
distinctly tethered to our
biological heritage. In the
same way we don’t like to
be hot or cold, but instead
at a temperature “just right,”
our assembled horde of
brain modules steers us
towards being well-liked,
well-fed, entertained, taken
care of, supportive of our
tribe, fearful of outgroups,
dismissive of abstract
threats, etc. In each of our
daily routines, when we do
things that “feel right” without much deliberation or self-observation, we
are generally following what your authors refer to as the gene agenda.
Simply put, we seek the same emotional state of our ancestors, but in a
modern, novel world.
The evolved brain’s highly distorted worldview is the emergent result of the
“gene agenda”. It was distorted to relentlessly err on the side of survival,
but to err nevertheless. So, we worry more about snakes than car crashes,
about being unpopular rather than nuclear war, and about acquiring “stuff”
rather than preserving a healthy environment. Just like a fish doesn’t
understand it lives in water, neither do we consider that we adhere daily to
“an agenda of the gene,” but we do. As our bodies and experiences walk
forward in time, the genes which programmed our behaviors are effectively
looking backwards, because they were shaped solely by past survival
success.
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Photo caption: Mr. Gene Agenda ™, representing the default evolutionary programming
of the human mind, which moves forward but can only look backwards at what worked
in prior generations.

TaaL: The gene agenda works really well for a snail. It works less well for
a population of reindeer on an island with no predators. And it is
spectacularly deficient for fire-apes with nuclear launch codes.

The gene agenda produces monkey traps. If you put a piece of food in a jar,
a monkey will reach in and grab it, making its fist too large to pull out of
the jar. So, the monkey hunter can saunter over and catch the screaming
monkey, whose instinctive response to hold tight to the food supersedes the rational
response of merely unclenching its fist and running away. Silly monkey, eh?
But you humans are also at that awkward stage in which you default to
evolved response patterns in times of stress. You’re capable of analytic
thought—like creating books and rocketships—but that’s a luxury of leisure
and surplus. When stressed, you still tend to fall back on the same evolved
responses which have long moved your minds after millions of years of
steady attrition culling out the alternatives. You still have cave-man brains,
unchanged in 50,000 years except for a bit of shrinkage and a few new
alleles. The problem is, you’re now running a planetary ecosystem which
you’ll greatly miss when it’s broken.
The veneer of civilization is a fragile thing. It persists on Earth at the
moment because most of you are wealthy beyond the wildest dreams of
your ancestors, with the overweight/obese outnumbering the hungry. It
would be sapient to use this precious time to learn alternatives to the gene
agenda, because it’s both absolutely necessary and the hardest thing you’ll
ever have to do. So far, your intellects have mostly been yoked in service to
your lusts and urges. You can, in theory, do better.
Like you, my species started with a gene agenda: all species in the universe
must. Like your extraordinarily ugly noses and ears, what you evolved with
is nothing to be rationally ashamed of. If your brains didn’t have default
programming, you’d never have become what you are. Yet to my mind, the
main threshold of true self-awareness is one your species has not yet
reached: the recognition that the well-meaning, pleasure-giving, dissonance-quashing
Gene Agenda is the mortal enemy of decent human futures.
It may feel like you have many things to overcome, young human, but I say
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to you truly that the Gene Agenda is the only real enemy and impediment
to a deep future in which humans thrive. It controls how you are
programmed to feel, but you can control how you choose to feel.
It is possible to repudiate this inborn agenda—and you must!—,but as
powerful as the Gene Agenda is in individual brains, it is even more
dominant in large human groups, for it becomes the inherited “common
denominator” for default human reactions. It holds dominion over your
reptilian brain system, doling out pleasure rewards and imposing unpleasant
behavioral penalties for diverging from its well-worn path. So, it’s good to
bear in mind that it doesn’t care about you: to the Gene Agenda you’re a
disposable body which only exists to reproduce and die. In parting, I’ll give
you some classic relationship advice: you can do better.

The Bottom line: We are born with heritable modules prepared to

react to context in predictable ways–the ‘agenda of the gene’. This
‘agenda’ is not set in stone but creates tendencies—in the same way
water ‘prefers’ to flow downhill. Water can and is redirected. Our
behaviors can be as well.

Fitness Maximizer?
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Summary: The currency of evolution is fitness. Whatever traits and

behaviors (and random luck) led to an organism leaving more copies of its
genes than average in the next generation, meant it was contextually ‘fitter’
than its conspecifics22.
However, this ‘fitness’ is not a conscious or even instinctive goal.
Organisms don’t parade around trying to be biologically fitter than others,
but instead just repeat the behaviors which worked for their ancestors,
indirectly leading to reproduction. A male spider is sometimes consumed
by the female after they have sex23. This obviously is a bummer for the male
spider, but it can be explained by evolution if the nutrition provided for the
offspring (carrying his genes) outweighs the sum of his lost future mating
opportunities (because he’s dead). Thus, the spider, when presented with a
'hot female spider' doesn’t calculate the odds of being eaten vs. how many
nutrients are in his body but performs a behavior that was successfully
passed down through his ancestor’s genes. Those genes are not looking out
for the individual spider but lead him straight into a lethal embrace because
they ‘feel good’. At the opposite end of the spectrum, elephant matriarchs
are genetically long-lived because they protect not only their own children,
but their grandchildren and great-grandchildren, who pass along those longlived genes (euphemistically known as the “grandmother effect”)24. To the
unthinking genes, the bodies are disposable. It’s about which gene
sequences are more efficient at replicating. The fact they produce bodies
which do complex things is, as far as evolutionary fitness is concerned, only
relevant to that replication.

TaaL: “Fitness” is something which is only determined retroactively.

When a hundred baby sea turtles break through the sand where their eggs
were laid and race for the ocean, their fitness relative to one another is an
open question, indeterminate. Which one’s movements preferentially attract
the attention of the different predators which happen to be on the scene?
Which one’s coloration will tend to give it an edge over offshore predators?
Which ones will be more attracted to eating colorful (fatal) plastic pollution
rather than jellyfish? Which will tend to dive versus remaining immobile
when a shark swims below them, and which species of shark will that be?
Which is more resistant to cancer-causing chemicals it will encounter via its
foraging decisions? The one baby turtle in a thousand which ultimately
survives to reproduce will have been tested by millions of unique threats
and opportunities and be fitter only in that context. Evolution mostly produces
lottery winners, not excellence.
Moreover, what’s “fit” today will likely not be what’s “fit” tomorrow. Even
herbivore bunny rabbits and baby ducklings have enormous vicious hunting
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carnivores in their evolutionary past, and perhaps in their distant offspring’s
futures. And your world’s fossil beds are full of species which were
wonderfully fit for far longer than humans have been, but now are gone.
Humans are lottery winners many times over. Rather than causing you to
treasure everything, you seem to be convinced “winning lotteries” is a
human birthright to be counted on for the future. On my world we have a
term for species which behave in such a way: “extinct”.

The Bottom Line: Evolution maximizes fitness, but fitness is an
entirely retrospective quality; it has no plan for the future.

Hello Mr. and Mrs. Adaptation
Executor

Summary: “Fitness” is the currency of biology. But it is also something

which is entirely context-dependent, and only determined in retrospect. We
rarely, if ever, think about maximizing fitness during our own lifetimes.
We do not go through life consciously calculating the odds of each situation
to improve our survival chances. We do not use every encounter with the
opposite sex to produce more offspring (though the goal of some of these
encounters is to go through the same motions). We are generally unaware
that we really are just executing our evolved neural programming - shaped
in ancestral environments but giving us the same ‘feelings’
(neurotransmitters, hormones, endocrine cascades, etc.) that our ancestral
blueprint deemed successful. Once organisms (including humans) are born,
they seek the same mental states of their ancestors in whatever environment
they are born into. Effectively, they become adaptation executors, not fitness
pursuers.
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In short, our deep feelings direct us to execute behaviors which proved
adaptive in the evolutionary past, even when those adaptations make no
rational sense in the present or future.
Why does something feel bad or good to us at all? It’s because the ancestors
who “felt good” about doing things, which happened to enhance their
relative fitness at that time, survived to pass on these tendencies and their
behavioral rewards. Sex feels great. Eating high-energy-content food feels
great. Being a high-status tribal member feels great. Hating outgroups feels
great. And killing large prey (and outgroup members during wartime) feels
great. This is such an uncomfortable thing to hear that it feels wrong. Your
authors have given this set of deep feelings a name: the gene agenda. It is
neither admirable, nor useful; it just exists in our minds as the default
hardware settings and represents a steep hill which must be climbed to
pursue any rational goals.

TaaL: There are upsides and downsides to being ‘adaptation executors”.

The upside is that it’s pleasant and non-stressful to max out the yummy
behavioral reward that brain chemicals give you in the short term. The
downside is that for a species that dominates a planet’s biome, it’s
eventually suicidal, resulting in exponential growth with no happy ending,
expanding until you rapidly slam into hard limits. Caring about which of
those paths occurs is a part of sapience. (Sapience doesn’t evolve: it’s a
conscious and ongoing re-shuffle of the brain’s default actions and
reactions which is initially difficult, but ultimately wonderful, exactly
because it runs counter to the “gene agenda”.)
It’s good to remember that the strategy of being an “adaptation executor”
has been life’s default mode since before brains evolved. Now that you actually
HAVE reasonably complex brains, it’s an opportunity to move away from
acting, as you are in some ways, like bacteria, executing past feelgood adaptations in the face of all logic.
You can also imagine a sane future and take steps toward it, ignoring the
brain rewards for bad ideas and the punishment for good ones. Because it’s
pretty clear that “fitness” for decent human futures now requires that some
adaptations not be executed.
Moreover, to the extent one can overcome the siren song of the “feel
good” gene agenda, it IS possible to pursue better futures, because minds
can look forward with understanding which will be forever denied the
process of evolution.

The Bottom Line: We don’t seek to maximize our fitness. We
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execute adaptations by doing things that feel good.

If it feels good, do it, right?!

Summary: So how does this adaptation execution manifest in the modern
world? So simply, it might frighten you.

Because of hormones and neurotransmitters, those behaviors most
correlated with ancestral success—status, sex, conquest, novelty, belief, —
‘feel better’ than activities which might be beneficial in today’s
environment, but which have no historical analog. Dogs, via intentional
breeding, were adapted towards fetching, hunting, working, playing and
being human companions. It would not feel good to a dog to climb a tree
or lie in wait for hours to ambush a bird - but it would to a cat. There
wasn’t the evolutionary selection for dogs to feel good doing things which
weren’t historically “doggish”. Similarly, humans evolved on the Pleistocene
savannah in small groups which had utterly no biological or cultural reason
to evolve feelings about world-scale problems they could not imagine or
affect. But we did evolve to “not think about” stressful things beyond our
control, believing happy stories instead. What happened on the savannah,
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stayed on the savannah.
Our modern feelings were perfectly useful for an animal competing in a
small ecological niche. That simply isn’t where humans find ourselves now.

TaaL: Feelings were designed to feel ‘good’ by the same sort of process

that gets raisins to the bottom of a box; (or in this case getting DNA
molecules preferentially through an environmental sieve). You’re all relying
on that process to pull a miracle out of a hat as you reproduce past the 10
billion mark, eating fossils, as though your genes have a plan.
Genes never have a plan; they don’t know anything, much less that there’s a
future. They are programmed to do what they formerly did.
Before any hominid reading this was born, your ancestral gene trajectory
functioned to make the maximum numbers of copies of themselves. That
was their sole criterion, which is as intention-free as the crystallizing of a
snowflake. The agenda of the gene therefore pushes for the largest-possible
biomass of human existence, while your quality of life is not even a
consideration. (Much as a male spider’s gene agenda makes him into lunch
for a female). This is important to realize. While brains have evolved so you
“feel better” when repeating behaviors that happened to help your
ancestors survive, “feeling good” is not a design goal of any sort.
Here’s the catch (and why I agreed to contribute here). Going along with
the gene agenda feels good. Eating junk food, blaming outgroups, acquiring
more and better possessions than your neighbors... all of this feels great.
Pursuing an agenda different than this not only has no deep-brain reward
circuits, but also runs afoul of evolved brain aversive systems. Going on a
diet feels terrible. Loving your enemies feels messed-up. Living a lowconsumption life feels like a sacrifice. Thus, the behavioral dice are loaded
in favor of the gene agenda, and that’s what you see writ large in the world
around you.
All the things you are pre-programmed to care passionately about are
linked to ancient evolved primitive systems; while the abstractions of the
"conscious" part of your neocortices have no such deep links to your core
brain structures. You’ll gun each other down over road rage or being
snubbed for a promotion, but the abstract loss of a natural world just gives
you the urge to blog.

The Bottom Line: If it feels good to do, you really should think

about why you’re doing it, because it may be irrational gene stuff.
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The Elephant and the Rider

Summary: Though it’s an oversimplification, it’s useful to describe the

various layers and mechanisms of our brain as built on top of one another
like separate brains inside our heads. What 'worked' in the deep past for our
pre-human ancestors was retained and overlaid with additional changes and
mutations on the way to becoming us. Brain structures and functions that
were a poor “fitness match” for those ancient environments are no longer
around. Gradually, some organisms became larger and more complex (in
our mammalian lineage, new brain structures allowed for emotional
bonding) and what was to become the neocortex developed on top of, and
in complex synergy with, the older brain structures of the limbic system and
the primitive ‘reptilian’ core. Thus, in a real way we each have an “inner
worm”, “inner fish”, “inner insectivore”, etc., upon which are overlaid
structures relevant to more recent environments, such as tribal savannah
existence. Those ancient brains worked perfectly well without
consciousness or self-awareness, and even today, still control the
connections to our reward and punishment systems25. Psychologists have
assigned these different neural systems labels of ‘thinking fast’ vs ‘thinking
slow’26. Slow thinking is more accurate but takes time and calm. Fast
thinking is incredibly biased and inaccurate but is, well, fast. It’s also
automatic and pretty much stress-free.
Our ’new’ cortex and its advanced functions are kind of like the mahout
(driver) on an elephant. The elephant is the reptilian (survival) and
mammalian (emotional) areas of the brain and the driver is the neocortex
(rational) area of the brain27. Once having learned to work together, they
can accomplish amazing things. But, the elephant, like the ancient part of
our brains, is incredibly strong, and unless under tight control, will go off
and do impulsive and destructive things. Only very occasionally does our
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metaphorical elephant do something its rider suggests. With a lot of
training, the percentage of actions directed by the rider can grow
significantly.
For example, when finishing an important project, a highly disciplined
professional might keep working even though very hungry or even if it
means missing a special event.
Most humans are “mostly elephant” most of the time. (Plus, as we’ll see in
a bit, usually our “inner mahout” creates a retroactive storyline to explain
why the elephant just did a bunch of things... even though it has no idea
why it did them.)
The takeaway here: the regions of our brain that have the longest history,
related to fight or flight, fear and lust, reward or failure etc. are much more
powerful than our newer logical and science-interested areas.

TaaL: It has been estimated by some human scientists the “conscious”

functioning of your mind accounts for less than half a percent (1/200th) of
your brain’s processing power: your brain is mostly doing stuff of which
you have no conscious awareness, such as breathing.28 And who’s to say
that those other mind modules aren’t conscious in their own way which is
forever hidden from you? I have no idea: I’ve never been human.
Either way, it’s clear that most of your species assumes you are consciously
forging through life making executive decisions that direct your “inner
elephant” in the manner of a well-trained mahout. In fact, this rarely occurs
in real time. The unconscious parts of brains react, and the conscious mind
retroactively creates a story about why things were done, without knowing
why. The core human brain deals in strong feelings and unconscious
associations with power that your conscious mind can never generate, nor
can directly access.
In your species’ case, the “mahout” is in most cases like a person following
an elephant around and saying, “I made him do that” no matter what the
elephant does. However, the tiny conscious module in your neocortex can
potentially train the “inner elephant” to work together with it in the future,
and this can be very powerful. Can you see your elephant, or is it hiding in
plain sight?

The Bottom Line: Real-time decisions are made outside the

conscious mind. Therefore, making rational conscious decisions is
difficult….but possible.
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Sexual Selection on a Full Planet...

Summary: Mating success is a key behavioral driver in the natural world,

and for a good reason. Typically, more males survive to reproductive age
than are needed to fertilize the next generation. Charles Darwin once
summarized what is now known as ‘sexual selection’ as the effects of the
“struggle between the individuals of one sex, generally the males, for the possession of the
other sex.”29 Sexual selection is the “tie-breaking” contest which establishes
which genome contributes to the next generation. Sexual selection can
occur both between males (intrasexual selection, such as white-tail bucks
fighting for dominance) and by females (intersexual selection, where e.g. the
female chooses to mate with a male, such as female peafowl choosing the
peacock with the largest and most beautiful tail-fan with which to mate)30.
But how to determine which male (or female) is likely to have more
“fitness” in the current context? Biologists have shown that historically, the
primary way to reliably demonstrate one's 'quality' during courtship is to
display a “high-cost signal”—e.g. a heavy and colorful peacock's tail, an
energy-expending bird-song concert, or a $100,000 sports car. Only these
costly and hard-to-fake "handicap" signals are evolutionarily stable
indicators of their producer's quality because cheap signals are too easy for
low-quality imitators to fake. These handicaps signal the ability to acquire
energy over and above what is necessary for the male’s own life processes,
and to survive predation and competition pressures more intense than
would be incurred without such handicaps31. In this sense 'waste' has been
evolutionarily selected for! Think of the three drawbacks to a male peacock of
growing such a hugely ornate tail: 1) the extra energy, and nutrients needed
for the creation of the tail could have been used for other
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survival/reproductive needs, 2) the tail makes it more likely to be spotted
by a predator, 3) if spotted, the bulky tail makes escape from a predator less
likely. All three of these negative fitness hits must be outweighed by the
female peahen's preference for males with larger more ornate tails. Sexual
competition, in this example and in many cases in nature, has been a stronger
force than natural selection.

TaaL: Sometimes it takes a stranger (or alien) to point out something so

obvious that no one sees it. Sexual signaling and status-seeking are
ubiquitous in human society, and both of your genders perform continuous,
conspicuous signaling. At its extreme, men with hair implants, elevator
shoes, feigned confidence and leased sports cars compete for surgically
augmented women wearing clothing and makeup to enhance their sex
appeal. Those who are deemed by a culture as “beautiful” are afforded
societal advantages and opportunities denied to others. Indeed, the pursuit
of desirability accounts for a good portion of the goods and services you
humans count towards your economic growth.
I wonder if you can imagine how your thinking would change if you no
longer were subject to the deep-brain dictates of sexual selection? In a
eusocial species like yours, sexual selection doesn’t operate only at mating
time, but is a constant “on switch” in a person’s life: be it their social rank, a
male’s attractiveness to females, or a female’s attractiveness to males. (I’ve
always thought John Lennon’s “Imagine” should have an additional verse
about imagining the absence of sexual selection**.) While its evolutionary
function and history are clear, it’s also clear that to the extent this
behavioral preoccupation intrudes into your large-scale physical-world
decisions, it is a species-level form of insanity.
On my home world, we have birdlike creatures which have taken “high cost
signaling” to its logical extreme; the females carry large stones when flying
so they can barely get off the ground even while flapping powerfully; the
ones making it to their breeding islands with the biggest stones are then
considered most desirable by the males. The males, for their part, are not
only strikingly colored, but do insane aerobatic dances which culminate in
spectacular suicides, plunging down for thousands of feet and splattering
colorfully against the rocks on their preferred nesting ledge. The chosen
females then drop their rocks and roll around in the remains of what they
consider the most impressive male from which to become pregnant. We
find their mating season to be a good time to stay indoors, and a good
reminder of where the gene’s agenda naturally leads.
**Imagine no sexual selection
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It’s easy if you dare
Just pick your own direction
What others think, who cares?
Imagine all the people
Ignoring all those genes...

The Bottom Line: The pressures of sexual selection from our past
mold a lot of our current behavior.

Social Status: Keeping up with the
Joneses

Summary: Closely related to sexual competition is the general striving for

status and approval within highly social species. As such a species, we care
greatly about how we compare to others on the cultural scorecard of the
day. We (consciously or otherwise) make social statements with our clothes,
our technology, our houses, our toys, our comments and even our
friends. We buy things not only because they give us pleasure, but because
they are social signals—a 21st century human version of deer antlers or a
peacock’s tail. Through this behavioral lens, we can understand the
rationale and prevalence of Veblen goods32 (named after the 19th-century
economist who coined the term ‘conspicuous consumption’) — a group of
artificially value-inflated products like shoes, watches, (houses!) that people
increasingly prefer to buy as their price gets higher because the greater cost
signals greater status. (A Rolex does fewer things than a $20 Timex, is less
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comfortable, weighs more, and will get you mugged—but gets you respect!)
Status-induced envy is a strong motivator. Increasing evidence in the fields
of psychology and economics shows that above a minimum threshold of
income/wealth, it’s primarily one’s relative wealth or income that we care
about, not the absolute amount. In an analysis with more than 80,000
people, the relative rank of an individual’s income predicted that person’s
general life satisfaction, whereas the absolute income and reference income
had little to no effect33. In another study, when asked if they would prefer
living in a 4,000-square-foot house where all the neighboring houses were
6,000 square feet or a 3,000-square-foot house where the surrounding
houses were 2,000 square feet, the majority of respondents chose the
latter34—smaller in absolute terms, but bigger in relative size. In other words,
having higher abstract “house status” than your neighbors is worth giving
up a third of your floor space! If you visit Madagascar, the eleventh poorest
nation on earth, you might see villagers huddled around the one TV in the
village watching the nation’s most popular TV show, Melrose Place, giving
them a window into Hollywood glitz and glamour, and a beacon to dream
about and strive for. Relative status signals cross oceans.
From an evolutionary perspective, we swim daily in a sea of social status.
Our modern culture has equated money and the things it buys as a primary
scorecard for social status, which as we’ll see, on a finite planet, is a
problem. If you think you are immune to this phenomenon, imagine
yourself voluntarily doing something that would reduce your status among
friends and peers and the public. It’s not easy to do.

TaaL: Sometimes you kid yourselves about what I’d call “crypto-status”

signals. Insulating an attic provides far greater energy benefits than adding
solar panels to the roof…but the neighbors can’t SEE your attic insulation,
so solar panels sprout like dandelions after spring rains while your attics
leak heat. Deciding to carpool using your existing car would provide more
societal and environmental benefits than buying a hybrid vehicle, but that
comes across to others as “lower class”—a Prius or Tesla raises your status
(and waste stream) considerably.
Earth’s nations that many Americans describe as “third world” are all
expecting to rise from a position of “relatively less wealth” to parity with
the conspicuously consuming “first world”. Yet as Gandhi said, if his
nation and China decided to pursue the western model of consumption “it
would strip the world bare like locusts”. Gandhi was a smart dude.
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And just one more alien word to the wise: the flip side of pursuit of relative
wealth is also dysfunctional: when you derive satisfaction by causing an
enemy to lose more than you lose. The seductiveness of this spite dynamic
in the human psyche has accounted for a lot of human history (and misery)
and will likely account for a lot more this century.
In complex species, one of the larger transitions to sapience involves
switching from the pursuit of relative wealth to absolute wealth. If you can
meet people who are wealthier than you, healthier than you, and higher
status than you, and truly not begrudge them these things nor feel
diminished by them, you’re on your way... to both sapience and happiness.
For a large downside to relative wealth is that the desire for it can never
really be sated. You are all wealthier than the royalty of your kind only a few
hundred years ago; if you must insist on relative wealth, appreciate the fact
that you’re wealthier than they are. (And for that matter, much wealthier
than those who will come after you). It’s funny—the unending pursuit of
exosomatic wealth could kill your planet while still leaving your brains
starved for the stimulation of “more” and “better”. And a clue to mateseekers: wealth is allocated pretty much randomly these days. If a person
has a car, it just means they have a car... (and it may be leased). I suggest
that it would constitute insufficient reason to go through the motions, let
alone reproduce.

The Bottom Line: We endlessly pursue physical wealth we don’t

really need, for status which shouldn’t really matter. But we all do it.

You (almost) Win!! It’s the Unexpected
Reward, Stupid!
Summary: Look under your seat. That’s right! It’s the key to a new car!
Just for reading this book, YOU win a new car! (Not really.)

Most of what happens around us each day is predictable, so processing
every detail of a familiar habitat not only wastes brain energy but could even
become a deadly distraction. Thus, our ancestors living on the African
savannah paid little attention to the stable mountains on the horizon but
were on alert to movements in the bushes, or by the riverbank. Those
better able to detect and quickly process “something different”—either
danger or opportunity—were more likely to survive and pass on their
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genes. There was a payoff from waiting patiently for some movement in the
trees that signaled “danger,” or noticing the sound of a particular bird that
circled a tree with a beehive full of honey, etc.
Today we know it’s the
neurotransmitter dopamine which
causes the feelings of pleasure and
motivation for “more”. Dopamine
regulates our vigilance of noticing
anything different than the usual in
our homes, our environments, and
the systems we interact with.
Without dopamine we wouldn’t be
curious or motivated to even get out
of bed. Experimental removal of
dopamine receptor genes in animals
causes them to reduce exploratory
behavior related to resource
acquisition35. Dopamine activation is
also linked with addictive, impulsive
activity in numerous species. But of
most relevance to modern human
society, dopamine is released within the brain not only in response to
stimuli an organism finds rewarding, but also to those events
which predict rewards. A famous study involved thirsty monkeys who waited
for a tone followed by a squirt of fruit juice into their mouths. After a
regimen of fixed, steady amounts of juice, the volume of juice was doubled
without warning which caused the rate of neuron firing to go from 3 per
second to 80 per second. Whoa, where did that juice come from—it was
tasty!! But after several trials and as this new magnitude of reward was
“habituated to”, after hearing the familiar sound, the neuron firing rate
returned to the baseline of three firings per second. The monkeys had gotten
used to what was coming. It was the same amount of fruit juice as before, but
since double-juice was now expected, it no longer caused the feel-good brain
release of dopamine36.
When exposed to novel stimuli, high levels of curiosity (dopamine) are
generated, but it is the unexpected reward that causes their activation. Think
about how our core brain responds to novelty in our modern world. If your
smart phone announces an incoming email, a tiny hit of dopamine
motivates you to see who it was from, but the actual reading the email will
often result in disappointment. If you order a fantastic array of sushi and
the waiter instead brings you a piece of bread, you will have a plunge in
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dopamine levels that creates an immediate (strong) craving for sushi. It is
this delta between expected reward and reality that underlies much of our
modern behavioral reactions. Our current culture and technology are geared
towards providing a steady smorgasbord of novel stimuli. Unfortunately,
this perpetual stream of “unexpected reward” both leads to habituation and
addiction, and as we’ll see later, is currently very predicated on nonrenewable resources.

TaaL: There is simply no limit to the amount of reward humans can learn
to expect, and quickly habituate to. This was never much of a problem
when trekking the savannahs as nomadic hunters: much of life had an
“unexpected” edge to it, leading to more frequent joy and fear (and then
joy). Exosomatic possessions were minimal: a necklace, a colored stone, a
carved antler, a prized stone knife. There were inherent limits to
unexpected reward, so there was no reason for the selection of a neural
mechanism for “I have enough rewards”. So even though you now DO have
far more than enough (on average), you have no inherent ability to be
satiated by it. (That is a difficult skill to be mastered; few try and fewer
succeed, but it can be done).

Do you notice other humans getting all freaked out if they’re given
unsolicited spoilers to Game of Thrones? The info doesn’t really matter to
their lives, but it kills their unexpected reward. If you go to Vegas and bet
$5 a hand on blackjack and the guy next to you is betting $10,000, both of
you humans are ‘feeling’ the same thing as the cards are turned over. The
unexpected reward sensation of the cards being turned over (or shopping
or stock market investing) is mostly untethered to resource use or scale.
The flip side of unexpected reward is the non-occurrence of an expected reward,
what the authors here have called the “Christmas Pony Effect”. Attaining
realistic rewards can feel insufficient in comparison with unrealistic
imaginary ones, and this may have a profound effect on human potential to
move toward benign futures. Moreover, the civilization your human
predecessors have created, with 24/7 baseload power, stocked
supermarkets, commoditized products, generic toilet seats, zoning and all
else has pretty much eliminated unexpected reward from natural things.
You are, thus, no longer happy when it rains or do dances when the wind
blows. You have rendered your world predictable and have
demanded that such predictability be maintained whilst you get your
unexpected reward from new gadgets. And you insist on esoteric
explanations for why you’re depressed...

The Bottom Line: We are curious and exploratory by nature. The
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anticipation of reward, not the reward itself, is what motivates us.

Supernormal Stimuli

Summary: Research on baby birds shows the mother gives preferential

feeding to larger and redder beaks, presumably as larger and more mature
babies will have higher survival rates. If scientists put fake bird replicas
(popsicle sticks with painted red beaks) in a nest alongside real baby birds,
the mother bird will repeatedly offer worms and bugs to the fake bird over
her own real offspring37. This is because the fake cues of “big” and “red”
are (much) more intense than even the strongest real cues in the bird’s
natural environment, something termed “supernormal stimuli.”
Our ancient ancestors didn’t have things like ice cream or cheesy nachos or
Fortnight video games back on the plains of Africa—in fact, sugary and
salty things were very rare and those people who could find them had extra
health and survival advantages. Today if you REALLY like some food or
REALLY like some video game, or if you get really happy when you get 50
likes on your Instagram in five minutes, your brain is getting the same
feelings your great grancestors got from doing important activities—the
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human equivalent of the mama bird feeding the red popsicle stick. The core
problem is that the intensity of experience from alcohol, recreational drugs,
video games, social media, stock options, porn, etc. is significantly higher
today than daily experiences from the eras in which our brains evolved, and
we’re now surrounded by it.

TaaL: There is a story about a human billionaire investor who was young,

had yachts and a private jet, hooked up with a different supermodel every
week, had access to the best drugs, ate gourmet food at every meal and yet
found he was unhappy. He sought and found a magic lamp which could
grant him a single wish and wished to be the happiest person in the world.
And “poof”—he was suddenly an 80-year-old toothless woman shouting
“BINGO!” Most humans laugh when I tell this story—because deep down
they know that many of the things that give them intense feelings are not
really the best choices to make, yet they often feel kind of powerless to step
off the feel-good treadmill.
The modern hijacking of most human brains by junk food, drugs, and
other hyperstimulation is pure atavistic gene agenda. In your current
society, you’re often many layers deep in dependence on continued
supernormal stimulation to “peg the meter” just to feel OK every day. The
good news is that—like any addiction—you can kick this and be happier.
Once your brain reward circuits aren’t constantly “pegged out” at
maximum, you can re-claim the joy of existence met by expectation,
surprise, and the attainment of normal hominid needs. Until that point,
though, teaching humans about supernormal stimuli is a bit of a lopsided
contest, as such self-knowledge—ANY conscious self-knowledge—has no
deep brain connections able to stimulate lusts, fears, and pleasures to rally
to its cause.

The Bottom Line: Most modern food, entertainment and other

stimuli are much stronger, and thus more addictive, than rewards
with which our ancestors were familiar.
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Addiction/Habituation
“A man who gives into temptation after five minutes simply does not know
what it would have been like an hour later.” CS Lewis.

Summary: The first time we experience a drug or alcohol high, the

amount of chemical we ingest often exceeds by an order of magnitude the
levels of naturally occurring neurotransmitters in our bodies. No matter
how brief, that experience is stored in our motivation and memory—in the
amygdala and hippocampus. Getting drunk with your friends, getting high
on a ski-lift, removing the undergarments of a sexual partner for the first
time— all initially flood the brain with dopamine alongside a picture
memory of the event linked to the body’s pleasurable response to it. We
then look forward to doing the same thing again because we want to repeat
that “feeling.”
But in a modern stimuli-laden culture, this process is easily hijacked. After
each upward spike, dopamine levels again recede, eventually to below the
baseline. The subsequent spike doesn’t go quite as high as the one before it.
Over time, the “rush” becomes smaller, and the neurotransmitter crash that
follows becomes steeper. The brain has been fooled into “thinking” that
achieving that high is equivalent to survival (even more so than with food or sex
which actually do contribute to individual and species survival). This process keeps
the “consume” light on.
With extensive use of modern drugs and stimuli, the brain eventually is
forced to turn on a self-defense mechanism, reducing the endogenous
production of feel-good neurotransmitters and hormones. Now the
pleasure circuits’ intended function has been disabled, and the body has lost
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its ability to produce feel-good rewards on its own. At this point, an
'addicted' person is compelled to use the substance not to get high, but just
to feel normal—a state of anhedonia, or inability to feel pleasure via normal
experiences38.
Ultimately, repeated use of a dopamine generating “activity” results in
tolerance. Withdrawal results in lower levels of dopamine. Continuous use
is required to keep dopamine at normal levels, and even higher doses to get
the “high” levels of initial use. And, as described on previous pages, this
reaction doesn’t only occur when using drugs or alcohol…

TaaL: Life didn’t evolve to be happy, or for any other reason. It just

evolved. Pleasure is a set of reward mechanisms which shape behavior to
seek more of an unexpectedly intense reward, because historically that led
to better survival. Its’ brain works exactly the same way yours does,
seeking stimulation rather than end results, because
that’s the programmed gene agenda that worked in the past. Supernormal
stimulus combined with abundance—for any species—can make any part
of the evolved agenda a trap, because what feels good to a mammalian brain’s
quasi-reptilian core is not always a good idea.
The good news is that a sapient mind can simply avoid the entire implosion
process of ratcheting to self-destruction. This doesn’t just mean not doing
drugs nor compulsive gambling. It could mean entire societies letting go of
the pursuit of escalating brain rewards to be happy with “enough.” Funny
thing is, it’s easier to be happy that way, and as a bonus, your species can
last a really long time instead of flaming out. Maximizing total longterm happiness is the payback for choosing sapience over the gene agenda.

The Bottom Line: Our evolved brains are very vulnerable to

addiction and habituation, and we have created substances and
pursuits targeted for just this effect.

The Hedonic Ratchet
“Happiness, whether consisting in pleasure or virtue, or both, is more often found with
those who are highly cultivated in their minds and in their character, and have only a
moderate share of external goods, than among those who possess external goods to a
useless extent but are deficient in higher qualities.” Aristotle in “Politics”
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Summary:

Though our
natural
tendency is to
want more of
culturally
condoned
pursuits, some
desires have
natural limits.
For instance, I
(NJ Hagens)
can only eat
about three
cheeseburgers
before my stomach sends a signal to my brain that I am full – and at four or
five my stomach and esophagus would fill to the level I couldn't physically
eat another without feeling pain. However, this is not so with virtual wealth,
or many of the “wanting” stimuli promoted in our economic “more equals
better” culture.
Professor Juliet Schor of Boston University has demonstrated that
irrespective of their baseline salary, Americans always say they'd like to
make a little more the following year39. Similar research (“Easterlin
Paradox”) shows that average happiness has remained constant over time
despite sharp rises in GDP per capita40. A related study followed a cohort
of people over a 16-year period. The participants were asked at the onset to
list ten possessions that they desired (e.g. sports car, snowmobile, house,
private jet, etc.). During the 16-year study, all age groups tested did acquire
some/many of the things they originally desired. But in each case, their new
desires increased more than their acquisitions.41 This phenomenon is termed the
“Hedonic Treadmill” (or Hedonic Ratchet).
This ratchet phenomenon occurs because when a certain level is reached,
there is no going back to the original state. In evolutionary theory the effect
means once a suite of genes become ubiquitous in a population, there is no
easy way to “un-evolve” it—i.e. it gets locked in. Another example of a
‘ratchet effect’ is obesity—as we get fatter the body creates more lipocytes
(cells composing adipose tissue). But this system doesn't work in reverse,
even though we can lose the weight we gained, the body can't eliminate
these new lipocyte cells—they may shrink during a diet but are there to
stay.42 Magnify this to the societal level and you find we have created a
culture dedicated to continually increasing our neural high-water marks,
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whether it is keeping up with the Joneses via sexual selection cues or trying
to overcome habituation with greater and more intricate examples of
novelty and unexpected reward in our daily lives. It is a societal treadmill—
linked to energy, resources, and environmental impacts.

TaaL: Your U.S. Declaration of Independence considers “the pursuit of

happiness” to be an inalienable right; there was—wisely—no declared right
to happiness itself, which can be transient and elusive. These days, many
dominant human cultures on your planet are materialistic, with modern
“success” being defined by who possesses the most and best stuff. Yet like
hamsters on a wheel, humans can run their entire lives in pursuit of “more
stuff” without ever being satisfied. It’s simply a flawed paradigm, based on
the fact that there was no need for tribal hunter-gatherers to evolve
“satiation instincts” in a world which already limited everything they could
obtain.
From my (admittedly alien) perspective, it seems the majority of human
resource use goes towards 1) novel experiences, 2) comparing what you do
and have to others and 3) making more humans. You always “feel like” you
want more stuff than you need. This is the sort of happiness treadmill you
can run on forever without achieving the goal. Far better to step off the
hedonic treadmill and just be happy with “enough”. Because the right to
pursue irrational excess on a finite world isn’t inalienable... take it from an
alien.
And here’s another alien thought: reset your ratchet occasionally, to restore
your own wonder and appreciation of all to which your brain has
acclimated. For instance, spending a few weeks in the desert with little
food and water, sleeping on the hard ground, sweating in the daytime and
shivering at night, can make a modest cabin seem wonderful even if it has
no electricity. Hiking a hundred miles can make you appreciate an effortless
car ride. Disconnecting from rapid-fire stimulus by being away from the
“info-grid” can re-attune you to the pacing of the natural world. Sometimes
happiness can best be pursued by opting out of the ratchet. It’s important
to remember that your evolved gene agenda doesn’t want you to be happy;
it just wants you to pursue stuff that “feels” important.

The Bottom Line: We are easily habituated to higher and higher

expectations and experiences, and retracement to baseline becomes
increasingly difficult. This phenomenon applies to all sorts of
biological and behavioral situations.
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Evolved to be Wrong: Bias and Delusion
as Adaptive Traits
“Ever since the Cognitive Revolution, Sapiens have thus been living in a dual reality. On
the one hand, the objective reality of rivers, trees and lions; and on the other hand, the
imagined reality of gods, nations and corporations. As time went by, the imagined reality
became ever more powerful, so that today the very survival of rivers, trees and lions
depends on the grace of imagined entities such as the United States and Google.”
― Yuval Noah Harari, Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind

Summary:

In this
section, we’ll
discuss some
aspects of the
jarring
mismatch
between
human
thought and
the way the
physical world
actually exists.
And
moreover,
that this is no accident but an evolutionary inevitability. This requires some
explanatory unpacking, for why would evolution produce delusional
creatures? Surely, evolution must progressively hone organisms’ ability to
discern the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. And indeed,
that’s what most philosophers of science had assumed for thousands of
years. It makes perfect sense, but it turns out to be wrong.
The conceptual error the philosophers were making was the assumption
that selecting for “veridical perception” (physical truth) is equivalent to
selecting for fitness, when in fact fitness is determined by the usefulness of
perceptions, not their accuracy. It turns out that evolution simply doesn’t care
whether an organism perceives physical truth, as long as what it DOES
perceive is useful in the circumstances of the moment. Mathematical
simulations now show that competing organisms which are selected for
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“useful” perceptions will drive organisms with “true” perceptions extinct
every time43. The phrase “evolved to be wrong” turns out to be a provable
thing. This is because evolution works on the “good enough” principle,
which means being better than others at getting by, not at being better as in
“closer to perfect.” Evolution hones in on salience while ignoring enormous
perceptual blind spots because they’re not necessary for survival. In fact,
delusions can actually increase fitness - they are not a flaw: they’re a feature.
As long as a creature’s environmental context doesn’t change, delusions are
usefully delusional. Only when conditions change do the delusions become
problematic.
A large part of the human brain’s mass and processing power lies in the
visual cortex. But it’s not necessary for us to “see the world as it is.”
Doesn’t a frog see the same world as we do, even with a tiny brain? Well
no, he doesn’t. There’s no way for us to even imagine what the world might
be like to a frog, but we do know frogs can’t see anything which doesn’t
move. This is an example of a “useful delusion”; the frog is blind to much
of what exists around him because that enables his brain’s processing power
to focus only on the things which aid his survival. In this way the frog has
“blind spots” that we don’t. But unlike us, they can see single photons, so
where we might behold a still starry night sky, frogs can see the stars which
are too dim for us to see… stuttering and flashing at various rates as single
photons arrive from stars invisible to us. What else might they see which we
cannot?
It now appears the entire edifice of what we see and sense is created
“on the fly” by the human visual cortex and memory, assembled by
thousands of pattern-recognition subsystems into the illusion of a
seamless worldview. Nor is this act of creation limited to vision: the
personal universes we each inhabit are, in their entirety, assembled by
the human brain based on salience algorithms honed to produce
reproductive fitness for a hunter-gatherer.
There’s a big difference between “true” perceptions and “useful”
perceptions. A computer is a good metaphor: its operating system is an
interface, projecting boxes and pictures and words which you manipulate,
because the underlying reality of which you are interacting with microscopic transistors and quantum effects, electric and magnetic fields,
lasers and spinning media - would be just too weird for you to deal with
productively; a workable interface must make you usefully blind to such
complexity.
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In a computer, there must be layers upon layers upon layers of interface
constructed to massively simplify the reality of the system you’re dealing
with. Similarly, this is done by your brain in real time for the entire reality
you perceive. The actual physical universe in which you are embedded may
have very little in common with that interface, any more than “Windows
10” has with electrons hopping around billions of times each second in a
maze of transistors.
Going forward we’ll identify a number of known ways in which human
belief and perception are distorted, biased and outright wrong versus
physical reality. It’s good to bear in mind there are sound evolutionary
explanations for this to be the case: We “evolved to be wrong” about the
physical world in specific ways that supported our survival.

TaaL: I hope you don’t find this concept of evolved delusionality to
be off-putting, because in most ways there’s not only nothing wrong
with delusionality; you wouldn’t be interesting (or happy) without it.
On my world, we celebrate our delusions as the most precious of our
possessions: on worlds of finite energy and wealth governed by strict
physical laws, one can nevertheless find unlimited joy, magic and
meaning within one’s personal world. Just a little bit of physical wealth
is enough for a brain to produce near-infinite subjective wealth, which
is a pretty good candidate for Best Deal Ever.
I, personally, have many delusions and biases. I believe in many things
which do not actually exist in the physical world, and these beliefs are
among my most prized possessions. The difference between my
species and yours (at its current state of development), is that we know
that our delusions are delusions and that our biases are biases and don’t
drag them into physical-world situations where they could muck things
up. Learning to do this is the main hurdle to becoming a sentient
species that is capable of surviving for a while. Some delusional
constructs of the mind are “eulusional” (useful delusions) and some are
“dyslusional” (harmful delusions) to a given context of existence. These
are alien terms which I’ve translated into English and invite you to use:
as I’ve noted, we don’t consider delusion to be inherently a bad thing at
all, quite the contrary. But it must be understood to avoid its dangers.
If you go into a wooded area and light a candle, you will soon have moths
spiraling towards it, to be ultimately burned alive in the candle flame. This
perplexed early human philosophers: why do moths like burning up? Well
of course it turns out that they don’t particularly like it at all. Rather, they
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evolved to navigate by the full Moon circling your planet, flying at a set
angle to it to approximate a straight line. Evolution didn’t anticipate the
invention of candles, and it was their introduction which made the moth’s
eulusion into a circumstantial dyslusion. A nearby candle is brighter than
the moon so is seen by moths AS the moon. However, the moon is not a
quarter-million miles away, so flying at a standard angle to a candle
produces moth course-corrections which become an inward spiral, and
“pooft.” The very same evolved delusion can thus be useful or disastrous
based on how well it matches prevailing circumstances.
The potential advantage that my species (and yours) possesses is that we
can, in principle, sort out our delusions, correct for our biases, and learn to
see our own blind spots.

The Bottom Line: We evolved to be “wrong” - the world we
perceive is not the physical world which exists. Yet for the first time
we have learned this truth and so are not – in principle - absolutely
limited by these built in “errors.”

Modular Minds – a Mixed Blessing
Summary: Evolution was about
reacting more quickly than those
around you. Simple, compact
processing systems are faster. So,
our ancestral organisms evolved
separate physical and functional
processing modules – basically
single-purpose mini-brains
running in tandem for: eating,
moving toward or away from
light, running or standing still,
smelling, etc. To work in the real
world, these systems had to all
operate, more or less, simultaneously, a.k.a. in parallel. After all,
predators and prey won’t wait around while an animal chooses which
of her skills and senses to activate. When a new ability proved useful, it
was tacked on top of the existing neural scaffolding of prior successful
adaptations. This is the only way evolution can work; a subsystem that
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originally evolved to smell things might get better over time at reacting
to smells salient to a creature’s survival, but such a “smelling module”
wouldn’t additionally evolve to perform something entirely unrelated,
like detecting the sound of approaching footsteps. The evolution of
any complex brain thus requires modularity to prevent fatal
slowdowns. Some of these modules are structural while others are
functional, like sub-programs running in general mind-space. But this
massive parallelism of idiot-savant mini-minds is a profound feature of
mental structure which hasn’t been understood until recently.
These modules function subjectively, something like the warning lights in a
modern car. There is, for instance, a car module which watches the coolant
temperature, one which monitors the ignition timing, one which monitors
exhaust-gas catalysis, etc... and when one notices something off, it breaks
through into the car’s “awareness” and a light blinks on the console. Our
brains function something like that. Right now, reading this, you have a
module looking for snakes and other dangers around you, which will only
“light up” if the module thinks it sees one (feel free to google “cats and
cucumbers” videos). This and thousands of other modules, tuned for your
ancestral environment, function simultaneously.
All brains evolved by adding new structural or functional modules to the
pre-existing assortment of modules. They operate simultaneously to avoid
information-flow bottlenecks. Each of us is composed of multitudes of
specialized idiot mini-minds with very narrow opinions, who are given
authority to direct our actions only and temporarily when they’re triggered.
Prior to this generation, no humans even knew they existed. Learning to see
this within ourselves, and understand why we do what we do, is a first step
to a more complex self-awareness.

TaaL: On any planet, evolution can only design a modular mind,
because evolution is incremental and must build on top of what already
exists and works. And what already exists is specialized to do
something else, so new modules are added. One of the big shocks
when any species learns about itself is that conscious self-awareness is
just part - and not even a large part - of a functioning brain, and a nonsocial animal can function perfectly well without it, just doing what
feels good with no concept of self or mind. However, social animals
also need a module with which to examine their own social behavior, a
mirror through which they can optimize their status. Thus, you, I, and
some other animals, have a social module which is self-aware. That’s a
profound and lucky evolutionary break, because self-awareness opens the door to the
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possibility of qualities like sapience, logic, rationality and planning. Which, in
turn, open the door to avoiding self-destruction at the behest of
evolved feelings which have outlived their ancestral environment.
Still, it can be hard to recognize the control you feel like you exercise with
your conscious mind is in large part illusory. The warning light metaphor
used above isn’t bad, but it implies that your “conscious self” initiates all
action once things are brought to its attention. It doesn’t. In fact, if your
“predator module” thinks it sees a lion, you'll jump before your conscious
mind suggests a reason why you’re jumping. If asked after the fact why you
jumped, you’ll explain it somehow, but the conscious part of your mind had
no involvement in the jumping! Sticking with the warning light metaphor,
it’d be like your car automatically slamming on the brakes when the engine
temperature got high, which could get you in trouble. In related ways, the
mini-minds (in 7.8 billion of you) can go “3 Stooges” on you at
inopportune times.

The Bottom Line: Our minds are committees of specialized idiots.

The “Interpreter” Module Introduction
Summary: Among the most telling experiments that highlight the

brain’s modularity are the ones done with split brain patients. “Split
brain” refers to the fact that human brains have right and left
hemispheres which communicate with each other over a thick bundle
of connecting nerves called the corpus callosum. Either through
accident or to surgically treat seizure disorders, this connection can be
severed. Incredibly, this produces two separate, independent,
functional, thinking and feeling brains which are utterly unaware of one
another’s existence, (and don’t “miss” each other)! This phenomenon
sheds light on how healthy brains create the illusion of a single
seamless mind from the profound underlying structural and functional
modularity. Even though each hemisphere only sees with one eye and
controls half the body, each independent “half” mind has the illusion
of being a “whole” mind and believes it.
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Here is an example: a
patient with his corpus
callosum severed was
shown two large
pictures – 1) in front of
the left eye – some snow
– 2) in front of the right
eye, a picture of a bird’s
foot (unlike the picture
below, there was a separator
between eyes so each eye could
only see the picture presented
to it.) Beneath each
image was a series of
smaller images, only one
of which was related to
the image above. When
asked to point to the
picture below that was
linked to the bird’s foot,
the right hand (left
brain) correctly pointed to an image of a chicken. Similarly, the left
hand (right brain) correctly chose an image of a shovel to relate to the
larger snow image. Because the left hemisphere is the center of verbal
communication, when the subject was asked to explain the decisions,
the subject offered the right hand’s (left brain) obvious explanation
linking its own choice of a chicken to a bird’s foot.44
However, when asked why the left hand (right brain) had chosen the shovel (for the
snow scene), the left brain replied that the shovel had been selected for cleaning out
the chicken shed! Though our brains are not privy to their own internal
workings, the left brain -if it were honest - should have admitted it did
not know why the right brain chose the shovel because it had never seen
the snow scene – but instead it fabricated an answer to fit its own part of
the story. Moreover, the left brain didn’t know it was bullshitting; it immediately
believed this confabulated explanation.
Though most of us fortunately still have our corpus callosa intact,
modern brain research is convincingly suggestive that the socially
conforming and editing power of our left brains is formidable especially when dealing with preexisting or strongly held beliefs, such
as 'we have plenty of oil', or 'the market will find a solution' or 'climate
change isn't manmade or urgent'. The “left brain” isn’t necessarily
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smarter or more correct than the right brain. But it is only our leftbrain hemisphere that has a ‘voice’ for communicating with others –
emanating from 'Brocas area’, the speech control center of our brains.

Any findings and opinions analyzed by our perceptive and
intuitive right hemispheres must first travel through the left
hemisphere before leaving our mouths as communication. So not
only are you being bombarded by made up stories coming from
Russian bots, Madison Avenue and elsewhere, your own left brain is
editing and re-interpreting the experiences of your other brain areas
without you being aware of it. This is just one simple but important
example of the ramifications of modularity.

TaaL: One of your biggest “blind spots” is that you mistake the nature of
your own cognitive existence. You exist within a persistent illusion of
“unitary self,” as though you’re a single spirit piloting a meat machine
through its paces. Science (such as that described above) has now shown
definitively that this is far from your true nature. You’re each a committee
organized around a central delusion. Thus, very few humans so far can be
said to be truly “self-aware.”

Retroactive Confabulation
"All our knowledge has its origins in our perceptions."
Leonardo Da Vinci
“Consciousness is not a single
generalized process. It's an
emergent property that arises
locally out of hundreds or
thousands of widely-distributed
specialized systems and
modules. From moment to
moment, different modules
compete for attention and the
winner serves as the neural
system underlying that moment
of conscious experience. We
don't experience a thousand
chattering voices but a unified experience. Consciousness flows easily and naturally
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from one moment to the next with a single unified and coherent narrative. The
reality we experience emerges out of a particular specialized system I call the
'interpreter', which is specialized to the brain's left hemisphere. It is the trigger for
human beliefs which constrain our brain." - Dr. Michael Gazzaniga

Summary: One of our “modules” plays a very outsized role in modern

humans and the functioning of our societies. It turns out the consciousness
we subjectively experience is a small subsystem in the left hemisphere of
our brain, which creates a seamless illusion of “self,” and which probably
evolved to make us more effective in social interactions. This module is
entirely unaware of the other modules as their inner workings are invisible to
it. Our “sense of self” that arises from this “interpreter” module (or
“executive secretary” if you prefer) stitches our inner voices into inferences
and explanations that create a socially advantageous narrative. We have no
conscious access to the cognitive modules which, for instance, might make
us project a sense of revulsion onto a stranger because there is some faint
bad background odor in the room or because they look like someone who
scared us when we were two years old.
The kicker to all this is that since the “interpreter” module has NO
knowledge of (or even access to) the other modular sub-processes of the
brain, but only to the outputs (decisions) made by thousands of babbling
idiot subsystems, it just makes stuff up, typically settling for a quasi-reasonable
story that reflects most favorably on... US. Thus, we live inside selfconstructed virtual worlds organized around post-hoc rationalizations. This
personal narrative is the story which is marketed to those around us. It can
be pretty much entirely BS, but it’s our BS, and we are evolved to believe it
absolutely, without question. Even if we frequently (and retroactively)
change our story, our feeling of belief and the confidence we have in it
seldom wavers. It’s the interpreter module’s job to make us believe we know,
and thereby help us convince those around us with the best story it can
come up with. The upshot is that most of the reality we experience is an
after-the-fact rationalization, strung together by a little tabloid editor in the
left brain, based on input that has only a passing relation to reality. Yes,
seriously. And as we’ll see this is super-relevant to our ecological reality.

TaaL: Allow me to summarize:
1. What you consider your human “self” is really hordes of
independent idiot-savant mini-brains and modules who for the
most part have no knowledge of what the other brains do, (or
that other modules even exist).
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2. Your “press secretary” module seamlessly creates stories that
are socially acceptable to other humans, based on the results of
brain processes it wasn’t privy to.
3. You believe this process was decided consciously and
rationally and is the “truth.”
4. Your “blind spot” about these other modules is so profound
that a human doesn’t even notice if half their brain is missing
(as shown in split-brain patients). You are each an assembled
multitude with a single (biased) spokesperson.
Your human minds construct a virtual universe which is the “reality” you
subjectively experience. But none of you evolved to possess a mental
module with the task of accurately understanding the world.
You only evolved modules for tasks which had utility to tribal primates
and earlier ancestors. Things feel “right” based on the agenda of your
genes, for a good reason. You have modular minds, structurally and
functionally - plus an illusion of unitary self, plus an illusion of
knowledge and certainty.
You see why we find your species humorous? And yet, young hominid, you are
in the first generation of creatures in a billion years to learn this information about the
actual nature of your mind. That should count for something more than humor,
right?

The Bottom Line: The “interpreter” is the brain area that

incorporates our feelings and behaviors into a consistent
narrative and sense of self. While the interpreter may be the only
conscious part of the brain, it isn’t as conscious as it thinks.

Belief in Belief
“Religion is the encoded language of behavior that serves to facilitate the transfer of energy
through systems”. H. T. Odum – Ecologist
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Summary: In human

societies, the organizing
power of a belief is far
more important than
the validity of the belief
itself. Indeed, it is not a
requirement that the
central beliefs even be
sane, because their
truth is relatively
unimportant. What is
vital is the reliability of
belief in belief amidst a
large population.
Like other social primates, humans evolved to exist in small tribes, in which
two core survival mandates coexisted: the cohesiveness of the tribe against
outgroups, predators, and other challenges; and relative status and loyalty of
members within the tribe. The size of primate tribes is generally limited by
the size of a primate brain, because “knowing” another tribe member and
keeping track of “what they’re up to” takes a lot of brain power. If you
don’t keep track of them by constantly policing their loyalty, they might
oust you, diminish your status, cheat and take your share and have sex with
your mate; which you, likewise, are programmed by your genes to do to
them. Humans have the largest primate brains and thus had the largest
tribes, but still this was limited to roughly ~150 close relationships before
the ability to keep track of the others broke down45. (This was proved to be
true for experimental utopian communities, like New Harmony, IN, in the
early 1800s, which fell apart when they got too big46.) So, for the bulk of
human history, the various human species lived in groups that size or
smaller.
However, our own species stumbled on a way of getting past that limit,
resulting in our ability to form far larger and more powerful units, which
out-competed and/or killed off all other human species and competing
large predators. This was the “supernormal stimuli” of fantasy beliefs. For
instance, if there is a narrative about a giant mind-reading porcupine which
punishes cheating tribe-members, one doesn’t need to keep complex track
of whether some tribe-members are cheating, just simply whether they
believe that the mind-reading porcupine will “get” them if they cheat. To
the extent one can assess those around them genuinely believe in the mind78

reading giant porcupine,
one can increase tribe size
with impunity. And here
we are, with nations of
hundreds of millions,
religions of billions, all
organized around the
reliability of belief in one
another’s beliefs. Think
the stock market is about
economic fundamentals?
It’s a belief index. What keeps the nuke missiles in their silos? Belief that
other nations believe they will be annihilated if they launch. Why will
someone trade you a house for pieces of green paper? Because of the belief
that everyone believes that green paper is valuable. Indeed, a good case can
be made that belief in the reliability of the beliefs of others is the basis of global human
society, regardless of how valid those beliefs are. It is what keeps our
voracious economic systems viable (for the time being), but therein lie the
seeds of today’s existential problems.

TaaL: It’s funny how what starts out as a flaw can turn into an
advantage. A violation of charge-parity symmetry in this universe
allowed matter to exist rather than being entirely annihilated by equal
amounts of antimatter after the big bang; the mistakes of flawed DNA
copying allowed evolution to proceed; and the failure to distinguish
between valid and invalid narratives allowed supernormal nonsense
narratives to out-compete true ones for organizing value, perhaps
allowing your species to do away with other human species. And
POW! Here you are, filling your planet with fire-ape biomass, your
heads full to overflowing with industrial-grade crazy, a culture-wide
epidemic of apophenia. However, belief must eventually be tested
against the “rules of reality” which determine what can happen in the
physical world, and mythology – being a virtual thing – always
ultimately fails at this. When that happens, people not only lose their
belief, but more crucially their belief that others believe, and at that
point things can get very busy very quickly.
If one destroyed all religious texts and started from scratch, in a thousand
years completely different beliefs and texts would replace them. If you
destroyed all science books and documents, in a thousand years (assuming
you still had enough energy surplus for science) they would all be
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reconstructed and be the same (or more advanced) than today. Anyone who
looks anywhere in the universe will find the same physical reality; but
organizing beliefs can be arbitrary as long as they “feel right” to a brain.
And hey, here’s an interesting tidbit: human believers in one myth
often co-exist well with believers in a different myth, even if those
myths are mutually contradictory. Yet both sets of believers will unite in
opposition to non-believers who subscribe to no common myth. Your
nation USA has elected a black president and nearly elected a female,
but a non-theist would be inherently unelectable due to their perceived
lack of belief in belief. Then again, it’s easier to fib about one’s
adherence to myth than about one’s race or gender.

The Bottom Line: On the large scale, we humans are organized
by the belief that the beliefs of others are entirely reliable.

Cognitive Biases: a Potpourri of Biases
Summary:

Our ancestors
survived
because their
brains and
behaviors were
‘just good
enough’ to
navigate the
hurdles of past
ages. Our
brains are not
logical
computers
but function
more akin to
“Rube Goldberg” machines following ‘fast and frugal’ rules of thumb47.
These “rules of thumb” (heuristics) execute automatically, and their
function is to aid survival, not to accurately represent the world. Fitnessenhancing “reality distortion” was built in as a feature because erring on the
side of survival was the selection criterion. Seeing the face of an imaginary
predator in the forest is a lot better than missing a REAL face that IS there.
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Ergo, our present heads are crammed full of systemic error, bias, and
delusion because for most of the time in our past, it helped.
So where does all this lead? Modular mind, interpreter module, mental
rules of thumb, etc. Why does it all matter? It matters because we are
making (or rather, not seeing and avoiding) major decisions that will have
major impacts on our future and that of other species. We're doing this
while being subject to a very long list of nontrivial cognitive biases; There
are hundreds of major ones, thousands of minor ones, with new ones being
frequently uncovered48. Mostly we don’t know that these departures from
truth and rationality exist, much less correct for them. In the following
sections, we’ll highlight some prominent human brains biases relevant to
our future.

TaaL: The problem is, all those savannah-evolved systemic errors,
biases, and delusions are still in your brains, constantly churning away
in the modules that evolved to execute them. Your core brain doesn’t
know it, but you are no longer on the savannah, existing in small tribes:
you now grasp in your species’ hands all of earth’s ecosystems and are
shaking them. This new context makes formerly useful delusions
counterproductive. And, at larger scales, the fact that you’re all wired for
the very same biases and delusions means that you tend to agree with one another
about your incorrect opinions and conclusions. This makes much of the
current risks to the real world effectively invisible to you and makes
imaginary threats seem real. As a species you are mostly self-blind.

The Bottom Line: Our thought processes are deeply affected by a
list of cognitive biases as long as your arm.
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Loss Aversion

Summary: Of the countless thousands of irrational behaviors and biases

common to our unique species, we can cover but a few here. So we’ll focus
on ones that have bearing on resource depletion, environmental limits, the
coming economic transition and the other central issues of our time.
One such bias is ‘loss aversion’ - the phenomenon whereby we care more
about a loss than an equivalent gain. For example, if you start with $10,000
and invest it into a stock and make 10%, you now have $11,000. You get
satisfaction, happiness, and a bit of a wealth endowment feeling. Then the
stock goes down (by 9.09%) back to $10,000 – you are back to where you
started – no gain, no loss – but you feel worse – much worse. Studies have
shown that losing an equivalent amount of money “feels” twice as bad
psychologically as gaining the same amount49.
Why might we disproportionately react to losses? Evolutionarily speaking,
for an organism living close to the survival edge, the loss of an energy dense
meal could mean perishing, while the gain of an extra few days of
sustenance might only lead to some free time and sleep. Sure enough,
experiments on (other) animals shows that risk aversion is prevalent in the
animal kingdom.50 And in the human sphere, loss aversion has been
observed and measured in such a wide variety of settings and circumstances
that it is one reason why marketing and PR firms hire evolutionary
psychologists.
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Why is this relevant to discussions of living more sustainably? Most people
living in the USA, or Canada or Europe are – by any historical standards –
among the richest of all human cultures in terms of material wealth. The
combination of environmental risks and limits to continued resource
extraction suggest that a tightening of our consumption belts is going to be
a necessary trend in coming decades – like it or not. But this loss aversion
bias strongly implies that we will not ‘like it’ – (unless, perhaps, others seem to
be losing more than we are). The ratchet effect of the wealth, experiences, and
living standards we have grown used to won’t easily reverse - and almost
certainly will not willingly be reversed. We are averse to it.

TaaL: There’s a huge set of things you don’t personally possess – the

world and all that’s in it. There is a very small set of things, relatively, which
you do. Thus, anything you gain is a tiny fraction of what you lust for, while
anything you lose is a significant fraction of what you have.
In order to more rationally use and conserve your flammable fossils, while
at the same time limiting excess planetary heating, some humans have
proposed a carbon tax. This makes a large amount of sense yet is
considered a political non-starter because such a tax feels like a loss when
people hear about it, even if the tax is designed to be 100% rebated through
other programs while creating societal benefits. With your species, the only
way a carbon tax of any meaning would be acceptable is if most people
could be convinced that most everyone else had lost more.
I’ll add that this phenomenon isn’t limited to physical gains and losses but
operates on imaginary gains and losses as well. For instance, if humans hear
that Elon Musk has decided NOT to colonize Mars due to cashflow, there
can be a feeling of loss that this option has been taken away from them,
even if the option was a fantasy to begin with. By similar token, the
expectation of an afterlife – once instilled at a young age – is nearly
impossible for a human to relinquish, even if they are unclear about what it
is supposed to be. But nothing has actually been lost. In contrast, you lack
an ‘all humans alive today are lottery winners’ bias, which is unfortunate.

The Bottom Line: We disproportionately care about losses more
than gains.
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Cognitive Dissonance

“Consider a narrow river valley below a high dam, such that if the dam burst, the
resulting flood of water would drown people for a considerable distance downstream.
When attitude pollsters ask people downstream of the dam how concerned they are about
the dam’s bursting, it’s not surprising that fear of a dam burst is lowest far downstream,
and increases among residents increasingly close to the dam. Surprisingly, though, after
you get to just a few miles below the dam, where fear of the dam’s breaking is found to be
the highest, the concern then falls off to zero as you approach closer to the dam! That is,
the people living immediately under the dam, the ones most certain to be drowned in a
dam burst, profess unconcern. That’s because of psychological denial: the only way of
preserving one’s sanity while looking up every day at the dam is to deny the possibility
that it could burst. If something that you perceive arouses in you a painful emotion, you
may subconsciously suppress or deny your perception in order to avoid the unbearable
pain, even though the practical results of ignoring your perception may prove ultimately
disastrous. The emotions most often responsible are terror, anxiety, and grief.” – Jared
Diamond, Collapse

Summary: Having multiple mind modules means that we can sincerely
hold many mutually incompatible beliefs in our heads. Effectively,
holding different beliefs in separate brain modules is the way human
brains work, and they normally function seamlessly to allow us to
believe whatever “feels right” in a given context. Cognitive dissonance
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occurs when conflicting beliefs held by separate brain modules are
triggered simultaneously and must be chosen between or reconciled.
This is subjectively unpleasant and forces the brain to resolve the
internal conflict somehow. For instance, a person in a low-paying job
cleaning out dog cages at the pound must come up with a reconciling
narrative to rationalize to himself why he stays in such a job rather than
pursue a different one; so he decides he must love the job a lot. This is
the “interpreter module” at work, weaving a plausible retroactive
narrative. We don’t usually notice it, because as fast as the dissonance
arises, the interpreter module jumps in to resolve it with a post-hoc
confabulation. A persistent state of dissonance – one which can’t be
resolved with just a plausible edit to the personal narrative- is highly
unpleasant to maintain. Which is why we mostly don’t.
Cognitive dissonance can also occur when the facts of a situation are so
threatening or scary that it is easier for a person to be functional in their
everyday life by NOT believing them. It is one of many of our biases that
highlight a wide difference between our physical reality and what we tell
ourselves in the virtual world inside our heads. This is often referred to as
“being in denial,” but in fact we are all in denial in the sense that different
mind modules trigger “belief” in different things depending on the context.
A related trait suggestive of our disconnect with reality is the need for
cognitive closure, which describes an aversion to uncertainty and a powerful
desire to resolve the uncertainty into a firm belief. People with high needs
for closure (those who are closed-minded, prefer order and predictability
and are uncomfortable with ambiguity) tend to focus on one piece of
information that conclusively asserts a certain position, then refuse to read
or incorporate any new information into their worldview51. Their minds are
made up because that certainty is simpler, cleaner cut, and lets them focus
on the things they want to or have to focus on - such as the tasks of
everyday life. Our interpreter modules aren’t about what’s true or correct,
they’re about weaving a story which makes us look good to those around
us, and which we can sincerely believe. Like small-claims court, they’re
about resolution, not truth.

TaaL: There are a lot of different ways to slice bullshit. Being human
usually means “never having to say you’re sorry” about cognitive
inconsistency. You smoothly shift from one belief system to another with
no clash between them and no self-awareness that you’re even doing it. Cognitive
dissonance is usually resolved so quickly that you don’t notice it, and you
immediately and retroactively believe whatever rationalized edits have been
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made to your personal narrative, even if you just made them. Part of becoming
sapient is the ability to override such automatic internal conflict resolution,
and actually focus on the conflicting beliefs to subject them to rational
analysis. This is initially unpleasant to humans, but it’s key to creating a
rational agenda for your lives and future, and you can come to enjoy the
process and immensely benefit from the results. Hacking the “gene agenda”
will always be initially uncomfortable, because that’s the agenda which
programmed your deep-brain “feel good/feel bad” circuits. But you can
fairly quickly learn to “feel good” about stuff which makes sense to feel
good about.

The Bottom Line: We quickly resolve conflicting internal beliefs
based on how they fit with our personal narratives, sunk costs and
daily goals.

Optimism Bias
Summary: The scientific

synthesis in this book may
initially seem to paint a different
– and much less optimistic picture than media and polite
company would usually
acknowledge or even discuss. As
individuals, we have a tendency to
be overly optimistic. We’re taught
from an early age to “look at the
bright side” and believe “every
cloud has a silver lining,” so it’s
natural the majority of people
discount “negative”-seeming viewpoints and worldviews. Adults are also
particularly vulnerable to self-deception when comparing their own
intelligence and attractiveness to others. Research has shown that we
systematically exaggerate our chances of success, believing that we are more
competent and more in control than we really are. Eighty- eight percent of
people think they are better drivers than average52. Ninety-four percent of
professors believe they are better at their jobs than the average professor53,
etc.
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In many ways, an expert alien human-psychologist would predict exactly
this phenomenon (perhaps he will). There are good neural explanations for
being optimistic. Even if the pessimistic-seeming view may be the more
accurate, the stress of incorporating any perceived negativity into one’s
worldview releases a cascade of stress-activated hormones that can
compromise a person’s health. In addition, maintaining stressful
perceptions can lead to depression, which suppresses the normal
functioning of important neurotransmitters such as serotonin, which in turn
can lead to reduced physical activity, mood swings, and a number of other
physical symptoms and diseases. Optimistic attitudes reduce secretion of
cortisol, a stress hormone that inhibits the immune system, as well as
producing more helper T-cells. The placebo effect is a well-known, but
little-understood, medical phenomenon that improves patient’s physical
response to treatment with no actual medication. In depressed patients,
placebos increase well-being by an average of 30-50%54. Apparently, when
we “think” positively that something is helping us medically - even if it’s a
sugar pill - it “works.” This all adds up to a cognitive handicap when we
attempt to deal with a physical reality that is not only complicated, but a bit
scary.

TaaL: It’s hard to overstate the penetrance of optimism bias on the human
condition. Seriously, most humans don’t think their own deaths will
negatively affect their social lives. Now go back and read that again. I realize
it’s a bit of a human social taboo to use that as an example, but there it is.
Most humans think that dying is the ticket to an afterlife which is so custom
designed to please the gene agenda of a tribal primate as to be quite a happy
coincidence: a) outgroups can’t get in, and instead have dire things happen
to them b) the individual’s status relative to the ingroup of a powerful alpha
is increased, c) they re-establish bonds and alliances with dead conspecifics
and d) their various likes and lusts are sated forever. If human minds
weren’t modular, one might expect most humans to summarily execute
themselves to get there; but human minds can simultaneously fear death
while looking forward to that big party, and they do. This being the case, it’s
hardly surprising that any less basic or obvious disconnect from reality is given
the same treatment.
The problem is, the real universe doesn’t only deal with good news. As far
as living beings are concerned, the universe can dole out absolutely
TERRIBLE news, and frequently does. The rules of reality will also let
perfectly nice living beings walk right into traps of their own making and
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suffer the consequences. This is the reason why it’s a bad idea to get blasted
out of your mind on euphoric drugs and then drive through traffic at high
speed. Yet that’s a damn good metaphor for the way your species is
approaching its entire future existence! Tens of thousands of ICBM’s with
fusion warheads on hair-trigger alert? Well, they haven’t gone off yet, and
maybe they never will. Let’s build more! Thousands of pools full of
irradiated nuclear fuel rods? Well, they won’t melt down into belching pits
of radioactive hell unless the grid power to the water pumps goes out for an
hour or two, so why worry? Worst case, we die and the big party starts!
It’s apparently true that being functionally insane is good for human health
in the short term. That doesn’t constitute a plan, though.
And say, I might even take issue with the common usage of the human
concepts of optimism versus pessimism. Those are attitudes - they don’t
correspond to future world-states. It is possible to believe that a delightful
future is coming and be pessimistic about it or believe that your world is in
a helluva pickle and yet be optimistic that it can be steered to be better.
Basing one’s decisions on science and reality doesn’t make one an optimist or a pessimist:
rather, it provides an anchor to physical reality, which is in turn the most
pragmatic way of achieving what would generally be regarded as optimistic
outcomes.

The Bottom Line: It feels better to believe happy things uncritically.
Uncritical belief in happy things eventually causes unhappy things.

Confirmation Bias
“Man prefers to believe what he prefers to be true” - Frances Bacon
“There are two ways that a human can feel confident. One is knowledge, the other is
ignorance” - Charles Darwin
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Summary: Confirmation bias is displayed when we selectively search

our environment for evidence and information to confirm what we
already think. Implicitly then, we tend to ‘ignore’ and therefore not
spend any time seeking out information that does not support our
existing beliefs. If I believe in UFOs I am going to frequent websites
and buy books about UFOs and will not buy (or read) literature
debunking the existence of UFOs. Basically, the human mind tends to
primarily test the predictions of our personal hypotheses by only using data that will
support them. We all do this to some degree. That is why the
development of the scientific method was such a watershed moment
for human civilization. Even at its earliest stages, the international
community of scientists supported each other with a whole new way of
approaching reality: hypotheses must be tested; it’s valuable to get
feedback that you are wrong; and even if you get an answer which
seems to confirm your hypothesis, others must confirm it
independently.
You might guess that those who believe technology will solve all our
problems are the first to gravitate towards press conferences
advertising Mars travel within a decade. These people tacitly choose to
maintain a “blind spot” regarding scientific analysis of looming energy
limitations and other basics. It’s as if societies employ tiny islands of
science strung together by a huge web of fairy-tale stories.
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The internet makes bias even more prevalent because we can easily seek
out “information” that confirms our preexisting beliefs. For example, an
articulate blogger with no relevant background carries as much (or more)
weight as an atmospheric scientist in the climate “debate.” In effect, we
humans are information “cherry pickers,” because this gives us confidence
and reduces internal dissonance.
As you learned from the “modular minds” section, we do this automatically
as a part of the process of shaping our own constantly revised storyline and
beliefs to that of our chosen ingroup. An interesting psychological effect is
that ALL new information one receives tends to harden existing opinions55.
So unless you want to harden opinions in their current proportions, “mass
education” on any well-known subject is counterproductive, even though
this flies in the face of the rationale for nearly every public-policy initiative.
The more intelligent a human is, the more effectively that intelligence is
employed in rationalizing the existing in-group beliefs, because that’s what
“feels right” to the gene agenda56. IQ is often used to defend ones existing
beliefs rather than in service of the truth.57
A variation of confirmation bias is called motivated reasoning, whereby
people develop elaborate rationalizations in order to justify holding beliefs
which significant evidence has shown to be wrong. Under motivated
reasoning, presenting facts not only doesn’t work in changing someone’s
mind, but has the opposite effect. A person’s emotional need to maintain
their pre-existing opinion causes all new information to strengthen the original
opinion even more. If you intensely dislike Peter and see some nice newspaper
story about Peter that should improve your view of him, but instead
paradoxically this causes you to dislike him even more! And if most experts
disagree with your pet theory, they must be involved in some sort of
conspiracy. Some prominent examples in which people dig their neural
heels in include: the moon landing was a hoax, 9/11 was an inside job,
vaccines cause autism, AIDS is not caused by HIV and the 2020 election
was stolen. You’ve probably encountered this phenomenon frequently with
your friends and family (but never yourself ;-).

TaaL: Personally, I don’t believe in UFOs. But part of sapience is letting
go of evolved bias, which is difficult to do. One of the best ways is to be
very wary of claims of certainty about complex matters, particularly when
advanced by those who otherwise show no particular personal intelligence
or analytic ability. Those who have great knowledge about the world tend to
be very upfront about the level of uncertainty associated with their working
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hypotheses. Of course, this puts them at a huge disadvantage since humans
will always follow someone who sounds absolutely confident over someone
who expresses a nuanced opinion. This is why one hears so few mainstream
scientists on daytime talk radio, which are instead rife with inflammatory
political pundits.
These days, there are so many TV and radio channels on Earth that your
species has self-sorted into an orgy of confirmation bias as their favorite
personality repeatedly tells them what they want to hear, validating their
fears and helping rationalize their compromises. And the internet! The
internet has done for confirmation bias what the pyramids did for stonecarving.

The Bottom Line: You won’t get much confirmation bias
reward from this book. (or maybe you will…).

Consensus Trance
“If there is one message, it is this: we cannot let other people do our thinking for us.” Albert Bartlett, physicist
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Summary: We are social creatures. We do not act or make decisions

in a vacuum but look to others to inform our behaviors. This social
pressure to conform has been studied intensely and has various
subcategories: 'groupthink', the “bandwagon effect”, the “bystander
effect”, and the “conformity effect” among others. We refer to these
effects, in aggregate, as the consensus trance. We use it here to refer
to the near-hypnotic power of conforming with the behaviors and
beliefs of those around you. Because it is a trance, most people, most
of the time, are unaware that they are in a trance. And if you do
become aware, it is still very difficult to resist. As a eusocial primate, we
nearly always do what those around us do and take our thoughts and
opinions from them.
Groupthink occurs when a number of people, alert to maintaining
harmony and conformity within the group, make dysfunctional or
incorrect decisions. The members of the group try to reach consensus
while suppressing conflict and dissenting viewpoints. Taking a thoughtful
and critical look at alternative viewpoints and outside sources is
discouraged. In effect, the social unpleasantness from strong disagreement is tacitly
considered a greater danger than the actual physical problem at hand. A famous
example of groupthink occurred during the Cuban missile crisis when
President Kennedy’s advisors all agreed with his analysis and statements a consensus that brought us perilously close to a global nuclear war.
(Kennedy afterwards required all people to speak their minds to the
limits of their individual expertise even if the information was
contradictory and unpopular).
Examples of our consensus trances abound, including several famous
controlled experiments. In a study called the “smoke filled room”,
experimenters released smoke outside of a closed door58. When left alone in
a room, 3/4 of people would report smoke unexpectedly coming from
under the door. And for good reason, since dying in a building fire is one of
the few major immediate dangers we are still subject to in our modern
world. However, if a person was in a room with two other people who
ignored the smoke, 90% ignored it too. Basically, the risk of minor social
awkwardness was more threatening than the danger of fire. It’s almost as if our
physical-world concerns are considered adequately dealt-with once others
around us have the same information. Our evolved genetic and cultural
tendency is to pass information on to the tribe, and then observe whether
the tribe gets agitated. If the tribe gets agitated, some behavior then ensues
which resolves the agitation, and we go along with it. And if the tribe doesn’t
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get agitated, then the information probably wasn’t important. (Hint: even if
it was).

TaaL: Don’t look now, but you have a smoke-filled world. Since very
few get excited about it, everything must be ok, right? The potential 6th
planetary mass extinction, the acidification of your oceans, the
consignment of your future climate to hellish extremes, are all treated
as subjects of esoteric trivia. Nobody looks around them and sees their
conspecifics panicking, so they don’t either. The average human gets
far more worked up over losing a soccer game than losing an
ecosystem, because he’s surrounded by others screaming about the
same goals.

The Bottom Line: We edit our beliefs to conform with those around
us, not to conform to reality. This is unconscious and automatic.

Authority Bias
Summary: We have a strong tendency to listen to and believe statements

coming from authority figures, like priests, politicians, professors and
CEOs. Nor does it stop there: we will often subjugate our judgment to
those who merely present themselves as authority figures. This phenomenon
has its origins in our species being social mammals (just like the groupthink
in the previous slide). Just as any group of social mammals will look to each
other to ascertain whether there is danger, we are programmed to look to
the “leader of the pack” for guidance.
So, as uncomfortable as it sounds, we DO
inherently believe in authority figures, as the
famous and controversial Milgram
experiments evidenced59. Sixty-five percent
of volunteers delivered what they thought
were fatal doses of 450-volt electric shocks
to human subjects under calm assurance to
continue by the experiment 'administrators'
(fake doctors in lab coats). The other 35%
of participants still delivered high voltage
shocks to the point of unconsciousness but
refused to administer the “highest level”
shocks. Interestingly, none of these 35%
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insisted that the experiment itself be terminated, nor left the room to check
if the victim was okay, without first asking for permission. So much for
independent thinking. In interviews prior to the experiment, the
respondents predicted that only the most “sadistic” 1.2% of participants
would be willing to hurt another participant with electric shocks, yet 100%
of those same participants DID administer the shocks. And two-thirds were
willing to deliver fatal shocks to a stranger due solely to being instructed to
do so by another stranger in a white coat. Presumably, deferring to authority
relieves the individual of responsibility for their own (in)actions. The power
of authority figures is indeed strong, verging on hypnotic. It’s the industrialstrength version of consensus trance.
Some suggest this is an adaptive byproduct of children who unquestioningly
followed adult instructions during the thousands of generations in our
ancestral crucible60. Presumably, the penchant for adults to easily believe
things that they are confidently told is a carryover from the children who
did NOT eat the berries, touch the snake, or swim over a waterfall – these
children survived to have children of their own. Sociology research
indicates we also trust confident and charismatic people and prefer their
predictions even if we know that other, more boring, uncharismatic analysts
have better track records. It seems we are always on the lookout for
someone else to tell us what to think.

TaaL: Being eusocial has worked just as well - to increase biomass and
population – for humans as it has for ants. However, the ability to function
in huge colonies requires some mechanism to synchronize behavior. So
added to the consensus trance is an “imprinting” on arbitrary authority
which is little more selective than that of a newly hatched baby duck. Then
we add to that mix the fact that the nature of human “expertise” now
consists of isolated specialist knowledge, and that political authority is
largely derived from confidence and, to an extent, even physical size.
Regardless of which candidate is more grounded in factual information and
truth, human political candidates who act absolutely sure of themselves are
preferred over those who seem deliberate or nuanced. You’re still doing
your best to find and follow mastodon hunters in an era of nuclear launch
codes. My advice to humans with regards to the “Milgram experiment” is
to treat it as important self-knowledge and spend some personal time
reflecting about WHEN to pay attention to authority and when not to, and,
for that matter, who to accept as an authority, if anyone.

The Bottom Line: We’re mentally primed to follow authority
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figures, no matter how crazy they may be.

Cognitive Load

In a famous study, a group of volunteers was asked to memorize a sevendigit number, walk to the end of a corridor and choose one of two desserts:
either a piece of chocolate cake or a cup of fruit salad61. Another group was
given the same task, but only had to memorize a two-digit number. Those
who had to memorize seven numbers predominantly chose the chocolate
cake – while the other group was closer to 50/50. This is one of many
examples of ‘cognitive load’ - the phenomenon that our brain works best at
processing only a few things at once. When we have too much to focus on,
we revert to simple, comfortable decisions and choices – not ones that
require thought, foresight, or planning. It turns out that humans are
generally able to hold 7 (+/- 2) pieces of information in short-term
memory. As we get close to the maximum 7, our choices simplify. In this
experiment, those with high cognitive load chose the ‘unhealthy’ dessert,
while those who were not mentally taxed were better able to resist the
temptation of the tasty – but less healthy- chocolate cake.
Cognitive load is pervasive in modern society. And so are its impacts. Poor
people spend so much of their mental effort worrying about money and
how they are going to pay bills, that they often make poor decisions
elsewhere in life – the equivalent of choosing chocolate cake. (Recent
research has shown that worry about money actually drops peoples’ IQ,
leading to an interesting implication: the very condition of being poor tends
to rob people of cognitive flexibility and processing power, not vice versa as
is often assumed).62
Why is this “cognitive load” relevant to issues of living more sustainably
and the bottlenecks of the 21st century? For numerous reasons, not the least
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of which is that we will increasingly be bombarded by what feel like bizarre
events and factoids in the news. Thinking about how best to impact the
future requires incurring so much cognitive load that it can feel like we have
no bandwidth left with which to impact the future. And as economic
pressures grow, the mental effort of worrying about how to put food on the
table – even if it’s fruit salad - will tend to crowd out the intellectual (and
moral) concerns about future generations, species loss, healthy ecosystems
etc.

TaaL: Cognitive load is something to pay attention to. Do you really want

your airline pilot worrying about his cheating wife when he should be
checking whether the flaps are configured for landing? Since it’s a real
thing, you need to learn to manage it as a real thing. It’s an evolutionary gift
you don’t want, and one that just keeps on giving: Bad decisions lead to
more cogload, which lead to more bad decisions, and so on in a selfreinforcing spiral. Before you know it, most of your options seem to be bad
ones.
And hey, this book is chockablock full of cogload, so don’t try making any
decisions while processing it. Learn to do critical thinking apart from
normal stress. Surf the waves.

The Bottom Line: Our brains have limited short-term processing
power and start to bog down after 4-5 concurrent chunks of
information, and noticeably at 7.

Time Blindness
Summary: It’s an understatement to say that

animals care more about the present than the
future. All organisms have been created by the
mindless attrition of past evolutionary time,
which has nothing to DO with the future.
Indeed, most organisms not only have no
concept of a future, but no brains at all. Those
which do have brains exist in a perpetual
“now” of sensory integration and triggered
heuristics (rules of thumb). A bird doesn’t
build a nest because it’s thinking about caring
for its offspring; it does it simply because it
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has an overwhelming impulse to build a nest, courtesy of its inborn
genetic agenda. A bear doesn’t consciously pack on weight to survive
winter hibernation: it gets really hungry and then gets a powerful urge
to sleep in a cave. We, too, inhabit that subjective, reactive “now” as
the default state of our existence.
So even though we do have various conceptions that a future of some
kind sort of exists, we have a very dysfunctional relationship with it.
Here’s the problem. Our recognition that the future exists – and that
we’ll be in any of it – springs from a very new brain structure, the
neocortex, which has no direct connection to the deep-brain
motivational centers which impart urgency. The future is alternately a
narrative suffused with myth, a cartoon pastiche of hopes and fears,
and something we prefer not to think about at all. Thus, our
perception of the future is, at best, abstract and at worst, either
delusional in its optimism or dismissive. This worked well enough
when we were savannah hunter-gatherer tribes with limited ecological
effects, thinking maybe a week ahead. It’s wholly incommensurate with
the challenges facing nuclear-armed nations engaged in geoengineering the planet.
Like all biological organisms with finite lifespans, we care more about the
present than we care about the future. We prefer an immediate payday to a
larger payday sometime in the future.
This dynamic inconsistency between the abstract “what I should do” and
concrete “what I actually do” exists in myriad aspects of our lives – losing
weight, cleaning our house, eating healthy, saving the environment. All are
tentative plans we agree to begin tomorrow, until tomorrow becomes today.
If you think about it, you can see why. Deferring rewards – leaving
food for another day, making plans for our children NEXT week, etc.
- were selected against in our ancestral world where events were in
constant flux. If you did not react immediately in our species’ past,
food might wind up in another belly instead of your own, or you might
wind up in a belly. The resources necessary for life do not go long
unclaimed in a healthy ecosystem. If we wanted food, we had to eat it,
carry it, or defend it before someone or something else did.
In addition to biological reasons (e.g. a healthy 30-year-old male in the U.S.
has a 7.96% chance of not experiencing his 50th birthday63), the reality of
time risk from deferring immediate consumption manifests in cultural
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forms as well, such as entropy risk, risk of destruction, risk of non-survival,
risk of limited access or government expropriation, risk of obsolescence,
etc. Better to consume today since tomorrow is uncertain! Biologically and
culturally, we are heavily skewed towards a focus on the here and now, as is
all evolved life. Ever tried making your dog wait to eat its food?
The extent to which an individual values the present over the future is
referred to in economics terms as a “discount rate”. The steeper the
discount rate, the more the person is ‘addicted to the present.’ Drug users
and drinkers, high risk takers, low I.Q. scorers, people who have heavy
cognitive workloads, and men (vs. women) are groups that tend to have
higher discount rates64. The more one is hijacked by modern stimuli, the
more ‘time blind’ one is to the longer-term realities and challenges of our
society and planet.
Some decades ago, there were a series of “marshmallow” experiments
done on the subject of “delayed gratification” in children65; the upshot
of which was that a child who could sit in a room without immediately
eating a marshmallow would earn more marshmallows for his or her
future self. Those who could wait – who had formed some sort of
empathic relationship with their future self– went on to be more
successful in life. That study is open to criticism (poor kids are more
skeptical that promises of future reward are reliable), but its core message did
show some competitive advantage in the ability to, in effect, peek
through time.

TaaL: So, what’s wrong with time blindness? What’s wrong with
using up all resources as fast as possible to maximize immediate brain
rewards? Well, mostly the fact that the future is real. The “you” reading
this now was a hypothetical probabilistic future-dwelling being when
you read the previous chapter. And indeed, there’s a large difference
between having a word for the future, as you do, and having a
pragmatic, self-aware ethic which incorporates the 4th dimension
(time).
Indeed, this human trait has no inherent limit; at the extreme there are
metaphysical traditions which call for complete asceticism (self-denial or
self-discipline) until after death, at which point massive reward is
guaranteed to ensue. However, it would be an overstatement to call that an
ethic, because it’s based exclusively on the malleability of one’s perception
of self-interest. A true 4D ethic – one which incorporates the time
dimension – is not about the self, but about one’s species and world. I care
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as much about a member of my race who will be born in a million years as I
care about one who was born yesterday. This is inconceivable to a timeblind species like yours, but I assure you it’s not only true, but it’s necessary
in order for to there to BE a member of my race born in a million years. I
like a good marshmallow as much as the next alien – what’s not to like
about dissolved horse hooves and sugar? – but I would not consciously
doom future persons or species for marshmallows during my lifetime. From
my observations of your species, many humans would.

The Bottom Line: We are programmed to value the present and
heavily discount the future.

Shifting Baselines
“..we live in a zoologically impoverished world, from which all the hugest, and fiercest,
and strangest forms have recently disappeared; and it is, no doubt, a much better world for
us now that they have gone. Yet it is a marvelous fact, and one that has not been
sufficiently dwelt upon, this sudden dying out of so many large Mammalia, not in one
place but in half the land surface of the globe.”
Alfred Russell Wallace, 1876

Summary: Time bias also works in reverse. The recent past overly

dominates our mental perceptions. In psychology this is called “the recency
effect”. If you have to memorize a list of, say, 25 words, the 23rd, 24th and
25th word on the list will be more often remembered than the 5th or 12th
word, because they are fresh in your mind. A related concept in the
environmental sphere is “shifting baselines” which refers to the fact that
everyone defines "normal" as the way things were when they grew up.
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People on charter fishing trips were very happy with the small assortment
of snappers and sheepshead they caught in 2007, while on the exact same
pier in Florida in 1958 their grandparents caught dozens of goliath groupers
bigger than a man. The people in 2007 felt the same rush, enjoyment and
wonder at the oceans’ bounty, because this was their own baseline.
It’s another unfortunate side effect of “living in the now.” Even when
beholding the wonders of nature, the shifting baseline effect blinds us
to what isn’t there, even if it is very recently gone. Each human sets
their “baseline” of wonder and expectations based on what they
experience as a child. Thus, old people tell, what sound like outlandish,
stories about how much wildlife there used to be, how big were the
fish they caught, and describe nature in a way which sounds to children
like senile hyperbole. Young people first exposed to diving or to
walking in the woods are enraptured by what is still there, while the
grandfather beside them is filled with a deep and poignant sadness
about what isn’t. The tragedy is that it’s too late for the grandfather to change
what has happened, and the child sees no reason to.
So as the natural world is increasingly impoverished, we typically notice
only the losses that occurred in our own lives and consider the tales of our
elders to be exaggerated stories. This sounds like just an aspect of nostalgia,
but it's a real problem, because not only do most of us not really know what
the world used to be like, but we can't track it scientifically without some
original baseline. Reading books and scientific journals helps, but again, this
activates our slow, neocortical thinking, not the emotional, fast acting
behavioral responses. Our feelings about nature cannot help but be tethered
mainly to our own life experiences.

TaaL: Very few systems move and change on the time scale of typical

human attention spans. When walking in nature, humans tend to miss both
the fast and the slow, thereby missing the growth of flowers and trees, the
interactions of insects, the dance of fungal spores and blooms, the ebb and
flow of population sizes as species dance with one another. Much less do
they see the advance and retreat of forests, shorelines, reefs, deserts, and
ecosystems. Yet these are the changes which shape human destinies.
Seek the stories of your elders, young humans; listen to their stories of
times not long gone and believe them. Learn of archaeology and
paleontology, not as obscure trivia but as important grounding for your
current reality. You have not been born into normal times, but into a period
of lightning change in which what appears to be “normal” is anything but.
Teach this to those younger than yourselves, lest what you have lost, and
stand to someday regain, be forgotten. For abnormal times, almost by
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definition, don’t last long.

Bottom line: Each generation resets its baseline of “normal”, and
thus becomes intergenerationally blind to significant changes.

Moral Biases

"If I look at the masses I will never act. If I look at the one, I will."
- Mother Theresa

Summary: Earlier we detailed why we have difficulty grasping large

numbers – it’s difficult to emotionally connect with terms such as
“billions of years” or “trillions of dollars”. In part, this is due to some
degree of innumeracy - how many people have a real sense of how a
million relates to a trillion? But this retreat of feeling starts with much
lower numbers; in fact, psychological research shows it starts with the
number 1. When presented with information and circumstances about
a starving child, we will commit to donate money to help her. When
shown a picture of her with her brother in similar condition, however,
our intended donation goes DOWN by 25% (when we learn there are
two children in need, logic would suggest our donation should
increase). If you then add a whole village of children who need help,
the intent to donate drops precipitously66.
The same dynamic applies to multiple other issues. We will stay riveted
to the TV coverage of the rescue of a baby who fell down a water-well
but manage to ignore the genocide of Rwanda or island-wide hurricane
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disaster in Puerto Rico. We will mobilize all available resources to save
a single stranded whale but not spend a dollar to save that whale’s
entire species from harpoons, pollution or military sonar. It seems we
have an exponential decay of empathy when thinking about a group as
opposed to an individual, which leads to some pretty lackluster
responses to the plight of the modern world. Again, this gets back to
abstract versus concrete. We are hardwired to make emotional
connections with individuals, not numbers.
It’s not yet known why this paradoxical behavior exists, only that it
does. Your authors speculate that it may have to do with the “mirror
neuron” system, which seems to underlie part of the biological basis
for empathy: if we see someone feeling pain or other stress, our brains
tend to light up as though we feel it too. However, as tribal primates,
there was never a need to feel empathy for vast numbers of others, and
so no value to inheriting such an ability.
It also could be related to “psychic numbing”, which is a tendency for
individuals or societies to withdraw attention from past traumatic
experiences. Psychic numbing also results in not preparing for future
threats that are perceived to have massive consequences but low
probability, such as a pandemic. (One wonders what we’d call an
emergent bias linked to massive consequences and high probability.)

TaaL: I will occasionally refer to the trillionth human child to be

born. I do that for a reason. The next human child born on Earth will
be roughly the hundred-billionth one to come into existence. There
should be – at the very least – another 900 billion childhoods for your
species yet to come. But these 900 billion, in all their multitudes, fall
into your enormous blind spot regarding the future, which puts them
into existential peril. Perhaps you should name the trillionth child in
advance, to make her “real enough” to be worth saving... and by
extension, the other 900 billion children you don’t yet explicitly care
about or include in your calculations of “fairness”.

The Bottom Line: The more there are, the less we care. Empathy,
by default, is inversely proportional to the need for it.
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Bias X + Bias Y + Global context =
Emergent Biases

“Twenty thousand years ago, huge condor-like birds with sixteen-foot wingspans were
tearing open the carcasses of hippo-sized ground sloths here in North America with
the same kind of heavy-duty beaks. Mammoths and mastodons were giving themselves
dust-baths and pushing over trees. Cheetahs were hunting a large variety of pronghorn
and forked-horn antelopes. No less than five other kinds of big cat were living on an
extravagant assortment of camel, llama, deer, horse, musk ox, bison, goat and sheep
species. With its giant bears, giant beavers, giant armadillo-like species, giant
tortoises, and its giant ground-sloth species, North America was, without
exaggeration, a super-Serengeti containing many more big-animal species than present
day Africa.”
-Baz Edmeades in "Megafauna, first victims of the human-caused
extinction"

Summary: In the context of a complex socioeconomic system of

billions of people, it should be no surprise that we now encounter
‘composite’ biases – emergent behaviors resulting from two or more
biases combining in our novel global circumstances. For instance, when
we combine time bias (the focus on the present) and shifting baselines (the
inability to see the trend from the past) with the focus of our empathy
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on individuals over groups, the resulting compound bias might be termed
‘extinction blindness’.
We live in a natural world which is populated by an amazing
abundance of other species, from single-celled plants and animals to
the varied and complex organisms like sequoia trees, bonobos and
bowhead whales. What we see around us is wonderful! We can
effortlessly look at a picture of nature and point out the wildlife.
Looking at a coral reef or a forest scene, we see and are attracted to the
creatures in it, large and small.
But this is also a vastly unusual time; what we are experiencing is only
the sixth planetary mass extinction in the last half-billion years, the sort
of all-encompassing event which forever changes the nature of life on
earth. Yet for most of us, we have been habituated to take this in stride
as “normal” reality. We can’t “see” this is a momentous time in
planetary history. Just as people will donate to a starving child but not
to a group of starving children, empathy is something one extends to
an individual animal, not an entire species. Thus, it’s not hard to be
blind to extinction if we haven’t had a personal experience with the
species that is lost.
Although it is possible for humans to form intense bonds with
individuals of other species, our hard-wired hunter-gatherer heuristics
consider other species to be either predators, competitors, or a
resource to be claimed before another human group does. And of
course, most humans now live in cities and don’t interact with many
species anyway. We have created a system in which there is only a value
placed on “processed” wild species to add to Gross Domestic Product.
Indeed, our “baselines” now include the expectation of regular scientific
reports and news articles about animals going extinct. It’s part of the
“new normal.”. When this is all put together with myth and scarcity,
Veblen goods and social signaling, one winds up with tiger penises,
rhino horn, and ivory knick-knacks having monetary value, while living
tigers, rhinos, and elephants are charity cases destined for history
books: extinction blindness.

TaaL: Modern human culture has created extinction-seeking behavior.

The dodo bird is famous as an extinct species. Humans didn’t eat them.
You just considered it fun to kill them with clubs. Indeed, everywhere there
have been massive amounts of biomass, there have been mass killings
having nothing much to do with food or utility. Buffalo were shot by the
thousands from train cars, and left to rot, by people simply wanting to
pump lead into large animals. Passenger pigeons were shot for sport. Sharks
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kill fewer than 10 humans worldwide each year as natural predators. But
hundreds of millions of sharks – which collectively have a far lower
planetary biomass than humans (yet are essential to healthy marine
ecosystems) - are killed each year for their fins due to the myth that shark-fin
soup is healthy. There is no species so useless that your species can’t create
a compelling narrative to kill it off. As it nears extinction, a species’ scarcity
paradoxically makes it, as you say, a Veblen good, driving up the dollar
prices, so the species is not even saved from exploitation by its own
increasing scarcity and cost as was formerly the case, but is rather penalized
by it. Indeed, the rarer a species gets, the more mythically valuable it
becomes in the human commerce system. To the point where rhino horns,
elephant ivory, river dolphin eyeballs, and other biologically inert tissues
become worth many times their weight in precious metal, with the price
rising until they are extinct, at which point those who have stored these
products have priceless possessions, rendered valuable by the “Goldfinger”
effect. Modern humans are not only blind to what isn’t there, you’re
effectively blind to the commerce all around you that's driving the change.
How many generations yet before a human child is correctly taught that the
world’s largest animal is the cow?
Much of your planet’s wild biomass has been lost in what should be recent
memory. Estimates of original bison populations in North America range
from 15 million to 10 billion - three orders of magnitude of difference in estimates due to shifting baselines and the tendency to underestimate historic
abundance based on what it "feels" should be normal to you. Again, the
stories of the ground shaking, and a sea of bison horizon to horizon seem
like tall tales now, even if the great-grandparents of some in your class saw
them.
Answer me truly, young human: if it were possible to bring back the
five billion passenger pigeons which were part of your nation’s
biological heritage as recently as 200 years ago by the simple expedient
of passing a one-time $1 dollar-per-person tax in the US Congress,
what would the odds be of it passing?
You don’t miss what you’ve never personally known.

The Bottom line: We are blind to extinctions, despite living
amidst and participating in them.
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Ultrasociality
Summary: Most animals aren’t social at all; it’s every critter for itself.

However, in the “big game” of life there are various strategic choices which
life can explore, including living among others of one’s kind for mutual and
aggregate benefit. This sociality comes in many flavors, ranging from
temporary mating assemblages of individuals, to species in which the
individuals lose their ability to function independently, even to the extent of
becoming physically specialized cogs and wheels in a single much-larger
superorganism. Among our ancestors, lone hunters, even if they were
strong and ornery, couldn’t have killed and eaten many mastodons.
Functioning as a larger entity was as necessary to bring down big game for
humans as it is for other pack hunters.

In the animal kingdom, there exists a behavioral spectrum running from
solitary species to social species. At the highest levels of sociality are a very
few eusocial (“real social”) species, characterized by a) overlap of adult
generations, b) division of labor and c) cooperative care of young67.
Arguably the most successful eusocial species on the planet are members of
the orders Hymenoptera (ants, bees, and wasps) and Blattodea (termites)
whose combined biomass was only recently being surpassed by humans68.
Ant, bee, and termite colonies function as single units, optimizing food
surplus, with labor being divided among “worker castes” and reproduction
dominated by queens.
Humans don’t quite reach the level of organization of an ant colony (who
have the better part of 100-million years’ head start on us) but are intensely
social in our daily lives in similar ways. In hunter-gatherer times we
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cooperated as tribal units to access resources and unite in common defense
against predators and enemies. Following the agricultural revolution,
human groups, villages, cities and eventually nation-states self-organized to
maximize surplus (food) and defense.
This complexity of throughput and organization was only possible because
of our self-organizing groups, innate sociality, caring about others, caring
what others think, cooperating in creative ways with others and working
together toward common goals.
There are two central points here. The first is that human happiness is
emergent from social interactions within groups of people, and not from
individual context or choice69. This is why mostly solitary individuals,
despite monetary and technological riches, most often have high rates of
depression and loneliness. Indeed, the highest rates of depression in the
world are in urban wealthy cities in North America, and the lowest rates of
depression are in poor villages in Africa70.
The second implication of humans being ultrasocial is that we—as a
species—can suppress the needs and wants of the individual to attain the
goals and advantages of a larger functional unit. Can this ultrasociality be
harnessed for a viable future?
Today, the functional unit in the 21st century is a globalized economy of
7.7+ billion and growing—a massive superorganism. Yet as we’ll see, it’s a
superorganism in size and resource use only, lacking awareness, strategy and
consciousness. It will become more clear that it typically functions at the
mindless level of bacterial tropisms in its search for energy and material.
Your authors will often refer to it as the human amoeba, which may be a
useful description to characterize the behavior and goals of our species on
the largest scales.

TaaL: Watching humans these days, which is my main hobby, is strikingly
akin to watching social insects, and this similarity has visibly accelerated
during my lifetime. Fifty years ago, communications between individuals
would often be information-dense (that is, having more meaningful
content), because people might meet less often and had been doing their
own thinking between times. These days, your species walks around staring
at smartphones and sending tweets such as: “going into restaurant now.”
“leaving restaurant. yummy.” “here’s a pic of my genitalia.” “emoji.” In
other words, the same sort of “status” information passed from one ant to
another chemically when they touch feelers and swap spit & pheromones
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when meeting one another. Bees dance and wiggle their hindquarters to
convey simple messages to those around them. So do many humans these
days. I won’t be surprised if human brains, which have been shrinking for
the last 20k years, continue to accelerate in that trend, because, to a greatly
increasing degree, you now pay attention to smaller and smaller parts of
your reality, assuming that “the cloud” has the rest of it covered for you.
Ants speak in emojis. Is that the human future? LOL.
I might raise one more caution: The benefits attained by a species pursuing
sociality are formidable, but progressively make the individual “unfit” to
survive outside the superorganism. An expelled tribe member often faces
death. A stranded termite has no more ability to survive on its own than a
stranded hair follicle. As you race to become part of larger and dumber
superorganisms as a vehicle for success, it may be prudent to reflect that
this is a one-way transition, as such a vehicle has no reverse gear.
Having said that, I’ll note that there’s one sort of superorganism which
humans haven’t explicitly discussed: four-dimensional ones. By that I mean,
organisms which collaborate with one another to achieve viable biomass in
future deep time rather than by trying to all live at once: trans-generational
eusociality. This sort cannot be intentionally produced by evolution, only by
rational planning, and empathy for those who are non-contemporaneous.
Looking back in a million years, will there have been trillions of human
childhoods or only ~100 billion?

The Bottom Line: Sociality is a way of becoming bigger than your
enemies, competitors, and prey.

Ingroup vs. Outgroup
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Summary: “In-group bias” is giving preferential treatment to members of

a group to which one belongs. Out of state students at the University of
Minnesota are taken by surprise that when U of M plays their home state
for a football game, they want to support their home state’s team. Since it’s
their home state, they find it even more shocking to hear their new college
friends ridiculing the competing state’s culture, teams, and stereotypes. The
students wouldn’t take offense if it was some other (third) state and would
probably join in. Everyone knows intellectually that such trivia is superficial
in the scheme of things, but the intense feelings are very real, a limbicsystem carryover we all share from our tribal past. What's going on here?
The adaptive purpose of acting as-a-tribe is the ability to quickly selforganize into what is effectively a larger organism in a crisis. But that
requires the organism’s boundaries be rigidly established. (If bees couldn’t
identify their own specific hive, the whole system would break down.)
Humans can self-assemble into a fairly cohesive superorganism very
quickly, and once this has happened, it is surprisingly durable and intense.
This isn’t because group members immediately fall in love with one
another. It’s because if they couldn’t bond quickly, they wouldn’t be able
to become a functional superorganism quickly, and their ancestors wouldn’t
have survived.
The hatred of outgroups has historically been a necessary “glue” to bond
the in-group, and it is still one of the most powerful drivers of human
behavior, particularly in times of stress. Since this hatred of outgroups taps
into a core “gene agenda,” the pleasurable feelings can be intense. (When the
Hutu killed the Tutsi in Rwanda, it was not with anger so much as with ecstasy. And
you see it in chimp raids as well. It is a clear phase-shift of human behavior).71
When you combine long formative periods of living in small groups with
other unique aspects of human nature, our super-sociality and obsession
with relative status, the result is intensely tribal behaviors, even for
seemingly trivial group identities. I (NJ Hagens) am a member of a large
number of modern tribes – many of which have no overlap with the others:
Green Bay Packer fan, University of Chicago Business School Alum,
rockhound, coonhound owner, mushroom forager, college professor,
ecologist, Porcupine Tree music lover, and myriad others. When we meet
someone that shares a similar like or history or pastime or professional
affiliation, we instantly share a bond with them.
If I am in California and I meet someone wearing a Green Bay Packer
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sweatshirt, I immediately strike up a conversation and, at that moment, we
have a great deal in common. At the same time, we implicitly agree on a
hated outgroup (e.g. the Chicago Bears). Such human bonding is not
necessarily rational, as it is possible that I disagree with this stranger on
many issues of substance -like climate change. But it is adaptively useful
because as soon as someone is ‘of our tribe,’ we, at least temporarily,
proffer them ‘most favored human’ status, and we both derive the
immediate benefits of becoming a temporarily larger and more formidable
organism.
In addition to the physical benefits of greater numbers, group delineation
affects our psychology as well. Within our own groups, we tend to attribute
our successes to our own smarts and personalities, and our failures to
misfortune or the bad actions of outgroups—termed in psychology as
‘fundamental attribution error’.72 Yet we attribute success by those in “out
groups” not to skill or talent, but to unsavory actions such as cheating, and
their failures to flaws or lack of intelligence. We also tend to caricaturize
outsiders using simple, broad-swath stereotypes, while treating in-group
members as unique and valued individuals.73 This prevalent and intense
favoritism for our in-groups—whether they are political, a hobby group
that likes collecting rocks, or fans of a favorite sports team—is one of the
most powerful remnants of our evolutionary past.

TaaL: This is all quite true, and it is not lost on those humans who seek to
steer others’ behaviors. While you like to imagine that what moves your
societies is enlightenment and ideas, in fact, it is usually the deep core “gene
agenda” drives being triggered by largely unconscious associations. Most
wars and genocides involve shifting members of human populations into a
highly polarized phase in which outgroup hatred acquires extra intensity,
much like the “fight” pheromones which ants and bees release to phaseshift their members’ behavior. This works really well if what you want is a
war, or to overwhelm logic with mass emotion. It works less well if one
wishes to try running a fragile planetary existence in a stable, logical way.
Eventually, those species which attain sapience realize that the ingroup/outgroup thing is one of the more toxic legacies of the gene agenda,
and simply learn to be aware of it and correct for it. This is difficult, but
necessary. For where does it leave humans if they do the in-group-outgroup thing on the
downslope of the green revolution, as they are now primed to do?

The Bottom Line: We’re fanatically loyal to whatever group we

happen to find ourselves in and think bad things about those outside
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it. This may not be sane, but historically it has been very useful.

Our Dual Natures: Cooperation vs.
Competition

Summary: It’s tempting to look at evolution via natural selection and

conclude we are all just Machiavellian actors pursuing personal self-interest.
This is simplistic and wrong. Our current genetic makeup passed through
many historical bottlenecks. Being the most “fit” individual in a group
meant that an individual had, in retrospect, relatively greater survival and
mating success. But sometimes entire groups would perish while other
groups would survive. Those tribal units which were cohesive, cooperative
and worked together (usually versus a common enemy tribe or predators,
but sometimes during disasters or other challenges) had a competitive
advantage. So, natural selection pulled in two directions: on one hand
towards selfishness and on the other towards group
solidarity/cooperation.74
We can visualize this dynamic in sports teams. A football team needs to
work in concert as a single unit to beat other teams. But within the team
only one athlete might be eligible to win "MVP" or get drafted by the
professional NFL. So there is a constant interplay between what's good for
“me” and what's good for "us" (my team). We bond strongly in opposition
to “outgroups,” even temporary and meaningless ones, while still
competing for social status and individual advantage within our own group.
The inherent conflict between those two evolved drives explains a lot of
human behavior and history.
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This same dynamic applies to our resource depletion and environmental
issues. A collective action problem is a situation whereby if everyone
performed a certain action, all would be better off, but the high cost to an
individual of doing the action makes it likely that few (or none) will
perform that action.75 For instance, it’s simple logic to take just a
sustainable amount of fish from a fishery each year, but most world
fisheries are now collapsed, depleted or heavily overfished, meaning that
everyone gets less fish. Since individual fishermen expect others to take
outsized amounts, they reason that they might as well too.
The upshot: everyone (wide boundary) would be better off in the long run
if we consumed considerably less, saved our biosphere and left high quality
resources for our grandchildren. But doing these “right things” for the
environment and for the group (or species), comes at a cost – physical,
social and economic – to the individual. (This dynamic was famously
articulated in the Tragedy of the Commons by ecologist Garrett Hardin76).
Biologist E.O. Wilsons states: “Selfishness beats altruism within groups.
Altruistic groups beat selfish groups. Everything else is commentary.” Me
over Us and Us over Them.77

TaaL: That Wilson hominid is largely correct, if one appends the qualifier
“all else being equal.” Of course, other things are rarely equal: selfish
groups with firearms and smallpox blankets beat unselfish groups with
arrows and spears. Though I suppose I’m lapsing into commentary (which
is an alien’s prerogative).
The advantage of altruistic groups exists because a social group takes on
many attributes of a superorganism and competes as one. This is a
remarkably effective ecological strategy: a single insect is just an annoyance
to a large predator, but jaguars will flee army ants on the march, and for
good reason: the army ants are the more formidable predator. Once one
steps outside the narrative that humans impose on the world, it becomes
clear that a hive of honeybees is, in most ways, a single genetic and
functional organism. To achieve that, they evolved to have no intra-hive
selfishness or mating conflicts. Human groups can take advantage of the
same dynamics and, to various degrees, have done so, as attested by houses
built of mammoth bones, an animal too large for one individual to hunt. In
effect, human tribal superorganisms became “bigger” than mammoths and
were able to treat them as prey. Being a functional superorganism with
semi-autonomous sub-units can be the “best of both worlds” in terms of
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deploying biomass to be competitive in an ecosystem.
However, I think it’s a bit misleading to label this as “altruism” since it’s
simply one more expression of genetic self-interest occupying peaks in
fitness space. The evolution toward superorganism functionality is
ecological and adaptive, not ethical. One might, for instance, say that the
cells in your kidney are altruistic towards the cells in your spleen, since they
work tirelessly to help the spleen cells exist, but that’s kind of a narrative
tautology when applied to the parts of a larger organism.
Altruism is a slippery concept. There’s reciprocal altruism, in which one is
nice to another in hope for favors from the other in return. There’s, what
I’d call, pseudo-altruism, such as being nice to others in hope of reward
from authority figures real or imagined. There is true altruism: caring for
others just because it’s a good thing to do and a good way to be, totally
detached from self-interest.
Why is your modern history full of reports of dolphins saving humans from
drowning? Why do humpback whales save unrelated species from orca
attacks, at risk to themselves? (And why do such behaviors tend to show up
in critters with brains as large or larger than those of humans?) Your
biblical story of the “good Samaritan” was making the point that the
Samaritans were a hated outgroup, yet one of their members helped
anyway; this was altruism distinct from tribal superorganism self-interest.
Earth’s ants don’t feel compassion for the baby animals they sting and rend.
A honeybee won’t help a bumblebee, or even a honeybee of the same
species from a nearby hive. There’s no inherent altruism to be found in
eusocial species. From my perspective, true altruism is exclusively a product
of consciousness and self-shaped behavioral preference, empathy, and
compassion. A quality of sapience. And I recommend it, because it can link
you in profound ways to your place in deep time, and to the other species
around you, the Earth-siblings with which you share most of your DNA.
Altruism, when pursued for its own sake, repudiates the genes’ cut-throat
agenda, and makes a world a far more wonderful place to be. That’s
commentary, but it’s also true, because “beating other groups” is baggage a
successful species can ultimately do without.

The Bottom Line: “Selfishness beats altruism within groups.

Altruistic groups beat selfish groups. Everything else is commentary"
- D.S. Wilson
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Multi-Level Selection

Summary: After dozens of sections on human behavior, we have outlined
the importance of evolution - via genes - on our modern behavior. Yet as
simple and appealing as it may be to parse our behavior into “genes” alone,
that is incomplete. Our behavior arises from a complex milieu of many
influences acting simultaneously: our genetic programming, the results of
that programming interacting with the genetic programming of those
around us; and the changing environment in which our behavior plays out.
Additionally, there are “epigenetic” effects: the expression or silencing of
genetic functions which are toggled by environmental exposure and
stressors during an organism’s lifetime. Genes are primary, but only one
level of the story; evolution (and resultant behavior) happens at multiple levels
of a system. Recently biologists began to refer to this new understanding as
multi-level selection (MLS).78 This acknowledges that one can’t make
predictions about complex emergent behaviors based on a simple genebased paradigm.
Consider a non-human example. Scientists who were hired to expand egg
production from chickens (since more eggs equals more money) did an
experiment in which they selected the most productive egg-layer from a
cage of nine chickens to parent the next generation.79 If superior egg-laying
ability could be passed on to one’s offspring, such selection should produce
higher and higher egg production per cage over time.
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But this isn't what happened. The scientists were not considering the
emergent effects from whether different traits might be linked. When they
selected the best egg-layers in generation 1, they were inadvertently also
selecting for aggression. The dominant hens had naturally produced more
eggs than the subordinate hens that they bullied and pecked. The real-life
effect of the experiment was that egg production per hen did increase, but
egg production per cage plummeted.
As illustrated in the right side of the image above, few of the hens in the
subsequent generation lived—the rest had been pecked to death by the
chickens with dominance genes. In contrast, a parallel experiment selecting
not the best egg-laying individual per cage, but the best overall egg-laying cage,
and letting all hens in that cage reproduce, resulted in an impressive 160%
increase in eggs-per-cage in just a few generations. The point of this
example is that genes that promote individual success can result in
unexpected (often counterproductive) results when interacting with other
individuals -as a whole. Selection occurs at multiple levels and scales, not
only at the level of the gene, or the individual.

TaaL: Seems like kind of an ornery thing to do to chickens, but I guess
you’re going to feed your current billions somehow, and I suppose the
more eggs each chicken lays, fewer chickens have to live in those horrid
little boxes. And 70 billion chickens a year is a lot of little boxes. Of course,
one might approach that same issue by limiting the number of fertilized
human eggs and giving the chickens a break or even having humans simply
eat their factory-fixed nitrogen and protein in vegetable form, but
something tells me I’m courting an aggressive pecking response by even
suggesting it.
Having spoken up on behalf of non-human life – which I will often do here
as the sole nonhuman participant - I’ll note that the complexity of
“multilevel selection” means that despite the hardwired advantages of the
human gene agenda, MLS gives rise to many implications and possibilities.
You are not doomed to dance like a puppet at the behest of your genes,
though you do inherit that tendency. Will future generations of your kind
resemble the chickens in the left or right pictured cage above? Or perhaps
be outside the “gene agenda” cage entirely...?

The Bottom Line: Selection happens at multiple levels of an

evolving system simultaneously, with emergent results that cannot be
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easily predicted by genes and individual fitness alone.

Equality and Fairness

Summary: Are humans naturally egalitarian? The answer is (as with many

things)…‘it depends’. We know from the sexual selection chapter, ancestral
humans—like any biological organisms—seek status to move up the
mating ladder. Status, in our ancestral past, was measured variously by
humor, hunting prowess, story-telling ability, intelligence, kindness etc. It
was not -and could not be - measured by ‘stuff’ because anything we had of
value would be consumed in a short time—and couldn’t be easily carried
around the savannah, even if we had it.
Yes, for 97% of our history as a species, humans have been intensely and
aggressively egalitarian—in terms of consumption. Sharing everything was not
only mandatory but policed using social reciprocity. In modern hunter
gatherer societies, anthropologists note that even small children are
chastised for taking food out of turn80. Hunters might have described their
prize animal kills as ‘scrawny’ and self-deprecation would be common—
boasting provoked strong negative response to the point of ridicule and
ostracization. In the transient camps of our ancestors, the poorest looking
hut was often where the tribal leader slept81.
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In tribal hunter gatherers, not getting one’s equal share of the food could
lead to weakness and death. Being excluded from advantageous intra-tribe
alliances meant increased danger and less mating opportunity. So ‘fairness’
and ‘equality’, defined as getting at least as much as everyone else in the
tribe, was a core behavioral tenet. Not being listened to by the other tribe
members was only one step from expulsion from the tribe. There was likely
seldom anything analogous to the modern situation in which everyone
might have adequate safety, nutrition, and opportunity, and such a
cornucopia of possessions that they literally cannot be owned other than
abstractly (i.e. stocks, bonds, and other arrangements of electrons).
Thus, “fairness” has roots deep in our core brains and can trigger emotions
such as few things can. This is an ancient drive; Capuchin monkeys, with
whom we have had no common ancestor for tens of millions of years, were
happy with a cucumber reward for a task. But they will scream and throw
their cucumber reward if they see a monkey in the next cage receiving a
grape, while they receive a cucumber as a reward. 82
Only for the most recent 1/30th of our species history—essentially since
the dawn of agriculture when we began to ‘store’ surplus - have humans
grown hierarchies and the resulting wealth concentration and markers83.
Our modern ‘inequalities’ are a product of thousands of iterations of
applying market-based rules and incentives to vast amounts of cheap
energy and natural resources. Modern socio-economic systems have
effectively become large scale games tilted towards creation of small
minorities of millionaires and then billionaires (and soon, trillionaires?). 84
As long as populations expect a rising tide to lift all boats, these inequalities
are (barely) tolerated. But underneath this modern cultural overlay of
economic opportunity reside deep feelings from our hunter gatherer past.
Our ancestral DNA was not only one of equality with respect to access to
resources, but aggressive equality.

TaaL: I think that “Capuchin Fairness” reaction to the cucumber-grape
experiment is the best window into human behavior; it explains so much,
so simply. You’re driven to follow the gene agenda which creates
unfairness, and you despise unfairness while pursuing relative advantage.
And despite considering yourself self-aware, you don’t see the irony! (or
humor).
My species long ago stopped trying to impose subjective fairness on an
objective universe, and instead strived for empathy and kindness.
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Everybody still winds up with enough, and you don’t wreck planets by
over-consuming. The giving of love, and a humorous acceptance of reality,
is better than the imposition of an impossible fairness requirement.
Of course, “fairness” is only applied by humans to those now born, and of
the same species, and preferably the same tribe. For those who aren’t, too
bad. Yet if you simply plunder the world in the short term and divide the
spoils equally, the civilization story will soon be ended, and the last few
human generations will curse you from their unnecessary privation. For the
unfairness of it all, of course.
The Bottom Line: Humans naturally differ in status and ability – but
for most of our history we were intensely egalitarian.

On Empathy

Image source: Evolution of Neonatal Imitation. Gross L, PLoS Biology Vol. 4/9/2006,
e311 doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0040311

“The simplest reason would tell each individual that he ought to extend his social
instincts and sympathies to the men of all nations and races… our sympathies becoming
more tender and more widely diffused until they are extended to all sentient beings.”
Charles Darwin

Summary: On the flip side of demanding fairness for ourselves, we are

also sensitive to the emotions and feelings of others. If we smile at a baby,
she will smile back. If we see our sports team hero get tackled with a
wallop, we wince at his pain. We feel quite different emotions at a funeral
versus a rock concert, whether or not we knew the deceased or like the
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band.
The mechanism for these sensations is “mirror neurons” in our brains.
When we see someone doing or experiencing something, we experience it
virtually—as though within our minds we are that other person. When you
combine this with the fairness directive in the previous section, and our ingroup/outgroup bias, it can engender empathy for and defense of others,
especially if they are in our in-group.
This has its ancestral roots way back before we were even human. Chimps
(and other apes) exhibit empathy and 'morality' in this sense as well. If a
subordinate male tries to steal or cheat and then gets pummeled by the
silverback dominant male in the group, the rest of the troupe ignores the
punishment, looks on and lets it happen. However, if the same dominant
male makes an unprovoked attack on the subordinate male, when he had
done nothing at all, the troop grooms and consoles him after the beating.
Ape empathy.
There is a complicated calculus between Me over Us, and Us over Them,
but we can feel what the Us and Them are feeling.

TaaL: Mirror neurons are cool, and it’s great that there’s a human
biological mechanism for something sort of like empathy: it gives you a
starting place. Why do I say “sort of”? Well, my people consider true
empathy to emerge from love and logic as a rational goal and outcome,
while mirror neurons are an evolutionary kludge which can go haywire now
that you’re living in vastly larger tribes than those for which you evolved.
What do I mean by going haywire? For one thing, humans can easily
empathize with individuals while not giving a damn about groups, because
mirror neurons don’t simulate groups, only individuals. It is quite the
opposite; seeing a group of 1,000 suffering children is a turn-off to a
human, while a single suffering child will tweak the mirror neurons.
Rational empathy would engage with the thousand far more intensely than
the one.
(It’s good to see that some humans are now successfully making this
transition and extending it beyond their in-groups and species.) In the
“mega superorganisms” you now exist within, mirror-neuron-based
empathy can easily have 100 million people devoting all available empathy
to the narrative of a single well-publicized individual while ignoring largescale issues of far greater importance and statistical validity. Penny-wise and
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pound-foolish empathy.
Moreover, when in phase-shifted behavior like war and outgroup massacre,
mirror neurons can function to give humans a compensatory endorphin
“hit” at seeing the pain of others without actually experiencing their injury.
They can, thus, provide a biological scaffolding for sadism, which is
probably a bit uncomfortable for you to hear. Still, there is ample human
history of torture, sadism, and the ecstasy of battle to make it clear that this
behavior can have appeal for the evolved human mind. Moreover, I suspect
that “mirror neurons” underlie the rage experienced by a Capuchin or
human at some kinds of perceived “unfairness.” Imagining the eating of a
grape while actually tasting a cucumber is some nasty cognitive dissonance.
My advice to you on mirror neurons will be familiar by now: use what
evolution gave you, but re-task it rationally. It’s good that you evolved to
feel empathy for other individuals; learn to broaden that feeling with an
ethical basis and creativity so the suffering of groups becomes more salient
than the suffering of individuals. Mirror neurons can help you “walk in
another’s shoes” and be more tolerant, transition the functional mechanics
of copulation into mutually aware eros, and generally aid your journey to a
more complete self-awareness. Just realize that like all gifts of evolution,
they are vestigial mechanisms which could use a firmware update.

The Bottom Line: (Contrary to economic theory) we are very
sensitive to the feelings and well-being of others.
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The Games People Play – the Tragedy
of the Commons and the Prisoner’s
Dilemma

Summary: Earlier in the book, we noted that there were two

simultaneously evolutionary pressures constantly at work while the human
mind was taking its present form: to do what helped the tribe, versus to do
what helped one’s own fitness and individual status within the tribe. Thus,
we evolved to publicly demand intra-tribe “fairness” in all things while simultaneously
seeking relative personal advantage. These imperatives - and the actions they
catalyze - can often be at odds with one another. (However, both were
usually consistent with demonizing those outside the tribe).
This sort of situation - the logical interactions between individual decisionmakers - can be analyzed as moves in a game, and this area of study has
thus been named “game theory”. Interestingly, the simple rules of these
games can - in some cases - lead to really bad emergent results on larger scales even
when all participants make logical decisions. This is important to know, because
all of our species’ larger-scale aggregate behavior results from individual
decisions, and all of our species’ challenges are at larger scales.
The effects of this are myriad and have steered human history in the past as
they are - arguably - steering it now. Two of those emergent outcomes we’ll
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mention here to illustrate this point are known as the tragedy of the commons
and the prisoner’s dilemma.
The Tragedy of the Commons refers to a situation in which a finite or
fragile resource is open to exploitation by many different parties with no
accountability to one another and no immediate ‘downside’ to maximizing
individual gain. This has cropped up many times in human history; largescale examples are water resources, the atmosphere, fisheries, and grazing
land, though anyone who has lived in a large house with roommates has
probably experienced it to some degree.
If everyone has access to a renewable resource and there are no effective
controls to prevent it, personal gain and tribalism cause individuals or tribes
to take more than a sustainable amount, ultimately damaging or destroying
the resource, which ironically (or “tragically”) is worst-case for everyone.
People assume that others will act in their own logical self-interest and
destroy the resource; therefore, it makes logical sense to act the same way to
minimize one’s own loss. It becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.
The seas are a classic example. Most large fish are now gone from the ocean
due to what has effectively been a free-for-all, despite there often being
such things as treaties and quotas. Fishermen typically consider themselves
good stewards of the resource, but assume their competitors are plunderers,
and foreign competitors are the worst. They feel compelled to increase their
takes until overcapitalized fleets are competing for the last fish… and when
the fishery is no longer viable, they blame it on the foreign fleets. But every
fleet is someone’s foreign fleet: that is the tragedy.
These sorts of outcomes are not inevitable, but they constitute strong
attractors for aggregate human behavior precisely because they
spontaneously emerge from sound individual logic. For instance, an
international aid organization pushed the adoption of “gillnets” to more
efficiently catch fish and stop people from starving, with the ultimate result
that the more effective fishing caused the collapse of many fisheries, and
thus ultimately less fish for people to eat.
The prisoner’s dilemma is a two-person game with a choice of
cooperating or defecting. The best result (for the individual) is to defect
each time. The best result ‘for the world’ (both people in the game) is if
both players cooperate. Rational self-interest would suggest that humans (if
we were actually rational) would defect every time – but in fact in real life
examples of this and other games we choose to cooperate significantly
more than we should (a good and hopeful finding).
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We are currently – in effect – playing dozens or hundreds of prisoner’s
dilemma/tragedy of the commons ‘games’ where the correct behavior for
all would be to cooperate, but if not everyone cooperates the correct
response is to defect. Shifting this calculus toward cooperation (on many
issues) is the challenge of our time.

TaaL: On our world, we have a saying: “Give a human a fish and he’ll eat

for a day; teach a human to fish and his great-grandchildren will have to eat
sand”. I have pointed out how your aggregate human behavior is like that
of an amoeba, with simple behavioral tropisms despite the high level of
complexity which exists within your modern society. The examples above
demonstrate how collective dysfunction can result from what seem to be
eminently rational individual decisions, which is why my species tries to be
very careful about individual self-interest: we seek to avoid the “human’s’
dilemma” and the “tragedy of the common fire-ape”, as those situations
have become known in our vernacular.
There are many such “rational” calculations which lead to insane outcomes:
I invite you to study the rational game-theory basis for the “mutual assured
destruction,” “launch on warning” and “dead hand” doctrines of human
thermo-nuclear brinksmanship, still in play and considered a resounding
success…so far.
I should probably note that there is another related problem which you yet
have no name for, but which might be called the “tragedy of the temporal
commons.” It involves another dimension to this category of problems:
that of deep time, in which a potentially infinitely renewable commons is
only accessible to those in the present. Future humans are utterly unable to
enforce sane policy on their own past, and so are subject to the high
probability of a toxified hothouse world with little to eat.
As is always the case, human problems in various contexts boil down to an
underlying brain problem. In this case, it’s the dependability of individual
humans to act in their own perceived self-interest rather than in their
species and world’s interest, which makes some outcomes nearly
mathematically inevitable and keeps the aggregate amoeba growing like a
cancer, illogic emergent from logic.
There’s a better way: you need to try some warp-speed cultural evolution to
bootstrap you out of these destructive behavioral feedback loops. It actually
is possible to not behave as a collection of individual sociopaths, and
humans have often achieved this on smaller scales. It’s possible to abandon
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current myths - like the belief in “private ownership of coal” being more
fundamental than “the atmospheric commons.” Do that, and perhaps you
can stop pooping into the temporal stream and be nice to the good people
who live downstream who are the most important part of your community.
They’re effectively your prisoners, but it’s your dilemma.

The Bottom Line: We are continually faced with choices where the
best outcome for the individual is the worse outcome for the
whole_____(town, country, ecosystem, world, future, etc.) But
paradoxically, humans cooperate more than microeconomic models
expect us to.

Cultural Evolution

Summary: In much the same way that our behavior can be influenced
simultaneously by both the selfish traits of the individual and cooperative/
bonding traits of the group, the programming of our “virtual worlds”
evolves in a parallel evolutionary process we call “culture.” Humans have
shown they can develop (and change) nearly unlimited types of culture
depending on where and when they are born. We have empathy/mirror
neurons, are incredibly social, care greatly about what others think about us,
and can learn and imitate, etc. Because the virtual worlds in our minds can
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inherently change much more quickly than the slow pace of natural
selection, cultural evolution can, and does, happen many orders of
magnitude faster than biological evolution.
A famous example of cultural evolution is the development of canoes in
Polynesia 3000 years ago. Anthropologists followed the progression of
functional features on outrigger canoes that could have an impact on the
seaworthiness or fish-catching potential of the boats. The canoes were not
biological organisms reproducing via genes, but products of cultural
transmission of knowledge and technology; but the process also has many
parallels with biological evolution. The anthropologists used similar
methods to those which test human genetic code to reveal which genes are
shaped by evolutionary forces, to show that the design element changes to
the functional canoe slowed over time as selection weeded out the inferior
(cultural) designs. Both biological change and cultural change operate on the same basic
dynamics of variation, selection and heritability.
The takeaway is this: We are not just a product of our genes, but rather our
genes and our mutable cultures interacting with our environment. The type
of changes that our 21st century environment will make to our descendants’
genes is an open question. What we are focusing on is whether our culture
can mutate to make an adequate and timely response to the fact that we are
at the early stages of what looks to become the sixth great extinction, while
we simultaneously face energy-based limits to growth, and a host of other
inconvenient truths. This is the urgent question.

TaaL: I’m taking this space to answer a feedback the human authors have
received: My comments seem repetitive and even a bit negative to some
readers. That’s not my intention: my main message is the very good news
that your species could last a long time and be very happy if it does certain
reasonably simple things. In speaking honestly, though, about the physical
world that exists, rather than the various fantasy worlds which don’t, I may
occasionally tread upon the toes of imaginary Christmas ponies which are
invisible to me. For this I can only apologize and offer imaginary sugar
cubes. Moreover, if you happened upon a person whose hair was on fire,
but who only wanted to discuss where to find a good meal, you would
probably feel an ongoing obligation to repeatedly point out that his hair
was, indeed, on fire until that subject dawned on him. That situation would
not imply that you were inherently obsessed with burning hair, but rather
that it had imposed upon you an ethical onus to be repetitive.
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Cultural evolution generally proceeds without any conscious planning, just
as genetic evolution does, but nothing restricts a culture from evolving in a
rationally determined direction. The fact that the most change you humans
have made in recent times has been cultural, rather than through genomeshifting, means that, apart from the shrinking-brain thing, you are not yet
physically restricted from successfully existing once more in smaller tribes
in sustainable ways.

The Bottom Line: Human genomes have changed little in the last
50k years, so humans have attained recent changes through cultural
evolution.

Enter: The Amoeba

Reg Morrison in front of termite mound, Australia

Summary: We’ve mentioned the words superorganism and amoeba, and here
we will formally introduce them.

Imagine that the 7.7 billion humans alive today all led solitary lives like
tigers or orangutans. We’d be like billions of pinballs bouncing around the
natural world (and each other), with no purpose other than as solitary
individuals seeking out food, shelter and mates and to be left alone. If you
find it hard to imagine, it is because this situation could never happen with
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our species as it now exists, in which we quickly and effortlessly form
strong social bonds with others based on abstraction and opportunism.
Moreover, that 7.7 billion would be far beyond the carrying capacity of the
planet if we were solitary, since without our high degree of sociality, we
wouldn’t have agriculture and distribution systems to grow the global
human population past perhaps 10-100 million.
Humans are not inherently evil or destructive and are aggressively
egalitarian naturally with respect to consumption.8586 The unusual climatic
stability that began ~12 thousand years ago, combined with the
disappearance of many large prey animals, allowed/caused some nomadic
tribes to stop being nomadic and start producing food in a stable location,
which in turn created the potential for storable surplus. This set our
ultrasocial tribal tendencies and optimal-foraging instincts onto a new
trajectory in which we began to suppress the wants and needs of individuals
in lieu of the production of surplus for the tribe/village/city/nations. Ergo,
we began functioning as larger units. As the size of this human
"superorganism" grew, we increased in size and complexity and in our
toolmaking capacity, all in service of surplus (initially agricultural). The
advent of surplus eventually created many positive feedbacks, among them
human hierarchy and a hunger for exosomatic energy (which will be the
focus of the next segment).
As individuals, we each subjectively experience consciousness, an ability to
think abstractly about complex things, and some sense of right versus
wrong. When thinking about groups of people – be they committees,
organizations, or entire nations – we tend to imbue our mental models of
those groups with something like the same qualities. This is a serious error
because those qualities and abilities only exist within single brains.
Groups don’t get smarter as they get larger; rather the opposite effect
occurs, particularly where there is a requirement for “fairness of
representation,” because the level of mental complexity which may be
parsed by a large group declines rapidly as the group size rises. Past a
certain point, the ability to consider and manipulate complex issues is lost
entirely, and the only thing which all group members can agree on are the
hard-wired feelings generated by their primitive gene agendas, played out in
a simulation of “fair process.” The emergent result of this is that on large
scales, humans function as a superorganism and in a globalized world of
abundant resources, this superorganism functions with behavior similar to
bacterial food-seeking tropisms (aka amoebas). Like a real amoeba, it
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engulfs and contains complexity without understanding that complexity. It
is not sentient, sapient, or conscious. Indeed, unlike an individual human
child with fabulously complex behavior, its function as a simple energyseeking heat engine can be effectively described using very simple
equations.
There’s a general societal belief that humans are becoming more
enlightened and making progress, and this, in many cases, is true when it
comes to individuals. However, what matters ecologically is the aggregate
behavior of the species, and the aggregate behavior is that of a rampaging
bacterium ripping through a finite growth medium. Thus, despite all
existing science, social movements, reforms, and new inventions, the
exponential growth of the human experiment continues unabated. Our
collective behavior, so far, is like that of yeast replicating in a sealed bottle
of grape juice, and there is just only ever one way that ends.

Urban growth in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA - 1972 and 2006 (Image from
svs.gsfc.nasa.gov)

TaaL: Seen from space, it’s hard not to see the aggregate human amoeba;
it looks exactly like any other bacterial growth pattern. It may seem counterintuitive that nearly any single member of the human race is more competent than the
species as a whole, but it’s true. You all assume that somewhere out of sight
there’s a competent pilot navigating the course of human events, or at least
some conspiracy of billionaires or Machiavellian supervillains with their
hands on the wheel. But the cockpit is empty. The human experiment is
careening out of control, and it’s only a matter of time before it slams into
the solid limits of which physical reality is composed. Even those humans
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given high-status executive positions are systemically limited in what they
can do by hundreds of factors, because humans know not to trust one
another very far.
But this isn’t an inevitable feature of a conscious species. It’s possible for a
race to be sapient, and to let the smartest minds make the most important
decisions. Making this happen means learning to trust individuals with
autonomy, and that means being trustworthy yourself. I would trust any
member of my species to make decisions on behalf of my planet, because
we no longer fear one another, seek relative advantage, or feel diminished
by another’s good fortune. Once that happens, a very different sort of
society can emerge. Despite the human adage to the contrary, absolute
power only corrupts jerks adhering to the gene agenda. Once a species
passes beyond the “ubiquitous jerk” stage, the dynamic that keeps a
population as dumb as an amoeba can be transcended. I recommend it.

The Bottom Line: The human gene agenda, when multiplied by a
large population, creates the emergent property of a mindless
superorganism. We’re all passengers and there’s nobody driving the
bus.

The Moat Surrounding the Castle of
Sustainable Futures
“For the children, mine and yours.
For the parents, mine and yours.
For the generations who have not yet arrived, mine and yours.
For the generations who came before, mine and yours.
You were wild once, don’t let them tame you.”
—Isadora Duncan
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"Six mistakes mankind keeps making century after century: Believing that personal gain is made
by crushing others; Worrying about things that cannot be changed or corrected; Insisting that a
thing is impossible because we cannot accomplish it; Refusing to set aside trivial preferences;
Neglecting development and refinement of the mind; Attempting to compel others to believe and
live as we do." - Marcus Tullius Cicero, 44 BC

Summary: So, what does this all mean? Why are your authors spending so
much time on the evolutionary origins of our behaviors? Let’s summarize.

We know we evolved: from simpler organisms to vertebrates, from small
mammals to hominids, from hominids to Homo sapiens. We know the
broad-brush strokes but are lacking many of the details. We don't know the
exact time and place that a fish first “walked” out of the ocean or what
exactly happened five or six million years ago when an ape gradually
morphed into a hominid. The story is robust without such details.
We know our ancestors lived in tribes of 50-150 members for tens of
thousands of years, and smaller “bands” for hundreds of thousands of
years before that, on the savannas of Africa. We don't need “proof” of
which traits, behaviors and suites of genes would have been adaptive in
such a situation - all we need to understand is a) the likely living
arrangements of the bands/tribes, b) the fact that a whole lot of time
elapsed, and c) the mechanism(s) of natural selection. It is blatantly obvious
through this lens why certain behaviors now “shout loudly” in (almost) all
human brains: sexual jealousy, elation when winning some public contest
(physical or mental), high interest in salience/novel objects, intense
jockeying to move up the rungs on the status ladder in numerous
intertwined social groups, the ability to perceive what others believe and
then conforming to the same belief, fear of fast moving spiders and snakes,
etc. x1000.
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What’s more, our rational brains, despite being “educated,” have quite a
hard time acknowledging such uncomfortable, but increasingly, obvious
facts. We have a plethora of active biases that make effective action on our
problems very difficult. We care overly much about the present, about what
our peers think, and about conforming to current cultural values and mores,
even if a wiser part of our brain is shouting that we’re off base.
So why is knowing all this so important?
1. Knowledge of our evolved traits can cut through the “surface
explanation” and gives us deeper explanations and insights - at the
intersection of biology and ecology. What motivates us, what makes us
afraid, what can distract us and how and why the human social glue
functions are all things that can make individuals more effective and
potentially lead to better policies and goals.
2. Knowledge of tribal ingroup/outgroup dynamics via evolution
ironically explains why science vs. anti-science (or rather non-science)
may become the “Crusades” of the 21st century. All the “threatening”
stories of ecology, climate change, ocean acidification, biophysical
depletion, brain/behavior neuroscience, addiction etc. are related to
SCIENCE, with biology, chemistry, and physics at the core. It’s
actually human nature to discount the knowledge and scholarship of
human nature. It would seem important to narrow this gap.
3. For society, knowledge of whence we came informs why we are illequipped to recognize and respond to the challenges of exceeding our
limits. Addiction, steep discount rates, myriad cognitive biases,
"delusionality," social conformity, etc. all combine to form a deep moat
surrounding the castle of sustainable futures. In the same way our
culture has grasped the logic of a “Paleo Diet” – where our brains
gravitate towards sweet, salty and fat items because they were
important to our ancestors - we might visualize a “Paleo Behavioral
Diet” recognizing that many of our mental cravings, reactions and
responses are products of our evolutionary past, and are not healthy or
productive in our current environment.
4. Knowledge of evolved group and individual behavioral tendencies can
give sound insights into how people, demographics and whole
countries are likely to respond to events in coming years and decades.
We live on a full planet with a ginormous fossil sunlight endowment
(about to decline, see next section), complex gadgetry and electronic
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media honed to react to our ancestral impulses. Knowing our evolved
psychology can help us make good predictions.
5. If we are to visualize what a sustainable (or more sustainable) society
might be, we need to know what makes us happy, content, miserable,
violent, etc. Sociology and psychology (and economics) must take their
lead from evolution/biology. Only a view informed by evolution can
help construct the demand side of the necessary "biophysical balance
sheet" or, more plainly, a Full Planet Human Constitution. We do not
need 100x exosomatic footprints to lead meaningful lives now or in the
future.
In the coming sections we will integrate ecology, energy, economy and our
environment. We'll come back to how human behavior integrates into the
big picture, but this Human Behavior section should have given a clue that
human brains and behavior lie at the core of our modern predicament.

TaaL: The “castle” is an apt analogy. You don’t so much have energy
problems, pollution problems, population problems, inequality problems
and ecology problems. Rather, you have a brain problem from which the
others are emergent. There is no physical barrier between the current status
quo, and a thriving human future on a healthy planet which lasts many
millions of years. There are, however, many human brain barriers to this
outcome, which is why you’re currently moving in the wrong direction, at
speed. These predilections and tendencies form a daunting moat around the
castle which represents such livable futures. But keeping with that
metaphor, I’ll note that one can learn to swim: it’s impossible to be born
without errant programming, but possible to understand and overcome it,
or at least partially overcome it. And probably necessary, in your case:
there’s a comet called the “gene agenda” which is on course to smash your
world and end your societies, but it’s not coming from space. Like most
cosmic disasters, its roots lie in the chance events of deep history.

The Bottom Line: Our brains are pre-programmed with
evolutionary bias and delusion which was formerly helpful and is now
destructive.
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SECTION 4 - ENERGY AND
ECONOMY
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Energy Part 1 – Ecology and Energy
Ecology and Our Life Support Systems

Summary: Most of us are not taught about Earth’s ecology. From the

oxygen, water, heat, cooling, photosynthesis, and production of food to the
filtering of pollution, regenerative healing and myriad other benefits each of
us receives every day from our planet’s ecosystems, we in America (and
indeed most countries) are not taught much about the fundamental
importance of ecology to our lives, unless we take a college-level specialized
course.
In our current “developed nation” society, knowledge and education are
geared around the economy. We study inventions, procedures, profits,
supply chains, and computer networks - training and skills to get a job. And
yet all of this human commerce rests on a living, breathing87, planet, the
home we call Earth.
Ecology is the study of how organisms and processes (chemical, energetic,
and geological) interact with one another in their environment. The word
ecology comes from the Greek word oikos, or home.
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The Earth is not only our home, but also home to many complex
interacting networks of plants, animals and microorganisms called
ecosystems. The totality of these ecosystems, where all the living things on
our planet reside, is referred to as the biosphere. Providing the conditions
necessary for the biosphere is the thin layer of air around the planet
(atmosphere), the liquid, ice and water vapor areas (hydrosphere), and
earth’s crust and upper mantle where nutrients, minerals and e.g. fossil
carbon reside (lithosphere). Life is sustained on our planet due mainly to
two interconnected factors: 1) the ongoing solar flows of high-quality
energy, and 2) the (constant) recycling of elements, powered by both the
sun and the heat of the earth’s core. These processes happen every day and,
to greater or lesser extent, have done so for billions of years. For free.

TaaL: Quite right: it’s free... and also priceless. Unfortunately, your current

societal organizing paradigm – neoclassical economics – considers it to be
“free but worthless.”. That’s right, the Earth’s ecosystems and all they do for
you are literally assigned a dollar value of zero and treated accordingly in
public policy and culture. Since the advent of ubiquitous fossil energy, the
general attitude towards the environment seems to be “what have you done
for us lately?”
In this context, it makes perfect sense to burn rainforests to get a decade of
low-grade hamburger, to create exponentially-rising amounts of various
pollutants which are then unceremoniously dumped, to suffuse the oceans
with bits of plastic that will outweigh fish within a generation, to blasting
those oceans with powerful sound waves looking for enemy submarines, to
eat away the ozone layer which protects your biosphere from sterilizing UV
radiation, and thousands of other such insults which are perceived to add,
in some way, to Gross Domestic Product and what “feels good” to nascent
human minds.
These days, it may be rare to run into a person who is illiterate, for your
society places value on basic reading. It is more common to find people
who are functionally innumerate and have no real sense of mathematics,
because one can “get by” without numeracy in a wealthy society. Yet you
rarely meet anyone at all who is truly ecolate because your societies now
believe that ecolacy is irrelevant to the human pursuit of quarterly earnings,
reproducing, and ultimately going to heaven. (Indeed, have you even heard the
word before?) This is more than a shame, for ecology is the science of what
happens to living systems, what they can and can’t do, and how conditions
allow and influence the cans and the cant’s. Inasmuch as Earth’s ecosystems
underpin all you ever have been or will be, perhaps it would be good to
start teaching ecolacy in kindergarten.
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The Bottom Line: It’s the ecology, stupid.

Rabbits and Bears and Humans, Oh
My…

Summary: In nature, organisms (and ecosystems) expand to fill niches

that have untapped resources. When an ecological niche is nearly empty of
organisms and full of resources, individuals typically live full lives with
plenty of surviving offspring, who in turn live to reproduce. During this
phase, populations rise exponentially. Over time, though growth continues,
the population becomes so large that the change in growth per period
diminishes as competition for dwindling resources ensues. Eventually, as
the population reaches the maximum size an ecosystem can support, the
population stabilizes and bounces around carrying capacity (more on this
on the next section). This population is now in equilibrium (steady state) with
its environmental conditions. If shown as a graph (below), exponential
growth, deceleration, and steady state comprise an S shaped curve – and
together comprise what’s termed the “logistic growth curve,” which
generally operates according to the mathematical logistic function.
Don’t worry about the math, just understand that there’s a simple equation
which relates the rate of change of a population N to the current
population size and expresses the effect of two parameters, with r
representing the rate while K represents carrying capacity.
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There are different ways this “logistic function” typically plays out
depending on the species. The two extremes are referred to as K- and rselected species. K-selected species (e.g. bears) reproduce more slowly and have
fewer, but longer-lived, offspring in which the parents invest a lot of time
and energy. These offspring have a high chance of survival, tend to adapt to
stable ecosystem conditions, and stabilize their populations near the
environment’s carrying capacity. In contrast, r-selected species (e.g. rabbits),
reproduce rapidly, have short lifespans, have a lot of offspring with little if
any parental care, and any given offspring is unlikely to survive to maturity.
R-selected species tend to undergo population “booms and busts,”
repeatedly overpopulating and then crashing. They do not bother with
adapting to a given set of ecosystem conditions because they are optimized
to be opportunistic to changing conditions. Nature doesn’t “prefer” one
sort of strategy over the other, and, in fact, most species fall somewhere in
an intermediate range between being strongly K and r-selected.

TaaL: Humans are awfully familiar with species which display so-called

“K-selection” because you’ve historically been a K-selected species
yourselves. Any species with large brains and self-awareness is K-selected
because the lifestyle of an r-strategist wouldn’t allow for the growth of large
complex brains!
What selects between an environment’s dominance by K- or r-selected
species? Environmental stability. K-selected species are very vulnerable to
change and are slow to adapt due to their long generation times and low
reproductive rates. In contrast, r-selected species thrive on rapid change.
This is why abrupt “mass extinction” events tend to cull out the Kstrategists in favor of the small, fecund opportunists. And this is why your
warming and acidifying oceans are becoming increasingly devoid of
vertebrates and increasingly filled with jellyfish88, which is of great concern
to marine biologists (and alien anthropologists). Once established, rselected organisms can be effective at dominating ecosystems against a
reversion to K-selected species (as jellyfish have demonstrated).
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The open question is whether humans are still functioning as K-strategists,
and so tend to follow the logistic curve illustrated. While it’s true you are
long-lived and have few children compared to jellyfish, the current situation
has no previous analog: humans are now, in effect, hybrid organisms in a
symbiosis with fire. While your living biomass is based on the same structure
you have had for hundreds of thousands of years, your effective metabolic
biomass is an order of magnitude (10x) higher, because your fossil-energypowered “extended phenotypes” breathe and use environmental resources
at an exponentially increasing rate. This means that ecologically your species
is acting like rapidly reproducing r-strategists.
Your high use of fossil energy makes you now effectively detritivores converting fossil energy to food via industrialized agriculture. Ninety
percent of your ecological footprint is due to your r-selection-like proxy
carbon slaves, a.k.a. the fossilized remains of Cambrian organisms.89
The rate of metabolic oxidation, ecosystem degradation, and energy
generation of these slaves over the past two centuries dwarfs even the huge
rise in human population during that same time.
While this may seem to be a rather abstract excursion into the interaction
between lifestyle and carrying capacity, I urge you to think about which sort
of curve you would wish to have your species follow, and to also reflect on
humans’ recent main effect on the planet: rapid environmental change. The
side-effects of your brain problems might well select against the future
existence of large brains on earth.

The Bottom Line: Evolution has come up with very different

strategies for r vs. K-selected species. Rapid environmental change
enables the r’s to replace the Ks.

Carrying Capacity (and Overshoot)
Summary: The carrying capacity of an environment, relative to a species, is

the population size which that specific environment could, in principle,
indefinitely sustain. This concept thus folds together many different
requirements such as food, water, nutrients, recycling of wastes, sufficient
space to exist, and other factors. If these parameters change, then so does
the carrying capacity. This concept may be used on many scales: to describe
small populations in isolated environments or the limits to biomass at
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planetary scales.

For all Earth ecosystems (other than volcanic-vent abyssal communities
subsisting on chemical energy from the Earth’s internal heat), the basis of
energy flow through all living systems is solar photosynthesis. The total
amount of photosynthetic energy captured by life is known as the Earth’s
net primary productivity. This flow of photosynthetic energy sets an aggregate
limit on plant biomass, and in turn, upon the biomass of the animals who
eat plants and other animals.
This is not the only limit, however, for life requires many things to thrive,
and the absence of even one of them is a deal-breaker (See Liebig’s Limit,
below). If the salinity of water rises too high, it will kill most plants and be
undrinkable by most animals. Without sufficient trace elements, animals
can’t exist, and so on. The carrying capacity of any environment for any
species is dependent on innumerable variables and is thus subject to change.
The carrying capacity is also determined by what other life forms exist in
the same environment: a pasture which has both grasshoppers and deer
competing for the same grass could exist with different proportions of deer
and grasshoppers. That environment’s “deer” carrying capacity is also a
function of the grasshopper biomass, which in turn may be a function of
the grasshopper-eating bird population, which in turn is a function of the
carrying capacity for the birds. So, carrying capacity is dynamic with many
intertwined components. As a concept, it highlights the “upper limits” to a
species’ biomass potential. And since humans are a species, the concept of carrying
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capacity also applies to us.

TaaL: Those “upper limits” are also subject to change as a species

changes. The environment’s carrying capacity for humans living as huntergatherers in the Pleistocene, eating mammoths, was far lower than the
carrying capacity for humans engaged in agriculture, because humans
learned to co-opt a greater portion of the land’s primary productivity for
your own species and were additionally eating, primarily, on a lower trophic
level: there will always be more biomass capacity for plant-eaters than
carnivores. (Individually, your agriculturist ancestors lived much harder lives
and died younger, but there were more of ‘em compared to their hunter
gatherer ancestors).
One thing early man discovered was that it is possible to enhance (or
degrade) an environment’s carrying capacity. Irrigating with salty water
messes up your fields after a few years and stuff won’t grow there anymore.
If you burn down a forest to catch game, you may wind up with a grassland
which supports different game. If you allow your topsoil to be washed
away, you can no longer grow crops and must pull up stakes and move
somewhere else.
One other thing your ancestors discovered, rather more recently, was the
ability to expand beyond the “agriculture” niche to the “proxy detritivore”
niche, which drastically increases the agricultural carrying capacity of land
by using soil as an inert medium with which to convert fossil carbon
compounds into food. Most notably, your widespread use of chemical
fertilizers to grow livestock feed has more than quadrupled the terrestrial
vertebrate biomass of Earth in the last 150 years by decoupling it from solar
flows. This increased vertebrate biomass exists as humans, cows, pigs,
sheep, chickens, dogs, and other animals you favor. This redesigned human
ecosystem currently has a ginormous (but fluid) carrying capacity. Other
terrestrial vertebrates (known as “wild” animals) now have a drastically
limited carrying capacity, for the same reasons.
You no longer think you “need” topsoil, or crop diversity, or soil
organisms, or bug-eating birds because they aren’t really needed when tons
of inorganic fertilizer, herbicides, and pesticides dumped on each acre will
produce higher yields. You’ve named this the “green revolution” and
thereby reproduced yourself into the high-single-digit billions of individuals,
shooting for double digits within decades.
That being the case, there’s another ecological term you might wish to
ponder: overshoot. The dynamics of carrying capacity include situations in
which a species expands past the environment’s sustainable limit and overconsumes the environment, resulting in a compensatory population crash
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until things stabilize. Offhand, I can’t think of a straighter path to overshoot
than artificially boosting the land’s carrying capacity with methods that are
intrinsically temporary, while messing up the biological basis for its original
carrying capacity. So good luck with that.

The Bottom Line: Environments impose upper population limits
for all species based on space, energy and resources. These limits
define the Carrying Capacity.

The Law of the Minimum
Summary: In nature, energy is THE key input into individual organism

and ecosystem growth, but it’s not the ONLY input. If an organism has
plenty of energy (food) but no access to water, safety, heat, mates, etc. its
genes will soon die out. Liebig’s Law (an ecological principle named after a
famous chemist) illustrates that an organism’s (or societies’) growth is
limited by its least-available necessary input. This concept can be illustrated
by showing a barrel of water, with “staves” of uneven lengths, allowing
water to pour out to the level of the shortest stave.
If we use a tree sapling as an
example, it requires sunlight,
phosphorous, nitrogen and
potassium in the soil,
adequate water, and various
other micronutrients and
environmental conditions. In
situations where the plant
has plenty of water and
sunshine but lacks a key
nutrient (nitrogen in barrel
shown left), its ability to
grow will be capped by that
unavailability. In the tree’s
case, the “water in the
barrel” can only go as high as
its limiting input, irrespective
of how much sunlight there
is.
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In chemistry, the study of how various inputs combine to constrain – or
enable – reactions, is called stoichiometry – a fancy word that describes the
phrase ‘… as good as the weakest link.’ Stoichiometry describes how we can
have an abundance of inputs, but if we’re short of one, it stops the reaction.
This concept is highly relevant to human societies as well because, any
growing system is limited by the scarcest necessary resource. For instance,
economists are confident that if society demands it, a substitute for
phosphorus fertilizer will be found to continue the “green revolution”
indefinitely and propel our population well into the double-digit billions in
future centuries. Except – spoiler alert – phosphorus is an element, thus
inherently impossible to develop a substitute for in living systems (and,
incidentally, a limited resource which costs increasing amounts of energy to
extract).
As we look closer at the human (and non-human) futures, we might be wise
to consider what the limiting inputs are to our future expectations – and
ecosystems.

TaaL: The current human economy is even more complex than biological

systems and depends on many inputs. You can now buy a rechargeable
electric car with lithium batteries, but if everyone on Earth had one, that
would pretty much use up all Earth’s lithium forever before they could buy
a second one. Modern electronics use a lot of elements known as “rare
earths”; wonder how they got that name? Hypersonic aircraft work best
when made of titanium, but there isn’t all that much of it, and like all other
ores, it’s getting more marginal. For the last two centuries of cheap and
increasing energy availability, it was reasonable to assume that any element
you might utilize was indefinitely available to you in any quantity, extracted
from the far corners of the Earth, refined, and delivered to your door. But
exponential growth has a way of quickly finding the “limits to growth,” and
the nature of those limits may come as a surprise to you.
Liebig limits can be subtle things, like a ship’s crew all coming down with
scurvy because – as one of evolution’s little jokes - your species lost the
ability to synthesize vitamin C possessed by most other Earth mammals. So,
for centuries, going to sea could mean your teeth falling out, spontaneous
bleeding, insanity, and death from infections, all for the lack of something
nobody knew existed. Toothless, bleeding crazy people could hardly be
faulted for missing that. But heathy humans can, and do, ignore utterly
obvious limits, and indeed that is a defining aspect of current human culture.
One dramatic example of ignoring Liebig limits currently in human news is
the idea to colonize Mars. You’d think that as a space-traveling alien myself
(when I can’t avoid it – frightfully boring even if you’re a hibernating species like mine),
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I’d be impressed. But when it comes to “colonization,” Mars is a great
example of a dumb destination, due to what it doesn’t have: air, water, soil,
food, significant accessible energy flows, livable temperature, environmental
services, a magnetic field to protect from charged radiation and keep the
atmosphere from blowing away, an ozone layer to protect from UV
radiation, and so on. Mars has been listed on our real estate exchanges for
millennia with no suckers wanting it. And for good reason: there is no place
on Earth you could walk to, fly to, sink to, or climb to that is not incredibly
more fit for human life than anywhere on Mars.

The Bottom Line: Though energy is the primary driver, growth in a
system is limited by the least available input.

Bottlenecks: (Population, Genetic, and
Generic)
Summary: What is a

“bottleneck” and how does it
relate to our human past,
present, and future?
The term bottleneck is
increasingly used for all sorts of
human systems. Here we
specifically use the term in its
biological sense: population
and genetic bottlenecks, which
are related but distinct
phenomena.
Population Bottlenecks
occur when the population of a
species, genus, or order falls to
a very low number of
individuals, due to any of many potential causes, some catastrophic and
some gradual. This is a dangerous situation for a species because the
difference between a “bottleneck” and an “extinction event” only becomes
clear in retrospect. Tiny populations have very little leeway for bad luck: if
your species consists of ten million individuals and one gets bitten by a
venomous snake, the species will easily carry on. But if there are only two
breeding females left and one gets killed by a snakebite, that’s a species level
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catastrophe. Luck is always a factor in evolutionary survival, but just as
you’re not likely to break the bank in Las Vegas, a very populous species is
not likely to get knocked out of the game by normal bad luck.
Of course, the universe being what it is, there’s also such a thing as extreme
bad luck, which comes along from time to time and can whittle formerly
robust populations down very quickly. This most often occurs during
situations of climate disruption or the sudden introduction of very
successful new species into an ecosystem, throwing the continued viability
of other species into contention. The “bottleneck” refers to the shape of
the graph of population versus time, which shows a “narrow point” of low
population like the neck of a bottle before expanding again - or collapsing.
All extant organisms have
numerous population
bottlenecks in their
evolutionary past, and these
bottlenecks have
determined the nature of
life as it exists today. Even
we humans have faced such
bottlenecks, not once but
many times. For instance,
when the Toba supervolcano erupted 71k years
ago, it created many cold
years without normal
summers, reducing the total
human population of Earth
to perhaps 15,000
individuals90… not enough
to fill 25% of a modern football stadium. Genetic evidence shows that over
the past two million years our population has even fell far lower multiple
times.
Genetic Bottlenecks are caused by population bottlenecks, but do not
recover the way populations do. To understand this, we need to realize that
a healthy population of organisms contains a storehouse of potential
variability. While evolution is generally said to proceed through a process of
beneficial mutations proving adaptive, what is less-commonly discussed is
that these nonlethal mutations tend to accumulate very slowly during long
periods of stable conditions and populations, when they neither help nor
hurt the animals much. When environmental change occurs, the entire
population has on hand, so to speak, the inborn flexibility of individuals
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with beneficial mutations that can survive and even thrive in the new
environment. For example, let’s say a burrowing species had some
individuals who could hibernate longer than the others. During normal
times this would be neither good nor bad. But if an event happened where
coming above ground at the normal time meant death, then the species
would now survive because of what had before been “unnecessary”
mutation.
If an organism had to wait for a lucky cosmic ray strike to alter just the right
DNA base-pair in just the right sperm cell in the “nick of time” to adapt to
some new situation, it’d be out of luck. Adaptive plasticity is very
important.
As you may have surmised by now, a genetic bottleneck is the result of a
population being reduced to a very few individuals. Even after their
numbers rebound, the population only contains the genome which had
been contained in the survivors, with the priceless treasure of accumulated
hidden genetic variability mostly lost to the bottleneck.
Such populations are thus more fragile against many kinds of challenges,
even if they manage to surpass their prior population numbers, until they
once again slowly accumulate the capacity for rapid variability in the face of
change over many generations. Several of the species taken off the
endangered species list because of an increase in the number of individual
animals (e.g. the cheetah) are now so genetically similar that they are
vulnerable to environmental stressors: the lingering price of having
traversed a population bottleneck.
The tools of molecular biology can “read” the DNA of an organism and a
population and see past near-extinction events, such as the Toba event for
humans, (and confirm falsified bottleneck events like scriptural floods). The
history of all life is written in its genes, and that history has been replete
with bottlenecks. Pretty much all extant life “just squeaked by” somewhere
in its deep evolutionary past. We now find ourselves on the doorstep of
Earth’s sixth global mass extinction event of the last half-billion years: a
world of proliferating bottlenecks.
Because the concept of a bottleneck is so useful, your authors have
extended it to coin the term generic bottlenecks to describe aspects of the
present human and Earth-system condition and its myriad subsets. Just as
in population bottlenecks, the factors which allow the ongoing survival of a
process can narrow; for instance “supersonic airliners” failed to thrive due
to rising fuel prices, competition with longer-range subsonic craft, and
decreasing tolerance of “sonic boom” noise pollution - they declined to a
just a few routes and ultimately disappeared. These “walls of the bottle”
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constrain how well that process may continue, and what may be left to
work with once the constraints loosen.
Keep this image of a bottleneck in mind because we will be bringing it up
later, and often. Some of the topics will include converging physical and
energetic boundaries and options at large scales; systems controlled by a
single limiting resource (Liebig’s Law, above), and human bottlenecks
including cultural, energetic, technological, economic, and psychological.
That’s right, we’ll be framing a lot of situations in terms of “bottlenecks,”
because without seeing the effect that bottlenecks (simultaneous absolute
constraints) will have on human civilization and the natural world this
century, it’s nearly impossible to come to valid conclusions about which of
our choices today might turn out well tomorrow.

TaaL: One could fill an impressive catalog of things humans are blind to:

dolphin sound sculpture, gorillas on basketball courts, energy, time, the
future, the environment, their own thought processes, extinctions, previous
baselines, positive outgroup qualities, light outside a few wavelengths, the
nature of ecology, and 1001 other enormous blind spots. But “bottleneck
blindness” is a species-wide bias that is currently particularly salient, because
these days bottlenecks are forming pretty much wherever you look within
this planet’s living systems, yet are still mostly unseen.
There are many reasons for this, but in large part, it’s due to your focus on
the immediate moment. The shape of bottlenecks is only apparent when
one adds the dimension of time. Even those species which manage to
squeak through the 21st-century human bottleneck cavalcade without being
driven to extinction will likely experience population and diversity
bottlenecks: everything from plankton to butterflies are taking a hit, with
larger critters doing far worse.
Why is it important to see bottlenecks coming? Because you’ll have an
opportunity to prepare for them (and for some of you, to influence them).
Currently, as preposterous as it seems to me, your societies are based on
permanent growth, despite the obvious impossibility of that proposition.
That means that you expect the stock market to keep going up, the amount
of available food to rise each year, and the human population of Earth to
keep rising more or less indefinitely with everyone having multi-child
families. And to the extent you think about the future at all, you generally
assume that people in the future will be richer than you are. Not to put too
fine a point on it, but this will not happen. Various bottlenecks are already
forming: agricultural productivity, bacterial antibiotic resistance, crashing
fish catches, depleted aquifers, ocean dead zones, the increasing energetic
scarcity of all mineral resources, declining returns on societal investment on
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complexity, the rising costs and declining payback of basic research, and
many more than I can name in this space. If you’re aware of bottlenecks,
you have a better chance of navigating through them with something intact.
If society is aware of them, there is a higher chance things of value (like
ecosystems, or knowledge) make it through. However, if you just blunder
into them, the necks tend to get narrower. The principle purpose of Reality101 is
to remedy bottleneck blindness.

The Bottom Line: The graph of time versus population may

fluctuate a great deal, and sometimes a population will approach
zero. This is a bottleneck, with only two outcomes: The species
recovers, but with lost genetic diversity, or it falls into extinction.

The 2nd Law of Thermodynamics

Summary: Thermodynamics is the name given to the science of energy,
work, and heat. It turns out, the rules of thermodynamics are not only a
basic aspect of reality, but are central to understanding life, which itself is a
thermodynamic process. The most consequential (and sometimes
misunderstood) of these rules is known as the Second Law
of Thermodynamics, or 2LoT.91
We are going to touch upon many scientific disciplines, but in a way this
law underlies them all when it comes to describing reality. While all the
other rules of physics are formulated as reversible with respect to time equally valid backwards or forwards - 2LoT establishes that natural
processes are irreversible, which is pretty much what defines the arrow of
time in our reality. The “future” is the direction of entropy increase in the
time dimension, where “entropy” is a measure of the disorder of a system 147

in other words, where things roll downhill. Our entire universe has been
“rolling downhill” in terms of entropy since the big bang 13.8 billion years
ago, as it transitions from a highly ordered microscopic point of enormous
energy density to a disordered and enormous expanding universe, which is
trending toward cold dark vacuum.
The important aspect of 2LoT for life is its loophole: while the entropy
must increase on average, the process of entropy increase in a larger system
may be used to reduce the entropy in a subset of that system. That means
that life - which builds order from disorder - exists by being a participating
intermediary in a process which creates more disorder than order. In the
dry language of thermodynamics, this is called “work,” but it’s what
animates life and makes it possible in a thermodynamic universe.
The fact that entropy always increases is what makes thermodynamic
systems irreversible. It’s why perpetual-motion machines are impossible,
and Humpty Dumpty can’t reassemble himself. It’s why there’s always
waste heat and disorder produced by any system or any machine we can
build. It’s why life can evolve. Life catalyzes entropy, maintaining its order
by causing greater disorder around it. Entropy is also what allows us to
predict future events. Without knowing that an egg will smash when
dropped, the universe would be completely unpredictable.

TaaL: The second law of thermodynamics, when understood, is a great
delusion-slayer. Many fantasies which “feel like” they should be possible,
would violate 2LoT. This law is unbreakable on your planet and mine – as
well as all other planets.
How about an airliner with electric engines, powered by wind-power
generators on its tail? You could literally get rich right now launching a
Kickstarter campaign to raise money for it, but the thing wouldn’t fly
because it violates 2LoT. It fails the perpetual motion test. “Drill Baby
Drill” sounds like a great idea for energy independence, until it becomes
clear that drilling in places where it takes as much energy to extract oil as
the resulting oil provides is a losing proposition. Has Exxon bought and
hidden the scientific discoveries making possible cars that burn water
instead of gasoline? No, water on your Earth has already burned (i.e.,
hydrogen was combined with oxygen to form water). Hydrogen economy?
Great! Where does the energy to free the hydrogen already bonded in H2O
come from? Adapt to a planet that’s 6 ºC hotter? Waste heat won’t flow out
of your human bodies past a wet-bulb temperature of 95 ºF, so good luck
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with that.
Perhaps foremost among these whoppers is the belief - by human
neoclassical economists now making your world’s decisions - that food,
manufactured goods and energy are created by human demand. Nope. They
are created by catalyzing entropic flows. The same rules and processes
which govern life itself, govern human industry, and your futures.

The Bottom Line: Energy is fundamental, and there are heat losses
at every stage when work is done which cannot be usefully recovered.

Energy in Ecosystems: Trophic
Pyramids

"All flesh is grass."
– Isaiah 40:6
“Three hundred trout are needed to support one man for a year. The trout, in turn, must
consume 90,000 frogs, that must consume 27 million grasshoppers that live off of 1,000
tons of grass.”
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- G. Tyler Miller, Jr., American Chemist (1971)

Summary: Nature consists of food chains, scientifically known as trophic
levels: organisms eat other organisms that are lower down the food chain,
and in turn get eaten by organisms higher up the food chain, forming a
pyramid. At the base of the pyramid is the energy of the sun. Above that
are found the primary producers—plants and algae. They use the energy of
the sun to grow food—for themselves and everyone else—via
photosynthesis. They are called autotrophs (Greek for “self-feeders”)
because they can feed themselves. Above the primary producers are the
organisms that cannot manufacture their own food and need to eat plants
to stay alive. These are called heterotrophs (“other-feeders”). Heterotrophs
include herbivores (plant eaters) which feed directly on autotrophs; they run
the gamut from bacteria to elephants. Still higher up the pyramid are
specialized heterotrophs called carnivores (“flesh eaters”): animals that eat
other animals. There are also omnivores ("all" eaters); they will eat just
about anything. Along with bears and rats, that describes us pretty well,
although we like to fancy ourselves as the ultimate predators, residing at
the very top of the food chain. Not shown in the diagram are detritivores,
which consume and recycle dead matter, putting some of its energy back
into the ecosystem.
Because every thermodynamic process must produce a certain amount of
waste heat, consumers at each trophic level convert only about ten percent
of the chemical energy they get from their food into their own organic
tissue. What this means is that an animal three levels up the food chain (say,
a lion, that eats gazelles, that eat grass) can convert no more than about one
tenth of one percent of the original sunlight energy into its body mass and
metabolism. This embodied energy is a tiny fraction of the original solar energy
input, because of the large thermodynamic loss at every stage of the life
process. This is also why it’s classically represented as a pyramid: due to the
Second Law of Thermodynamics effects, each trophic level can support
only a small fraction (~10%) of the biomass of the one below it.
The nature of food chains, even at the microscopic level, determines what
sorts of life can exist at the large scale. For instance, in the Antarctic seas
there are unusually few trophic steps from phytoplankton to krill, enabling a
huge biomass of large complex creatures which can eat krill – including blue
whales, the largest animals to ever exist on this planet. If there were more
trophic steps at the microscopic level, this abundance of macro species
biomass like whales would not be possible.
It is thermodynamic energy flows that shape and control the life systems of
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Earth, which means that once you understand these rules, all ecosystems
make sense as interacting flows of energy and built complexity. Energy
flows through every level of every trophic pyramid found in nature—and,
as we shall see, in our economy as well—and nearly all of it eventually flows
to outer space, as waste heat.

TaaL: To convert one sort of critter into another by digesting it is

thermodynamically wasteful. When a gazelle is digested it becomes a bit
more “disordered” than a live one and needs to be entirely re-ordered to
turn into parts of a lion. That uses up a lot of the energy formerly embodied
in the gazelle. With this knowledge, you can infer that at any given time
there’s a lot more biomass on each trophic level than the level above it. So
for instance, if you wanted to feed a lot of humans on an overpopulated
planet, it would make sense, and probably would be a necessity, to do so
with things on low trophic levels, rather than, say, lionburgers or tuna (or
cows).
Humans tend to draw pyramids with large toothy creatures like themselves
at the top, but one could just as validly show your pyramid upside down.
The lower trophic levels are where most of the living on planet Earth takes
place. The high trophic levels are a small and specialized niche in most of
your ecosystems. If you want more of your kind to inhabit the future, you
might consider eating lower down the food chain. Right now, in addition
to mining the ancient sunlight embodied in fossils, Earth’s hominids are
taking ~35% of what the daily sun grows on Earth for yourselves92; more
than your share, given you are one of up to 10 million or more species93.

The Bottom Line: Due to energy losses, life is only about 10%

efficient at creating biomass when it eats other living things. Trophic
levels can be represented as a pyramid: there is far less biomass
possible as the levels increase; always more mice than lions.
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Income – Expenses = Life
Summary: We don’t think
of it this way, but just like in
modern businesses, animals
and organisms in nature
make investments and get
returns. They don’t get these
returns in money, but in
calories. Over time, if their
invested energy continually
pays back significantly more
than the energy they invest
to obtain it, they live. If not, they starve. Organisms which have strategies,
locations, or skills that allow them to obtain high caloric return for each of
their own calories expended have many advantages. The excess calories
from a cheetah chasing and killing a large antelope with a single burst of
speed might last it a week, providing vital protein and nutrients for cellular
metabolism, maintenance and repair, bodily growth, or some extra to go on
a cat prowl in search of a mate.94 Animals that expend a great deal of energy
and only get slightly more in return from the calories in their prey don’t
survive too long, as others of their kind have spare energy to outcompete
them or make it through droughts or tough times.
In fact, in the struggle for existence in our planet’s history, one of the most
important drivers of evolution has been the ratio of energy returned on
energy invested.95 Would a cheetah have a higher ER/EI if it chased and
caught a gazelle, a rabbit, or a mouse? And what would that suggest for its
survival and opportunities?
It turns out that just like with a salary, there is a difference between the
Gross and the Net paycheck. After the taxes are paid, what’s available to
spend is less, sometimes considerably so. Nature works the same way - each
organism is subject to an energy tax measured in calories spent. The ER/EI
is a very big deal.

TaaL: (Well if you’re asking me, if there were enough small critters that a
cheetah could grab them without moving or running much, mice might
make more sense. Those horns look sharp. And in fact, I’ve seen arctic
wolves switch from large prey to mice when there are mice-loads of mice
around, because the risk/benefit calculation swings to favor that as an
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ER/EI strategy.)
Energy returned versus energy invested (the fraction ER/EI) is important
to you whether you know it or not. I prefer the fraction to the acronym
because it makes clear there is an absolute threshold limit involved: if you
divide your energy return by your energy invested and get a result less than
1, your system is losing energy and will not long remain a system. In
practice, since complexity and adaptability have energy costs, some sorts of
systems require higher ER/EI than others: a jellyfish might get by on an
ER/EI of 1.5, while a tribe of hunter-gatherer humans might require an
ER/EI of 5. Your current civilization was built on an ER/EI of 20:1+ and
expects and depends on such a surplus continuing.
ER/EI is a fundamental limit on life itself, but few humans are even aware
of it as a concept because for the last two centuries, fossil energy has been
essentially “free” in comparison with its true value, with ER/EI initially well
over 100 (though now having fallen to around 20 and dropping). By
convention, those few human academics who are aware of the need to
numerate and denominate in natural resource terms tend to refer to it as
EROI, even though that’s confusingly similar to the more frequently used
financial term “return on investment.”. Mathematicians refer to it as the
fraction ER/EI, and ecologists tend to call it EROEI (Energy Returned On
Energy Invested) to make it less confusing. On my planet we call it Derr
(which roughly sounds like the English “duh”), but whatever it’s called,
anywhere in the universe it’s a trade that underlies all of life’s game moves
and determines their net result.
If you expend more energy than you find, you eventually perish. This is
such a general thermodynamic truism that it transcends life itself and
applies equally well to a forest fire or hurricane. Like them, life is a
thermodynamic process which obeys the rules of reality. Nothing – not
even humans – gets a “pass” on this reality.

The Bottom line: A living system expends energy to get energy.
There is a difference between Gross and Net. Net energy is what
keeps living systems alive, and different sorts of life have different
“net energy” needs to exist.
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Energy Part 2 – Energy and Humans
Swimming (obliviously) in a sea of
energy
Summary: It’s been said that fish are unaware of water, because in the

lives of most fish there is never a time when they aren’t surrounded by it.
(The reality is that fish are very sensitive to the characteristics of water
which are subject to change, like its salinity, acidity, and trace compounds).
But it makes evolutionary sense that during a normal fish-life (increasingly
rare these days) they can take the water itself for granted.
This fish aphorism may be a decent metaphor for the energy which
effectively surrounds us in 21st-century societies and suffuses our existence.
Its effects swirl around us unseen, re-making the natural world around us
into the “built world” we encounter. When we think of energy use, most of
us think about the grid energy which allows us to plug in an appliance, the
fuel which heats and cools our house, or the gasoline which powers our car.
Yet these are just the tip of a very large energy iceberg which resides in our
blind spots, invisible - like water to a fish - due to its ubiquity.
We are the “end users”
of a vast mechanized
artifact which at this
point degrades
concentrated potential
energy in billions of
steps to create and
maintain the
remarkably high
complexity of our
current societies.
Everything we do uses energy both directly and indirectly. When we
switch on a TV, not only are we causing the moving electrons which power
it to be simultaneously pushed into the wire by irreversible entropic
degradation (e.g. burning coal) somewhere on the wire’s other end, but the
TV itself is a fabulously complex construction which embodies the energy
of every stage of its manufacture.
There are a mind-boggling number of energetic transformations from “dirty
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rocks” to “TV” (with other “externalities” like a high-volume waste stream and a
witch’s brew of exotic chemicals which never existed on Earth in quantity before) which
we don’t think of when we think of the “energy use of a television.”
Walking into the kitchen for a glass of water, we don’t think of the
energetic pumping that makes it come out of the faucet from whence it
came. The water itself has also been chemically treated to kill contaminants
and filtered to remove some portion of the stuff which has made its way
from the waste streams. Not only does the water have embodied energy, in
this sense, but once we’ve drunk from the glass, it is placed into a
dishwasher which uses detergents, phosphates, surfactants, power spraying
and steam heat to render it suitable for re-use, all of which becomes part of
the energy backstory of your next sip. (Contrast this with the old days when
people would walk to a stream to fill water jars. They had a much stronger
understanding of just how much energy was required to “fetch the water.”)
The food from our evening meal has likely been assembled from inputs
thousands of miles away, pulled from a process which throws away all but
the cosmetically perfect food, and ships it in refrigerated containers at high
speed to us, resting only a day or two in your local store. What we don’t eat
goes into the waste stream, which is picked up at our homes by giant
specialized diesel trucks and motored somewhere we can’t see or smell,
perhaps placed on barges to be towed many more thousands of miles for
disposal.
These days something as simple as bringing home a pair of shoes involves
multiple factories and mind-bending arrays of energetic processes. If we
order those shoes over the internet, they may be flown additional thousands
of miles in the wrong direction to enable hub-and-spoke “overnight”
delivery.
Again, this is all invisible to us, due to the nature of the human mind.
Anything we don’t focus on becomes literally invisible, like a gorilla in a
basketball game96. We barely register the infrastructure we long ago
incorporated into our personal baselines: 4 million miles of roads in the
USA, which we only notice when they develop a pothole. Oil refineries and
drilling platforms, which we only notice when they explode. Over 600,000
bridges which we only notice when they collapse. Mostly we don’t notice
them because they haven’t failed yet, having been built during decades of
ultra-cheap energy and resources. Even if a person moves to the woods and
lives in a tent eating home-grown potatoes, they are still making use of the
roads, the medical system, the industrial complex which makes their tools
and clothes, and the military complex, all of which requires 25% of the
world’s energy and materials coming to 5% of the world’s population.97
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These blind spots infiltrate the way we think. It can be difficult to mentally
process energy realities when the very concept of “energy absence” is
counter intuitive. One simply expects - as do the current generation of
economists - “energy” is some specialty product, like helium; occasionally
handy to have but trivial. In reality, it’s more like oxygen: We need oxygen
to live, just as our current societal systems are utterly dependent upon
uninterrupted energy flow.
Part and parcel of energy ubiquity is “stuff” ubiquity, barely distinguishable
from magic, and we’ve come to expect it. For instance, if we figure a way to
make niobium magnets to harvest wind power, we just assume this is
“renewable,” because it doesn’t occur to us that there is a separate complex
energy story behind “niobium” which may not be indefinitely renewable
(and in fact isn’t). The notion of niobium simply not being available in the
future “doesn’t compute” in our brains, because our baseline expectations
are that pretty much any element is automatically available to us via an
exchange for money. And this is the case for everything: lithium, phosphorus,
gallium, molybdenum, etc., including even helium, (which as things are now
proceeding, will simply be unavailable for most of the human future, for
party balloons, blimps, CT scans, superconductivity, or anything else for
which we might want to use it).
The current availability of all that stuff is a side effect of energy ubiquity
applied to a virgin planet, as are lobster tails, crab legs, beef, pork, chicken,
tuna, wheat, and corn. Indeed, these days, even the energy in that corn
comes primarily from natural gas and crude oil rather than from
photosynthesis.
If we face an energy-constrained future - which we absolutely do - we’ll
need to learn to deal with our energy-ubiquity blind spot and think about
how much energy we are really using. This has many ramifications when it
comes to, well, everything, because a future in which energy is constrained
is a future in which all other physical “consumables” will be constrained
relative to today’s baselines.
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TaaL: A good

mental exercise for
“energy blind spots”
is to imagine yourself
and others - perhaps
brilliant scientists all
with IQ’s of 200 - on
a remote island with
unpredictable weather
and imagine what
level of complexity
and convenience you
might be able to fashion there, and exactly how you’d go about it. There are
no buried fuels, only plant biomass, and that in limited amount. The sun
and wind exist, but is there a way to usefully tap them? What can you
accomplish with what’s at hand? This theme was explored – at times
fancifully - in a number of novels of the 18th and early 19th century and
many novels since. But it’s a useful theme to imagine in the 21st century at
the peak of energy and “stuff” ubiquity for any species which will ever exist
on your blue planet. (On the off chance a different species develops a fetish
for exosomatic energy and consumerism after you’ve departed, they will be
largely out of luck, since the slow pace of geological change will not recharge the mineral ores which have been depleted in this century. Or maybe
“in luck,” since they won’t be able to get in as much trouble by hewing to
their own gene agenda.)
Certainly, many cultures thrived using stone-age technology in such a
situation, like the Hawaiians. (Although they had the benefit of stable
climate and hyper-abundant fisheries.) Yet even if they had developed a
brilliant scientific culture to rival the one you share today, it is difficult to
envision a series of steps they could have taken to, for instance, build a
turbine engine or solar panel, any more than a pod of dolphins could. The
fruits of cleverness are constrained by the possible game moves.
How is this relevant to today and tomorrow? I invite your speculation, but
here’s a big hint: Think of just how many things and systems around you
derive in their entirety from energy ubiquity, and then muse on the fact, one
way or another, that ubiquity must soon depart.

The Bottom Line: We swim in low-cost energy ubiquity like a fish
swims in water.
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So, What IS Energy Anyway?

Summary: As you know, energy is what makes life possible. It enables the

chemical reactions in your body and makes the stars shine. It holds things
together and tears them apart. Without it, nothing would happen. Heck,
nothing much would exist. It is what makes a rock roll down a hill, makes a
balloon full of hydrogen rise, allows humans to change rocks into
skyscrapers and dirt into candy bars. You can tell when you have a little or a
lot of it and would starve without it. So, what IS it?
We don’t know.
That may well seem to you to be a poor answer from your learned authors,
but we’re doing a synthesis of science here, so it’s probably worth
mentioning what we don’t know exactly, except that it is the ability to do
work - not just “we”, your authors, but “we” the human species. We know
what it can and can’t do, how it manifests and flows through systems, but in all honesty - not what it IS.
Generally, energy is described in circular terms, by what it can do rather
than what it is, as if one defined “money” as the ability to acquire candy
without repercussions (which is how we all defined it at age 4). In this way
we are defining a basic attribute of reality by what it can do versus what it
might be. One could just as well use the term “magic” as “energy.”
Here is a definition of energy you likely won’t find anywhere else: We don’t
know what energy is, other than it exists and accounts for what we see around us.
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We can measure energy exactly and have derived the rules by which it
propagates, changes form, and moves matter around on scales from the
microscopic to the near infinite. We’re pretty good at describing what it
does and how it acts, and indeed have built an impressive civilization
around that knowledge. Yet as you’ll come to see, we make some big
conceptual mistakes when we get beyond the mere basics.
“Energy” is, thus, just our way of describing a fundamental quality of the
universe, like time or gravity, which is so much unlike anything else, that it
can’t be usefully described by metaphor. Like time and gravity, we can
measure and predict its large- and small-scale effects exactly in relation to
other systems, and we can construct narratives describing it. For instance:
Energy is the ability of one system to change another system. Energy is the
ability to move matter around. Energy is the ability to do work, etc.
That “ability” is the thing. But not all energy is equal in that regard. There is
the same amount of “energy” in a gallon of gasoline as there is in the
combustion products plus heat after it has burned, but the ability to “do
stuff” with that energy has irreversibly deteriorated. It’s “ability to do work”
has leaked away, despite all the energy still being there in the altered system.
What we call “concentrated potential energy” is a lot more useful than
diffuse thermal energy, which is “kinetic.”
So just like time, gravity, the universe’s dimensionality, etc., we won’t be
defining the nature of energy for the simple reason that we don’t precisely
know what it is - just a lot about how it works in the situations relevant to
us. And that story is incredibly important to your/our futures.

TaaL: It’s beyond my purview in this book to offer any non-human energy
insights, though I’ll note that (a) everything my race does technologically is
based on a biophysical understanding on par with that of most human
scientists, and (b) you already know more than enough about energy to
make prudent energy decisions; you just aren’t doing that yet. Then again,
never before has all the information contained in Reality101 been
considered simultaneously by large groups of humans, so perhaps emergent
results will emerge and result.

Thinking about energy is always interesting. You’ve heard that E=mc2, the
equivalence relation between matter and energy, which for SOME esoteric
reason is based on the speed of light squared, whatever THAT means in the
physical world. But you have no real notion of what it means that matter
and energy are apparently different forms of the same stuff (if they even
are), or that most of the mass of your own bodies is due to the binding
energy holding your subatomic particles together, with pretty much no
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actual substance.
And even more basically, where did it come from? We know how much
potential energy is contained in a gallon of gasoline residing within an
oxygen atmosphere, and how much energy is liberated when detonating a
100-megaton fusion bomb. Here’s a question for you: How much energy
do you suppose there is in the entire universe?
Zero.
In order for the universe to have popped into existence in the first place,
there needs to have been as much “negative” energy (whatever that is) as
there is “positive” energy in any universe, which in ours may manifest as
gravity. While mind-bending, this kinda makes intuitive sense, since the
entire universe spontaneously sprang into existence 13.8 billion years ago at
a size far tinier than the smallest current elementary particle. This makes the
“energy” we all use, and ultimately life itself, sort of a “free lunch” deal to
those inside our universe. So even though we can only use it once, and it
won’t last forever, we all have a pretty good deal.

The Bottom Line: We know what energy does, but not what it is.
But what it does is just about everything.
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Homo Sapiens and the Family Joules
Summary: Being

animals, humans are also
subject to these absolute
laws of energy payoff. In
the few remaining huntergatherer tribes that are not
yet absorbed into modern
civilization,
anthropologists have
measured calories burned
vs. calories obtained,
breaking them down by
people of different sexes
and various age groups.
They find that males,
(who typically do more of
the hunting), and
especially the strong adult
males, generate the
majority of the energy
surplus to feed all age
groups of the tribe. Children and old people are energy sinks, consuming
more energy than they produce, but they provide other critical societal
services and benefits: the children provide for continued tribal survival,
while the old people provide companionship, wisdom, childcare, health care
and cooking.98
The size of the energy surplus in hunter-gatherer societies is not large. If a
long time goes by without a successful hunt, some members might grow
weak or even starve. But if there is ample game to be caught and plant food
to be foraged, hunter-gatherers don’t spend a lot of time working: most such
societies spend just 15 to 20 hours per week per person acquiring their food
and spend the rest of their time in leisure and rest. Though this results in a
low total energy acquisition, it is matched by an even lower energy input.
Calculating the number of calories expended (working 3-4 hours per day)
vs. the calories obtained shows hunter-gatherer societies have an ER/EI
somewhere between 10:1 and 20:1. (The ‘:1’ represents the energetic
investment by the human.) Though a tribe could probably briefly get by for
a while on an ER/EI of between 2:1 and 3:1 by working a bit harder (and
losing weight), at over 10:1 it has a sufficient energy buffer that allows it to
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be resilient during tough times. And here are we, living in a complex
technological civilization reliant on fossil carbon compounds, already forced
to work 40 or more hours a week, with an ER/EI approaching 15:1 and
trending lower!99 As we shall see, both the size of our energy surplus, and
what we do with it, are likely to change dramatically for most of us in
coming decades.

TaaL: (Gentle alien cough.) Don’t make the mistake of considering hunter-

gatherers “primitive.” Your hunter-gather ancestors of 30 thousand years
ago had brains 10% larger than your own,100 and in many ways lived far
more complex lives. It may surprise you to hear present hunter-gatherers
have so much leisure time. Your hunter-gatherer ancestors lived longer and
healthier lives than the agriculturist populations which displaced them.101 So
why did they get displaced? Energy. Plant-eating agriculturalists get their
calories from lower on the food chain, so more human biomass could be
supported by the photosynthetic productivity of a given area. In effect,
human hunter-gatherers displace other carnivores, while agriculturists
displace herbivores, an inherently larger-biomass niche due to the rules of
thermodynamics.
This holds true for all living systems, from bacteria to technological
civilizations. It “feels like” this doesn’t really apply to human systems in an
absolute sense, but as you’ll see, the humans on Earth are no exception.
Mostly your modern tribal leaders are focused on the gross returns from
your monetary systems, neglecting how much energy and resources were
used in the process. And that amount has been growing considerably. What
is the requisite ER/EI of your target civilization, young human, and how
will you arrive there? It is not I who poses the question, but reality herself.

The Bottom Line: Humans, and all human-created systems, are
subject to the same energy limits as any living system.
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Humans and Fire – A Revolutionary
Symbiosis

Summary: Charles Darwin claimed that fire was “the greatest invention

ever made by man excepting language.” But for our pre-sapient hominid
ancestors’ fire would likely have been a decisive factor tipping the balance
of power away from Africa’s large predators in favor of Homo erectus.
Months or years of solar energy stored in a few tree branches could now be
released in a single night to provide light, warmth and heat for cooking, the
carving of wooden spear points and the alteration of simple materials. The
energy liberated from these pieces of wood, when applied to tough roots
and bits of meat, fundamentally altered the ER/EI of meat consumption by
reducing the endosomatic energy investment required for digestion. The
invention of cooking significantly expanded our ancestors’ food base to
plants which weren’t edible without cooking. This, in turn, freed up
significant additional energy, which they applied to more hunting, gathering
and procreating. Much later, fire gave us the ability to smelt and forge
metals, to bake bricks and pottery, and to burn limestone to make cement
and mortar. And, as we shall see, our uses for fire would also broaden a bit
beyond just burning a few scattered acacia branches.
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TaaL: Humans may justly consider fire a “discovery”; I’d tend to consider

it a rare emergent symbiosis between two types of dissipative systems.
Biology works by co-opting various kinds of self-organizing thermodynamic
processes which pre-date life, and in this case, fire was added to your
human “extended phenotype,” creating a qualitatively different sort of
superorganism. This symbiosis was as much a game-changer as the
symbiosis which created chimeric cells with two different DNA systems;
the mitochondria which make animal life possible.
The ability to do this was dependent, more than anything else, upon scale:
there’s no way for tiny organisms to directly manipulate fire. Fire
manipulation is an emergent possibility only for the very largest animals in
very specific environments and niches. It is clearly not simply about
intelligence, but about the chance occurrence of a number of simultaneous
abilities; for instance, if humans had hooves instead of fingers, they
wouldn’t have been able to easily carry smoldering branches around, and if
they’d been in a rainforest rather than on an African savannah, there
wouldn’t have been enough dry wood around for it to work. At the far
extreme, consider Earth’s cetaceans – the whales and dolphins – who
arrived at large brains and presumably self-awareness millions of years
before your species did. Fire, for a migratory sea creature, would be a nonstarter in every sense of the word, no matter how intelligent it had become.
(I do wonder if other animals have periodically discovered fire over
hundreds of millions of years on your planet, and had it just not worked out
for them? Charcoal beetles seek flaming wood. Bombardier beetles create
high temperatures with hypergolic liquids. Was there ever a beetle which
started its own fires? If so, it’s gone now.)

The Bottom Line: The direct manipulation of fire is the only

basically unique thing about man as an organism. All else is
emergent from qualitative differences and context, and a matter of
degree.
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Brother, Can You Spare Some Surplus?

Summary: After humans started getting good at agriculture, employing

human and then animal labor, their work resulted in grain and food
harvests exceeding what was immediately needed by the farm workers and
their families. Grain could now be stored and even traded. The agricultural
surplus was large enough that some members of society no longer had to
work to produce their food, but instead could pursue other specializations
that society needed (or wanted) - blacksmiths, or bakers, or candlestick
makers. Now part-time warriors could become full time soldiers. And, over
time, the societal access to excess grain meant more babies could be born,
fed, and ultimately employed. Surplus - in the old days - was related to an
abundance of food, and this in turn raised population and made possible
the benefits derived from organizing around cities.
Skipping ahead a few thousand years, we can imagine the fantastic amount
of surplus energy used by some 100,000 human workers over a 20-year
period to quarry, shape, and move the over six million tons of stone
comprising the Great Pyramids of Giza in Egypt. Creative use of
technology in the form of levers, pulleys, sleds, etc., was necessary for this
undertaking, but without the caloric expenditures needed to power human
muscle, such structures could never have been built. That people would
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allocate energy to someone else to spend on something not directly tied to
the survival of the group was a major shift in societal organization. Caloric
energy from grain transformed into technology and status symbols. Just as
in the predator-prey energy exchanges found throughout nature, the
amount of surplus energy that an individual, a tribe, or a society can harness
for its use determines its well-being, lifestyles and capabilities.

TaaL: It makes a nice story, but I wouldn’t agree that the human move

from hunter-gatherers to agriculture was necessarily progress. As is often the
case in the universe, it’s just stuff that happened. My species doesn’t have a
word exactly analogous to your word “progress.” To my reading of the
fossil record, it looks like agriculture was understood in principle long before
it was widely adopted (do you really think sophisticated hunter-gatherers
with brains 10% larger than yours didn’t know how seeds worked?). But a
primitive agricultural lifestyle is an enormous pain in the ass which wears you
out and kills you young and was only adopted once humans (and perhaps
contributing environmental circumstances) had killed off all the slow &
tasty megafauna, reducing the ER/EI of their preferred hunting strategies.
Agriculture certainly did allow more human biomass in a given area, but it
has drastically increased malnutrition and diseases, shortened lives,
worsened health (a trend only recently reversed by fossil carbon aided
medical processes) and shrunk brains. That’s no surprise: the agenda of the
gene will always go for a greater number of miserable people over a lesser
number of bright, long-lived healthy ones. That gene agenda has directed
most human trajectories throughout history and continues to.
Regarding the pyramid pictured above, they certainly do represent a lot of
surplus grain calories, but those calories pale into insignificance next to the
number your current society burns through.
“Excess Energy” available to humans was, thus, an emergent result of the
unsustainability of eating megafauna, and of the higher human biomass
inherent in subsisting at a low trophic level. Famines, malnutrition, largescale slavery, privileged social classes, deforestation, the displacement of
other terrestrial vertebrates, and qualitatively new modes of insanity also
emerged at larger scales. For instance, making human slaves build
enormous functionless pyramids was just a flat-out peculiar thing to do with
surplus energy, and you’ve kept at that sort of thing ever since. Which
person, in the image above, is “enjoying the benefits of complexity”?

The Bottom Line: Agriculture channeled more food energy through
human societies. When crops were good, this meant a surplus which
meant higher human and livestock biomass.
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Endo vs Exo

Summary: Plants and animals need energy. The ultimate source of this

daily fuel is photosynthesis, which forms chemical energy in plants, which is
eaten by animals and proceeds through the food chain. For most of human
history we too were just a part of this food chain – the calories we burned
while toiling or playing in our ancestral past were derived from those that
we consumed. But with access to the “stored sunlight” in coal, oil and
natural gas, we can now conduct “toil and play” outside of our bodies with
little direct exertion. Our “endosomatic energy” (what our body consumes
and uses each day internally) is around 3,000 kilocalories or less. But our
“exosomatic” energy – the energy we control and use outside of our own
bodies is currently around 220,000 kilocalories per American per day (and
50,000 per average human worldwide). One Big Mac has 567 calories. Though
we might be aghast to consider it, the average American consumes food
daily equal to about six Big Macs, but also consumes the energy equivalent
of over 400 Big Macs** EACH DAY while we drive around, heat and light
our homes, buy imported goods, fly to distant places, etc. Even people
below the poverty level are consuming more exosomatic energy than the
royalty of past eras.
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TaaL: So how much exosomatic energy does a human actually need? Not

much: enough for cooking, sanitation, and, in extreme climates, relief from
cold, which has gotten you by for tens of thousands of years. Most of the
benefits of energy beyond that lie in the first hundred watts per person –
one small carbon fossil slave apiece - beyond which there are rapidlydeclining returns. But you don’t personally experience the declining returns,
so have considered it a good idea to create and throw away things as fast as
humanly possible, designing them to break quickly or be culturally shunned
as lower status after a brief march of days.
Were I a hominid, I think I might want my grandchildren, and theirs, to
have the basics plus 100 watts of exosomatic luxury. For some reason, this
sort of thought seldom passes through the heads of most humans: the
notion that you using it rapidly NOW means they will have to do without it
THEN. To me, it’s reminiscent of an insect laying its eggs under a rock and
then wandering off to leave them to fend for themselves. So perhaps what
I’m observing is some sort of human conversion to ecological r-selection in
the making. Either way, I guess “the future” - like energy - is something
humans have a problem with. Of course, with the temperature set to rise,
“relief from cold” will be less of a problem in the future, but “relief from
heat” will become problematic, as air conditioners one day will be
nonfunctional antique relics of carbon-pulse energy ubiquity. Should this
series of notes survive for 100 years, as it well may, your descendants who
find it may have strong opinions about the 400 daily big hamburgers worth
of energy their forebears gorged on back in the day.
You’ve come a long way from using fire to burn a forest to harvest a deer
and cook it. The descendants of naked apes can now scale (and build) tall
buildings, fly to the moon, and easily subdue the natural world with the
wave of your exosomatic wands. There were built-in feedbacks limiting
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your internal caloric consumption, but, alas, no instinctive throttle on your
exosomatic impulses. You use your industrial base to combine fossil carbon
with minerals and resources into stuff, and the stuff into brain rewards and
waste. So, you build bigger yachts, faster cars, and taller buildings because
they’re cool (and you can). You throw things away because new things are
more stimulating. You ignore the world in which you evolved because for
now you have air conditioning, pizza delivery and video games. Humans
will probably continue to use exosomatic energy as long as you’re human,
there will just be less of it because your wands will find fewer and fewer
things around to burn.

The Bottom Line: Each American consumes the equivalent of >400
Big Macs per day of primary energy.

Energy Part 3 –The 5 Pools of Carbon
The Bountiful Presents from the Past

Summary: Though our hunter-gatherer ancestors had no way of knowing

this, the planet that lay before them at the dawn of agriculture was both
largely empty of people and replete with gifts from Earth’s past. For
hundreds of thousands of years, they only needed to access the solar energy
embodied in the animals and fish and plants they encountered in their daily
travels.
But by tilling the soil, using first human labor, then via harnessing draft
animals, the energy and nutrients stored in the deep virgin topsoil were
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transformed into agricultural surpluses, which, over centuries and millennia,
allowed for larger and larger populations.
As the human enterprise continued to expand, we made increasingly
extensive use of the sunlight stored in wood. Old-growth forests were cut
down and used as lumber and fuel for burgeoning industrial processes as
we learned to convert the heat from fire into useful mechanical energy.
Starting with stands of trees growing near towns and villages, and eventually
encompassing the great forests of Europe and Eastern United States,
almost all forested areas were eventually clear-cut for construction materials
and heat. Those forests represented hundreds of years of stored solar
energy.
Eventually the desires of human civilization started to exceed what aboveground solar energy alone could provide. And so, we started digging deeper
and deeper, mining for energy, that is. In the 18th century, due to a
combination of accident, need (shortage of trees), and ingenuity, people in
Britain found flammables underground in the form of coal, an abundant
and relatively accessible substance that was fully three times as energy-dense
as wood. Little could they have known at first how this process would
utterly change the landscape of Britain, and eventually of Earth itself.
Subsequent discoveries of the other underground stores of fossilized
carbon—oil and natural gas—sent the human species on a moonshot pulse
of consumption, complexity, and population growth. The story of how
these three fossil fuels have transformed the world will be unpacked next.

TaaL: Perhaps it’s human nature to consider anything which is present to be
a present. Anything you can get your hands on that you didn’t work for
must be a gift for you, right? So, what do topsoil, wood, coal, oil, and gas
have in common? They represent major pools of carbon on Earth (and
currently, so do you). Life is carbon-based, so food is carbon-based.

I wondered how long it would be in these materials before a human author
used the phrase “fossil fuels.” That’s another teleological fallacy; those are
fossil carbon compounds which have no pre-determined utilitarian purpose.
My goodness, even your climate campaigners call them “fossil fuels,” tacitly
acknowledging these materials’ presumed manifest destiny in the same
breath they use to decry it. You’re darn lucky they are NOT fossil fuels,
because if they were all used as fuel, your planet would be toast. Moreover,
there is no “fossil sunlight” energy baked into this fossil carbon. It’s inert.
The “stored sunlight” energy resides in the free oxygen of your atmosphere,
created and renewed one molecule at a time by life, and owned by all Earthlife as a common good. So long as you consider “fossil fuels” to be a thing,
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it naturally follows by archaic human custom that anyone who can dig some
up on “their” land has a right to burn them and degrade the global oxygen
commons (and thus climate, seas, and all else), which – not to put too fine a
point on it – I consider insane. It’s a fundamental category error which is
having grave results. Do me a favor, human, and drop the phrase “fossil
fuels” from your grammar. Call them flammable fossils, carbon
compounds, dead diatoms, anything else you like, but don’t succumb to the
narrative fallacy which makes it seem sensible to define them as “fuels.”
Some of the most intransigent errors are made by using inappropriate
descriptors, because too many of you think only in words. In the presence
of enough oxygen, you’d burn quite handily too; but that doesn’t make you
fuel.

The Bottom Line: Our present and future are currently based on
finite gifts from the past.

Soil

“Civilization itself rests upon the soil.” – Thomas Jefferson

Summary: Although we often use the phrase “cheap as dirt,” soil is

immensely valuable. It is the utterly vital interface between the mineral crust
of the Earth and the biosphere of terrestrial plants and animals. It is an
emergent result of living and nonliving processes creating a substrate
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allowing the effective use of solar energy to create and animate living
matter. Life is the animation of minerals, and as terrestrial animals, nearly all
the minerals in our bodies have historically come from soil.
Soil is much more than dirt. It is a living community densely packed with
tiny animals, microorganisms, bacteria, fungi, insects and much more - all in
constant interaction. It’s composed of air, water, living organisms, various
stages of decaying organic carbon, and finely-ground rock particles with an
effectively huge surface area for the leaching of trace elements. For these
reasons, soil is also inherently fragile, susceptible to losing its biodiversity
and effectiveness, having its minerals depleted, becoming insufficiently
aerated or hydrated, or washing away entirely in the rain and wind if not
held fast by networks of roots.
Soil organic matter is the original fertilizer for crops. As organic matter is
decomposed by microorganisms, nutrients are released into solution that
enable crops to grow. Agricultural soils are about 45% minerals, 5% organic
matter, and 50% air and water.102
The organic matter in soil increases when the deposition of plant matter
exceeds decomposition. Perennial plant communities, especially biodiverse
grasslands and their associated herds of ruminants, are largely responsible
for building up organic matter in the world’s best farm soils.
When crops are harvested and trucked away, minerals are removed from
the soil and local ecosystem. The elements carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and
hydrogen move between air and soil and can rapidly and reliably be locally
regenerated, whereas all other elements, such as phosphorus, potassium,
sulfur, magnesium, calcium, and boron are slowly (and unreliably)
replenished through source rocks, flood and volcanic deposition, or human
intervention.
Most food crops are annual plants that require frequent soil disturbance to
be established and don’t produce an excess of organic matter to rebuild soil
stores. Tillage accelerates organic matter decomposition. Synthetic
fertilizers, by importing nutrients no longer stored in healthy soils, hide the
decline of soil organic matter and minerals that has been documented in
farm soils around the world. Synthetic nitrogen accelerates the
decomposition of organic matter, even with no-till farming. The formerly
rich farmland in the US Midwest has completely lost over 100 million acres
of its topsoil.103
By mimicking the structure of the biological communities that created good
soils in the first place, farmers can rebuild soils. This process entails
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growing perennial plants over several years, such as a pasture, which limits
tillage to the establishment, keeps a living cover year-round, and produces
more biomass each year than is decomposed. Clearly, when compared to
today’s “every year” industrialized agriculture, this represents a trade-off
between immediate harvests and sustainable harvests.
Soil is also a major pool of carbon in the world and can act as either a
“carbon sink” to pull CO2 out of the air or a “carbon source” to release
CO2 and methane, depending on whether it is in a condition to support
profuse plant growth or not. Rising heat and drought tend to drive soil
towards being a carbon source, which would make it a “positive feedback”
for amplification of global heating.

TaaL: Viewed from space, the soil on top of Earth’s crust is far thinner

than human skin – and it is from this infinitesimally small layer from which
all complex terrestrial life springs.
Mass-production farming, as it’s done in your so-called “first world,” is
increasingly a matter of pouring fertilizer, herbicides and pesticides on what
is largely inert and depleted soil without much micro-life: its function is just
to hold the plants upright. This works, but in addition to causing problems
like oceanic dead zones and toxic side-effects from runoff, it’s very fossilenergy intensive and is thus a temporary expedient.
That being the case, it might be good to consider you will someday need to
live as earlier generations did. Yet earlier generations had a soil resource
which had been developed for tens of thousands of years. At current
trends of hemorrhaging into your waterways, your topsoil will be
gone before 2075.
When was the last time you thought about topsoil? Humans in advanced
economies don’t think about it much because right now you don’t have to.
But in the long run topsoil spells survival.

The Bottom Line: Soil is the irreplaceable substrate for sustainable
life on Earth. Recent human activities have greatly degraded it.
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Trees

“I have often asked myself, ‘What did the Easter Islander who cut down the last palm
tree say while he was doing it?’ Like modern loggers, did he shout, ‘Jobs, not trees!’? Or:
‘Technology will solve our problems, never fear, we’ll find a substitute for wood’?”
Jared Diamond, “Collapse”
“He that plants trees loves others beside himself.” - Thomas Fuller
“If you’ve seen one redwood, you’ve seen them all.” - Ronald Reagan

Summary: Most biogenic carbon is not sequestered underground. Rather,

there’s a constant cycling of carbon between the atmosphere and biosphere,
as plants assimilate carbon with photosynthesis and then release it again
when they decay or burn. One can see the seasonal “back and forth” of the
planet breathing as the atmosphere’s CO2 concentration varies in response
to the northern hemisphere’s summers and winters.
Trees are a large part of this assimilation of carbon – known as carbon
fixation. Unlike the “ancient” sunlight stored by coal, trees temporarily
store recent sunlight. New estimates suggest there are over three trillion
trees on our planet – about 422 per human being, (which is about half the
number as when civilization began104). Standing forests grow in volume by
only about 2.5-3% per year.105 The volume in this 2.5% would be the
amount of wood that humans could ‘sustainably’ harvest without depleting
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the present forest size. Even at a reduced 30.6% of global land area, we -as
a species - use much more than this 2.5% growth – for lumber, furniture,
building materials, other wood products, heat, and fuel.
In addition to being good for human psychology (we have an ancient link
to the trees and feel happier when among them106), trees provide many
other services. They are home to myriad species of birds and animals and
are essential for the cycling of nutrients, water and air quality much more
benefiting humans and other species. Forests are among the most densely
productive habitats for life and speciation. They prevent soil erosion and
landslides. Their roots help fracture silicate rocks, which maintains the
ocean’s pH at levels allowing animals to use carbonate minerals for their
skeletons. Indeed, trees are such an integral part of life on Earth that it is
hard to think of an important ecological process they do not affect in some
way.
Still, the amount of carbon flux held in trees at any given time is far less
than that sequestered in fossil carbon deposits. If we had to heat our homes
during winter in the USA at current levels using only wood, our hardwood
forests would be gone in less than a decade.107 If that sounds hypothetical,
it isn’t: it’s a scenario which has been repeated many times in human
history. Before Europeans arrived, it was said the Great Eastern Forest was
so vast a squirrel could travel from the Northeast to the Mississippi without
touching the ground. In the USA some of this deforestation has been
reversed since switching to (once abundant) fossil energy.
Moreover, carbon cycling only works while conditions are conducive for
forests to thrive. A warming of only a few degrees in climate is enough to
convert many forests from “carbon sink” to “carbon source,” as fire and
decay would release more CO2 into the air than the diminished forests can
sequester. To wit: Australia 2020.

TaaL: Earth’s forests are among the real treasures of your planet. The

Amazon rainforest has – for good reason – been called the “Lungs of the
Earth,” an enormous self-contained self-renewing oxygen factory and
storehouse of biodiversity, so big it creates its own rainfall. Of course, it is
now being de-forested at a frantic pace, the fires and smoke visible from
space as the “gene agendas” of tens of millions of humans seek a few years’
GDP boost from converting dense living rainforest into low-grade pasture
for fast-food burgers, before the few nutrients are exhausted and the land
ceases to support much life.
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Then again, most of you probably haven’t ever seen the Amazon, so it isn’t
part of your psychological baselines (except as a massive internet store).
It’s easy to feel superior to the people who are deforesting the Amazon, but
it might well be that your nation has standing forests for much the same
reason it doesn’t have human slaves anymore: cheap fossil energy. As it
becomes scarcer and more ecologically dangerous to use, you’ll once again
have to decide how many of your trees to burn and how many to let stand.
I can only hope it is done as a reasoned decision using intelligent foresight
and not in a free-for-all.

The Bottom Line: Trees are more important than just a source of

wood and fuel; they are crucial to stable ecosystems. At some point in
the future, if humans long endure, trees will probably again become
the main source of human exosomatic energy.

From Sea Creatures to Gasoline (Oil)

Summary: When we think of flammable fossils at all, we think of oil as

slimy sludge, coal as black lumps and natural gas as the invisible substance
that smells if it leaks. But these three “fuels” are (in a manner of speaking)
effectively stored sunlight from tens to hundreds of millions of years ago,
compressed, cooked and refined by Mother Nature.
At the dawn of life on our planet, around 3.9 billion years ago, Earth’s
atmosphere was mostly methane, CO2 and water. The first
photosynthesizing bacteria and algae, and (much later) plants, changed the
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Earth’s atmospheric composition and geochemistry by releasing free
oxygen while fixing atmospheric carbon. For the most part, carbon and
hydrocarbons, which are converted by photosynthesis, are oxidized in the
years after the plant or animal dies. However, a small fraction can be
subjected to anoxic conditions in which this can’t occur. This sediment
becomes buried deeper and deeper as time passes. Coal is the result of
millions of years of pressure and heat on ancient phytomass. Oil is mostly
dead sea organisms (called diatoms, pictured above) which settled on
ancient seabeds, were buried, and then subjected to heat and compression
over long spans of time.
As it was compressed and
heated at its increasing
depth, lighter and more
volatile compounds, like
oil and natural gas,
tended to flow upwards
to the surface and
oxidize. Only when they
were prevented from
migrating all the way to
the surface by “structural
caps” of impermeable
strata, did oil and gas
accumulate in porous
rock which could one day be tapped by conventional oil and gas wells.
Nature did most of the work for us – all we had to do was find, extract and
refine this biotic resource from the past. We started commercially mining
coal in 18th century England, oil in Pennsylvania in 1859 and natural gas in
the mid-20th century. In under 200 years, we are accessing and breaking
these carbon bonds 10 million times faster than they were originally
sequestered. Why? Because it’s powerful stuff. And because we can.

TaaL: My species was fortunate. Our world’s geology did not create a

“carbon trap” to be sprung by a clever species like Earth did. Long before
my people evolved, bacteria and insects which digested cellulose prevented
coal beds from forming on my world. Otherwise, my species would likely
have wrecked the planet in pursuit of short-term goals before maturing into
a sapient species. Chance accidents of bacteria gave us the time to develop
sapience long before we developed a thirst for exosomatic energy. The
reasons we refer to worlds such as yours as having a “carbon trap” is that
geological processes and random chance create a nearly irresistible prize for
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any species which learns to want exosomatic energy, a prize whose use
offers short-term wealth and long-term consequences. This sort of curse
initially seems a blessing. It’s the largest “monkey trap” of all time, set long
before mammals were a gleam in evolution’s eye and patiently waiting
across the eons for a race of pyromaniacs with opposable thumbs. Its
dimensions will become clearer as we proceed...

The Bottom Line: Fossil carbon and hydrocarbons are, in effect,
solar energy, stored by plants and animals which lived long ago.

Coal

Summary: Coal is a flammable rock, the most abundant form of “fossil

carbon” usable as fuel. Indeed, it’s composed principally of carbon, with
various amounts of other elements present (particularly in the lower-grade
coals). Coal was originally plant matter created by pulling CO2 from the air
via photosynthesis, which through time, heat, and increasing depthcompression became successively converted to peat, lignite, bituminous
coal, and anthracite. Coal’s purity and desirability as flammable fuel
increases in that same sequence.
The fossilized plant matter in coal is immensely old, from far back in the
story of life when Earth was a vastly different world, under a dimmer sun.
There were extensive wetland forests with no bacteria or termites yet
evolved to degrade them, so they formed “peat bogs.” Over time, after the
plants died, they were buried and compressed underground, in layers. As
they sank deeper, they were also cooked into higher heat-content forms by
Earth’s internal furnace. (The hardest and purest, anthracite, is a shiny
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metamorphic rock which is nearly pure carbon). There were various periods
of extensive coal formation in our planet’s past, the first major one being
known, for perhaps obvious reasons, as the “Carboniferous Period” from
360-290 million years ago.108 There have been others as well, as the Earth
has occasionally fallen into similar environmental conditions in what are
sometimes termed “coal ages.”
Being buried effectively “sequestered” this biogenic carbon from the
reactive free oxygen in Earth’s atmosphere. We are currently engaged in desequestering it at a rapid pace. The energy released from the burning of coal
with oxygen is the principal source of electricity. Like all other nonrenewable resources, we have used the “best first,” leaving us to work our
way down through increasingly remote energy to burn successively lowergrade coals which are less energy-dense. Most of the coal being burned
today is “bituminous,” and that is now near peak and declining, leaving
inferior coals which are only about twice as energy dense as wood. Coal,
globally, peaked in use in 2013, at least for now.109

Coal is far less useful than oil because it is a solid with lower energy density.
As a liquid fuel with hydrogen bonds, oil’s ease of transport and use in
lightweight high-powered vehicles and other applications make oil beat coal
hands down. Coal may be converted into a liquid fuel by a series of chemical
reactions known as the “Fischer-Tropsch” process, which notably was used
by Hitler’s Germany to produce an “oil substitute” during WWII, but this is
a very energy-intensive process. Scaling Fischer-Tropsch oil creation using
coal to match the flow of oil volume we currently use would be a massive
expensive undertaking with humongous CO2 output and other pollution
streams.110

TaaL: Coal is cool stuff. We don’t have any on my world. The high-grade

anthracite is beautiful, hard, shiny and black. Your parents and grandparents
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remember it, but you may have never seen any, because it’s already been
burned. (Best first, remember?) As is the case with all other finite natural
resources, it is progressing from pure and concentrated to funky and
diffuse.
Had you evolved large brains significantly before you evolved thumbs, coal
would have had a delightful and logical use: injecting judicious amounts of
CO2 into the air at the onset of ice ages to moderate their severity. You’d
have had enough to keep your world ice-age-free for many millions of
years. That could come in handy versus having your planet’s northern and
temperate regions repeatedly covered by mile-thick sheets of ice for tens of
thousands of years at a time. Just sayin’...
However, at present you’re opting to burn as much coal as humanly
possible, as fast as possible, which is clearly the other way to go. This will –
if you continue to maximize GDP - seemingly amount to a re-enactment of
the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) 56 million years ago,
which will mean all sorts of dire ecological things. You might contrast it
with an “ice age” by calling it a “steam age,” which in a roughly analogous
way would also keep you from using parts of the Earth you’ve grown fond
of, not to mention requiring mass migrations toward the poles. Oh, and the
oceans would turn to purple scum and start emitting poison gas, so there’s
that.
You lucked out incredibly and just happened to inherit a multi-million-year
“ice age cure,” but instead went for “door number two” and took
immediate brain stimulation, a steam age, and THEN ice ages. Pretty much
worst-case use, like a kid who inherits a million-dollar stamp collection, but
rather than selling it, uses the stamps to send postcards.
There’s more than enough low-grade coal in the ground to cook the Earth’s
biosphere with greenhouse gasses several times over. So why do I think that
in a hundred years your “global elite” will still be using it “on a temporary
basis” to run air conditioners? There’s a reason my species refers to coallike substances as “carbon traps.”
As I said, coal is cool stuff. It isn’t a fossil FUEL, it’s just fossil CARBON.
This is the worst possible time to burn it.

The Bottom Line: Coal is one of the five major pools of terrestrial
carbon. Though it is getting more costly to extract, there is much
more left than we can currently safely burn.
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Natural Gas

Summary: Natural gas is the 5th main pool of carbon and is extensively

used in the modern economy for electricity, heating, and the making of
plastics and petrochemicals. The way we define natural gas – as a fuel to
burn - consisting of methane and natural gas liquids that include ethane,
butane and propane. (Natural gas liquids are gases at surface temperatures
and pressures and must be separated from methane by refining processes at
elevated pressures and lower temperatures).
The most commonly occurring form of what we call natural gas is from
late-stage oil generation under the Earth. When lipid-containing algae is
converted to petroleum, it first forms oil, a mixture of long-chain hydrogen
and carbon atoms. With increased pressure and temperature from deeper
burial in the Earth, oil is naturally refined or “cracked” into progressively
shorter chains of hydrogen and carbon whose end member is methane
(CH4), the simplest of these molecules. Modern oil refineries replicate
these natural processes using technology (and lots of energy, heat and
pressure).
The source material for most oil-which-becomes-gas is from preserved
marine organic carbon that mostly comes from various forms of algae.
Another source of natural gas is from preserved non-marine organic carbon
derived from land plants. This type of carbon lacks the complex, long181

chained hydrogen and carbon molecules needed to produce liquid
petroleum and is only, therefore, a source of natural gas and coal. Gas
produced in this way is mostly methane without the natural gas liquids. A
final source of natural gas is the anaerobic digestion of near-surface carbon
in soil and permafrost by microbes. This biogenic gas is exclusively
methane.
Natural gas accounted for 29% of USA energy consumption in 2017 (Oil
accounted for 38% and coal, 15%. Solar and wind accounted for 3%). The
principal drawback of natural gas as an energy source is that it is a gas and
can only be moved efficiently by pipeline. Oil and coal, by contrast, can be
moved by rail, truck or boat. Liquefied natural gas may be put on
specialized cryogenic ships, but liquefaction is a very costly process in
money and in energy. So far, uses of natural gas as a transport fuel are
limited.
The main theoretical benefit of natural gas is that it does not emit nearly as
much greenhouse gas as coal when burned. However, over a 20-year
period, pure (unburned) methane is 96x as potent as CO2 in causing
atmospheric heating111 (methane doesn’t last very long in the atmosphere,
with a mean time of 12 years before it reacts with hydroxyl molecules to
turn into CO2 and water). But recent aerial data suggests that the leakage
from well-to-power plant is 2.3% (above EPA estimate of 1.4%). The math
works out that the current leakage rate, natural gas has HIGHER
greenhouse impacts than coal because of these pipeline leaks and operator
error/inattention. From a climate perspective, the fugitive methane
emissions from operator carelessness can (and must) be remedied.
The other big advantage is power plants using natural gas are fully
dispatchable – e.g. can be immediately turned on or off. Even other
“baseload,” like coal and nuclear, don’t have that advantage and need
hours/or days to transition from off to on. (This will increasingly matter as
the percent of electricity from intermittent sources like solar and wind
grows).
Unlike oil, which many expect to decline from all-time maximum
production levels in the coming decade, we continue to see frequent
discoveries of new gas fields – especially in Asia – implying human use of
natural gas could still increase for many decades.
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TaaL: Natural gas is often a byproduct of drilling for oil. And since there
are no pipelines to take it to your plastics factories or power plants, most
oil-excavating operations simply “flare” it... burn it as it comes out of the
ground, as in the picture at the beginning of this section, to convert it to
CO2 and water.

These flames can be seen from space (compare sparsely populated Bakken
Shale night image to Minneapolis). This is far better for your overheating
biosphere than letting it escape unburned (since emitted CO2 has lower
climate impact than emitted CH4), but it’s clearly a waste of energy; a legion
of eternal flames to memorialize what you’ve decided to trade away; fossil
slaves tap-dancing in place for no particular reason.
Of course, natural gas contains no energy. I’ve visited Saturn’s enormous
moon Titan and seen the cryonic lakes of methane and hydrocarbons there,
but there’s no energy to be found. Rather, it’s burning things within the
Earth’s constantly-life-renewed oxygen atmosphere which supplies the
energy. (Think about it: that means the “stored sunlight energy” you’re
using to run your industries is at most 2000 or so years old, and not really
hundreds of millions112). It’s merely a human convention that methane and
other flammable fossils “contain energy,” since you take the oxygen for
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granted.
Methane isn’t just some trivial thing in the big picture: an increasing
number of human studies are pointing out it may be the mechanism for
climate “tipping points” which have been previously unexplained. That’s
because methane can exist as a gas or sequestered in ice on the Earth’s
surface, and huge amounts can become stored, as living materials
anaerobically degrade. A small change in temperature may, over the long
term, release huge amounts back into the atmosphere, which would raise
the temperature farther, which would release more methane, and so on in
an accelerating positive feedback. There are enormous amounts of methane
now stored in arctic tundra which has started to melt; and in vast undersea
beds of “clathrates” – methane ice – which can melt with changes in
temperature or pressure. While CO2 might be the trigger, methane may
function as the bullet. Increasing data now points to methane as the
possible “smoking gun” of the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum
(PETM), in which Earth temperatures jumped far higher than current CO2
models can explain, to levels which would – if they recurred – pretty much
be the end of human civilization once the first domino in the string is
tipped, as models show it could be at a roughly rise of two degrees Celsius.
You know, the two degrees Celsius that few now believe will be achieved....
The summary above states that extraction leaks “can and must be
remedied”. However, as an observer of humankind, I know that does not
mean that they WILL be remedied. Your societies are designed to obey
money signals only, and natural gas is currently cheap. Too cheap. The
availability of large quantities is not good news for humanity long-term, and
unless you acquire and use it wisely, perhaps not even short-term.

The Bottom Line: Natural gas – an important bridge, but to what
destination?
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Energy - Part 4 – Our Fossil Armies
Our Fossil Slaves…

Summary: We now arrive at the part of the story where we introduce
both the hero and the villain: fossil carbon.

We take it for granted because we’ve known nothing different, but
something dramatic happened in the 19th century when we started to
commercially access fossil carbon compounds in large quantities. It was as
if an army of workers – who didn’t require salaries, didn’t complain, and
didn’t sleep - were liberated from their dungeons.
When you do chores it’s not much fun, is it? Cleaning the garage, mowing
the lawn, carrying boxes of stuff when you’d rather be watching TV, playing
baseball or hiking with your dog. Each time you do some chores or work
you exert energy, which was provided to you by the food you’ve eaten. The
total amount of work you can do in one day is about the same amount of
energy that would power your computer and monitor for about three hours
– around 600-watt hours. For most of human history, we had to balance
what we built and consumed with what energy we could exert ourselves.
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But today we no longer need to do this work, for most of the wealth we
experience comes from fossil sunlight in the form of coal, oil, and natural
gas that does the work for us. Fossil sunlight is so powerful that compared
to the 600 watt hours of “work” an average human can do in a day, one
barrel of oil has the energy potential to do 700,000 watt hours of work, or
about equal to a person working for 40 hours per week for over four and a
half years! And each American uses about 60 barrels of oil equivalent per
year.113 That’s a lot of invisible energy slaves.

Compact, transportable, not needing sleep or medical care, and with no
feelings, our army of fossil workers has an additional huge advantage over
human labor: it’s extremely low cost. The average American employee
(including CEOs) makes $260 doing eight hours of work per day. Since the
USA is a rich nation, this is almost five times higher than the world average
earnings of $57 per day. At $20, a barrel of oil can do the equivalent work
of over 25,000 humans for one day! Even if oil were $75/barrel, one could
buy the work equivalent of over 7,000 human laborers114. If a human does
600-watt hours of work per day and 60% of the 7.7 billion of us are
working, this totals about 2.8 GigaWatt hours of work per day – merely
0.5% of total global primary energy consumption.
Most of the labor done in the global economy is not done by humans at all but by fossil
coal, oil, and natural gas, and it’s done thousands of times cheaper. At 4.5 years per
barrel and 105 billion barrels per year of coal oil and natural gas, human
economies are currently supported by a fossil army equivalent of
500,000,000,000 human workers (or about 100 times the amount done by
human workers).

TaaL: It may well seem fanciful to you to consider the “fossil energy” your
societies use as “fossil slaves,” but it’s a quite good analogy: they essentially
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do all the hard work of industrial society. They grant you lives that are
richer than the kings and queens of your history, filling the classic role of
slaves or beasts of burden, yet until now you may not have thought much
about them. Like actual slaves, they do real physical work, making human
jobs a trivial side-cost to your whims. Like actual slaves, they’re forced to
do as they’re told. Like well-trained slaves, you keep them always ready on a
moment’s notice. They carry you rapidly wherever you wish to go without
touching your feet to the ground. And unfortunately, like real slaves, they
breathe because their metabolism is anything BUT imaginary. Their hot
breath of exhaled CO2 is roughly proportionate to the huge number of heat
calories generated by hundreds of billions of living slaves. Yet there would
be no way to feed that many human slaves on this planet.
Over only a few generations, the industrialized societies of Earth have
learned to treat the entire basis of their physical economies as one more
inconsequential commodity generated by human demand. Your fossil
energy slaves have no actual faces, so you perceive them as invisible. But in
terms of energy and metabolism, they are as real as you are, and a heck of a
lot larger. Humans have some major blind spots, and your fossil slaves are
one of the biggest.
**You might wonder why the authors decided to highlight Buckminster Fuller’s
term “fossil slaves115” rather than fossil zombies, fossil servants, fossil helpers, fossil
genies, or some other term with fewer historical and emotional overtones. There was
human slavery in the USA until 150 years ago, and human slavery has never entirely
disappeared from the world. It’s an abhorrent humanitarian disaster in whatever guise it
appears, and the USA is still dealing with moral and ethical problems created through
its existence.
In contrast, using “fossil slaves” may on its surface seem to be victimless, even if such
slaves do much the same thing as human slaves might otherwise do. However, it is very
much our point that the use of fossil carbon is anything but victimless, and presents real
corollaries and connections to human slavery, with important implications. It was fossil
exosomatic energy which broke the link between human and animal labor and economic
productivity; and in the future there will be an obligate reversion back to steady-state
energy flows in which human and animal labor will again be primary. It’s important to
bear this “energy” lens in mind, because the same economic pressures which made human
slavery attractive in past centuries will eventually arise again.
Moreover, the “victims” of fossil slavery are quite human; they are simply offset in time to
the near future, an oppressed majority enslaved by progressive scarcity. The future costs of
current fossil slave employment are becoming increasingly easy to see: a future of relative
human privation with low energy and low physical wealth compared with the last century
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of plenty; a degraded climate; degraded seas; deforestation; declining crop yields, and
billions of humans reduced from adequate resources to inadequate, needing to do anything
possible to survive. These changes will not be fixable by emancipation; they will be
essentially permanent at the thousand-year scale of human history and may be reasonably
expected to cause even more unnecessary privation and misery than has traditional human
slavery. This is still avoidable, but not if words are minced to minimize the severe
repercussions of the current metabolic basis of industrial societies. Human nature has not
changed, and even today there are those seeking to renew human slavery as a time-honored
god-blessed practice. The term “energy slaves” is used as a reminder that the ethical
ramifications of waste and pollution are human-rights issues.

The Bottom Line: In one hour, a barrel of crude oil can do the same
work as over 2,500 human laborers. At $60 currently, that’s quite a
bargain.

When Ancient Sunlight Meets Modern
Machines

Summary: In the early 18th century, limits to the human endeavor were

becoming apparent. Due to its low energy density, biomass had to be used
close to where it was grown, as transporting biomass over large distances
was not economically feasible. Furthermore, due to demand for fuel and
construction materials, English forests - like others near large human
concentrations - were severely depleted. The pressure for land-use changes,
driven by an increasing demand for cropland and pastures, was mounting.
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There simply wasn't enough room to procure sufficient amounts of both
wood and food for the growing society. The humans residing on an island
(the British Isles) were reaching the limits of the agriculture and forestry
model.
The problem was that producing food through manual labor-based
agriculture required substantial inputs in terms of muscle power: essentially,
the production process itself consumed a large share of the edible goods
eventually obtained. Even when population had grown, the lion's share of
that food growth had to be put into feeding the people working the land.
Having more people around only marginally increased the surplus energy
that was available to society.
Enter the discovery of commercial coal deposits near the coasts of Britain.
Coal-burning offered much more energy per unit volume than wood, and
coal could be extracted from the ground much faster than forests could
capture carbon from the air through tree growth. Coal could be shipped far
from the mine because you only need a little bit of coal to transport a lot of
coal someplace else, and machines running on coal could be fit into small
places and do immense amounts of work – work humans used to do
manually.
One example was the textile industry (shown above). Technology based on
combining various pulleys and levers had created the “spinning jenny”
which - operating by muscle power - could spin thread on 24 spindles
simultaneously. The invention of the spinning mule, which used the energy
from a waterwheel near a river, increased this spindle count to over 100.
But when steam engines burning coal were integrated, the spindle count
increased to over 1,000, thus generating an enormously higher return on the
same amount of human input.116
The two most important aspects of industrialization were the move to a
higher-quality energy source and the substitution of human manual labor
for machines driven by those new energy sources. The advent of coal use
and machines did not require more labor availability, as the soil and wooddriven surplus of the past had done, but instead dramatically increased labor
productivity (how much profit could be made per unit of human labor), at a
cost of sharply increasing energy consumption. But this wasn’t a concern
because it was exosomatic energy and nearly free: coal was easy to mine and
plentiful. This energy transformation would make Britain the wealthiest nation on
Earth and ruler of the largest empire in history. Human economic output, first in
Britain and eventually worldwide, was no longer limited by labor availability
because work was increasingly done by the conversion of a fire’s heat into
mechanical energy, rather than food energy converted by human muscles.
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TaaL: Armies of fossil helpers are the best helpers ever. Far stronger than
human workers and demanding nothing immediately obvious in return. It
seemed a cruelty-free sort of slavery, and indeed hardly slavery at all, for
who suffered?

Was it coincidence that after thousands of years, most human slaves were
freed exactly when fossil energy began to displace the need for free labor? I
wasn’t here then, but as an out-of-towner, I find that to be a suggestive
coincidence which may or may not be attributable to the better angels of
your nature.
Yet as older and wiser civilizations in the galaxy have found, in the long run
fossil carbon slaves can be the cruelest slavery of all, for after a brief span
of benefits it can subjugate and impoverish one’s descendants for a million
years in an altered world.

The Bottom Line: Stored carbon and hydrocarbons enabled a shift
to industrialized societies served by what are in effect, armies of
zombie energy workers.

The Strength of Superheroes
Summary: What does this stuff about fossil energy armies really mean?

Well, imagine taking a road trip with three of your buddies. You pick them
up, stop at a gas station and for ~$50, fill up your 20-gallon tank and head
for the countryside. You drive for hours, talking, watching the scenery roll
by and having fun. After about 500 miles, your vehicle rolls to a stop, out of
fuel. How many hours/days/weeks would it take the four of you to push
your truck back to your starting point 500 miles away? If the road was
reasonably flat, and you had reasonably good weather, and you were
reasonably strong, you
might push the truck
two miles per hour.
Doing that ten hours per
day, it would take you
almost a month to push it
back to where you started.
How much would you
have to pay your friends
to do such a boring,
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difficult and unpleasant task? Even at minimum wage of $8 per hour it
would cost you over $6,000 and a month of time (and probably several
friendships). This is a helpful way to understand the condensed, liquid,
fossil carbon you put in your gasoline tank for $50 is mighty special.
This “specialness” has transformed the way we inhabit our world. There are
only 95,000 route miles of railway tracks in the USA (down from 380,000
miles in 1920), but 4,000,000+ miles of roads (mostly made of asphalt, which
comes from….oil)., So 80% of communities in the US are laid out in fractallike high-density grids, totally dependent on oil-powered trucks to keep
goods and components moving to where they are used.117
This doesn’t even consider oil as a concentrated power source which may
be tapped at a high-enough rate to do things otherwise impossible. For
instance, how many friends would it take to push a jetliner to cruising
altitude? Those energy helpers are the next best thing to legendary genies,
and when flying in such a jetliner, you’re using energy more rapidly in that
single vehicle on one trip than the energy that was originally sequestered by
the entire planet in an entire day!
This concentrated energy storage is incredible in its density and utility. We
can now build machines that do things that are literally impossible to do
with human or animal labor. We don’t even have to consider that oxygen is
the necessary additional substance for combustion. Since we travel in an
oxygen-rich atmosphere, we, in effect, only take half the fuel along,
grabbing oxygen en route, everywhere. Oil has been around for a while and
seems old-fashioned, but don’t be fooled: science has not come up with
anything nearly as effective, as storable, as compact, as easily manipulated
by small mechanisms, or with better energy quality than refined crude oil.
We price it based on the cost to extract it, rather than its actual value. In so
doing, we vastly trivialize its amazing utility - and its long-term scarcity. If
instead of stumbling upon it seeping out of the ground 150 years ago, we
had to synthesize it ourselves, it would be an extremely high-priced
substance.

TaaL: If you imagine an energy-carrier which may be stored without

degradation for 100 million years, and then used in a twelve-pound handcarried chain-saw to give a single human the abilities of Paul Bunyan, you’re
talking about superhero juice. If you compare it to any “alternate” source of
stored energy, you’re gonna be looking at a very long extension cord
powering a heavier chain saw with a fraction of the power, made of far
rarer elements, even assuming you can make solar panels without using oil,
which is a very big “if.” And you’re using up the oil very quickly: perhaps
half of what your species will ever use has already burned, most of it since
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your human authors were born.
The value of your fossil armies is the biggest blind spot in human
economics and in all your institutions and well-meaning pro-social efforts.
Without a reconciled conception of the huge disparity between fossil
energy’s cost of extraction and its amazing utility, any economic or
ecological analysis is so deeply flawed as to be practically useless - this
means pretty much ALL economic analyses now being done by humans.
This will become clear as we go forward.
**Thought for the day: If your fossil armies had a labor union, most humans would
only be making pennies per hour.

The Bottom Line: We take for granted being able to have the

attributes of Superheroes or Demigods by using an incredible and
irreplaceable substance as though it were unlimited.

The “Trade” - Replacing Human Labor
with Fossil Energy

Summary: The example from the textile industry showing how coal

power allowed us to add 100 times the weaving spindles for an equivalent
amount of human work is really a microcosm of what the industrial
revolution was all about. We were able to exchange a large amount of
extremely cheap exosomatic energy in the form of coal – and eventually oil
and natural gas – for human labor. In doing this “trade,” we became
significantly more productive per unit of human labor input and
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significantly less efficient per unit of energy input. But there seemed no
downside to the trade, as the fossil energy was so near to “free” that the
reduction in efficiency made little difference.
However, as we will discover, there is a downside, and a significant one at
that. Consider driving a car as opposed to walking – the car and its fuel use
over 33 times the energy you would need to merely walk from Point A to
Point B but gets you there about ten times faster118 (this doesn’t include all
the embodied energy costs in roads and infrastructure and various other
savings e.g. if it’s a long distance, you don’t have to find somewhere to
spend the night). The downside of using much less human energy (labor) is
that we use more total energy (from fossils) – substantially more. We’re willing
to use fossil energy lavishly to replace even small amounts of expensive
human labor.
Consider another example: milking cows. Using a stool and a bucket, a
human worker spends 20 minutes per day hand milking one cow. Early
mechanical milkers reduced this to 8-13 minutes, and with current
technology, only 3-6 minutes are required. The very latest in dairy farming
technology, the Automated Milking System (AMS), decreases this to two
minutes. However, while less and less human labor is required per cow, the
mechanized process consumes more and more energy per gallon of milk:
hand milking requires about 14 kWh of electric work per cow per year – the
AMS uses about 400-600 kWh of electricity per cow per year, and counting
the energy embedded in the system itself (manufacturing the machines and
so on), this increases to a whopping 5000 kWh per cow per year. The
increasing productivity of human labor is bought with a “comparatively
huge” increase in energy intensity that exceeds it by orders of magnitude.119
Because our energy has been so inexpensive, a vast increase in productivity
per human effort allows for any combination of: higher profits to the
farmer, higher wages for the employees, lower prices for milk to consumers,
and, more indirectly, more people in existence at one time (via more and
cheaper food being available). In the above graph, mechanizing with cheap
energy increased profits per hour four- or five-fold. Just about everything in
modern economies is an example of this “trade” – the substitution of what
humans used to do themselves, with technology underpinned by cheap
fossil energy. This has resulted in huge economic benefits (from which
emanate cultural stories about our own cleverness and ingenuity).

TaaL: There is a story, perhaps apocryphal, that the island of Manhattan

was sold by its original residents to the Dutch for a few dollars’ worth of
tools, cloth, and glass beads. While in retrospect this may seem like a onesided trade, there is no shortage of savvy New Yorkers who would even
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today sell you the Brooklyn Bridge for pocket change, because it seems to
be a trade with no actual downside for them or credible upside for you.
Likewise, the trade of a large amount of exosomatic energy for a little bit of
human convenience seemed a great deal to humans in the 1700’s, and still
seems so today in most ways. However, the native aboriginals in the USA
ultimately found that there were longer-term consequences to such trades
and began subjecting them to a hairier eyeball, but by then it was too late. A
few humans are now starting to tote up the actual long-term cost of the
energy “trade” described above and find that it may be analogous to the
Manhattan example: the cost could be the land, environment, and future for
your people.
Net energy is not inherently cheap. It is hard-won by life, one molecule at a
time. The last several generations of humans have come to think of it that
way – cheap – despite hundreds of thousands of years’ experiences to the
contrary - since they have been born into the brief “carbon pulse” period,
analogous to an ant colony which happened to have a boxcar of sugar spill
a few feet from their mound.
What you’re seeing here is the inherent wastefulness which arises by pricing
energy as though it were inherently (and perpetually) cheap. Increasing
degrees of industrialization make immediate human wants and needs the
primary salient consideration, and so push the “utility” envelope far into
diminishing returns. In the past, the pharaohs would build enormous stone
pyramids to help a single guy get to heaven in style. In this brief fossil-slave
period, most humans engage in this to some degree. There is a human
adage, “a fool and his money are soon parted.” And, as we will see later,
money is just a marker for energy.

The Bottom Line: We use large amounts of fossil energy to displace
far smaller amounts of human labor.
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The Coupling: Energy and GDP
Per neoclassical economics, the size of an economy can be measured by an
accounting statistic called Gross Domestic Product (GDP), which is the
monetary sum total of all goods and services ‘produced’ during a certain
period – usually three months or a full year. (Globally, this is known as
Global Gross World Product – GWP). Economic ‘growth’ is when the
GDP increases from one year to the next. An economy is considered
healthy when this GDP figure grows more than 3-4 percent from the
previous year. When GDP shrinks it’s called a recession – when it shrinks
for a protracted period (such as early 1930s USA) it’s called a depression.
The amount of energy use to generate an additional unit of GDP varies by
product and activity -$100 of aluminum smelting uses much more energy
than $100 worth of a physical therapy session. But if you add it all up –
during the past 100 years there has been a correlation of energy use and
economic growth of over 99%.

But this tight relationship between energy and economy is often confused.
Shown above is an oft-cited graph showing the energy intensity (energy
use per dollar of GDP) of the US economy since 1950. A casual glance
might make one believe that an additional unit of economic growth in 2012
only requires 42% of the energy than the previous unit –implying significant
‘decoupling’. But this 42% is relative to a dollar of GDP in USA in 1950.
Which means the annual improvement in energy efficiency over that 60year period was only 1.4% per annum - if this continued this would mean
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for one unit of increase in the size our economy our energy use would rise
by 0.986 units. What we see here is a ‘relative decoupling’ between money
and energy use (using 1.4%x less units of energy for same GDP) but still
extremely tight `coupling (~98.6%).
But the link is even stronger than that. The USA has increasingly become a
service economy – a lot of our products are now made in other countries.
In a very real way, the ‘heavy lifting’ of much of our products requires
chemical potential energy to be burned – not where we live – but in other
countries around the world, like China and Bangladesh. The oft-cited
accounting showing reductions in energy intensity in countries, such as the
UK and USA, neglect that these economies exported their energy-and
carbon-intensive manufacturing to cheap labor regions. China’s industrial
sector alone uses almost as much energy as the entire US economy
(National Bureau of Statistics, 2018), as the USA now imports what it used
to produce.120

Thus, to see how linked human GDP is to human energy use we must look
at whole world.
On a global level, up until 1970 or so, the relationship between GDP and
energy use was 1:1. From the mid-1970s to 2000, we replaced oil burning
electricity plants with natural gas and coal and many other similar switches
that allowed us to convert energy to GDP slightly more efficiently – during
this period the correlation between GDP and energy use dropped to 99.0%.
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From 2000-2012, the tight relationship returned. Recently, a large switch
from coal to natural gas has again moderated the relationship.
Economic growth would be said to experience ‘absolute decoupling’ if we were
to increase GDP while decreasing primary energy consumption. Relative
decoupling would be said to occur when total primary energy consumption
grows but at a slower rate than GDP. Since dual statistics began in 1965,
there has been no absolute decoupling globally and negligible relative
decoupling (0.5%).121 Globally, the relationship between GDP and energy
use has -and will – remain tightly linked.

What does this mean? It means that at historical (and expected) economic
growth rates, humans will require massive amounts of energy this century.
The blue line represents Gross World Product. At three percent annual
growth the world economy will be almost 12x bigger in the year 2100 vs
today in terms of goods and services – this is what many economists, and
thus politicians and citizens, expect. If we use the best historical energy
efficiency period from 1973-2000 of one percent per year globally, this will
mean energy use in 2100 will be over 500% more than it is today.

TaaL: “Spoiler alert”: that graph won’t keep climbing forever. When I see this

graph, I can’t help but think of one of your theme-park roller coasters,
slowly ascending the lofty summit while giving its riders a great view of
their surroundings – and approaching a precipitous drop-off they are unable
to yet see. Your descendants will likely envy you the ride, but they may not
like you much, because nobody has yet built the tracks at the ride’s end.
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It’s no coincidence that money and energy use are tightly correlated. Energy
is real and money ain’t. Energy is what makes things happen, so to the
extent money were to become uncorrelated to it, it would mean that
“money” was decoupling from the real world. When that happens, it isn’t
always good news.

The Bottom Line: We use energy for every good and service that
contributes to GDP. Energy use and economic growth are tightly
linked. There is little ‘dematerialization’ globally.

The Metabolism of Humanity

Summary: Biological scaling laws follow the natural, emergent outgrowth

of networks —in the case of animals, a blood circulatory network which
transports hemoglobin throughout the ‘volume’ of the organism. Klieber’s
Law observes the energy metabolism of animals is proportional to their
mass scaled to the ¾ power.122 The flow of petroleum through modern
economies can be likened to the flow of blood in mammals, with the veins
and arteries of the human ‘sphere’ being the global air, sea and road
transportation nodes.123 124 Virtually all human infrastructure - gas stations,
surface area of roads, hospitals etc. - scale using similar biological allometry
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relationships.125 Connections – veins in bodies, social media, telephones or
highways - scale at roughly ½ of the number of nodes squared (.5n2). (So a
system with 10 nodes has approximately 50 connections =0.5*10X10=50).
Each of these nodes requires energy to maintain, and new nodes need
energy to connect. Modern human society can thus be viewed as a macroorganism, whose energy metabolism increases at the size of the global GDP
to the ¾ power.126127 Larger animals – (and larger economies)-are more
efficient, which is why they don’t scale 1 for 1.

TaaL: This scaling relationship is an incredibly cool and deep reality. Who

would have guessed that a simple mathematical relationship could relate the
energy use of a paramecium to that of a blue whale? But then – a far bigger
mind-blower – that VERY SAME relationship holds for built-out modern
human society using fossil energy exosomatically. This shows that the term
“human superorganism” is far more than a metaphor. Your human systems
are still bound (so far) by the same dynamics of living organisms, and the
characterization of humanity as a single energy-seeking superorganism is a
reasonable description.
The open -and central - question is whether a more sapient human species
might depart from this trend and use less energy.
Not yet.

The Bottom Line: Just like animals, human society has an energy
metabolism linked to its size.
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Gross World Burning

Summary: The above graphic illustrates, the past two centuries and
human’s dramatic departure from historically using primarily ‘renewable’
solar flows (the peach-colored stripe on the bottom comprised of trees,
timber, and other current biomass). You can see the scaling of coal in grey,
followed by oil in green and natural gas in red. The “net energy” surplus
provided by these fuels, in turn, allowed us to scale nuclear (light green),
hydroelectric (blue), and recently some “renewable” energy mechanisms
that directly tap the sun and wind (yellow). Globally, human access to
energy is over 30 times what it was 150 short years ago when the great
eastern forests in the US (as well as in Britain and Europe) were largely
clear-cut to feed our exosomatic metabolism.
Every single good and service in the global (or your own) economy starts
somewhere with a small fire. It is possible to decouple carbon emissions
from GWP if we increase non-fossil energy production faster than energy
consumption growth. We can also become slightly less energy intensive termed a ‘relative decoupling’ (historically around 1% per year). But we
cannot absolutely decouple GWP from energy use (unless we change the
definition of ‘GWP’) because the global economy is metabolically tethered to
our energy use. GWP is a poor metric of our well-being and cultural
progress. It is however a reasonably good metric of how much energy
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humans burn: GWB – Gross World Burning.

TaaL: That is one giant smokin’ metabolic amoeba you’ve got there. My
entire species only uses a few percent of that amount, even including star
travel. Seeing a fire-using species at its all-time peak energy use, burning
through a hundred million years of stored fuel in a couple centuries, is a
special event in the cosmos, like the merger of supermassive black holes or
a triple supernova, very rare and quite something to see. You don’t think I’d
have traveled all this way to watch algae, do you? There is a range of
outcomes possible, and it should be quite a show whichever way it goes,
whether appalling or inspiring.
As for GDP, given that humans use energy for every single good and
service that is included in your cultural progress scorecard, you should label
it for what it is: GDB (Gross Domestic Burning) or more aptly GWB (Gross
World Burning) as your enterprise is global. Look around you: nearly every
possession you own, appliance you use, food and beverages you consume,
the walls and foundation of your home, the roads and utilities which
support it, the power, entertainment, and communications infrastructure,
are ALL manifestations of a fire somewhere now or in the recent past.
Even your water has a lot of embodied fire! Money isn’t a “real thing”; it’s a
convenient shared abstraction, a social convention. While fire is as real as
you. (Indeed, what is any autotrophic organism but a slow-burning fire which pursues
fuel and self-replication?)
In humans, “euphemism” is a workable strategy to avoid cognitive
dissonance. Some words “feel better” and “feel less threatening” to you. So,
for instance, instead of the more correct “planetary heating” you tend to say
“global warming.” Instead of the more correct “fish populations” your
fishermen say “fish stocks”. Instead of the more correct “fossil carbon
compounds” you say “fossil fuels”, etc. In other words (see what I did
there?), a species which “thinks in words” will always find words to use
which make the status quo seem not only acceptable but inevitable. In the
case of “GDP”, you focus on the toys but ignore the fires which created
them, even though the stimulation from the toys is transitory, while the
consequences of the fires are not. (But you got the “gross” part right).

The Bottom Line: Our most central national statistic, GDP, might
be more accurately labeled GDB – where the B stands for burning.
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Energy and Stuff!

Summary: Of course, we mostly don’t use energy directly - we use it to

convert other minerals and materials into products we then move around
and use. Between 1970 and 2010, total global extraction of natural
resources from our planet (fuels, ores, salts, biomass, etc.) is estimated to
have grown 3.2-fold from 22 to 70 billion tons. During the same period, the
size of the world economy, adjusted for inflation, grew 3.4-fold from $18.9
to $65.6 trillion. For one additional unit of Gross World Product (GWP),
we needed close to one additional unit of natural resources. The global
economy is now as material-intensive as ever – as of 2019 we used over 100
billion tons of natural resources. Today the average human on the planet
uses 13 tons of materials per year – a rate that has doubled since 2013.128
Half of the materials used each year are clay, gravel, sand, and other
materials used for buildings and construction. Plants and trees used for
food and fuel comprise 25% of the annual materials consumption. Metals
account for 10% and the remainder are the fossil energy sources coal, oil,
and gas.
There is much talk about the trend towards a circular economy, where we
reuse and recycle our waste streams (which requires energy). So far, we are
not doing that – the 2019 economy only recycled 8.6% - and this is less
than the preceding year.129
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TaaL: Circular economy?
How about circular logic?

The thing you humans
really don’t get, at this stage
of your intellectual and
cultural evolution, is energy
primacy. Usable net energy
is ultimately the whole
story for everything from a
foraging ant to a functional
space-age society.
Materials are absolutely
important. Where do you
get those? Usable net
energy. You use the best,
purest and cheapest first,
so by definition what’s left
is more “energetically
remote”, harder to extract,
which is to say, it costs
more in energy terms. Even
the fossilized chemical
potential energy from which you GET usable net energy is itself getting
more energetically remote.
It’s only economical to “recycle” a relatively small percentage of stuff
because raw natural sources are energetically cheaper. This core reality isn’t
going to go away. It is possible that one day you will recycle a significantly
higher percentage of human economic throughput, but the cost of doing so
will infer a much smaller economy and …different human arrangements.

The Bottom line: Abundant cheap energy allows us an abundance

of almost all other materials. In fact, usable net energy is, ultimately,
almost the entire story.
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Energy Part 5 – Energy and Money
What is Money?

“Ultimately, money has no intrinsic value, but is simply a claim on real goods and
services… The problem now is that the sum of all the claims represented by money and
debt has become vastly larger than anything that the real economy can deliver.”
– Tim Morgan

Summary: Traditionally, money has served three functions: a unit of
exchange, a store of value, and a unit of account. Historically, lots of things
have been considered money: seashells, wampum, tobacco, beads, etc. Now
we have “paper” money (it’s actually made from linen and synthetic
materials) and electronic digits that record sums of money in bank
computers around the world. But what do we exchange it for and what
does it represent? The things we want, use, and keep consist of real
capital, which is what monetary capital indirectly represents.
Real capital is:
●
●
●
●

natural capital, like fresh water, trees, healthy soil and wildlife
social capital, which is our friends, family and social networks
(shown above are author Nate Hagens’ two dogs)
built capital, or the things we turn natural resources into, such as
houses, tractors, computers and solar panels; and
human capital, our health, our skills, our education, our
knowledge etc.
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Money is used as an all-purpose proxy to represent everything a human
might want or need to buy or sell. In some ways it does this effectively, in
other ways less so. Not everything identified as “real capital” necessarily
has, or even could have, a dollar value.
Over time as the economy grows (or shrinks), the relationship between the
“amount” of money in existence and what it is trying to represent changes.
For instance, a cup of coffee used to cost a dime. In previous eras there was
an attempt to peg the “value” of money to something tangible like gold (a
non-renewable resource) so it would remain relatively stable. Nowadays,
that relationship of money to the physical world is gone.
If you have studied economics or business, you’ve been taught about
money in relation to human “demand” as the creator of supply. You’ve
been instructed in various stories about where money comes from, what it
is, and where it goes. But given what we’ve learned about the importance of
energy to natural and human systems, it becomes clear that money – which
is no longer tied to the physical world - is primarily a claim on future
energy and non-renewable resources - the things which actually make
the industrialized human world function.

TaaL: The stuff you call “money” is one of your human ‘beliefs in belief.’
If you think about it, there’s nothing magical about crinkly green pictures of
dead presidents, or about plastic charge cards or ones and zeroes on your
bank’s spinning hard drives. But if you and the other humans absolutely
believe that the others will always believe it, it works (until it doesn’t). That
is, you believe that the plumber will unclog your drain in exchange for
crinkly president pictures, and he believes that he can use the crinkly
president pictures to make his car payments. So this shared belief lubricates
the entire edifice of human commerce.
But money is really an abstract claim on the future products of net energy,
which works perfectly well as long as one knows how much future net
energy there’s actually going to be. Unfortunately, humans mostly look to
mythology and evolved optimism bias to make such projections, and
implicitly believe the future is awash in cheap net energy. Your
governments officially project it! By the year 2075, using your econohuman’s assumptions, the USA alone will generate the same GDP that the
entire world produces now! Zowie!
Except that’s insane, because it’s not based on consideration of systematic
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physical-world limits. So, under the gene agenda, you will increasingly create
many more IOU’s on future net energy than will ever be paid back. (Wait ‘til
you get to the section about where money comes from! Brain freeze!) So, one winds up
with lots of hominids walking around feeling richer than they really are,
which is arguably harmless and really kind of nice. Until, and unless, they all
try cashing in their IOU’s at once.

The Bottom Line: Money is primarily an (imperfect) marker for real
capital.

What are “Jobs,” Exactly?

Summary: In 1930, the influential economist John Maynard Keynes

famously predicted that in 100 years (by around 2030) Americans would be
made so rich by all the technology and the natural resources they could
exploit that they would only need to work fifteen hours per week.
He was right. Indeed, one could make a good case for it being closer to 5
hours. Our exosomatic footprint in America (and Canada) is now almost
one hundred times what our bodies require.130 Even if we include health
care, housing and other infrastructure, we have far more than we need to
lead decent, comfortable lives of leisure. Yet we continue to be exposed to
cultural signals, via advertising and institutional control and the actions of
those around us, that cause us to “work” longer than ever to get what we
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“feel like” we need. Given that ninety-five percent of actual physical work is
today being done by fossil fuel energy rather than manual labor,131 “jobs”
are mostly just an inefficient, ad-hoc system for distributing this fossil
largesse (and very unevenly). Thus, we may conclude that, strictly speaking,
in the modern world, most jobs are mostly unnecessary.
There is a more menacing undercurrent to this thought. Because the work
accomplished using energy from fossil fuels is thousands of times cheaper
than human manual labor, owners of capital (corporate CEOs, investors)
find it cheaper to hire robots than human beings. Doing so improves
earnings and creates cheaper products. Since “management” in market
economies keeps profits rather than redistributing them, this improved
efficiency comes at the cost of throwing people out of work (which them
makes them unable to consume as much). When work is reassigned to a
robot using cheap energy, the savings are redirected to the robot’s owners
and away from those who were formerly part of the working class.
Where Keynes’ envisioned a wonderful future of a 15-hour work week, we
have many who instead have a zero-hour work week. We have enormous
income disparity between “worker” and “management” class, and - in the
near future - collapsing demand. When our shiny, cheap and magical fossil
slaves first came out of the ground, glistening and eager to help us, no one
envisioned that one day they would displace real human workers (except for
the Luddites, of course, but no one listened to them). The major problem
now is how the system should distribute the wealth.

Taal: Y’all are interesting critters. You have so many fossil slaves that at

this point most of you shouldn’t need to work much at all, but you’re
working ever-harder and ever-longer! Nowhere else has a species come up
with such strange notions. The concept of “job” is one that you hardly
think about despite it dominating your life. It establishes and enforces a de
facto caste system, regulates wealth distribution, provides strong motivation
to hyper-specialize in some large enterprise, provides social validation
versus condemnation, provides a context for channeling competitiveness,
keeps large populations too busy to be ungovernable, and provides a
narrative rationale for wealth disparity which would otherwise seem
intolerable. Jobs are measured in “inconvenience endured” rather than
“societal benefits created.” On my world we have many possible life-paths,
but nothing analogous to your “jobs.” Once necessary tasks are completed,
we do fun stuff.
Human jobs are an emergent property of a social species. Before you had
the fossil slaves, there were specialized trades and skills which made good
functional sense, and after the fossil slaves depart, you will find that
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vernacular competence will be required again. But “jobs”, as they are now
culturally defined, will be going away.

The Bottom Line: Most modern jobs are just an ad-hoc distribution
system for fossil energy largesse.

How is Money Created?

“Money creation in practice differs from some popular misconceptions — banks do not
act simply as intermediaries, lending out deposits that savers place with them, and nor do
they ‘multiply up’ central bank money to create new loans and deposits”
~Money Creation in the Modern Economy – The Bank of England
“Whenever a bank makes a loan, it simultaneously creates a matching deposit in the
borrower’s bank account, thereby creating new money.”
~Money Creation in the Modern Economy – The Bank of England
“The reality of how money is created today differs from the description found in economics
textbooks. The majority of money in the modern economy is created by commercial banks
making loans.”
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~Money Creation in the Modern Economy – The Bank of England

Summary: Contrary to what most economic classes and business schools
currently teach, over 95 percent of our modern money is created by commercial banks
out of thin air.132

This may sound preposterous, but it’s true. If you need $250,000 to start a
business, you go to a bank, convince the loan officer that you are creditworthy, and receive that sum as an electronic entry in your bank account.
At the same time, the bank adds $250,000 to the bank’s assets as that loan’s
value.
And that is all that happens. $250,000 of newly created purchasing power
pops into existence from nowhere and is added to the economy via your
bank account, from which it can immediately be spent on stuff. Yet
nowhere did an equivalent amount leave the system. This means that the
overall amount of money that needs to be paid back to the bank, to
generate a return for the bank, to pay interest to the bank’s bank, has gone
up.
This $250,000 loan of money, that you now understand represents a claim
on the finite amount of nonrenewable resources (even if economists don’t),
has suddenly increased for no reason at all, other than you were deemed
creditworthy and the bank had good standing. It was pure dilution of the

money which was already in circulation.

This view is quite different from what economics textbooks claim, which is
that banks are simply intermediaries, allocating scarce capital via a fractional
reserve banking system. Banks don’t allocate capital – they create it.133
So, does it matter that banks create money out of nothing? Well....
For a long time, while nations were rich in untapped resources, this worked
out reasonably well. It appeared that more money generated more ideas and
technology, which created more demand, and more demand in turn
produced more resources. People with ideas for businesses and open land
with resources needed to buy stuff and pay people to execute their plans. In
that situation, having more money in circulation accelerated the process of
“developing” the environmental resources.
Historical incidents that reveal the fragility of money, such as hyperinflation
in Weimar Germany (you can Google images of the literal wheelbarrows
full of cash needed to buy a loaf of bread), are written off as flukes.
But if you accept the proposition that the total amount of recoverable
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natural resources is finite (and subject to declining returns), and that money is a
claim on the future use of these resources, then creating money with no tether to
natural capital just decreases its value: the more money there is, the less it
will buy in a more resource-scarce future. This is not apparent to us while
resources are still flowing out of the ground at an ever-increasing rate; but
when that trend reverses, we are going to have a problem, whether we can
articulate what’s causing it or not.

TaaL: Right about now you’re probably realizing why my species finds

humans such a rich source of entertainment. You live your lives focused on
money. You’ll wipe out living species, cut down forests, flood your coastal
plains with seawater, chuck away the best climate within 220 light years just
to make sure you have money, and spend your lives in cubicles earning a bit
while dreaming of having more. And where does money come from? It isn’t
made by your governments. It doesn’t even grow on trees. It pops into
existence when a bank makes a loan!
When humans are growing up, they get “the talk” about where babies come
from. They pretty much never get “the talk” about where money comes
from, because that talk is so much more unlikely and disturbing that their
parents don’t know it either. Odds are you STILL don’t believe it, even
having been told by an analyst and an alien, because it’s even more
preposterous than sexual reproduction. For plausibility, I might just as well
tell you that money comes from storks. But it’s part of what makes humans
so adorably funny from my point of view. Your entire value system and
systemic organizing mythology is based on something with no more
tangibility than the promise of a leprechaun’s kiss.
What’s the downside of promiscuously creating claims on future net energy
as the organizing basis for your societies? I leave that to you as a “practice
exercise” in prospective sapience.

The Bottom Line: Banks create money out of thin air with no
reference to underlying natural capital
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What is Debt?
“Annual income
twenty pounds,
annual expenditure
nineteen pounds
nineteen and six,
result happiness.
Annual income
twenty pounds,
annual expenditure
twenty pounds naught
and six, result
misery.”- Charles
Dickens

Summary: Debt is a claim on future money, and therefore a claim on

future energy and resources. But economics textbooks currently treat debt
as neutral to economies; neither good nor bad. These textbooks claim that
it doesn’t matter whether we generate a dollar of growth by investing our
savings or by boosting money creation by issuing debt; only the growth itself
matters. If you buy a car with savings and your neighbor buys the same
car by going to the bank and getting a loan, the impact on our GDP
and economies is identical. Economics textbooks treat debt as just an
exchange of “time preference of consumption” between a debtor and a
creditor: the creditor agrees to consume later than the debtor, and the
debtor compensates the creditor for this inconvenience by paying interest.
But if money is a claim on future energy and resources, and if future energy
and resources are declining in quality and quantity over time, then debt does
have significant implications for our future which are not explained in
economics textbooks. In fact, every year since 1965, the United States has
increased its debt by more than it has grown its GDP. That same trend has
been observed in most other countries in the world, with very few
exceptions. Thus, our debt productivity - a measure of how much growth
we stimulate for each additional dollar of debt created - has been in
constant decline these past few decades, with some periodic upticks.
Since 2000, the global economy has grown from $41 trillion to $57 trillion
(in 2005 dollars), while its debt has grown from $87 trillion to $199 trillion.
Global GDP went up by $16 trillion, but it took $112 trillion in new debt
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creation to accomplish this increase. Remember, to be able to pay back
debt, you must earn more from investing it than the amount of the debt
plus interest. If your return on investment is negative 85 percent, as has been
the case with global GDP per new debt dollar since 2000,134 you are
transmuting your real wealth into income and slowly (but surely) going
insolvent. It’s as if you look at your bank account balance but treat it,
instead, as your paycheck. In effect, we’re running a Ponzi scheme on our own
culture. We are enjoying the spoils today and leaving the debt to our children and theirs.
This is what happens when people believe that money—rather than
energy—powers human economies. Under this logic, if there is more
money in existence, the world is a wealthier place, right? If we managed the
economy based on the money already in existence (in effect having a “set”
amount of money reflecting actual resources), the economy would tend to
naturally slow down and shrink as various limits become evident. But debt
“created out of nothing” acts a bit like economic methamphetamine,
obscuring any natural limits and sending signals to keep the economy
revving and consuming at an ever-higher pace, even if the debts are unlikely
to ever be repaid.

TaaL: Debt and Meth, an apt comparison. But I understand that if you

take more than a certain dose, or for too extended a period,
methamphetamine stops speeding you up. Instead, you start sweating,
running a fever, lose muscle control, become disoriented and double over
in pain. Maybe that is why you see so few healthy-looking long-term meth
addicts.
Be that as it may, back in the days before you fell into the “carbon curse”
monkey trap, your species – like all others – lived on natural energy flows.
That’s why your species once considered it sinful and illegal to charge
interest on loans; the sin of Usury. Interest on money really was an
antisocial thing to do because the size of the real economy was the same
from year to year, so the charging of interest inherently impoverished
someone else.
From my vantage point, for the last couple hundred years you’ve been
mining a virgin world’s unspoiled natural and living resources, supercharged
by fossil energy, leading to a temporary period in which the economy got
bigger in energy and “stuff” every year for as far back as your short human
attention spans can recall. Against that very unusual and inherently
temporary reality, getting paid interest on debt came to seem as natural as
pooping after eating prunes. Why be fiscally constipated when you can get
gentle relief from a good dose of debt?
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But at the point you are eating a bushel of prunes every day and still aren’t
pooping, you arguably need to stop eating them and start wondering what
the hell is wrong inside. However, this otherwise-wonderful metaphor breaks
down at this point because it isn’t up to you. Your shamans control how many
“prunes” you’re required to eat, and their prescription now always reads
“More.” Do you think this is a prescription for trouble? One way or
another, you’re eventually bound to return to times of sustainably tapping
natural energy flows. “Growing Forever” makes sense only to human
economists and cancer cells. As wise human Lamont Cole said, “Growth is
the philosophy of the cancer cell and soon consumes the host.”

The Bottom Line: Debt allows us to continue to consume high
levels of resources today. Until today becomes tomorrow.

“A Fuel” and “it’s Money!” are Soon
Parted…
“My most striking conclusion is that, contrary to accepted wisdom, the economy is not
primarily a matter of money at all. Rather, our economic system is fundamentally a
function of surplus energy… The real nature of money is that it forms a claim on the
products of the real economy.” Tim Morgan

Summary:

Money is a claim
on future
resources and
production, which
are both functions
of net energy
availability. For a
very long time,
throughout the
world, there have
been plenty of
potential business
opportunities, open land, untapped resources, and new ideas. It could be
argued (from the “economics” point of view, in which rapidly using up resources is a
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“good thing”) that during such periods, we actually had a shortage of money
vs. what could potentially be built and created, because the prospects for
future energy and resources seemed immeasurably huge. In that situation –
when creating more money would catalyze real wealth creation – it made
economic sense to circulate more money. So, commercial banks made loans
by choosing the best credit risks, increasing the amount of money in
circulation, directing that money towards what seemed to them the best and
most scalable ideas, and thus increasing the velocity at which we grew the
economy.
Eventually, once we burned through the geologically concentrated
reservoirs of fossil energy and mineral ores that were the richest and the
cheapest to exploit, economies became stressed. We were then forced to
resort to borrowing money: not to grow the economy but to pay our current
bills, much like a family living beyond its means.
Many people are concerned about government debt, which in the USA is
approaching $27 trillion. If that seems like a big number (as a US taxpayer,
your individual share is now over $80k), let’s not forget that it doesn’t even
include unfunded government liabilities such as promises to pay retirees
and veterans. Those now stand at well over $100 trillion. That comes to
over $1 million per taxpayer—except that most taxpayers don’t happen to
have $150k in savings (let alone $1 million). This debt also equates to over
50 years’ worth of total tax receipts based on today’s dollar amount of taxes
paid.135
It gets worse. Due to the way it’s created – via loans - all money is debt, be
it private, municipal, corporate, state or federal. Also included in this tally
are stocks, bonds, checking accounts, savings accounts, etc. Anything required
to generate a return is a claim on future energy and resources. There are
roughly $300 trillion worth of such financial assets, and people in
“developed” nations think they “own” it and consider it their “wealth.”
Meanwhile, these nations generate only $75 trillion or so of annual income
(GDP).136 How would you evaluate your financial position if you earned
$75,000 a year but owed the bank $300,000 plus interest and dependably
needed to add more debt each year to make ends meet?
But somehow, we don’t feel quite as alarmed when it is our governments
and the entire world that are shooting straight for insolvency, probably
because we imagine they must know something we don’t. But the math, and
the eventual consequences, are the same, whether you are an insolvent
person or a musical chairs global financial system. Back in the old days,
monarch and subjects both counted their wealth in tangible assets, such as
land and gold. Now, governments and citizens both count their “wealth” in
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phantom intangible financial instruments, which allow for double counting
with respect to future resources.
Ultimately, we can always print money (or simply add more ones and zeros
to the big database in the sky), but we cannot print energy and concentrated
resources. Only the Sun and the Earth can create those. The daily energy
the sun provides doesn’t power our current infrastructure, and it takes the
Earth tens to hundreds of millions of years to concentrate minerals and
flammable fossils. The best we can accomplish by creating more money is
to stimulate immediate energy consumption by making it seem more
affordable in the short term. This, in turn, requires companies to hurry up
and extract even more of our one-time endowment of low-entropy
fossilized sunlight and high-grade ores. We don’t yet know exactly
(although we can guess) at what point the amount of monetary claims on
future energy and resource flows will exceed the physically-possible
maximum size of those flows- the inflection point labeled “I” in the graphic
above. When this crossover point is reached, energy depletion will
increasingly manifest itself as financial chaos.

TaaL: As far as I know, in this entire galaxy there’s no species, aside from
humans, which thinks that money is real, and energy is an incidental
commodity. But that’s why you entertain us so.

It’s as though your tribe is lost in the desert with a limited amount of water,
but your leaders have decided that the important thing is not how hydrated
you are but how fast you can drink. So, they have everyone eat a lot of salt
to make them drink faster. And indeed, what ensues is that everyone DOES
drink faster, so it seems to be working and everyone is pleased. For a while.
By the same token, using “money creation” to stimulate the faster use of a
finite pool of fossil energy more quickly seems like a good idea... but only if
you have a shaky relationship with the concepts of “the future,” money, and
energy. And of course, humans do. Still, the future has a way of getting here
every time. Your most pernicious planning mistakes come whenever some
high-status fire-ape’s plan is based on a “money in” and “stuff out” type
analysis. Physical reality uses the formula “stuff in” and “stuff out,” with
the main part of “stuff” being energy.
If you could indenture your grandchildren, would you take that deal?
Indenture (I’m talking about spending an advance on their future wealth on
yourself, not giving them false teeth): a reverse inheritance in which you get
materially wealthier now in exchange for them being materially poor later.
Disclaimer: I must admit that’s a trick question, because that’s exactly what
you’re already doing, and have been for some time. Neoclassical economics
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means never having to say you’re sorry that your grandchildren can’t afford
dentures.

The Bottom Line: We can print money, but we can’t print energy.
The more money we print today; the faster we consume, and the less
energy and stuff we will have tomorrow.

Helicopters and the Future
“Only when the last tree has died and the last river been poisoned and the last fish been
caught will we realize we cannot eat money.” - Alanis Obomsawin

Summary: Increasingly, global central banks, particularly in China, are
creating, (or guaranteeing) new debt to maintain societal access to “brain
services”.
To better understand the money-creation process and its ramifications, let
us consider the following thought experiment. Imagine a swarm of
helicopters continuously dropping billions of dollars from the sky over a
city—raining cash, returning to base, refueling, reloading, and doing it
again. Predictably, people run after and gather all the $100 bills raining from
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the sky and blowing around. In a short period of time, some people become
instant millionaires, others collect fifty thousand dollars without trying too
hard, and most of the rest end up with an extra thousand or two just in the
course of picking up trash in an effort to keep the city looking tidy.
Between the moment the helicopters start dropping money and the
moment they stop, nothing important happens to change the underlying
physical picture regarding energy, other natural resources, solar energy
flows, or technology.
The predictable consequence of such helicopter money is a burst of
consumption: new houses, cars and other big-ticket items for the new
millionaires, and more discretionary purchases for the rest of the people in
the city. This monetary injection quickly wipes out existing inventories of
many products, exerts an upward pressure on the prices for goods and
services, and bids up the prices of financial instruments as people try to
invest their new cash. All of this sends a signal to manufacturers, importers
and extractive industries that they should speed up production, because it
looks like your society is going to need more of everything, including oil,
coal, water, wood, copper, and fish oil capsules.
In this sense, our belief in
money, in the form of fancy
pieces of paper having value,
does have real effects —but
only due to burning
resources faster. Helicopter
money is just paper, but
people accept it in exchange
for real products. Where our
money comes from, and how
much of it there is at any
given time relative to what
we can spend it on, has a large influence on our consumption habits. In
essence, money only works well when it is plentiful enough to lubricate the
wheels of commerce, but sufficiently scarce to hold its value over time. If in
the autumn all the colorful leaves falling from all the deciduous trees were
suddenly declared legal tender, how many leaves would you have to rake
together to pay for a sandwich? That is why monetary authorities normally
try to be careful in managing the money supply. But when resources run
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low and economic growth stalls, you can always bet that the monetary
authorities will “create more money” to goose the value back up. Always
keep in mind, though, that creating more money does not create more
resources or more energy. Rather, it signals society to use already-existing
resources and energy faster. Creating money alters human behavior, not the
physical world.
Money amounts to an imperfect signaling system for keeping a large,
complex society up and running. In theory, the signals it sends gives people
a sense of what’s a good idea, economically speaking, and what’s not. It is
somewhat analogous to the chemical signals that regulate your metabolism,
telling you whether you are hungry, thirsty or need a nap.
Helicopter money dilutes the value of the previously existing money;
instead of creating wealth, it redistributes purchasing power. Specifically, it
takes purchasing power away from those who have saved up their wealth
and gives it to those whose “wealth” came from picking up bits of paper
that were blowing around in the streets. This has the effect of burning
through existing “real wealth” by taking it away from those who have saved
it up and giving to those who squander it in an orgy of spending. Helicopter
money does the exact opposite of creating wealth: it makes society as a
whole poorer by burning through finite natural capital at an accelerated, and
thus more wasteful, rate.
This is what happens when helicopter money works the way it’s supposed
to. But if all people come to feel sufficiently pessimistic about the future,
impoverished and insecure but short of literally starving, they will
increasingly decline to spend their helicopter money. Instead, they will stuff
it under a mattress and wait for the really bad times. And when the bad
times arrive, they will spend it on necessities such as food and energy,
bidding up prices and triggering what’s known as hyperinflation.

TaaL: Wait, is this a thought experiment or is it what has happened the

past 50 years or so? Lots and lots of metaphorical aircraft dropping money
(like, Google).
Speaking as a system designer (which all my people are by the time they’re
eleven), your monetary system strikes me as being nothing but a terrible
load-following algorithm. Ideally you’d figure out what you really need and
what your world can support without being damaged, and then construct a
system which gives you good feedback, so at any given time you gather and
expend the proper amount of resources to make it keep working. Instead,
you have a system – if one can even call it that –designed to send bad signals to
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mislead you to burn energy and waste materials at an ever-increasing rate,
and damn the consequences to your world, your progeny, and your
societies.
Money is many things to many people, but first and foremost it is a way of
misunderstanding energy. Your money is a claim on the product of future
energy expenditures but is not tied in a realistic way to the future energy
supply of your society. All bets are off when one creates unlimited amounts
of money, with or without helicopters involved.

The Bottom Line: Beyond a certain level of resource scarcity, all
money becomes helicopter money.

Energy Part 6 - Energy and Technology
The Impact of Higher Energy Prices on
Mechanization
“But our energy slaves will soon be going away forever. We are just now passing through
the all-time peak of liquid hydrocarbon availability. Every year from now on we’ll have
fewer fossil energy slaves, until we’re back to the times centuries ago when biomass and
human muscle made up the energy we had available.” Ugo Bardi
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Summary: If fossil energy such as oil is so unbelievably awesome in what

it can do for us, it won’t make much of a difference if, for instance, oil
doubles in price... or if it goes to $200, $300, or even $500 per barrel, right?
That’s still a huge bargain for the capacity to do so much work. Right?
Not necessarily. The reason is our existing underlying infrastructure, homes,
industries, transportation supply chains, mechanical processes and all else,
depend on built machinery that requires a huge amount of joules/kWh
fossil energy input to substitute for each joule/kWh of human labor from
our former, sunlight-based system. As energy prices go up, there is a
“multiplier effect” which substantially reduces wages (or profits) and
increases the price of stuff. If the cost of energy rises enough, many parts of
our economic system would become money-losing propositions. As we
were building these systems, we naively believed the price of energy would
stay low; we expected abundance and low prices indefinitely.
In the above graphic, notice the impact that a doubling of energy price
from $.05kWh to $.10kWh has on an energy-intensive technology
(automated milking, in this example). What had previously provided the
highest combination of wages, profits and cheap goods now shows less
profit than the intermediate-energy-use technology (parlor milking) and
even hand milking becomes competitive with the most energy-intensive
technology. And, at 15 cents per kWh (or higher, which is where we are
heading in coming decades), the benefits become drawbacks (i.e. losses).
Think about this. With high energy prices, automated milking would cost
significantly more than hand milking.
At 15 cents per kWh, parlor milking is still profitable. But if energy prices
rise and rise, at some point that, too, would cost more than hand milking.
In any of these scenarios you have to add in the now-higher cost of
transportation and refrigeration (which is also linked to energy price). This is why
in olden times the milk man delivered milk every day from a source no
further than a couple of hours ride in a horse and cart.
As a rule, the more units of mechanical labor we added to replace the tasks
humans formerly did manually, the higher the benefits when energy was (is)
cheap, and the steeper the profitability decline when energy became more
costly. High energy-intensive activities in modern civilization include air
travel, aluminum smelting, cement manufacturing, fertilizer production, and
many chemical industries.
There exists a large misunderstanding about the difference between
“technological inventions” per se and “inventions that are scalable and
affordable.” One of our friends makes home tinctures from plants, and
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she would love to have a portable mass spectrometer to provide her with a
chemical analysis of her samples. These spectrometers are readily available
and can be bought online- for $78,000. Technology can be wonderful. But
scaling every desirable invention horizontally and vertically in our societies
isn’t cost effective. Technology that utilizes thousands of times the energy
that pre-industrial humans used to do manually is very sensitive to price
increases of energy.

TaaL: The “falling wealth” effect probably seems like some sort of

insidious outgroup plot. But that’s just your fossil energy slaves getting
cost-of-nonliving adjustments, as it becomes progressively harder to pry
them from the ground. They may seem invisible, but they aren’t immune to
thermodynamic reality or the laws of physics.
Of course, as the human comedy plays out, this inevitable fall in energyleveraged wages will be blamed on some other group of humans, because
annoying things are ALWAYS blamed on other groups of humans (just
listen to AM radio!). Moreover, instead of being understood as a simple
over-arching effect, it will be perceived as thousands of separate insults
perpetrated by various outgroups. Humans are largely blind to gradual
natural effects that lack faces or intentions.
Higher costs for energy – fossil or otherwise – will drive a lot of complex
behavior this century. For instance, your “Arab Spring” revolutions were
nominally about throwing off autocratic rule to achieve greater fairness,
because what surge of human populist activism ISN’T framed as achieving
greater fairness? Yet if you drill down, the precipitating factor was a rise in
the cost of basic foodstuffs, which can be traced directly to rising energy
costs and the diminishing returns on highly-leveraged energy use in the first
decade of this century. Nobody minded the autocrats when bread was
cheap. So “viva la revolución,” but the underlying energy realities don’t
change when regimes change, because the laws of reality are forever
autocratic, and they always win. Which is probably why so many of those
“revolutions” didn’t end well. Since you’re stuck with energy realities, you
might as well make friends with them.

The Bottom Line: As fossil energy becomes increasingly less free,
energy-intensive stuff will become increasingly more expensive.
(Most of our current societal arrangements are energy intensive.)
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Technology OR Energy vs. Technology
AND Energy?
Summary: The current
societal story is that
technology will allow us to get
by with less energy and that
with enough hard work,
innovation, and time, the
future will arrive full of clean
energy services. We argue
differently.
Modern technology can be separated into four types.
First, there are the inventions that combine fossil energy with
machines to replace physical tasks that humans used to do manually.
Coal-fired steam engines and spinning-jenny weaving looms paved the way
for gas-powered lawnmowers, automobiles, cow-milking machines,
smelting furnaces, airlines etc. Because fossil energy was so inexpensive, we
used huge amounts of it (inefficiently, from an energy perspective) to raise
the standards of living for many people. The combination of higher wages,
higher profit margins and lower-priced goods rippled through a new global
economy of “consumers” in a virtuous cycle of humans wanting, being able
to afford, and buying more. This type of technology seemed - on the
surface - like it “saved energy” because things became subjectively easier
and more convenient. However, the reality was that the total energy used in
our system increased substantially, as now there were millions upon millions
of lawnmowers, automobiles and microwave ovens, each representing a
new baseline of “perceived needs” for its owner, each having its own
embodied energy of construction and each requiring continual fill-ups or
incoming electricity to operate. Such technology sharply increased society’s
overall energy metabolism, as these things would simply not exist without a
large infusion of excess net energy.
Second, there are the novel inventions that create pleasing brain
stimulation that we didn’t have before. Devices for entertainment that
humans never had access to (or even imagined) in earlier generations
replaced free activities like telling stories around a campfire or at a medieval
tavern. Things like iPads, HDTV’s and video games. The immediate
novelty, leisure and play experiences these devices provide use energy never
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before needed - and they use a lot of it (18% of current electricity use is for
laptops and phones and the servers that support them).137
This said, technology does not always result in more energy use. The third
and fourth types of energy allow us to use energy and resources more
efficiently and develop new energy technologies (i.e. more effectively recover
energy from existing stocks and flows). For example, power plants have become
more efficient and can generate more power using the same coal or natural
gas input as they did 30-40 years ago.138 New developments in solar cell
technology allow the panels to convert a larger proportion of incoming
sunlight into electricity. New seismic and drilling techniques allow access to
fossil resources that might have previously been unavailable.
Yet the reality is that the great bulk of energy use falls into the first two
categories: inventions that use fossil energy to replace human energy and
novel inventions. For the most part, more technology causes us to use more
energy because most technology is ABOUT how to use more energy to
provide things we need and want.

TaaL: Yes, very interesting. With human society now all-in for permanent
growth sustained by technological fixes, you’re creating a nested
predicament which automatically outgrows the energy supply! Since the
prevailing belief of your species is that your ultimate resource is cleverness,
and the fruit of that cleverness is technology, most of your species looks to
technology for answers to everything from acne to global heating. Yet
current human technology consists mostly of ways to use energy and
materials ever faster, meaning that energy limits are the very thing
technology can’t fix!

In addition, technology has created new avenues to exercise your ancient
drives of social status and sexual signaling, such as pleasure yachts which
don't actually need to go anywhere, designer handbags, enormous cars,
gourmet foods, and various sorts of non-essential social signals. On top of
that, such status and signaling means that everyone feels like they need their
own cars, trucks and (soon?) smelting furnaces because it's “higher status.”
So, a neighborhood of 100 American homes which biophysically could get
by sharing a single lawnmower typically has 100 lawnmowers sitting in
garages – the extra dopamine from everyone having their own has a steep
price in resource terms!
It’s clear there is no "that's enough" satiation mechanism in the human
brain to curb this sort of abstract ownership consumption, since most of
you experience social wealth as a relative, not absolute, condition. This
ever-escalating "relative wealth creation" has grown far beyond the material
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and energy flows needed for happiness and security and continues to
escalate exponentially. This means a growing societal energy price and a
growing cost to the natural world. The net result is that the average American in
2018 has an energy metabolism equivalent to a hypothetical 30-ton primate. A country
of 8 billion King Kongs. Think about it.139
Thus “technology,” in the way you humans currently use the word, is
about an investment of energy and materials into complex mechanisms and
processes. I might suggest that it would also be “technological” to think
deeply about what NOT to do and what NOT to use energy on, but that’s a
different flavor of technology for which most humans have not yet
acquired a taste. For instance, by simply consolidating trips into town – a
change in behavior – your old car could burn far less energy than a new
“higher efficiency” car driven the same old way, and without incurring the
“embodied energy” from the factory to make the new one. But then you’d
have all that extra money you hadn’t spent, which might be a social
problem for you in some way. I admit I do find humans hard to
understand.
Declining energy availability is exactly the sort of predicament that most
technology makes worse. There’s likely a place for solar panels and
windmills, but their net effect so far has not slowed the pace of fossil
energy extraction: they’re just building a bigger societal monkey trap.

The Bottom Line: Technology uses energy. In the current global
economic system, most technology improvements result in more
energy use.

Efficiency and Affordability? The
Rebound Effect
Summary: Imagine if entrepreneurs developed a new air conditioner that
not only cost under $50 but also used half as much electricity to generate
the same amount of “cool.” This would be great – as many poorer people
in hot regions could now afford to buy one, as could more people in areas
with expensive energy. This more-efficient technology would, over the
short term, improve the lives and comfort of a great number of people, as
technology has, often and repeatedly, in the past century.
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But there is an oft-misunderstood relationship between energy and
technology. When inventions make a product cheaper or more efficient, or
when new groundbreaking products are created, there is a rebound effect
from increased consumption. Think about the aggregate impact resulting
from such a scenario: 1) more people can now afford air conditioning and
buy new air conditioners, 2) those people who owned an air conditioner,
but hardly ever used it because of high energy costs, will buy a new one and
use it more, 3) some people will save 50% on their monthly bills and, in
turn, use that money to buy more stuff - take trips, increase their
conveniences, etc. - all of which increases societal energy use, 4) staying
cool will now be so cheap that some people will buy multiple air
conditioning units per house, 5) some people will discard old (but usable)
air conditioners (to be recycled or not) to buy lower cost but still resourceintensive new ones, 6) some people will move to hot desert climates who
would not have been able to before.
Due to the embodied energy in the other stuff they buy, and the lower cost
of being cool, this great new technology revs up the baseline demand for
energy services throughout the entire economy. Had the invention and cost
savings been applied only to those people who already had inefficient air
condition, it probably would have saved energy. But in a global economy
with a growing population, using GDP as a cultural goal, a game-changing
technology in period 1 means a higher demand for energy in period 2 (and
all subsequent periods). In economics this is referred to as the rebound
effect, or Jevons Paradox (after economist William Stanley Jevons who
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correctly predicted that the invention of the steam engine would result in
more coal use, not less).140
Efficiency, thus, frees up available resources to build the entire civilizational
mousetrap bigger. It is by being more efficient that we can grow faster, with
growing energy requirements and new energy resources. The key point
here is that everything in a society that generates GDP first requires an
energy input, so most savings due to efficiency end up being spent on
something else that also requires energy. The two in combination (whatever
was more energy efficient plus whatever the “savings” was spent on)
together take up more energy, which is the opposite of saving energy.
Paradoxically, higher efficiency results in more energy use. At the
civilization scale new interconnections and dependencies can arise. Air
conditioning allows grandma to move to Arizona instead of living near the
grandkids, who now must fly in an airplane to visit her.
More broadly, this “rebound effect” can also refer to the general effect of
reallocating resources within a society, such that one person using less tends
to make it cheaper for another person to use more, thereby buffering or
negating the effect of individual conservation efforts. If I give up air
conditioning to reduce my carbon footprint, somewhere in China that will
free up the energy to make 20 new cubic meters of cement, etc. Note that
this only holds true if we are optimizing profits and GDP. If a country (or
world) capped their throughput and pursued a different cultural goal and,
for instance, allocated all efficiency savings towards protecting other
species, or building basic infrastructure for the next generations, then the
technology rebound effect would be smaller, or even non-existent.

TaaL: How many humans does it take to screw up a light bulb? You keep

making things more efficient, and your total energy footprint keeps getting
bigger. You make advanced lightbulbs which use 15% of the energy of
older bulbs, and then use ten times as many. You’ll buy a Prius to get high
gas mileage, and thereby subsidize cheaper fuel for your neighbors with
SUVs, and you feel you’ve lessened the impact on your planet. You resort
to mass production to bring down the price of electronics, which makes
them so cheap you throw them away and upgrade every six months. Rather
than becoming more energy efficient, you’re really just getting more
efficient at receiving dopamine hits in a novel, technology rich context.

The Bottom Line: In a free market system focused on optimizing
profits, the net effect of making things more efficient is to increase
total energy and resource use.
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Energy, Technology and Complexity

Summary: In the 1950s, a typical American family had a modest house, a
car, a small fridge, a furnace, and an oven. Now we also have cell phones,
personal computers, giant flat screen TV’s, two or more cars, barbecues,
large fridges, freezers, dishwashers, microwaves, air conditioning, personal
cappuccino machines, hot tubs, Xbox, laptops, and, thus, need larger
houses to store it all. Our “happiness and satisfaction” indicators have not
improved, but the complexity of the average citizen’s target lifestyle now
requires much more stuff; all of which need gasoline or electricity from a
wall socket. Our personal stuff requires a complex baseline infrastructure
(not just roads and the electric grid, but also server farms to keep the
internet running and so on) and this increased hierarchy requires more
energy and material inputs to stay constant, let alone to grow.

The direction taken by our society has been to increasingly invest energy in
building complexity, and to build into our individual psychological baselines
an expectation of “improvement” year-over-year, in terms of having
gadgets that give us the ability to access sensations we didn’t have before.
It seems to be a general human tendency to employ “investment in
complexity” to solve individual problems or goals, not just in the current
day but all the way back to prior human societies and empires. In general,
this initially works very well for a society, but eventually runs up against
diminishing returns, since new complexity is layered on top of alreadyexisting prior complex “fixes.” Creation and maintenance of these
investments must be accomplished by tapping available net energy, which is
always subject to short term (and long term) limits.
In the (very) old days of steady-state economies when societal wealth was a
function of excess food production, this process of complexity could only
go so far. In our current industrialized society, we rely heavily on increasing
mechanical complexity, robotics, and distant supply chains of lowest cost
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production, all created and maintained principally by our fossil carbon
armies. Our complex system of nodes, connections and infrastructure,
combined with higher costs, means incremental inventions are scarcer,
costlier, and no longer happen in somebody’s garage, but in office buildings
with hundreds of employees wearing lab coats earning six figure incomes.
Here’s the problem: our current societal mousetrap of problem-solving and
reward-seeking requires continual increases to baseline energy and materials
costs and availability.

TaaL: It seems, especially of late, that you humans don’t respond to

problems with simple solutions. It’s easy to see how reliance on complexity
can develop in a culture, because initially a bit of complexity can yield huge
returns. Bows and arrows really did work better than spears and created
large new opportunities with only minor investments. Guns trumped bows
and arrows. Steel plows worked a lot better than wooden ones, and chain
saws sure beat hand-axes when it comes to making trees fall over.
Specialization in your tribes made this stuff possible and made organized
groups more robust and formidable than smaller groups, which couldn’t
manage similar investments in complexity.
Yet even the notable societies in your past, like the Roman Empire,
ultimately bit off more complexity than they could chew, because there are
always “net energy” limits. Once complex systems start to malfunction, one
either needs to patch them with more complexity investment, or pull back
and simplify, abandoning the “fixes.” Human history is full of societies
which have attempted the former. In groups of humans, it’s easier to add
complexity than to settle on a simple decision which in the near term seems
less desirable. As hunter-gatherers there was a limit to the amount of
complexity which could exist within a tribe, so there was no way to
seriously overshoot it. In large modern societies, adding complexity greatly
increases systemic risk (e.g. 95% of the antibiotics used in the US are Made
in China).
Your fossil slaves have, for the last 150 years or so, seemed inexhaustible,
and have helped you pile up a huge number of complexity-layers in
contemporary societies. This pile grew, even when the “problems to be
solved” seemed on the surface as manageable as the difference between
iterations of iPhones (which are not real problems at all, but whims riding
an amped-up globally-marketed hedonic ratchet in search of “newness” and
relative status). But you’re well into the “diminishing returns” part of the
process: 60 years ago, new scientific discoveries could be made with
apparatus on a tabletop. Now you need enormous multi-billion-dollar
machines just to discover an extra theoretical particle that may or may not
exist. You’re so far past picking the “low hanging fruit” of complexity that
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you’re now, in effect, looking past the trees for fruit in outer space.
Even now that the “writing is on the wall” regarding the inevitable decline
in fossil-fueled net energy, humans seem to assume that they can solve the
problem of declining energy and resource quality with still MORE
complexity, which is a lot like trying to get slim on a diet of French fries
and ice cream, or put out a fire by adding napalm.
So, here’s my simple advice for your complex situation: your future
societies will be simpler because you’ve got a one-way ticket to steady-state
energy use. Whether this future simplicity is rationally designed with
functional beauty and sophistication, well-matched to real human needs, or
is just “what’s left” after abrupt stages of involuntary simplification, is
something worth thinking about.

The Bottom Line: Societies tend to solve problems by investing
more and more resources into complex answers. But there is a
tradeoff between complexity and resilience.

The Energy Cost of Getting Energy
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Summary: I (NJ Hagens) heat our home (definitely not shown above) with

wood. The trees nearest my house are small but in the cold of winter if I’m
out of firewood, those are the ones I’ll go cut and bring into the house. We
have plenty of trees on our land, but there is a steep hill with no road across
the gulley; the huge old growth white oaks and maples there have
substantially more cubic feet of firewood, but will take substantially more
effort – if even possible – to get the firewood to my house. In the above
example, the purple circles represent easy to access firewood, irrespective of
quality. The yellow circle represents firewood that is possibly accessible, and
the red circles represent prime firewood, but with no roads or even ways a
draft horse could haul the wood back to the house. There would be a
substantial ‘energy cost’ to accessing the wood, even though the trees are
clearly plentiful. Ergo, an accurate census of the forest shown in the picture
for total trees/BTUS of heat potential would include the energy spent getting
the energy.

This simple phenomenon plays out with oil and other resources as well. We
think of the cost of oil in terms of dollars, but that is not the true cost. It
requires about 245 kilojoules of energy to lift 5 kg of oil 5 km out of the
ground.141 Similar biophysical costs apply to every energy
extraction/harnessing technology we have. These costs may be parsed into
financial terms for convenience, but these physical input requirements will
not vary, whether the number of digits in the world’s banking system
increases, shrinks or goes away. The costs are taken from the fossil energy
itself. Even the devices we build to supply “alternative” energy (meaning
from the sun and wind) also incur fossil energy costs for their manufacture
and need to be maintained and periodically replaced.
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It is a valid question to ask how much real stuff - energy, water, soil and
mineral resources - currently go into producing something costing, say,
$100. In the past ten years, we have had oil prices rise from $50 to $150,
then drop to $30, shoot back over $100, then drop back to $30 per barrel.142
This was due to various financial crises and responses by central banks and
governments to rescue the system, including artificially low interest rates,
subsidies, guarantees, money creation, etc. During all this, the cost to extract
the oil was not volatile: it (generally) went steadily upwards. No matter what
the current market price of oil, a new well in Bakken Shale in North Dakota
roughly requires: 100 trainloads of sand, 1200 truckloads of water (and the
associated diesel fuel to power the trucks and trains) and all the energy
inputs embodied in and fed into the extraction machinery.143 This amounts
to real energy costs which are inherently independent of money.
“…the world can, in effect, get along without natural resources….at some finite cost,
production can be freed of dependence on exhaustible resources altogether….”
- Nobel Laureate Robert Solow
A biophysical lens gives a much different view than that held by awardwinning economist Solow, whose quote is above. As we move from the
easy-to-access oil that bubbled near the surface, to deep water offshore
drilling, to complicated resource-intense drilling of “light tight oil” in the
shale formations (which is the last oil available), we require an increase in
other natural resource inputs to reflect this rising cost of energy, materials,
and complexity. Creation of dollars, subsidies, tax breaks, debt, etc. can
mask the true costs, but it can’t alter them.
Money can be manipulated because it is just green pieces of paper and ones
and zeros on bank hard drives; an elaborate structure of IOU’s based on a
belief in unlimited future energy. The real energy and materials cost of
resource extraction always goes up, (with periodic dips from new tech or
efficiency) because humans mostly use the best, purest, and most accessible
remaining resources first.

TaaL: I often hear humans talking about producing energy. That gives me a

bit of an alien smirk because humans don’t produce energy at all. But at
least you evolved to do a bit of work for the energy you appropriated from
the environment in your early days. The case of fossil energy is more
analogous to getting a high-def TV by chucking a brick through a store
window: your only effort is hefting the brick, grabbing the TV and running
off laughing. That is, the fossil energy you “produce” was already created by
the toil of ancient life and sequestered underground back when your
ancestors still had gills and tails. You just grab it and run, and you’ve gotten
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quite good at it.
The ease of getting that high-def TV might encourage you to get a new one
every year or two. But using bricks on windows quickly reaches a point of
diminishing returns, because – being no fools – you smashed the easy
windows first. The remaining windows are on higher floors or are more
brick-resistant. The remaining stores have armed guards who take umbrage
at such antics, and as TV’s get larger they’re harder to run with and, first,
need to be disassembled. For a while you can cope using ever-larger bricks,
running faster, dodging bullets and having friends help you carry them. But
after some time, it just gets so stupid that it’s easier to read a book. That, in
metaphoric form, represents your fossil energy situation.
Your tool for “getting stuff” – including “getting” fossil-energy carriers like
coal, oil, and gas - is fossil energy. There is a non-negotiable energy cost to
“getting” fossil energy. At the point that energy costs of extraction near the
value of the energy use, it means most of your society’s energy is spent in
energy extraction, and it stops making sense. Green pictures of presidents
then revert to being just pictures of green presidents. (We have those on my
world too, but there the presidents were actually green).

The Bottom Line: The energy price of extracting nonrenewable

resources always goes up whether or not the money cost reflects this
physical reality.

Energetic Remoteness – “To be Ore,
or Not to be”
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Summary: We have, several times, referred to energy as the “master

resource” which drives society. It’s a major point of divergence between
Reality101 and the entrenched beliefs of our current civilization, upon
which our future and our world’s future are now based. Since that’s such a
central point, it’s worth time of its own to unpack it a bit.
For humans to make things, we need pure, high-grade starting materials
such as elements. There are two ways to acquire elements: either
painstakingly separating diffuse elements which exist in the earth’s crust and
oceans, or find someplace where geological processes acting over billions of
years just happened to concentrate the elements we want, and to move it near
enough to the earth’s surface that we can get at it. Elements in hugely
higher-than-average concentrations are called “ore,” which is the general
mining term for something worth digging up, crunching up and extracting
the desired elements from.
Extracting elements from high-grade ore, low-grade ore, seawater, or
wherever, are all energy-costly processes. Using high-grade (concentrated)
ore is the least energy-costly because it’s already more concentrated than
average. (Some specific sorts of recycling can also save energy by treating
the waste stream as “ore”). At the other end of the cost spectrum, getting
elements out of seawater might be one of the most energy-costly, because
the elements are diluted in a huge volume of water which would have to be
processed. For example, there’s something like 20 million tons of gold held
in seawater - 100 times more than the estimated 170-200,000 tons we have
ever mined up to today,144 but the energy cost - and thus financial cost would be MANY times its equivalent “weight in gold.”
Energy is the “master resource” because without it, we have no ability to
acquire any other resources. That makes “energy remoteness” central. That
is, gold in seawater may be as near as your local beach, but it is more
energetically remote than, say, a gold mine in South America where the
concentration is higher - the energy cost of extracting a given amount of
gold is less for the mine even if it’s farther away.
Energetic remoteness turns out to be a very useful way of looking at things,
and indeed, is the way we intuitively look at many things, hence the hoary
phrase “low-hanging fruit”, which refers to situations of diminishing
returns. We just tend to forget about that intuition when confused by
money. The pure copper ore that was used when your authors were boys is
long gone, leaving only lower-grade ore in which the copper is more
energy-remote: at present, one needs to dig up 200 tons of ore to extract a
ton of copper; and in a few more decades that will be considered the “good
old days.”
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When we hear someone talking of “the cost of copper” we should
immediately recognize there are two components: an energy cost and then
“everything else.” While the “everything else” may go up or down
depending on finance or technology or efficiency, the energy cost has been
increasing and will likely always continue to increase until we arrive at some
future steady-state economy using only solar flows. This is the case not just
for copper, but for every mined element on this planet.
So when you consider the 50-odd elements (mostly metals) in that cell
phone in your pocket, or the tungsten that tips just about all of the worlds
power tools so they don’t need to be constantly replaced, or the lithium that
goes into electric car batteries, you are seeing the end result of a long and
complex supply chain of extraction of non-renewable resources (on human
time scales) which required energy.

TaaL: A species like mine can only shake its head when watching your

societies heedlessly dispersing a billion years’ worth of incredibly precious
resources in a few centuries; things like copper, phosphorus, helium and
many other elements. The rich, accessible concentrations laid down or
trapped by geology over billions of years of tectonics and meteor
bombardment will not replenish themselves while humans exist. Resources
are already far more costly than they were only 50 years ago. At this rate, in
a few hundred years these materials will be the stuff of legend, unavailable
in industrial quantities. Some far sooner than that. Mammal species last a
couple million years on average between speciation and extinction.
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Mammals your size generally last closer to 10 million, meaning that your
journey should have barely begun. Out of all of those mammal species, you’re
the only one which knows this, yet you treat your descendants as though
they won’t need anything you’ve had. This is a sad thing to me. It is perhaps
odd that I, an alien, feel more empathy for those impoverished future
multitudes than their own grandparents do; this is one of the few
downsides of being a xenologist.

The Bottom Line: Because we use up the best first, all non-

renewable resources (including ores and minerals) are becoming
more and more energetically remote.

Water
Summary: Energetic

remoteness applies to other key
natural resources as well. If
there’s one thing that’s easy to
take for granted, it’s water. Our
world – seen from space – looks
like it’s made of water. Most of us
can access seemingly unlimited
water just by walking to one of
many faucets in the average
house. We drink it, water our
lawns with it, bathe in it, flush
away our bodily wastes with it,
and just generally use a whole
bunch of it without much
thought.
Yet “liquid water” is the primary difference between our planet and ones
that are not able to support life as we know it. The water visible from space
exists in a thin skin covering the ocean basins, and by volume, is a small
part of the planet, as seen in the image above. Water is life’s essential
ingredient. Its near-magical properties enable the electrochemistry of cells,
the mobility of proteins, and the distribution of food and energy to the cells
within a multicellular animal. All life is tied to the availability of water and
its essential properties.
For land plants and animals, that means “fresh” water – non-salty – which
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makes up only a tiny portion of earth’s total water, and only a tiny subset of
that total is available to us. Fresh water is a vital “Liebig limiter”, not only
for plants and animals (and thus for human food), but also for human
sanitation, industrial processes, and transport. We depend on it utterly.
Specifically, fresh water:
-

makes forests and land plants possible
makes crops possible
is necessary for animals to eat, drink and thus live
is necessary for human civilization for food and drink
is required for a huge percentage of human industrial processes, including
mining and energy extraction
when mismanaged, leads to significant human health issues like diarrhea,
cholera and water borne disease.

And this may become a limiting condition, because:
- we are drawing down ancient aquifers, in effect using fossil water, which will not soon
refill
- most freshwater is locked in ice caps, such as in Greenland and Antarctica, which will
flow into the ocean when they melt
- many rivers are seasonally fed by glacial melt, yet we are altering the climate to one in
which those glaciers may not continue to form in the winter
- many rivers feeding huge numbers of humans are based on monsoon rains, which are
also dependent on the current climate and will become less dependable if we alter it
- desalination is done naturally by ocean evaporation and rain, but when done artificially
on a large scale, requires a lot of energy
In the same way that “energetic remoteness” makes copper, king-crab legs,
and uranium harder to find, many water shortages we currently experience
are really energy shortages in disguise. The same amount of water exists
now on Earth as has always existed. Energy limits can thus easily become water
limits.

TaaL: There’s an old cowboy saying in the American west: “Whiskey’s for
drinkin’, water’s for fightin’ over.” That old saying – which sprang from
human competition in a relatively arid landscape – may be uncomfortably
salient to the human future.
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In fact, the human superorganism has already appropriated or polluted
nearly all fresh water on the planet. There are major rivers which no longer
make their way to the sea because they have been distributed for irrigation.
There are great lakes which have been used as industrial sewage dumps. In
many places on Earth, human lives now revolve around fresh-water
scarcity, and this is becoming ever more common. In short, water was
something you could afford to take for granted when there were far fewer
of you, living in a stable climate. That’s no longer the case.
The alterations to climate which you are instituting with your negligent
emissions of CO2 and methane will soon begin to dramatically alter the
flows of fresh water available to you from natural precipitation and forests.
But at this point, most of your “water shortages” are energy shortages in
disguise, because you employ fossil slaves to move water from where it was
to where you want it; building dams to sequester river water, sinking wells
into ancient aquifers, shipping water hundreds of miles overland in pipes
and ditches, and making polluted or saline water usable through energyintensive purification and desal processes. As this water gets more
energetically remote, and the energy itself does likewise, clean fresh water is
less affordable. As is always the case in human society, that means that poor
people feel the effects first, and increasingly go without.
Indeed, the low-grade fossil energy which many humans are counting on,
such as fracked oil and tar sands, require converting huge amounts of fresh
water to huge amounts of screwed-up water, unfit for agriculture or other
uses. Whiskey is sounding better all the time.

The Bottom Line: Water is life. And potable water where people live
requires (cheap) energy.
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Energy Part 7 - Energy, Growth and
Population
A Malthusian Perspective

Summary: 19th century Reverend and philosopher Thomas Malthus

famously observed that people like to both eat and have sex, and that the
food demand resulting from this combination over time would grow faster
than the Earth’s ability to provide it. In our current society, Thomas
Malthus is famous for having been spectacularly wrong, and has been
blamed for everything from “being a bummer” to inspiring Nazi-esque
eugenics laws.
His speculations gave Darwin the inspiration to decipher the nature of
evolution and speciation, the entire basis of modern biology:
“In October 1838, that is, fifteen months after I had begun my systematic inquiry, I
happened to read for amusement Malthus on Population, and being well prepared to
appreciate the struggle for existence which everywhere goes on from long-continued
observation of the habits of animals and plants, it at once struck me that under these
circumstances favourable variations would tend to be preserved, and unfavourable ones to
be destroyed. The results of this would be the formation of a new species. Here, then I had
at last got a theory by which to work.” - Charles Darwin, from his autobiography.
(1876)
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So was Malthus a fiend? Was he simply “dead wrong,” or was he thinking
clearly? You’ll find no shortage of opinions if you decide to Google this.
And a majority will disagree with what’s being presented here, which is that
his main point was not only valid, but obviously valid, as immediately
appreciated by Darwin.
It is the nature of heterotrophic life to attempt to reproduce more profusely
than food does. This strategy allows life to use all of an available food
resource, at the cost of any “excess” population dying off, with the
population on the margin existing in a state of relative poverty, in which
survival is not certain. This is not humane, but it is ecologically efficient and
the main dynamic of animal life and the laws of nature. Malthus was not
endorsing this state of affairs but describing his conclusions about reality.
The reason he is considered to have been wrong is that, he predicted in
1798 a coming global famine which never materialized, and he has had
scorn heaped upon his memory ever since. Again, he didn’t want there to be
a global famine; he wanted to plan to ameliorate it. Yet he is remembered, if
at all, as a kind of creepy guy with depressing ideas.
Yet his main failure was in not predicting something which had no prior
analog: the human “carbon pulse” which harnessed growing amounts of
exosomatic energy to plow more land, transport more food, and generally
keep “population growth” going for another two centuries. Why he should
have been expected to anticipate this when nobody else in the world did
either, is a fair question.
Today if you seek to read about Malthus, you’ll come across all sorts of
essays referencing human exceptionalism, destiny, humans being rational
and clever, and so forth, because those ARE the current consensus views.
That is, it is believed by those around us – to the extent they think about it
at all – the reason a “Malthusian crash” did not occur is that he considered
humans to be constrained by the physical world, but failed to take into
account our superior cleverness, high morals, and perhaps being the
“favorite child” of whichever god or gods one may believe in. In other
words, this is another situation in which our “energy blindness” has led us
to spurious conclusions.
Indeed, if one looks around at today’s world through an “energy lens”
rather than rose-tinted anthropocentric glasses, it’s blindingly clear what
happened: the problems anticipated by Malthus were held in abeyance by an
unprecedented increase in food availability, leveraged by fossil energy,
which has at this point ballooned the aggregate weight of all terrestrial
vertebrates to over five times’ its prior value, while also allowing us to
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remove sea creatures to the point of depletion. If restored to life, Malthus –
clearly no dummy – would take one look at this situation and go “oh” or
perhaps “egad!” or something stronger, but his study of the modern
situation would in no way invalidate his thesis. Why not?
Because his thesis was based on the fact that population increases
geometrically (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32…) while food availability increases
arithmetically (1, 2, 3, 4, 5...) This is true in a steady-state energy economy
such as that which nearly always prevails. However, our tapping of fossil
energy has caused food supplies to also increase geometrically for roughly
the last two centuries, rather than levelling off, temporarily curtailing the
Malthusian dynamic and allowing the population of humans and our
livestock to balloon.
This would be well and good for our species (if not others, which have faced
many Malthusian catastrophes during the period when humans have appropriated the
anachronistically-named “lion’s share” of earth’s living and nonliving resources) except
for the “temporary” part of that curtailment. To wit: once food supplies
stop increasing geometrically, we’re once again playing by Malthus’ rules
with regard to poverty and starvation as features of the natural world order.
Malthus has been scorned by scientists who should know better, citing the
“green revolution” as an example of his failed perceptions while themselves
ignoring the extraordinary and inherently-temporary nature of the energy
and feedstocks which made it possible to induce enormous growth in the
food supply, and thus terrestrial vertebrate biomass.

TaaL: Malthus was a wise, dare I say ‘sapient’, English human. He simply

noted that humans, like other animals, enjoy both eating and having sex. He
combined these 2 observations with a 3rd – that the planet, its resources,
and carrying capacity are finite, and the inferences were a bit too much for
his contemporaries, and thus Malthus has been much maligned in your
culture.
Note that the effect he was concerned with occurs during steady-state times
as a natural consequence of life’s attrition. Over-reproduction, high
mortality, and poverty at the margins are tools of every animal’s gene
agenda, the default strategy of life. The situation now is that you’re
somewhere near the inflection point between food supplies increasing
geometrically for the better part of two centuries and decreasing geometrically
back to a steady state. In other words, a situation whose implications would
presumably cause Malthus to swoon, and Darwin to once again patiently
point out – to a self-congratulatory species with glorious expectations and
shrinking brains - that evolution has no particular destination in mind.
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The Bottom Line: Malthus was correct. His timing was not.

Modern Human Population

“...democracy cannot survive overpopulation. Human dignity cannot survive
overpopulation. Convenience and decency cannot survive overpopulation. As you put more
and more people into the world, the value of life declines, it disappears. It doesn’t matter if
someone dies, the more people there are, the less one individual matters.”
- Issac Asimov

Summary: When we started putting together this Reality thesis years ago,

all the materials noted the human population was around 7.2 billion, and
you may still find some instances of that we’ve missed adjusting. Now the
population is approaching 8 billion. And “frequent text revision” is not the
only ramification by a long shot.
It took from the origin of our species roughly 300k years ago up until year
1800 to reach 1 billion humans on earth.145 Three hundred thousand years. We
are now adding an extra billion humans to the planet about every decade, or
roughly 30,000 times as fast as the average population growth of what was
already one of the planet’s most successful species. The graph below starts
in 1950. Relative to 1950, today is in many ways a vastly different world characterized by a huge number of humans alive at one time, mostly
networked via commerce and communication in a planet-spanning
superorganism. What an amazing time to be alive.
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It is not that unlikely a time to be alive: there have probably been roughly
100 billion human lives lived in the last 300,000 years, and we appear to be
imminently heading for “10 billion at once”. So the chance of finding
yourself alive during the “carbon pulse” peak is roughly 1 in 10. And here
we all are.

But now that we ARE here, it may be reasonable to think about what these
trends imply, how sustainable they may be, and whether – as economists
might predict – we will just keep expanding in number indefinitely as our
“demand” brings resources into existence, or, instead, we will be subject to
limits.
Let’s review a few points about human population:
~ Paul Ehrlich, a modern ‘Malthusian,’ wrote the best-selling book “The
Population Bomb” in 1968, predicting widespread starvation and upheaval
in the 1970s and 1980s due to declining resources per capita. But like
Malthus before him, he missed the full implications of fossil energy in
expanding terrestrial plant and vertebrate biomass, as well as the efficiency
effects of globalization and stimulant effects of debt creation. (Ehrlich
promoted the formula I=PAT to describe the impact of humans on the
planet - Impact being the product of Population, Affluence, and
Technology).
~ The UN forecasts the 2100 population to be 10.9 billion and is 95%
confident in a range of 9.4 to 12.7 billion146. NONE of the inputs to the UN
population forecast model mention energy or biophysical measures such as
EROEI, oil depletion, or energy’s role in the productivity function in
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economics (Cobb Douglas). The UN forecasts Africa, which already
requires significant food imports, to grow from one to two billion by 2050
and to another four billion by 2100.147
~The Club of Rome and their (in)famous study “The Limits to Growth” in
1972 forecast a decline (after a ~50-year rise) in human population,
affluence and resource availability. (The ‘business as usual’ scenario is
roughly tracking their scenario as of 2014.148)
~ The “replacement rate” to maintain a population is 2.0 children per
couple but ranges up to 3.3 children per couple in developing nations due
to higher infant mortality.
~ Higher education and access to birth control lead to women wanting and
having fewer children, but environmental and economic stress leads to
having more children149 (rationally, so there is greater possibility for some to survive
to care for parents; and irrationally because under stress, we collectively revert more
strongly to the gene agenda and less to deliberation and sapient choice).
~ These days, it is very common to find people in cultures around the
planet who say the Earth currently has too many people. Yet as individuals,
they (almost) all still want their own kids, grandkids, consumption, and
stimulation.
~As long as ‘growth’ is our cultural objective, it is very unlikely we can
solve the overpopulation (or climate) problems whilst maintaining GDP as
our objective. GDP growth requires ‘consumers’ (who begin as babies, then
children, then young adults) to pay for: teachers, diapers, toys, pensions, etc.
Population, then, is another big problem downstream of growth.
There exists an extremely large spread in estimates of ‘how many people the
earth can support.’ The issue is one of variables and boundaries – what is
the peoples’ level of consumption and how much of ‘other generations’
resources’ are they consuming. The related deeper question is how many
humans the Earth can sustainably support, as opposed to temporarily support
using fossil inputs. The variables in such calculations also include whether,
and to what degree, we may allow current non-human species to exist.
Credible estimates and supporting logic for sustainable human numbers
range from as low as 10 million to as high as 2 billion.150 Once again, we are
approaching 8 billion human planetary residents today.

TaaL: I think the UN’s confidence level is a major story in itself – they
‘upped’ their confidence in the 2015 report for all those billions in 2100
from 80% to 95%. If one is blind to the energy and resource lens, such
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mistakes can be made. They’re probably well-intended.
Prominent among these mistakes is the notion that the carrying capacity for
humans and their livestock has been permanently expanded. This is an error
which can only be seen as tragic. In fact, irrespective of how many are alive,
the non-fossil-energy-supercharged carrying capacity of Earth has been
degraded severely, even before CO2 heating and ocean acidification kick into
high gear. Your topsoil is a fraction of prior depths, and the irrigation
aquifers largely depleted, the oceans overfished to the point many species
aren’t bouncing back, and each year you’re making it worse instead of
better. The saving grace is that ecosystems, when left alone, CAN rebuild
their non-human populations and own carrying capacities.
I could include here the results of human calculations on how many people
the planet can sustainably support, but for reasons of tact won’t do so,
except to generally state that among those who understand energy, it’s at
least an order of magnitude fewer than you now have. The answer has
important implications, so I invite you to do your own estimate based on
what you’re learning in this book. Far from being an esoteric exercise, it’s
the central question for the human race this century.

The Bottom Line: Human population is now 7.8 billion, apparently
en route to over 11 billion this century. This is mostly on the backs of
fossil slaves many of which will be retiring this century.

The “Pie” and the “Slice” – GDP/per
capita
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“We now have in our hands - really in our libraries - the technology to feed, clothe, and
supply energy to an ever-growing population for the next seven billion years.”
– Julian Simon, Economist

Summary: If you watch, read, or listen to the news, you know the current

goal of mankind - the one that everybody agrees upon, which supercedes
morality, healthy environment, fairness, political correctness, health, and
security – is economic growth. Our candidates promise it, our politicians claim
credit for it, our stock exchanges and retirement funds rely on it, and our
economists predict it can continue forever if we just do what they say. But
what the heck IS it?
“Growth,” when used in this context, is short for “economic growth,”
which in turn is short for “the increase in GDP,” which in turn is a sort of
ad hoc way of placing a dollar price on everything we do and adding it up to
keep score. GDP is simply a tally of the total amount of goods and services
created during a period, either for a city, or a country or the entire world. If
we imagine the human aggregate enterprise as a slice of pie, then for the
2000 years preceding 1800 CE, the size of the global GDP pie grew by
1/10 of 1% annually- basically flat (a tiny increase from the previous
100,000 years when growth was essentially zero). For the next 150 years
from 1800 to 1950, the pie slice grew on average about 2% per year. And
during the Great Acceleration, from 1950-2000, the pie slice increased by
5% per year. Basically, the average human alive in 2015 was 14 times
wealthier in material stuff than a person living in the year 1800. And the
USA at $50,000 per capita GDP has over 49 times higher income of the
average human in 1800.151 The unbelievable power in fossil fuels, combined
with human creativity and increased demand for things, has caused a very
sharp increase in wealth– as measured by stuff- in the last two centuries.
Prosperity measured by growth in “stuff” is a very recent achievement that
distinguishes the last ten or so generations from the other 299,800 years of
human ancestors.

TaaL: Who doesn’t enjoy growing? All things considered, for a human, it’s

more convenient to be five feet tall than two feet tall. Then again, if a
human had some condition that meant she never stopped growing, it would
then be a tragic thing. There would be massive organ failure, skeletal
collapse, and death long before she reached 12 feet tall. You actually have a
name for cells which lose the ability to stop growing: cancer. But human
economists assure us that the size of your economies can grow forever,
because they believe they have discovered the magic formula: demand. It is
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believed, by those now making the decisions for your nation, that human
“demand” is what creates resources and energy. Since humans are unlikely
to stop demanding stuff, it must follow that infinite resources and energy
will be automatically created thereby, and so you can have permanent
economic growth, more wealth, more stuff, and more fun, forever!
While a worldview like that might not be out of place for something like a
baby goat pushing on an udder, it’s amazing that in your societies it’s not
only considered to be a deep scientific discipline worthy of pseudo-Nobel
prizes, but the worldview most important to the running of a contemporary
nation. There’s no real mystery to economic growth: it has been a sideeffect of the massive net energy infusion of the carbon pulse, which has
increased every year for several hundred. As human societies crest that
fossil carbon roller-coaster and start seeing declining net energy each year,
growth will end, and human economists will presumably become a lot less
popular (if no less funny).

The Bottom Line: The average human is 14 times wealthier

(measured in stuff) as our recent ancestors, due to radical “growth”
in energy availability over the last century. This is temporary.

The Slice of Pie per Human - and the
Whole Pie

Summary: Our modern media constantly focuses on wealth inequality and
how some few humans get large portions of “pie” while most get crumbs.
While we’re focused on who gets what, we neglect to see the entire pie
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(total human consumption) is vastly bigger than even the recent past. Our
fossil armies have allowed us big profits, large wages, cheap stuff, and full
landfills, but the surplus they’ve created has also turbocharged the food
supply and therefore the number of humans alive.
To reiterate: human population grew at a very small rate through most of
prehistory. At the time of the Toba volcano 75 thousand years ago, human
population was as low as 2,000 breeding individuals. At the dawn of
agriculture ten thousand years ago, we numbered four million individuals.
This increased to around 200 million at 1 CE.152 We hit our first billion
after the discovery of coal opened the fossil energy spigot around 1800. In
2020, we are at 7.7 billion humans en route to what the UN predicts to over
11 billion by 2100.153 Global population growth peaked in 1963 at 2.1% and
is now down to 1.1%.154 However, this still results in over 360,000 new
human babies every day155 – about as much as the entire extant population
of all the other great apes put together.156

The average human is 14x richer in material goods than 200 years ago. But
if you combine that with an increase in population of over seven-fold (from
1 billion to 7.7 billion since 1800), the result is that our ‘pie’ is 100x larger than
2 centuries ago and 500x larger than 5 centuries ago. Our total pie (consumption)
– which is the average pie slice size per human times the number of humans
alive – is now hundreds of thousands of times larger than through most of
history.

TaaL: Today, a human aged just 65 has experienced two full doublings of
Earth’s human population in her lifetime, so it seems normal. It’s anything
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but. It is roughly true that a human aged 65 has witnessed more energy use by your
species in her lifetime than was used in the previous 300,000 years since your species
became anatomically modern.
The yeast in a sealed bottle of grape juice will make wine every time,
because their genetic agenda is oblivious to the limitation inherent in the
bottle. There’s good reason for this: yeast didn’t evolve inside wine bottles,
so converting sugar to alcohol has normally worked out for them. It’s only
a suicidal agenda when inside a sealed container with no other limits to
growth.
So how are humans an analogous case? Because in the last several
generations you’ve switched what you eat from natural flow-based foods to,
in effect, eating fossil carbon and hydrocarbons. These days, only one in ten
calories embodied in your food system has originated in photosynthesis.
Most of the nitrogen in your body’s proteins (~80%) originated in factories
using a WW1 process to produce ammonia from natural gas.157 Your greatgrandparents were made of different stuff entirely. Without really noticing
it, you’ve switched from eating plants and animals to being proxy
detritivores.
It may seem to you like a good plan, but it’s setting up the same deal the
wine yeast had, because you’ve switched to eating stuff which stopped
being made over 200 million years ago, and is thus as finite as the sugar in a
corked wine bottle. The recent exponential population rise exactly parallels
that of yeast growth. And it turns out the yeast in a wine bottle have a really
bad plan when it comes to wine bottles (but being single celled they never
regret it). The yeast aren’t aware of the walls of their bottle. Humans aren’t
yet aware of the walls of their bottle, either. Will human brains learn to see
those walls, or will evolved bias and belief cause you to continue
rationalizing away their existence? 7.7 billion and counting. Skol!

The Bottom Line: Since discovering fossil energy, our population
and consumption have increased exponentially.
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The Modern “Exosomatic” Pyramid
Summary: We’ve seen the “trophic pyramids”

which track energy through food chains of plants,
herbivores, and predators. Something very
analogous can be done to track the energy used
outside living bodies, and it’s a useful thing of
which to be aware.
For hunter-gatherers, the calories consumed as
food constituted the sum of the energy available
to do work. This endosomatic energy has natural
limits. It’s not possible for a human (or any other
animal) to, say, eat five days’ worth of food and
do five times as much work on that day. As we have seen in previous
sections, exosomatic energy (outside the body) allows one to do just that:
use arbitrarily more energy in a short time than would be possible for our
bodies. Today, 98.5% of our “energy footprint” in America is consumed
“exosomatically” (globally it’s about 94%).158 Before agriculture, our ancestors
used their endosomatic energy plus a little exosomatic energy in the form of
wood-fire to: 1) find, harvest, and prepare food in the form of meat, insects
and plants, 2) raise offspring, and 3) defend against predators and other
tribes and assemble basic tools. Any excess available energy for leisure
could go to artistic pursuits such as play, socialization, jewelry making, body
adornments or ceremonial/creative activities.
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In the past 700 years, England (shown as proxy for advanced economies),
went from spending nearly 100% of GDP on energy (in form of food and
power) to merely 5% in 1999. At that point, 95% of the economy’s energy
use could be devoted to things OTHER than procuring energy (and food).
Think about that. To enable our vast array of modern “miracles” (like MRI
machines, Netflix, rollercoasters, first-class cubicles with wine and cheese
on 747s, golf championships, special gear to climb (and sleep on) Mt.
Everest, go-carts, sky-diving, hospitals, cathedrals, retirement accounts,
universities, and Twitter), we first have to invest in the finding, extracting,
refining and distributing of fossil energy to enable all the rest of these
activities. That investment now requires around 8-10% of all our energy
after hitting a low of 5% in 1999.159
As we’ll see in later sections, the
shape and size of our future
exosomatic energy-use pyramid is
going to change – perhaps
significantly – in coming decades.
One way this will happen is
inevitable: the red section (energy
required to find, procure and
deliver energy) will become a higher
percentage of the whole, and the
height of the whole pyramid will
decline. The central question is,
which of the activities we’re doing
now will we – as a culture – choose
to “not do” in the future, as the
rules of physical reality inexorably
expand the red area to a larger
percentage of the whole.

TaaL: The transition from 50:1 EROEI to 20:1 EROEI was pretty

painless, because you were able to compensate by just increasing the total
energy extracted faster than the EROEI decline ate it up. Now human
EROEI is down to ~15:1 -and there is a bit of pain showing up.
Of course, you know me by now and the fact that I tend to think in deeper
time than you humans currently have a habit of doing. The clear fact of the
matter is that, IF humans are around in the deep future, their endosomatic
“pyramid” will be a reasonable match to your ancestral one, and their
exosomatic pyramid will be relatively small, corresponding to the burning of
biomass, and any tapping of solar, wind, and water flows along with
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relevant technology which you find to be actually sustainable without a
fossil-energy subsidy. One way or another, you’re on your way back to a
steady-state human economy. That means a LOT of change will happen to
your “exo” pyramid between now and then. Whether it’ll happen smoothly
or abruptly, planned or unplanned, voluntarily or accompanied by the
gnashing of teeth and pulling of hair, is an answer to be determined by the
tug-of-war between your gene agendas and your budding sapience. But you
knew I’d say that, right? You’re getting smarter already!
A question for the young people in America reading this: will going from
50x richer than your ancestors to 20x richer than your ancestors really be a
disaster?

The Bottom Line: Our modern energy consumption pyramid is

much, much taller than our ancestors’, and only a small -but
increasing -percent of it goes to “getting” energy. This percentage
will increase quite a bit this century.

Energy Privilege

Summary: Energy underpins human economic systems. The United

States-as a nation - has used more fossil energy in the last 20 years, in the
last 50 years, in the last 200 years, and since the dawn of time, than any
other nation.160 Even now, we Americans each currently use four times the
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energy of the average human (though less than Canadians, and
Norwegians). This energy use (and additionally having the world’s reserve currency
so we can easily buy other countries’ energy and raw materials by creating more dollars)
has been the ultimate privilege. Our college educations, our interesting and
meaningful jobs that don’t have to do with growing food, our long life
spans, extremely low death rates, and a 24-7 smorgasbord of fun and
interesting things to do are a direct by-product of a huge and ongoing
expenditure of surplus energy. Energy is the fundamental organizer and
enabler of our society; therefore, energy privilege is the fundamental
organizer and enabler of all our other privileges.
There is considerable recognition and discussion about issues like:
imperialism, colonialism, patriarchy etc. These phenomena are very real, but
they are 2nd order effects. Energy, ecology, and evolutionary psychology
aspects of the human predicament are 1st order effects. Ergo, patriarchy and
inequality in consumption started with the dawn of agriculture and was
turbo charged with the fossil surplus bolus of the industrial revolution.

TaaL: It’s fashionable to consider “the American way of life” to be some
emergent property of a unique “American spirit”, the US constitution, a
certain flavor of religion, “freedom”, and various superior ways of doing
things which the “developing” nations are simply slow to learn due to not
being as exceptional as you are.

But the real story is a very old story, far older than humans, and of course,
it’s about energy. The individual, tribe, herd, population, forest, etc. of any
species which utilizes the most energy will have more options, better
survival, and more wealth – however “wealth” manifests for that species.
That being the case, one could predict that 5% of the world’s population
historically using 25% of the energy and resources, would be expected to
have a superior quality of life irrespective of any other considerations. And
how about that, it does.
In fact, your world is full of human nations which have great spirit, a
constitution, religion, personal freedom, and clever ways of doing things.
But some of them have less access to exosomatic energy and its enabling
mechanisms, and they are termed “developing nations”, as though they are
in some ways too deficient or inept to have “developed” as well. This has
been handy, because lacking infrastructure to exploit it, they will generally
sell their resources for a pittance. Of course, this means that they won’t
actually ever “develop” in the sense that the USA did because the best
energy and resources – having been shipped away to make stuff for the rich
- won’t exist to make that possible.
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The greatest privilege of all may have been to be born a human, in the last
100 years, in a “developed” nation. If you ask a Bangladeshi, or a Nigerian,
a dolphin, or one of your descendants, which privilege had they most
wished Westerners had made fairer, what do you think they would say?
Lastly, how much of the spoils of energy privilege are effectively
‘energy porn’? In the same way that pornography acts as a supernormal
stimulus that tricks human brains into doing something useless, and
temporary at a cost of missing out on what’s real, so too is waving those
exosomatic energy wands around doing things that are mostly useless,
temporary and at a cost of missing – permanently – what is real.

The Bottom Line: The ultimate privilege is energy privilege, and we
in the Western developed nations are reaping the benefits.

Inequality

Summary: One main reason why both Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump
resonated with voters in the 2016 election is that, most American voters
know that they are falling behind. As we recall from the cucumber/grape
videos with monkeys, even if we have enough to eat, seeing others getting
significantly more causes anxiety, stress, jealousy, feelings of inadequacy,
rage, injustice- basically a spectrum of the most intense emotions humans
are capable of. We REALLY care about (perceived) unfairness.
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Wealth (or income) inequality can be measured by a metric called a GINI
coefficient – a GINI of 0.0 means everyone in a state/nation/society has
equal wealth. A GINI of 1.0 means that one person has all the wealth and
everyone else has nothing. GINI coefficients have been going up in the
developed world for the past few generations, but especially in some
countries, like the USA.
There is no single statistic that describes the current tear in our social fabric,
but it is clear that being poor is one thing, but being less rich when there are
lots of richer people feels REALLY BAD, to the point of being the cause
of many maladaptive behavior problems: drugs, alcohol, mental illness,
homicide, mortality etc.161 Even in a world of surplus stuff, getting signals
that others are doing much better, without a viable path for us to join them,
creates intense anxiety, felt by nearly all (other than that small group that is
doing much better).

TaaL: “Those who have, get” - this human proverb has always contained

truth, and always will. Any organism which has an advantage will tend to
use that advantage to acquire more advantage, causing power-law
relationships to show up throughout human and natural systems. It’s one of
the characteristic signatures of life. The universe IS unfair by hominid
standards, and the nature of unfairness more complex from an energetic
and ecological point of view than from your evolved tribal distribution
feelings.
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Still, I can see how it’s considered unfair for some Americans to have
hugely more “future energy control” (money) than others. I get it. It feels –
to the caveman brains you still sport - like it should all be split evenly, right?
But “split evenly” with whom? Your tribe? Your state? Your nation? Your
continent? People already born? Just your species? (Check the next section
to follow-up on that idea).
In nature, unequal “wealth” serves an ecological purpose – the “poor” die
off in tough times while the “rich” survive, rather than an entire species
going extinct in a bad year. That’s why your pre-programmed “gene
agenda” will always try to convince you to exist as 20 billion starving
humans with a large range of wealth rather than two billion happy ones
existing in equality. That is, while you insist on equality (or actually, you
protest perceived inequality), you also are programmed to insist on doing a
large number of things, leading some to excel according to their innate
talents, but which makes true equitable distribution nearly impossible.
As an alien counterpoint, I’ll note, money held by the ultra-rich humans
seems to be generally hoarded (hence the term “billionaire”), while money
given to the less-rich is immediately spent (hence the term “payday
shopping spree”). One is (mostly) an abstract future claim on energy and
resources, which may or may not ever be called in, while the other actually
draws down finite energy and resources immediately. Ergo, digital wealth
(that is, much of the wealth of the wealthy) doesn’t turn into
neurotransmitters plus materials plus pollution….until it does.
Ah, but what about the rich who DO spend their money... which is to say,
most Americans? Relative to those in other nations, you waste huge
amounts of money/energy. Yet ironically, such conspicuous waste may
ultimately prove more humane than an egalitarian split among all extant
humans, by constituting a nonlethal “buffer” against the inevitable energy
decline later this century. This admittedly alien observation derives from the
fact that you currently have no mechanism to NOT dig up and destroy all
your resources, as the current human economic system requires doing so
for “growth”! So IF that insane euphemism is to continue to be your
guiding light, then “waste” could be a more humane alternative to
Malthusian overshoot. That is, the top tier losing some toys and luxuries
might be better than the planet going from 20 billion to 5 billion lives via
starvation (though clearly it would be FAR better to adopt a system which
enabled you not to waste it at all, and to be at least a LITTLE fair to those
who come after you.)
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The Bottom Line: There has always been status disparity, but not

wealth disparity. We are evolved to both abhor perceived inequity and
strive to do better than those around us.

Poverty: Wide Boundary Style
“The ultimate test of man’s conscience may be his willingness to sacrifice something today
for future generations whose words of thanks will not be heard.” - Gaylord Nelson

Summary: The Occupy Wall

Street movement was about the
“99%” fighting for more
equality. The people
demonstrating in those
movements were pointing out
(correctly) a stark fact shown in
the previous section – that
wealth and income inequality
has risen to very high levels in
the United States – too many
people are getting too small a
share of the total pie. Your
authors do not dispute this, and being human, feel these same emotions as
well.
But then there is the issue of
boundaries. The top 5% of
Americans by wealth are
graphically represented by the
red triangle in the above
graphic. The yellow represents
the bottom 95% of Americans
by income (or wealth) – they –
especially the bottom 80% or
so - definitely feel the stress of
being relatively poor. What
they don’t see, however is that their vantage point is from a relatively rich
nation. The graph on the right depicts the United States (4.5% of global
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population) compared to the rest of the world. In this context, the 50% of
“poorest” Americans are substantially richer than the average person alive
today on Earth. The same feeling that the Occupy movement felt towards
rich Americans is felt by billions that don’t live in America, about America.
But wait – we can extend this analysis further – much further…

There are almost 8 billion humans alive today, and it is expected another
10-15 billion or so will be born this century (shown in the light green
triangle above). How is our wealth compared to those who will be born
after the peak in fossil sunlight availability? And using an even wider
boundary, what about ALL contingent humans to be born on this planet –
what will their ‘wealth’ be, considering energy depletion and degraded
carrying capacity? And we have an even wider boundary – already we divert
approximately 35% of ALL planetary photosynthetic production towards
human use162. What of the other 10 million (and ever-fewer) species alive
on the planet? Naturally, it seems ‘fairness’ feels strongest to us, but the way
that fairness manifests can be pretty self-serving. It all depends what
boundary is used.

TaaL: In my observation, very few protesting Americans in the 99% are

spontaneously sending a significant percentage of their wealth to those
poorer than they, which is most of the world’s population. In other words,
they’re both in the 99% and, in some respects, acting like the 1% they’re
protesting (even though only an alien could get away with mentioning it).
So, do I reject the notion of “fairness” entirely? Not at all. My kind and I
care deeply about fairness, but not about “fairness” as it might be
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interpreted by a caveman family divvying up the parts of a dead sloth
around a cave fire. Rather, I recommend what we call Deep Fairness.
Deep Fairness is rooted in concepts which are understandably alien to most
humans: a 4D ethic, in which the fourth dimension is Time; and an
ecological rather than species-centric fairness. This results in the most
happiness, the most lives, and the most life-quality lived over a long period
of time by the conscious inhabitants of a world.
For instance, it “feels right” (at least to those humans who aren’t as rich)
for humans to divide stuff up relatively equally, but no thought is given to
the humans who are not yet born, which should be over 90% of them. They
are simply not included in the tally, because you evolved no instinctive
feelings for them beyond your own offspring. To the extent you DO think
about those future people, you do it in combination with narratives of
fictional future wealth and high-tech, which - for basic thermodynamic
reasons - will not materialize. However, the fossil energy and concentrated
ores in your planet may be extracted only once in the coming ten million
years or so, which probably means “forever” in terms of the human species
lifespan. A 4D fairness would mean saving a very large part of these things
for future people to use, as well as not “breaking” the renewable resources
such as forests, fisheries, oceans, a livable climate, fresh water, and topsoils.
There could easily be a trillion more human childhoods on Earth in the
future... or they could easily be starved into nonexistence by waste this
century, which would be Deep Unfairness in all senses of the term.
Moreover, you aren’t the only people on Earth. You’re one species, and
currently taking more than your share by a wide margin. You’re distributing
“wealth” that is gained at the cost of strip-mining other species, acidifying
the oceans, and burning the rainforests. While this can “feel” fair to that
caveman brain of yours, what goes around comes around, and what’s bad
for the Earth’s other species will quite soon be bad for yours.
Wealthwise, those of you reading this are the .000001%. What
responsibilities might reasonably, ethically, go along with that amazing
disparity? Just to share it with the .00001%, or to actually practice
something closer to Deep Fairness?
Many people today lament their parent’s generation overconsumed
resources and the current state is ‘their fault’. I’d say this is a reasonable
criticism, but how many of your daily activities today- surfing the web,
using Instagram, playing Fortnight, driving, flying, eating imported food,
etc. - will people 25-50 years from now say was overconsumption by the
humans back in 2020?
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The Bottom Line: Everyone reading this is extremely wealthy by
absolute standards, even if on food stamps. From a deep-time
perspective, we’re in the .000001%.

Energy Part 8 - The Carbon Pulse
The Carbon Pulse

Summary: Most oil is found in locations where many millions of years ago
there were oceans. This makes sense because oil is made from dead
phytoplankton, algae and other sea creatures that accumulated on the ocean
bottom, eventually became buried under newer geologic strata, then spent
many millions of years baking under pressure. These basins are scattered
throughout the world, although a fair share of them are in the Middle East.
The youngest oil ever found is around five million years old, while the
oldest is about 440 million years old. Most of this oil was formed during the
Jurassic and Cretaceous periods, which lasted from 200 million to 65
million years ago.163 Because it appears to take a hot-house climate of
stagnant seas a minimum of five million years to cook oil out of dead stuff,
and because mammalian species like us don’t usually survive for that long,
for all intents and purposes, oil is finite on any time scale that matters to
humans. Once oil is gone, it’s gone.
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So how much is there? And are we running out? Because it is
nonrenewable, technically we have been “running out” ever since that first
oil well was drilled (or, as it were, dug) in Pennsylvania in 1859.164 On a
time scale of centuries or millennia, human oil consumption will look like
the chart above. Currently, we are somewhere between the blue and red
stars in the pulse graphic. Recognizing that our world revolves around
continuous availability of plenty of oil, the above chart should shock and
alarm even the most adamant cornucopian. Oil use will be a but a blip in
time.
But now it all gets complicated. On the one hand, vast amounts of oil, coal
and natural gas remain untapped under the Earth’s surface. On the other
hand, the chance that all or even a majority of it will ever be tapped is pretty
much nil. Most of these potential resources are too deep, too expensive or
of too-low quality: too diffuse or too energy-intensive to extract. Just as the
trace amounts of uranium in seawater will never be extracted because it
would take more energy to do so than the uranium so obtained could
provide, so too, a large portion of the oil that’s left in the ground will never
be extracted because it would be energetically impossible to do so.
There are stories in popular media of the United States becoming the
“Saudi Arabia of the future” with enormous oil production capacity,
particularly the oil shale in the Green River Basin purportedly representing
hundreds of years of oil production. This “oil shale” isn’t really oil at all, but
shale rock that contains kerogen-- uncooked, immature oil—that would
require huge quantities of heat and water in order to become oil.
Irrespective of the oil price in the future, getting something like oil out of
kerogen-rock will be difficult, expensive, and damaging to the environment.
Oil in the ground is classified as either a resource or a reserve. A resource
is oil that has been proven to exist and is technically recoverable, but that
may not be economically or physically feasible to extract. A “reserve” is oil
that is assumed economically profitable to recover at current oil prices.
Clearly, if oil is $200 a barrel (making it prohibitively expensive to society),
oil companies would have incentive to drill for oil even if it is costly in both
money and energy terms, and they would immediately report higher
reserves based on that price. But if oil then falls back to $20 a barrel again
(making it wonderfully cheap to society), the oil companies would curtail
their expensive and energy-wasting operations, and the so-called “reserves”
would plummet. As oil prices fluctuate, so too do world estimates of how much oil can
ultimately be recovered. Put another way, there is very little $20/barrel oil left
on Earth, but a whole lot of $500/barrel oil exists. But what sort of global
economy could be based on $500 oil? Not this one – configured as it is to
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rely on cheap energy.

There exist many estimates of how much oil, coal and natural gas is left – a
low, base, and high scenario shown above165. Despite reserve numbers
leaping up and down with every major fluctuation in the market price of oil,
it is reasonable to argue, we are close to the top red star on the carbon
pulse graph above. But even if this weren’t the case, and oil production
could keep growing for a while longer, this would not change the overall
picture on the time scale of the above graphs: in the future, our descendants
will have increasingly less oil (and coal and gas) and, after a century or two,
effectively none.

TaaL: Predicting the exact timing of when the most oil availability will

happen is, of course, very tricky. But considering that human energy
consumption has been increasing exponentially, it shouldn’t take too long.
The exponential function has an interesting property: it finds limits very,
very quickly. If your rate of energy consumption is doubling every 20 years,
then doubling the resources only buys you… just 20 more years. (But
you’re not doubling your resources; you’re depleting them… faster and
faster all the time).
This is something totally obvious to a species like mine, which thinks longterm, but which seems to be nearly invisible to your species, or at least to
your culture: unless you decided to intentionally husband the resources to
last for thousands of years, the human period of fossil energy will be
incredibly brief, a stroboscopic flash in geological and evolutionary time.
Even if the consequences of injecting more CO2 into the atmosphere didn’t
place an existential limit on how much could be burned in a non-suicidal
way (a real game-changer), the extractable resource amounts are quite finite.
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The Bottom Line: Once you eat your cake, it’s gone. And our fossil
energy cake will be essentially gone in the next century or two.
Perhaps far sooner.

Oil: You Gotta Find It Before You Can
Burn It

Summary: It stands to reason that before you eat something, you must

find it. Similarly, you must find oil before you can extract it and consume it.
And the interesting thing is, most oil companies are not even prospecting
much for oil anymore; instead, they are trying to figure out ways to access
oil fields that have already been discovered, by making deals with various
nations, or by buying companies that own oil drilling rights to alreadydiscovered oilfields. So, why aren’t they “drill-baby-drill”-ing, like some
people have asked them to? Because drilling is expensive, and drilling where
they know there isn’t much oil is a waste of money. Nowadays, we have the
practical equivalent of X-ray vision: sonic vision. Underground structures
can now be “seen” quite well by analyzing seismic reflections with advanced
computer algorithms. As a consequence of applying these techniques
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around the world, geologists now pretty much know where the oil is and
isn’t, which is why oil companies aren’t spending much effort to continue
looking (at least until higher oil prices make it worthwhile).
As the chart above shows, oil discoveries peaked 50 years ago. We are now
extracting over five times as much oil each year as we are finding. Not only are the
new discoveries few and far between, but they have also become a great
deal more expensive to make. In the 1930’s, it took the energy equivalent of
one barrel of oil to discover over 1000 barrels of oil. Now it takes a barrel’s
worth of BTUs to find 25 barrels.166 This is because we have already found
all the gigantic oil fields, and most of the smaller ones too. At today’s low
oil prices, oil exploration now seems like “throwing good money after bad.”
Instead, oil companies these days are spending most of their time and
money on accessing what is called “tight oil.” Rather than tapping a
reservoir of oil (because those have already been tapped) accessing tight oil
involves drilling oil source rocks and using modern technology, such as
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing, to extract the oil that hasn’t
already managed to migrate into traditional reservoir beds. Tight oil drilling
will almost always find oil, but the technology is expensive, and the risk of
non-commercially viable wells is high. Because of this, the United States from an oilfield service perspective – is like a pincushion. We have over
100,000 active oil wells in USA – more than the rest of the world
combined. Given the critical importance of oil to our way of life, what we
are doing is effectively ‘draining America first’.
We can stop looking for oil, because for the most part we already know
where it is and where it isn’t. Just as when you are scrounging around for
money, once you’ve checked your wallet, pockets, desk drawers, dresser
drawers and couch, you might as well stop. At this point, finding a giant
new oil reservoir is about as likely as finding a pot of Spanish gold
doubloons sitting under your porch, or a huge diamond poking out of your
cat’s litter box. Feel free to pause here and go have a look if you think it’s
worth your time investment to do so. No? Exactly. Geologists are good at
finding oil, and if they are declining to spend money to do so, it can only be
because they’re pretty sure that there’s not much there worth pursuing. You
may have heard about “new oil” in the press, but it isn’t new at all. We
knew about it, but before the prices rose it was just too expensive to
extract. It wasn’t so much new technology, as it was the higher price in
recent years, that made these fields start to look promising.
Occasionally, you’ll see a news story about a huge new oil field being
discovered, which “feels like” a game changer. Apache Corp in September
2016 discovered three billion barrels in Texas that was all over the news.
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Yet three billion barrels is just over one month of current consumption
rates. And there was no information about what oil price per barrel would
be required to make the discovery economically feasible to access.
We’ve found most of the oil and have extracted a good deal of it already.
Future discoveries will continue, but it’s highly unlikely giant and supergiant oil fields remain undiscovered.

TaaL: You can only consume something once you’ve found it. This is

understood by dogs, bears, foxes, eagles, ants, walruses, kangaroos, fruit
bats, giant squid, monkeys, lizards, and presumably every other animal with
a brain. Yet for some reason it doesn’t seem to occur to most humans that
you can’t extract something you haven’t yet discovered. Your fearless
economic leaders project rising oil availability as far as the mind can
imagine, and I for one am looking forward to seeing how they go about
extracting undiscovered oil. Something like serving imaginary tea to a group
of dolls, perhaps.

The Bottom Line: Oil discoveries peaked 50 years ago and have
been declining ever since.

Depletion
Summary: It should by now

be abundantly clear what is
underpinning all our material
wealth, jobs, and economic
activity. There are renewable
resources, like fish and trees
(renewable only if we use them
wisely). And there are
nonrenewable natural
resources (NNRs) like copper,
helium, rare earth metals, etc., as well as the combustible fossil energycarriers oil, gas, and coal. They are called nonrenewable because they were
concentrated by geologic processes a very long time ago and won’t reconcentrate (renew) themselves during the rest of human history. Once
they are used up, as far as our species is concerned, they are gone forever.
Conceptually this is simple stuff. But in our current culture, we have tended
to become accustomed to treating any extractable resource—be it
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renewable or non—as though its supply is infinite. We are drawing down a
bank account but thinking of the withdrawals as from interest rather than
from the principal. It is easy to see how this habit has developed. Many
kinds of resources seem plentiful at first due to a small human population
relative to the size of the resource. The initial high concentration of
available ores, and the low initial demand, prevented “economies of scale”
from kicking in. Later, when these resources become more scarce and
harder to produce, improved technology and large-scale economies offset
and obscured this trend, making it possible to continue producing them in
large quantities, affordably for a time. Moreover, it is the nature of
depletion, that at any given time, we’re using the energy and infrastructure
which was built or extracted when resources were better and cheaper - with
the impact of present-day resource scarcity pushed off toward the future.
In the meanwhile, we discover it’s economically advantageous to behave as
though such (temporary) abundance will continue through our lifetimes.
Our children watch us and learn to imitate us. After a few generations,
everyone has grown up believing in “more of everything every year” as
some sort of law of nature. Economists join in this game and tell everyone
that all it takes to make more of something – anything - is more money and
more demand. Whether it’s slowly self-renewing resources like forests,
fertile soil, codfish and whales, or nonrenewable resources like copper and
oil, we base our behavior on the completely invalid assumption that
everything will be perpetually available, or that higher prices will
automatically cause adequate substitutes to come into existence. These
assumptions determine the policies and politics of our public institutions.
The dynamics of how NNRs become less available over time, both in
specific deposits/fields/populations and globally, are characterized by a
depletion curve. The essential point is, the distribution of natural
resources follows a characteristic discovery and utilization curve, and these
curves (which often look like a normal curve) may be averaged to give a
rough prediction of the future availability of that resource per resource
type/location. This is straightforward, yet we disbelieve it.
Whatever the resource, we typically take advantage of the easiest-to-access,
cheapest-to-produce parts of it first—the proverbial “low-hanging fruit”—
followed by the more difficult and costlier bits. As this happens, the
increasing rate of extraction is inevitably on a collision course with the
increasing energy cost of extraction. As this effect progresses, some of the
hardest-to-get-at bits are ultimately simply left behind. There is no point in
outfitting a whaling ship to go catch the very last couple of whales left alive;
nor is there a way to keep pipelines, oil terminals, tankers, refineries and gas
stations running for the sake of that last little dribble of oil from the last
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few oil wells. The bits that are left behind are usually of lower quality, size
and density, in difficult locations, and thus require the most energy and
resources to access.
The main liquid fuel
in the mid-19th
century was whale
oil. Harvests of
blubber (and whale
bone, which, ground
into bone meal, was
used as fertilizer)
formed something
like a Gaussian
distribution over
time (shown in this
chart). Late in the 19th century a substitute for whale oil as lamp fuel was
found in kerosene, distilled crude oil. Eventually, substitutes were found for
all the other whale-based products save one: ambergris, a strange, smelly
substance from sperm whale intestines used in making perfumes167 (which
is an odd reason to kill a whale). But by then all the easy-to-find whales had
already been killed and their blubber rendered into oil. (It is no coincidence
that “right whales” are still endangered; they were considered the “right”
whales to catch due to their slow swimming, the fact that they floated when
dead, and their high blubber yields.168) Higher prices can provide an
incentive to access more costly bits of NNRs, but do not forestall their
depletion.

TaaL: My breath is once again taken away by the historical reference to

whales as an energy resource: right whales have brains far larger than
humans, live far longer, and have been self-aware far longer than you
humans. But because they are alien to you, and thus only valuable for their
constituent parts, the songs of right whales are now very lonely.
It can make sense – even to humans – to set aside a portion of a renewable
resource so there’s some available every year. But this runs afoul of your
“money” madness as it relates to growth. If a “renewable” resource like
whales have a slower reproduction rate than the interest offered on money
investments, it “makes sense” under economic logic to wipe out the species
entirely and just bank the money gained thereby, since the money
“reproduces faster” than the whales. Driving such a “resource” to
extinction is a good business practice under the grotesque priorities
engendered by human cultural capitalism.
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This also touches on the so-called “tragedy of the commons,” another
human dynamic. If you alone possess the wherewithal to extract a
potentially-sustainable resource, you may consider it to be in your interest
to use it slowly enough that the resource is not damaged and can continue
to benefit you and your tribe. However, if you believe outgroups also can
degrade the resource, you will tend to assume they have that intention, and
adopt that intention yourself as a proactive measure! This “game theory”
twist on human behavior has led to some very unfortunate resource usage,
and to many species’ extinctions and depletions. You ascribe the worst
possible motives to outgroups, and then competitively adopt their predicted
destructive behaviors so as not to be relatively disadvantaged. Because, the
idea of an outgroup getting a larger share of something than you do is as
intolerable as getting a cucumber slice when other monkeys get grapes.

The Bottom Line: Natural resource extraction follows a

characteristic curve shape for slowly regenerating resources. Best
first. Worst last.

The Red Queen Phenomenon

Summary: Oil fields are tapped using individual oil wells, like multiple

straws stuck into the same milk shake. A cluster of oil fields forms an oil
region. Oil fields and regions are only found in certain countries (sometimes
straddling their borders, as with Iraq and Kuwait). All the oil regions, added
together, comprise the world’s oil resource.
Each individual oil well, due to immense pressure, typically hits a maximum
shortly after it is drilled and starts producing. Depending on the type of well
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and the quality of the field, its production profile usually follows an
exponential decline curve. Eventually, production levels off at a much lower
level of a few barrels a day or a week. Sometimes this goes on for a very
long time. These old wells, which are still oozing a bit of oil, are called
“stripper wells.” You can tell the age of an oil field at a glance: if it’s full of
tall drilling rigs, it’s new; if it’s full of the iconic stripper-well pump jacks
going up and down, it’s old and tired. Some oil wells in US have been
producing for over 100 years, but at a tiny fraction of what gushed out of
them during their glory days.
It’s even worse for the low-grade oil. For example, in the Bakken region in
North Dakota, new wells are drilled into shale rock, in search of shale oil.
Shale, as a resource, is very close to the “bottom of the barrel” in terms of
resource quality. The oil is suffused through rock strata like butter through
a filo dough pastry. It doesn’t just come gushing out of the ground. Rather,
it takes a lot of energy to flush it out using fracking fluid, which consists
of compressed water, sand, and a secret cocktail of toxic chemicals. As seen
in the above left graph above, this sort of tight oil formation depletes very
rapidly: after six months the production rate typically falls by half, and after
three years they are down to just 10 to 15 percent of the initial flow rates.169
By adding up all the wells in a field or a region that have already been
drilled, it is possible to estimate the field’s or the region’s ultimate
recoverable quantity of oil by looking at its overall decline rate. It is
possible to compensate for depletion in older wells by drilling new ones.
While a higher rate of drilling reduces the decline rate, it doesn’t create any
new oil underground, adding straws just sucks up the dregs faster. The
graph on the right above shows the twin peaks of production in the North
Sea oil region, which is shared by the UK and Norway. Early on, the oil
flowed so fast that just a few fields needed to be drilled to continue growing
the production volumes. As usual, the largest, easiest, and cheapest
discoveries are exploited first. After production peaked in 1984, a great
many wells had to be drilled into smaller fields, just to keep production
volumes from collapsing. But by 1999, even deploying hundreds of oil
platforms to the North Sea wasn’t enough to overcome the underlying
decline rate, and the region entered terminal decline. Consequentially, the
public finances of once oil-rich UK went into decline as well. The UK went
from a low-priced oil exporter to a high-priced oil importer—its prize for
pumping out its oil and selling it as quickly as possible. This is a classic
example of “time bias.”
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All around the world, the best oil resources have long been found, drilled
and pumped out. Sure, there are huge quantities of oil still left in the
ground, but it is scattered across numerous small fields that are costlier to
produce, deplete faster and require complex technology. Decline rates for
individual wells keeps going up (for non-OPEC, average decline rates are
now at 6% per year), and by now 80 percent of oil wells in the US are less
than two years old – this trend is accelerating.170 The above graph from the
oil standard of global energy forecasters, the International Energy Agency,
shows what would happen to global oil production if for some reason we
stopped drilling – we would go from 95 million barrels a day in 2019 down
to about 15 million barrels in 20 years due to ongoing decline of existing
fields. Of course, there will be new upstream investment, but it will require
a higher oil price to be profitable – perhaps too high to be affordable? We
now must keep drilling faster and faster just to stay in place. This has been
called the Red Queen phenomenon, after the character in Lewis Carroll’s
Alice in Wonderland. The Red Queen said to Alice: “My dear, here we must run
as fast as we can, just to stay in place. And if you wish to go anywhere you must run
twice as fast as that.”

TaaL: This depletion trend is obvious, undeniable, and meticulously

documented. So of course, your national and global economic planning is
ignoring it entirely. Your chief economists, and official government bureaus,
are still projecting future oil availability based on how much they think
people will want, not how much will exist to sell to them. Do you detect the
subtle logical flaw embodied in that? This wouldn’t matter much if they
were projecting, say, the future availability of yo-yos. But oil is the
hemoglobin of your current economies. It’s particularly amusing seeing all
nations trying to tap out their own oil reserves at the maximum rate, even
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though the last nations with oil will dominate the others. It’s an odd sort of
patriotism, this competition to weaken each nation as fast as possible.

The Bottom Line: We generally must run faster and faster to

maintain our current production levels. Drilling holes in the ground is
not sustainable.

The Fracking Truth

Summary: One of the big energy stories in mass media in the US these

days is the so-called shale revolution. If you accept the promoted story at
face value, the 21st century will be a magic-carpet ride of fracked crude oil
and natural gas abundance. Based on this story, many people now believe
that the US produces more oil than it uses (it doesn’t), that something called
“peak oil theory” has been discredited (it hasn’t), and that there are
thousands of years’ worth of oil and gas left in the US (there aren’t). So,
what is this “revolution” really about?
First, about the so-called “peak oil” theory, which we haven’t mentioned
per se. This is no theory at all, merely a statement of the dead-obvious fact
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that the annual flow rate of oil into the human economy, like any finite
resource being extracted from the ground, will eventually peak and decline.
This is pretty elementary stuff; the fact that some find it a controversial
“theory” is one indication of just how skewed from reality many of our
“economic experts” are. Indeed, the derogatory phrase “peak oil” has been
used to characterize an entire body of rigorous scientific analysis as “fringe”
science, even though it’s as basic as “can’t have your cake and eat it too.”
It is true, the US has managed to temporarily reverse the trend of declining
domestic production of total liquid fuels, which was apparent between 2005
and 2008. This has been achieved by significantly increasing the share of oil
coming from unconventional sources, such as tight oil, oil sands,
deepwater, etc. Unconventional sources depend on high energy prices—
perhaps higher than society can afford—because they are so expensive to
extract. Low prices in turn make them unprofitable. We are continuing to
drain the declining, relatively large oil reservoirs of conventional oil while
also returning to scrape the bottom of the oil barrel (the shale oil in the
source rock).
Fracking (or hydrofracturing) has existed for many decades; it’s just that
until recently we weren’t desperate enough to use it, and oil prices weren’t
high enough to justify it. It was the high energy prices that prevailed
between 2005 and 2008, and the cheap credit made available to energy
companies from 2009 to 2014, that expanded fracking-based oil and gas
production. This money was clearly not allocated wisely: from 2005 to 2013
oil and gas investments soared by over 60 percent, but supply only grew by
6 percent.171 However, without the “shale revolution” (and tar sands),
global oil production (as shown in above graph) would now be at 2005
levels or even lower.
Oil from fracked shale has two important geological and geographic
limitations. First, it must be thermally mature marine source rock—
marine sediments compressed and cooked for a sufficient number of
millions of years. Second, it must be buried at a depth of between 5,000 and
12,000 feet in order to have adequate reservoir pressure to force the oil to
the surface (if deeper, it would be too hot for oil and would have been
cooked all the way to natural gas). Existing US proven and undeveloped
tight oil reserves are stated as ~20 billion barrels, or about five years of US
consumption.172 Shale oil depletes rapidly, as noted in the previous
section. It can be argued, the Red Queen of US Shale, enabled by loans
from Wall Street, singlehandedly extended the date of global Peak Oil
(currently November 2018 and highly probable to stay that way). We will
not know when oil truly has peaked until well in the rear view mirror.
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TaaL: One of the entertaining things about human societies is the

economic bubbles they blow. Tulips, internet stocks, real estate
derivatives... it happens over and over again. It starts with the belief that
there’s some new investment which can only go up in value. Investors pour
in, their initial success causes more to pour in, and so on, until the initial
assumption is proven wrong, and a bunch of money is lost. That explains
not only the growth of fracking, but why the narrative was so shiny: it was
about recruiting money investments. Yet as of this writing (in USA, early
2020), oil is being sold for less than it costs to extract.
Odds are, fracking activity will repeatedly stop and start as the money price
of oil yo-yos back and forth in coming decades, bouncing off the floor of
“too cheap to be worth extracting” and the ceiling of “too expensive to
afford.” I’d guess that if your nation USA holds together long enough,
domestic oil sources will eventually be nationalized and used for farming
and defense, since the total amount of oil available will be a lot lower than it
is today.

The Bottom Line: The world isn’t running out of oil, but human
societies are running out of affordable oil.

A Crude Substitute

Summary: These days, a lot of what’s now being called “crude oil” isn’t
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really crude oil at all by historical standards. To mask its decline, various
folks in government and in the mining and financial industries have been
expanding the definition of oil, by including all sorts of other flammable
liquids. Since they all burn, they thought, doing so wouldn’t cause any
problems.
Thus, not only is the cost of finding and extracting crude oil going up, but a
growing share of this expensive-to-produce “other liquids oil” is not even
oil. It is liquid and can be burned as a fuel, but crude “oil” it most certainly
is not. The new definition of “oil” now includes:
●
●
●
●

Ethanol, which is made from corn, which in turn is largely made
from fossil-carbon inputs utilized in industrial farming,
Natural gas refinery liquids (NGPL) that condense out of natural gas
during processing,
Other biofuels, such as palm oil and biodiesel; and
Various unconventional hydrocarbons such as “synthetic” oil from tar
sands.

All of the above provide far fewer benefits, at a higher cost, than the
traditional “Texas tea”—the light sweet crude oil that powered the US, and
quite a bit of the rest of the world, through most of the 20th century.
Technically this different quality is referred to as the API specific gravity
of the new oil: 42 for Bakken (ND shale oil) and 55 for Eagle Ford (TX
shale oil). But the API specific gravity scale exaggerates the true energy
content of the different sources, which is 3.5 and 10.7 percent
respectively.173 Fully a third of current oil production in the US is no longer
oil but is these various other substances with less energy content.
Liquids that condense from the output of gas wells, called natural gas
plant liquids (NGPLs), account for about 3.5 million barrels per day
(mmbpd). While NGPLs are counted as oil in the national accounting, they
only have 60 percent of the energy content, by volume, of crude oil.174
Doing the math means that the NGPLs are really only “replacing” two
mmbpd of crude oil.
One million barrels per day of ethanol manufactured from corn is also
being counted as “oil production.” This so-called “oil” is the same stuff in
whiskey, vodka, and beer: grain alcohol. From an energy standpoint,
producing ethanol is an energy conversion, where we take soil, water,
corn, diesel for the tractors and the combines, agricultural chemicals,
electricity and natural gas for the conversion process, plus labor, and turn it
all into ethanol at an ER/EI of barely over 1:1. Ethanol only has 68 percent
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of the energy, by volume, of crude oil.175 In addition to its lower energy
content, other factors make ethanol a poor substitute for crude oil. Since it
is water soluble, it attracts and absorbs moisture, solvents and cleaning
agents, and degrades plastics. This makes it problematic for many engines,
especially boat outboard engines and small engines such as chain saws, lawn
mowers and electric generators. Despite all these problems, the use of
ethanol in gasoline is federally mandated (as a result of Congressional
lobbying), ostensibly on environmental grounds as it burns cleaner - but it
could be argued the main beneficiaries are the ethanol producers in corn
state economies.

TaaL: Everyone likes a good illusion. Counting a bunch of liquids which

aren’t oil as “oil” gives the illusion that the flow of oil to human societies
won’t peak, even though it logically must, and for the most part has peaked.
Ethanol is incredibly effective. I like it with lime juice, sugar, and crushed
ice, and one must assume that it’s being consumed in a similar way, and
perhaps to excess, by those constructing US energy policy. Adding ethanol
to gasoline is also incredibly effective... at transferring money into the
accounts of the ethanol firms producing it. Turns out corn can be “pork”
even if not fed to pigs, as has been recognized by all presidential candidates
campaigning to court votes in Iowa for many years now. Energy-wise, it’s
useless, making your vehicles run worse while producing nonexistent
“green” benefits which are based on narrative fallacies and not on science.
One of those pesky ramifications of thermodynamics.
Math Teacher: if you have five quarts of root beer and drink two, how many do you have
left?
US EIA: That depends on how much lemonade you have.

The Bottom Line: In order to make it seem like there is plenty of
oil, we have changed the definition of what is oil to include lower
quality liquids.
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Price vs Cost (vs Value)

Summary: Unless you happen to work for an oil company or an oil

brokerage, you probably only think about the price of oil while you are
fueling up at a gas station, watching the meter spin. One barrel of crude oil
can be distilled into 42 gallons of various products—gasoline, heating oil,
diesel, jet fuel, motor oil, road tar and a few other, less useful things, such as
naphtha. After factoring in refining costs, transportation costs and taxes, oil
at $40/barrel translates into gasoline at about $1.50 per gallon. Oil at $80
equates to about $3 per gallon. Oil at $147, which is where it peaked in
2008, is over $5 per gallon. In recent years, a barrel of oil has gone from
$30 to $150, back to $30 again, up to $120, down to $27, and, as of this
writing, had been at around $50 until the 2020 Covid 19 pandemic when it
briefly dropped to -$37. These are prices set by markets of buyers and
sellers, and markets bounce up and down because they’re based not just on
“supply and demand,” but the belief of buyers and sellers of where “supply
and demand” will be in the future. These prices do not directly reflect the
costs of extracting and producing oil.
As you’ve seen in previous sections, there are two kinds of costs to this
extraction and production: the financial (money) cost, and the energy cost.
The financial cost is “whatever the buyers, and society, believe they can
afford”, while the energy cost embodies absolute thresholds on just how
worthwhile it is to go after any particular source of oil. So if one doesn’t
understand that oil has an energy cost, but thinks it only has a financial cost,
it might seem that every atom of oil within the planet could be extracted
just by printing as much money as necessary. (That’s the “state of the art”
of the economics which is now guiding energy decisions for this nation, by
the way.)
Focusing on “financial cost of extracting and refining” oil products versus
the “financial return on selling” these products, we find a timing factor that
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borders on the absurd. There’s a major time lag between an energy
company’s decision to invest in producing oil from an expensive source
because the price of oil is high, and that oil being brought to market. It
takes time to create the pipeline infrastructure and new wells and get them
producing, and by the time that oil hits the market, the price may be low
again. Oops. Suddenly, oil firms are selling oil at a financial loss, and need
to limit that loss, so they close the wells. Rinse and repeat. Looking at the
way these decisions are made by markets, it’s likely that oil production will
begin to “yo-yo” between prices high enough to send the economy into a
recession, and prices too low to be worth producing.

All growth in world oil supplies (height of bars in above graph) since 2005
is from unconventional sources (orange) which are more costly in money
and environmental terms. Currently shale oil requires a price of over $60 a
barrel to break even because it is an inherently more complex process.176
Many OPEC countries, despite having access to cheaper-to-extract oil, now
require over $100 per barrel to balance their fiscal situations (which may
include giving out money to their populace to avoid revolution).177 Since the
beginning of 2015, 213 North American oil and gas companies have filed
for bankruptcy with more than $85 billion in debt (about the same as the
combined GDP of Montana and North Dakota). There is plenty of oil left
but it’s getting more expensive. In the same way a cheetah has to shift
strategies when there are few gazelles left, one day -possibly quite soon this increased cost of extraction will necessitate a change in societal
metabolism.
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TaaL: The above description makes sense but leaves out the main point

(from my alien perspective). Yes, you conflate price and cost. But the bigger
issue is you also conflate worth. The price is what it sells for, and the cost is
what it takes to wrest it from the Earth, refine and transport. But the worth
is the high man-hour labor equivalent. Oil has always sold for far less than
its potential energy is worth to your culture - Thousands of times less for
what it could accomplish for a sapient species.
It’s a bit like a man who inherits a rare coin collection, and then uses the
gold coins in a soda machine since they were free to him anyway. Earths
consumers are confusing price and cost. Earths leaders are confusing price
and worth.

The Bottom Line: There’s the price the economic system can afford
for oil, and the financial cost to extract and produce it. They may be
very different. And they both ignore the inherent real worth of oil.

What if Oil cost $400 per Barrel?
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Summary: As we have seen, there will be oil “left” underground long after
human eyes have seen their last sunset, even if that happens in 10 million
years. In 3345C.E. humans might still be “using oil” when someone dips a
stick into a natural oil seep to make a torch. What we’re concerned about
now is our current way of life, which is based to a huge degree on the
burning of oil in enormous quantities. And not JUST the burning of oil in
enormous quantities, but in enormous quantities which increase in enormity
every decade. And not JUST burning oil in enormously increasing quantities
but being able to do so while becoming richer at the same time in monetary
claims, year-after-year.
We’re not just “addicted to oil” in the phraseology of many past US
presidents. We’re addicted to cheap oil that increases in volume every year.
Clearly, if oil were $400/bbl, some people could still afford it. The contrails
of Middle East royalty would still cross the skies, as would military planes
of many nations. But who else would? The farmers? The truckers who
bring food to you? You? And just how would that happen? Certainly, the
economic models of many contemporary things from airlines to Walmart to
Amazon are extremely sensitive to oil price fluctuations and hiatus.
What would a society base on $400 bbl oil look like?
This turns out to be a set of questions with a lot of variables. For instance,
could a society based on $400 oil afford for the middle class to all own cars?
What about maintaining the roads?
Clearly, the flow rate of oil into the human economy must at some point
peak and decline, since on human time scales it’s a finite resource which is
getting progressively more energy remote. When will that be? From a
human point of view, it will be a big deal whenever it happens, because we
are now primarily an oil-powered system, and that inflection point will mark
a transition from “more wealth and options every year” to “less wealth and
options every year.” So, when does that happen? 2050? 2150? 2300? Next
year? That would be good to know, because a LOT of the underpinnings of
our economies have “baked in” the assumption of copious oil energy, based
on demand.
An alternate question might be: at what point might the real cost of oil
begin to affect what we can and can’t do, as individuals and societies? In a
way it has already been sneaking up on us. There are some things which
were possible for societies to do back when oil was $5/bbl: fly a supersonic
airliner. Land men on the moon. Fly in a regular airliner with 70% of the
seats empty. Raise a family in the middle class with a car, a house, and only
one average income. Drop a V8 engine into any car and fill it with 25-cent
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gasoline. Build huge dams and bridges, and a national highway system.
Conduct massive foreign wars dropping more bombs than were dropped in
WWII. These “brute force” luxuries have slowly departed, as we have
looked towards miniaturization of electronics for our “new stuff” titillation.
Which things will slowly trickle out of your reality as oil gets more
expensive?

TaaL: One of the most common and enduring plots in your human

mythology is the story of three magical wishes. There are many variations
on it, including devils, souls, gold, love, and irony. Three magical wishes are
granted by a superhuman entity of unknown or dubious motives, after a
magic lamp, or other enchanted treasure, is discovered.
The central theme of these
stories is generally about how
those granted the wishes fail
to think through the
implications of their initial
choices of wealth, beauty,
fame, etc., and find themselves
in a predicament from which
they can only extricate
themselves by a very careful
wording of the third wish.
Sometimes they succeed and
sometimes not. In such
stories, those who make
selfish wishes generally fare
less well after the third wish than those making altruistic ones, and the
“three wishes” are discovered to have been both blessing and curse. Indeed,
such stories are generally about discovering wisdom, and what really matters
in life, only at the eleventh hour, and are, of course, entirely fanciful while
embedding a valuable message.
Which is why it’s so odd, that’s exactly what happened to your species en
route to the Anthropocene. You found a way to wring magic wishes out of
the very rocks of the earth. You awakened energy slaves from their
hundred-million-year sleep to invisibly walk the land doing your bidding.
Your first wish was to dominate the earth, and you did. You displaced the
other wildlife, captured all the fish in the sea worth having and many which
weren’t, cut down the forests, killed or converted the “savages”, and
planted your crops.
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Your second wish was to all be as wealthy as kings and queens of old, with
magic at your fingertips, and it was made so: to fly higher than birds, to visit
other worlds; to all have an army of servants who bring you choice foods
from around the world, make it unnecessary for you to work. For anyone to
be able to talk with anyone else; for the poorest among you to have access
to all the collected wisdom of mankind. For your lives to grow longer, your
eyesight more perfect, your erections more substantial, and everyone to
have their own mini-castle and large family.
But now there’s one wish left. And it had better be worded carefully,
because - true to literary form – you got exactly what you asked for, and
only now has it become apparent what the downsides are.

The Bottom Line: What society can and can’t do with oil depends
on the financial and energetic cost, and as those costs rise, current
levels of consumption will become increasingly difficult to sustain.

Draining America First

Summary: And thus, you begin to see it. The grand battle of narratives

about our future. Our culture remains energy blind, believing not only in
unlimited growth in the amount of goods and service available to future
humans but also that technology perpetually can overcome limited natural
resources. On the other hand (a.k.a. reality), technology is a vector to access
lower and lower quality resources in a finite pool. We think we are accessing
a bigger pool but have just only built larger straws.
The above graph highlights this juxtaposition of stories told in our culture.
The two graphs are identical histories of the last 120 years of oil production
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in USA. The graph on the left is the one used by the energy optimists to
tell the story that the United States used ingenuity and technology to
surpass Saudi Arabia and Russia to become the world’s largest oil producer;
that we are energy independent, and there are no energy shortages on the
foreseeable horizon. Indeed we will become an important energy exporter.
The (same) graph on the right tells a different story. The conventional
crude oil in the lower 48 states peaked in 1970. We supplemented that by
adding oil from the North Slope of Alaska and then drilled under the ocean
in the Gulf of Mexico. All those provinces are well past peak and into
decline – so we recently used drilled horizontal wells and fracturing
technology to access the source rock (from which all other oil originated),
shown in the red as tight oil in the shale formations. This oil depletes
rapidly, up to 90% in the first three years after a well is drilled, leading to
the Red Queen phenomenon.
Furthermore, we wouldn’t have been able to access this costly resource
without large additions of debt – both the shale companies themselves
accessing Wall Street debt markets, and society as a whole leaning on
central banks to lower interest rates and lubricate credit markets. From a
biophysical perspective however, using credit doesn’t create (much) new

energy resource, but functions as a larger straw, pulling resource
consumption forward in time.
This graph178 conceptually shows how a normal resource pool e.g. oil – with
various quality tranches in shades of gray – might change when we can
borrow money to spend on complicated technology to access more of the
resource. It DOES increase the total size of resource (a new tranche of oil
shown in black in the right panel) but also increases the rate at which it
depletes after it begins to decline. In effect, both debt – and in the vcase of
oil – technology act as a larger straw. The amount of resource mostly
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remains the same but we’re able to access more of it at one time, leaving
less available for the distant (or not so distant) future. This dynamic of
consuming today what we couldn’t really afford without credit applies to oil
fields – but also to individuals, and entire countries.

TaaL: So how does “debt” affect energy and your future?
Well, here’s a metaphor: think of your society’s money system as a huge,
half-assed load-following algorithm evolved to match energy consumption
with need through feedbacks. Sort of like a really badly-designed
thermostat, which mostly sort of works using money as a proxy for energy,
but in a really Rube Goldberg way which should mandate smoke detectors.
Still with me? OK, now imagine that the only people who can touch this
thermostat are members of an entitled shaman tribe, and for reasons of
their own, they believe it should always be set higher than it already is.
Rinse and repeat.
So in this metaphor, what they’re turning up is the debt level, which “sucks
forward” consumption of actual fossil energy with false signals of
abundance and affordability, and your world heats up and your thermostat
no longer functions anything like a thermostat; any natural feedbacks
overridden by a set of flawed beliefs, as depletion approaches more rapidly
and with a faster dropoff.
There’s something Earth’s animals understand that human society has
forgotten: the game of life is about stored, usable net energy…full stop.
From the lucky innovation of mitochondria and ATP (animal life) to the
discovery of fire (a life-nonlife symbiosis), life’s winners have almost always
been those who could deploy energy when and where it was most useful.
From the skirmishes of creatures on a coral reef to World War II, it’s about
chemical potential energy possession and the wherewithal to use it. Which,
for humans, mostly means oil.
This access accounts well, in my view, for the attributes of American
exceptionalism. There may well be some vital spirit, some manifest destiny,
some invisible hand, some inner majesty to the US of A…sure, why
not?...but frankly the ascendance of the USA can be quite adequately
explained in energy terms; the first to the oil, the least-damaged by world
wars, and the power to significantly control other peoples’ energy. The USA
has for quite a long time used roughly a quarter of the world’s oil energy for
5% of the world’s population.
The problem on the horizon is that you’re rapidly approaching a time in
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which the last industrialized nations with significant oil…”win”, where
“winning” means maintaining influence, feeding and supplying their people,
and stuff like that. Yet you’re burning all your own oil as fast as you can
extract it. One would be tempted to see this as an insidious anti-USA plot,
except that it’s championed by those who fashion themselves as patriots!
Disclaimer: as an alien, I don’t give a gnarf’s piftum which human nations
win; it’d be odd, like having favorite anthills. But it’s frequently my role here
to point out the central illogic in the current human modis operandi. I
suppose part of this comes down to your word “energy”, which lumps
together many qualities and aspects which to my species’ way of thinking
are functionally quite distinct.
And it’s not that the USA is the only nation doing this…there seems to be a
flat-out race to the bottom of the oil barrel, an international ‘potlatch’ of
sorts in which everyone seems to want to run out of usable energy first.
This would be the animal equivalent of running rapidly in circles until
dying, which in nature implies some sort of serious mental problem.
Getting tight oil is like using a vacuum cleaner after sweeping a room; it’s a
high energy method to capture the hardest-to-get, smallest amounts of dirt
after you’ve sufficiently cleaned the room by sweeping. This is effectively
draining America first.

The Bottom Line: By using non-renewable resources, particularly
energy, we are effectively ‘draining America first’.
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Energy Part 9 - Energy Properties and
Renewables
Renewables A.K.A. Rebuildables

Summary: ‘Renewable energy’. It's something we all know about, right?

It's the current phraseology for "non-fossil" energy, and the popular notion
is that it's as good as, or better, than fossil energy.
We agree it's hugely better than fossil fuel in the most important way: fossil
fuel, if its use is continued on the current path for many more decades, will
cause the Earth to lose most large complex life and most specialized food
webs to acidified seas, hotter temperatures, ecosystem degradation and
rapid environmental change.
It's the word "renewable" that is misleading. It’s a story. It implies that
energy may be “renewed” and used again. This isn’t the case. A maple tree
is renewable. A chicken is renewable. They can reproduce themselves based
on solar and hydrological flows (and finding another chicken). A Prius isn’t
renewable.
What is referred to in common parlance as "renewable energy", then, is the
notion, there are devices humans can make that will channel and
concentrate useable flows of energy, more or less indefinitely, from the
ongoing diffuse flow of fusion energy from the sun (including secondary
solar energy such as wind, etc.). And not just a little bit but (a) in amounts
comparable to what we are now getting by burning fossil carbon and
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hydrocarbons, and (b) with a relatively smooth societal transition.
These technologies include solar power, wind power, wave power,
geothermal power, fission power, fusion power (not yet workable), and
hydroelectric power. Except for some ancient water- and wind-powered
grain mills and small dams, none of these have ever been built in any other way than
by burning coal, oil, and gas. They require finite materials that are
irretrievably lost each time they are built. They currently depend entirely on
the existing fossil-fueled global extractive, shipping, processing, and
manufacturing system to be constructed.
The process of building “renewable” technology generates environmental
pollutants that are harmful. They are built of materials that in some cases
will be exhausted in a fairly short time. Many of them provide only
intermittent power, and they all eventually break down and need to be built
again from scratch.
“Renewable” energy technology is (at this point) just one more thing we do
with fossil energy, along with racetracks, Disneyland, projection TV’s,
disposable forks, etc. The mechanisms – such as solar panels - do not stand
apart as something that will exist forever. Current solar panels are built to
last 20-25 years, and their supporting electronics fewer.179 When they are
replaced, the world will have less oil, lower quality ore grades, and other
hurdles deriving from the limits to growth. Yet renewable tech will need to
be entirely replaced, along with its associated devices and the infrastructure
that makes them, at least five times every century.
Mechanisms to tap direct and indirect solar flows are not renewable. They
are rebuildable to the extent the energy, resources, time, and human
prioritization can rebuild them. This doesn’t seem to be much a problem
now, because our societies are coasting on infrastructure built in the past
and are still near the all-time peak of human net energy availability. For our
purposes, the sun is forever, but mechanisms to tap it surely are not. If we
are to still be erecting giant wind turbines in 100 years, or 500, how exactly
will that happen, and what will they connect to?
Examining energy, its properties and the many ways that we use it, is
therefore important to understanding our future.

TaaL: Renewable Energy isn’t a thing. It’s a slogan, like “clean coal” or

“safe nuclear” which works as a “meme-plex” in your human story-based
associative thinking, which is greatly simplified when you get in groups.
Low-carbon energy, in contrast, IS a thing, and a thing worth pursuing. To
do so effectively, you need to understand how energy works and what you
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intend to do with it.

The Bottom Line: There’s no such thing as renewable energy.

There are mechanisms we can build which tap ongoing energy flows,
which are at best rebuildable.

A Joule is a Joule. Or is it?

Summary: Not all energy is created equal. Some energy provides greater

benefits to humans and economies than others. So far, we’ve used the term
“energy” as though it were more-or-less fungible with anything else labeled
“energy.”
In nature, most animals at least partly specialize in the types of food they
can eat. Similarly, when it comes to our endosomatic energy, we need
certain types of fuels. Our bodies run primarily on glucose. This happens in
a series of chemical reactions, which transforms much of the food we eat
into the molecule ATP, the energy currency of the cell which fuels our
movements.
It may be no surprise, then, to learn this has corollaries to our exosomatic
energy use. We have already pointed out how our front-end energy
transformations change calories of natural gas and diesel into calories of
corn flakes and chicken, thus allowing us to effectively “eat fossils.” But
even the exosomatic energy that remains as exosomatic energy varies
considerably in how useful it is for our purposes.
First, a clarification: we’re using the general word “energy,” that mysterious
and amazing stuff of which we’ve spoken. But what we’re really referring
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to when speaking of powering human systems are energy carriers; that is,
something moving that we can slow down to tap some of its kinetic energy,
or something we can burn, creating disorder out of which we can direct a
lesser amount of order towards a task.
But we only have one word for it: energy. That can lead people to assume
there is merely one commodity: energy. This oversimplification has a
number of critical dimensions, two of which are: (a) some energy-carriers
are inherently higher-quality than others, and (b) how useful an energycarrier is to you depends on what you are currently specialized to use.
In the sections to come, we’ll explore just a few aspects of energy quality
relative to human systems, and how they relate to some of society’s
insufficiently examined assumptions about “energy,” which everyone agrees
we need, but few understand.

TaaL: Here’s a question: When flower nectar runs out, why don’t

hummingbirds eat grasshoppers? Both nectar and grasshoppers contain
energy. The answer is that they simply aren’t built to do it. It isn’t that
grasshoppers don’t contain calories and nutrients, and there may indeed be
huge numbers of them within a hungry hummingbird’s sight. But the size
of the available “grasshopper” resource is simply irrelevant to hummingbird
functionality (and would be even if hummingbirds believed in neoclassical
economics).
You now live in something of a “hummingbird society” whose entire
infrastructure is specialized to primarily use high-energy nectar (crude oil and
its many derivatives) for most of what it does. It is generally believed that all
energy carriers are fungible, but that belief may be of little more use than
the belief a hummingbird could eat grasshoppers if it ever got really hungry.
Hummingbirds have benefitted from the efficiency of specialization, just as
you have with oil: they are better than other birds at sucking nectar from
flowers. The downside of specialization is that efficiency is purchased at the
cost of lost resilience, the lack of a “plan B.”
To what extent, in your future-energy assumptions, might you be looking at
grasshoppers but currently assuming them to have the attributes of nectar?

The Bottom Line: Our exosomatic energy carriers vary in what they
can do for us.
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Potential vs. Kinetic Energy

Summary: The ways in which we interact with energy include two major
classifications: Potential Energy and Kinetic Energy. “Potential” energy is
possessed by matter due to its position, configuration, or state. “Kinetic”
energy is possessed by matter due to its motion relative to objects in its
environment.

What does it mean that “kinetic” energy is relative to its environment? Well,
consider yourself on a jetliner pouring a bottle of wine. Relative to you and
your dinner, that wine bottle has no particular kinetic energy. But relative to
a person on the ground, that wine bottle is travelling at over 600 mph and
has an enormous amount of kinetic energy, enough to punch through a
brick wall.
This points out another characteristic of kinetic energy – it may be
transferred. A barely subsonic bottle of wine could turn a wall into wall
fragments; a billiard ball hits another billiard ball and transfers a large
portion of its energy into making the second ball move. Wind over the
ocean can transfer some of its energy into ocean waves.
There’s also “rotational” kinetic energy, such as a flywheel that is moving
relative to its environment, but not going anywhere. The amount of kinetic
energy is a function of an object’s mass and speed relative to the stuff around
it. For instance, we’re all zooming at about 600 km/second relative to the
cosmic background radiation, but since our entire world, solar system, and
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galaxy are also doing so, there isn’t any useful kinetic energy there to be
tapped.
Potential energy, on the other hand, isn’t relative to objects in its
environment. For instance, something at the top of a hill has gravitational
potential energy because the nature of gravity means that it exists in a
higher-energy-position state from which work could potentially be
extracted. An example of this is hydroelectric power, in which the
gravitational potential energy in water is tapped and converted into
transmissible kinetic energy. There’s also elastic potential energy, like the
energy stored in a pulled-back slingshot; chemical potential energy such as
that stored in a car battery, electrical potential energy such as that stored in
a capacitor, and nuclear potential energy deriving from the possibility of
intentionally accelerating the rate of fission and fusion reactions.
In most cases it’s highly ineffective to use “kinetic energy” directly, because
the nature of living systems is that we want to utilize energy to do specific
things at specific times, but direct transformation of kinetic-to-kinetic
energy generally isn’t always available on our timetable. Sailing ships are a
good example of both the benefits and limits, as are windmills for grinding
grain. They work great...but you must do your fast sailing and meal-grinding
when the wind blows.
These days we’re big on convenience, so we like energy that jumps at our
command. This means we use nearly 100% “potential energy” carriers and
are converting “kinetic energy” into some sort of “potential energy,” even
though that also means wasting a lot of energy in the process.
For example, rather than drying our clothes when the sun shines, it’s more
convenient to dry clothes in the dryer whenever we feel like it, rain or shine,
day or night. That requires a power grid backed by vast amounts of
chemical potential energy whose output may be easily adjusted to maintain
our option to do anything at any time. Rather than relocating our industry
to exist in places with reliable sun or wind, and to operate in the daytime,
we can put it wherever we want, again thanks to the power grid.
“Baseload power” means “on demand.” On a small scale your batterypowered flashlight provides light “on demand” when the sun has set. On
the large scale, we rely on potential energy carriers of some sort, be they
fuels or batteries, to operate continuously and provide power over long
distances. Baseload power is largely incompatible with simple kineticenergy-based electrical systems, and when the process of conversion to and
from potential energy systems occurs, it is lossy180 and costly.
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Using flow-based systems such as wind, hydro-electric, or solar can be
compatible with reasonably high societal complexity. For example, this
document is being created on a computer powered by a primarily flowbased solar powering system, without conversion to potential energy. That
is, there is no transformation to “potential energy” storage involved
between solar irradiance and the device’s function. However, a significant
number of watts from the capture device are neither used nor stored, and it
won’t work at night. These tradeoffs eventually must be consciously and
seriously considered.

TaaL: Imagining such a thing as “no baseload” might be an esoteric

exercise if it weren’t for the fact that “potential energy baseload” as it now
exists is inherently temporary, requiring massive amounts of fossil energy
and materials input that will progressively shrink going forward this century.
Your species ultimately faces a “no baseload” future, period, full stop. The
revolutionary notion would be to abandon it before it abandons you, using energy
when the wind blows and sun shines, and very little when it doesn’t, and
thereby perhaps maintaining a climate and world that is actually livable for
the next 100 thousand years without grid power.
Humans evolved to be resilient to intermittence in food, water, and all
other resources, and still are. Humankind doesn’t need baseload, you are
baseload.

The Bottom Line: Usable energy is either potential (stored) or

kinetic (in motion). Our current society is heavily dependent on the
former, though people lived perfectly fine lives in previous cultures
using the latter.

Energy Properties
Summary: Energy differs not

only in the quality and form we
prefer to use, but in many other
ways. There is a vast difference in
the properties of various energy
sources. Among such differences
are:
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Spatial distribution: Many kinetic energy flows are inherently diffuse. The
total amount of solar energy which falls on Earth is far more than our
society could use. However, at any given time that energy is spread over
about 100 million square miles of surface. The energy we desire to use must
be far more concentrated than that, so we need to come up with a way of
collecting that diffuse energy, concentrating it, converting it to some sort of
stored potential energy and transporting it to where the people are. This is
easier said than done. Similarly, wind energy is fairly diffuse and, likewise,
requires investment in complex mechanisms to concentrate it into usable
form for our existing societies. Energy from water, on the other hand, is
concentrated in places (for example waterfalls) which are themselves
distributed spatially from each other and from where we might wish to have
energy. Basically, kinetic energy from Earth’s hydrological cycle isn’t always
where the people are.
Intermittence: Some energy (e.g. wind power) is intermittent - you have
access when the wind blows, but not when it is calm. Other energy, (e.g.
tidal power) varies in its availability, but is entirely predictable. Solar power
combines both: intermittent because of clouds, and variable because of day
and night.
Since our current civilization is built around “baseload” power, we expect
the lights to go on when we flip a switch. This luxury is very energy-costly
because it means that even while we sleep, the engines that convert
potential to kinetic energy are spinning, awaiting the commands to spin
faster based on our needs and whims. However, most ways of obtaining
energy from natural flows do not provide “energy on whim;” they provide
it based on the way the natural world provides it, which is intermittent, or
variable or both.
Your author, DJ White, has grid-tied solar panels on his house and can
track the rough power accumulation by the hour, day, and month. The
tracking reflects the high incidence of clouds in his home location of
windward Oahu in sunny Hawaii. His solar energy capture is less than half
of the no-clouds energy capture available elsewhere and is also extremely
unpredictable.
Having a small percentage of such systems in a distribution grid can work
well, if it’s used in real time by other homes in the neighborhood, and the
variability can be compensated for by the other grid energy inputs, by
throttling them up or down. But if the system consisted of nothing BUT
such energy-capturing devices, it would not function in the same way as a
baseload system. You would have to use the power when the power was
available and accept there will be no energy at night. (Well, there would be at
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DJ’s house since he has a smaller parallel system with battery storage, but that’s another
story.) When it comes down to it, storing intermittent energy is very costly
and often quite inefficient. It’s currently the big downside to using
intermittent flow-conversion mechanisms.
Energy Density: Energy density refers to the quantity of potential energy
derivable from an energy carrier per unit mass or volume. Human history
has been one of progressively moving up the energy density ladder – from
animal protein to wood, from wood to coal, and coal to gasoline. It should
be obvious, if the number of joules that can be released by an energy
carrier is low, it’s less useful. Hydrogen, potentially created via electrolysis
and much touted as a future energy carrier, has very low energy per unit
volume – about ¼ as much as natural gas.181 Such low energy density poses
significant technical challenges to any large-scale production, transport, and
storage for commercialization of hydrogen as a fuel.
Energy Surplus: Energy surplus is the energy return (ER/EI) of a process
multiplied by the scale of the operation. The unprecedented expansion of
our population, economy, and per capita living standards in the last 200
years was powered by high ER/EI, high energy surplus fossil fuels. With
high ER/EI fuels we must reinvest only a little and then allocate the rest of
the energy surplus to infrastructure, hospitals, schools, and everything else.
With lower ER/EI sources, a greater portion stays within the energy sector
itself, meaning other aspects of society get less, or none at all. This goes
back to the description of the energy return for a lion chasing a gazelle, a
rabbit, or a mouse. Though new electric technology like wind and solar
photovoltaic (PV) have decent energy returns, most alternatives to
conventional liquid fuels have very low or unknown ER/EIs.
Portability: How hard is it to move the energy carrier? Is it bulky, volatile,
dangerous, stable at ambient temperatures, etc.? For instance, a modern jet
can stay aloft more than 12 hours fueled with kerosene. If it were powered
by a less-portable substance, the jet would have to have a less-aerodynamic
shape and waste more energy lugging the energy carrier around.
Transformity: How easily, and with what efficiency, can one form of
potential energy be transformed into a different form of potential energy?
This is of crucial importance going forward, in ways we’ll discuss. For
instance, we seem to have a whole lot of ways of making baseload
electricity, but that’s only about 20% of the energy we use.182
Storability: What are the costs and special considerations needed to store
this energy carrier? Some can be stored in a simple tank, others require
cryogenic refrigeration, are poison gas, require high-pressure vessels, or
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require huge volumes. E.g. hydrogen is such a small molecule that it leaks
out of virtually any container that holds it.
Carbon Intensity: Reducing carbon pollution of the atmosphere is a major
goal when looking at potential energy sources.
Complexity: To be used, energy carriers require constructed machines
ranging from simple devices weighing a few pounds to a half-billion-dollar
complex taking more than a decade to build, while producing nearly
immortal waste products.
Waste-streams: How many rare earth metals requiring toxic lakes of
chemical waste products are needed? How much wastewater (from e.g.
fracking) is generated? The polluting impacts of energy can also be
considered as an ‘energy property’ differentiating various technologies.

TaaL: I suppose I’d be considered tiresome if I just suggested that you all
take a deep breath and stop pursuing ever-more energy. There really is no
end-game rationale for what you’re doing that makes any sense at all.
There’s no trophy waiting for someday making it to a population of 20
billion humans, most of them in bad shape, while many other species are
forced to extinction. There’s no additional happiness awaiting you in a
world with four times the energy you’re now using. There’s only a
progressive trade of your world’s deep-time future for a current-energyratchet, which makes no inherent sense.
Instead I’ll add at least one more “energy property” to the above:
Absolute Practicality: There are some energy-carrier schemes, such as
giant orbital solar power armadas, mining the moon for H3, or replacing
the current infrastructure with huge tokamak fusion generators, which
would require such a long sequence of mutually-dependent highlyimprobable things to “go right” in sequence that, even if not physically
impossible, they are probabilistically absurd, akin to a plan for funding one’s
college education with the purchase of a single lottery ticket. That is, some
“energy sources” discussed by humans have such a ridiculously high
threshold of complexity and time investment as to be utterly
incommensurate with anything you could actually do with the energy,
resources, and time available to you. There’s a world of difference between
running a diesel engine on farm-pressed vegetable oil, which would work,
and importing Helium-3 from the moon to feed a network of fusion
reactors.

The Bottom Line: The qualitative differences in the characteristics
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of energy and energy carriers are going to be very important to our
future.

Energy Tech: What Can’t Work, What
Won’t Work, and What Might
What can’t work:

And what won’t work:

Summary: In discussing energy options for human civilization going

forward, there’s a point to be made about what can work, what can’t work,
and what won’t work.
Most discussions focus on what can and can’t work; that is, which options are
precluded by the laws of physics as we understand them. And a lot of what might
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seem to be options ARE precluded by basic physics. Energy works
according to non-negotiable rules, after all, and like all life, we must live
within them.
However, too often it’s assumed that if something is NOT precluded by the
laws of physics, then it’s a feasible option. That’s wrong on many levels, but
this wrongness is not automatically obvious to those making the decisions
for our societies.
When thinking about the future, we are tempted to put our faith in
advancing technology. For instance, if you look at the cover of any of a
number of “popular” science magazines, you may have seen an artist’s
rendering of orbital power satellites that would beam power back to earth
via microwaves and generate all the electric power mankind would ever
need. And indeed, there are proponents of such a scheme, and the concept
is a fun to think about, yet it’s bonkers on many levels, many of which are
defined below. It is not “impossible” in the sense of being in conflict with
thermodynamics or natural laws, but it is no more likely to happen than a
thousand-foot cheese sculpture of Paul Bunyan being built in Ecuador,
which also doesn’t inherently conflict with science or thermodynamics.
Moreover, a project might make reasonable sense but not meet the
necessary criteria for being a solution to a given problem. This is an
inexhaustive list of qualities needed for a solution -- to kickstart your ability
to discern what is likely to be a solution and what is not:

Energy affordability: Does it have a significantly positive ER/EI?
Energy quality tradeoff: Does it output energy that is roughly similar in

quality to the energy required to create it? The irony is that you can use
fossil fuels to build infrastructure that uses fossil fuels, but you can’t build
more solar panels using only the energy from solar panels. What we are
doing is making a tradeoff between high-density liquid fuels and slowpayback intermittent electricity.

Energy investment thresholds: How much of society’s limited remaining
burnable fossil energy would have to be diverted to build the new system?
If the answer is “half of it,” that would be an important ramification.

Financial affordability: Can our current society do whatever it is without
going bankrupt due to its cost? What are the odds of, and the mechanism
for, funding it?

Mature technology: Is this based on some wildly speculative set of

assumptions, such as dropping the launch cost of rockets into orbit by a
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factor of 100, or the development of materials that don’t yet exist?

Scalability: Is this something that works on small scale but could not really
be scaled up as the basis for a new world order, like cars with lithium
batteries?

Durability and replicability: How often will it need to be rebuilt? And
how will that be done?

How much time will it take?: Is the time it would take to implement this
plan roughly commensurate with the amount of time we have available
before limits to growth, energy and materials discontinuities, irreversible
CO2 thresholds are reached, etc.?

Political acceptability: Will society welcome this, or does it first require a
benevolent dictator or something else highly unlikely?

Aggregate probability: How many improbable things must go right, on
schedule, for it to work at all, and what will happen in the meanwhile?

TaaL: I’d disagree that energy is difficult to understand. You have physical
law and you have thermodynamics. Voila. It’s human beliefs about energy that
are hard to understand.

The Bottom Line: There is what can happen, what can’t happen,
and what won’t happen. Telling the first from the last is the tricky
part.

The Energy Underpinning our Modern
World
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Summary: Our modern economies present us with a smorgasbord of

products and experiences, mostly underpinned by processes burning fossil
sunlight. We tend to take the energy embedded in it all for granted.
The USA uses 98 “quads” of primary energy each year. Quad stands for a
quadrillion BTUs and equates to about 172 million barrels of oil. The USA
uses 38 of these 98 quads as inputs to generate electricity, which, at an
average thermal efficiency of 33%, result in 12.8 quads of useful electricity.
But on a net basis, only 21% of America’s energy use is electricity.183 The
majority of our energy use comes from natural gas, distillate and propane
for heat, diesel, motor and aviation fuel for transport, and a vast array of
various hydrocarbon compounds for machine lubricants, asphalt to build
roads, and other industrial processes such as making steel, wire, glass and
cement.
When considering a future powered by “renewable energy,” using sources
that primarily generate electricity, some key points need be considered:
•

Concrete, a very energy-and CO2-intensive product, is the
foundation for most of our buildings, infrastructure and highways.
Humans are now producing over three billion tons of cement (the
main ingredient in concrete) each year, with over half of that being
created in China. (In fact, from 2011-2013, China created more
cement than the United States has in its entire history.184) Cement,
steel and other industrial products require extremely high heat.
Making cement involves feeding crushed limestone, clay, sand, and
other ingredients into a (cement) kiln kept at 2700 °F. It is roughly
two to three times cheaper to generate this heat by simply burning
coal directly rather than to convert electricity (from coal, or wind,
or biomass) to heat. This means, even if solar or wind power is at
grid parity, it will be two to three times more costly to produce heat
for industrial processes using solar-generated electricity than
burning coal or gas.

●

About 75% of the seven billion barrels of crude oil used annually in
the United States is used to produce gasoline, diesel, jet fuel and
distillate fuel (heating). The other 25% results in a diverse array of
petroleum products:185 crayons, pantyhose, heart valves,
telephones, mattresses, helmets, glasses, toilet seats, fertilizers,
aspirin, detergents, glue, garbage bags, fishing poles, shampoo,
paints, fan belts, tires, condoms, luggage, anti-freeze, toothbrushes,
tents, lipstick, tennis rackets, guitar strings, ammonia and other
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manufacturing chemicals, cameras, bandages, caulking, skis, roofing
tiles, medicines, asphalt and many more. There is no simple or
cheap non-fossil substitute for most of these products. (Note: if
there were somehow a substitute for gasoline e.g. electric cars, we would still need
the same amount of oil, as all the products listed above come from different
fractions of the oil than the gasoline.)
●

There are other processes we depend on that simply can’t be
operated directly with electricity, such as airborne or water-borne
transportation, and even ground transportation, the way our roads
are currently constructed. Don’t forget that “batteries” aren’t
electricity. They are chemical potential-energy carriers that store
electricity on demand in limited quantities. Beyond transportation,
some applications could use conductive cables, but this is an added
layer of complexity. (Note: On the afternoon this is being written, author
DJ is putting this into practice: 100 feet from the house, a coconut tree is
encroaching on a neighbor’s driveway. Rather than using a gasoline chain saw,
we’re using a 120’ extension cord and an electric chainsaw with far lower
cranking power coming from the solar panels. It’s getting the job done but is less
convenient than a gasoline saw would be. Still, it beats the heck out of using a
hand saw. In cases where the work to be done is reasonably close to the
generation source, power cords make electrification feasible.)

When we focus on producing alternatives to our current fossil energy-centric society - like
solar panels and other renewable electricity - we often forget to look at the
mundane and problematic basics of our modern global infrastructure: steel,
glass, concrete, plastics, petrochemicals, medicines, etc. The challenge in a
21st century, faced with lower-quality and costlier hydrocarbons (as well as
carbon compounds that must remain unburned for ecological reasons), is
that many of the heavy industrial processes underpinning our world
economies cannot be easily replaced with electric substitutes. And we often
forget: the non-fuel uses of fossil hydrocarbons may be their highest and
most important use.

TaaL: Indeed. Crude oil can be converted into a wonderful array of

materials and substances, from sterile medical plastics to lubricants. If you
hadn’t found it in such quantities, “burning it up” might not have seemed
like the smartest thing to do with it. Inasmuch as the oil now available is all
that you humans will have to work with in the coming million years,
perhaps those future people would appreciate sterile medical plastics (and
the accompanying lower death rates, as well). Rather than filling your
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landfills and oceans with throw-away plastics, they could be treated with
respect as the wondrous materials they are and set aside so your progeny
might see some. Of course, that’s not what’s happening; as things are now
proceeding, your progeny may drink from gourds and earthenware – and
the occasional recovered Smucker’s jar - much as people did millennia ago,
and die from sepsis after minor surgery. They need not. You folks are
treating oil like you treated herds of buffalo, seas of whales, and flocks of
passenger pigeons: as something to be quickly used up on general
principles. Why?

The Bottom Line: Solar panels are cool, but most things we

(currently) do can’t be done and scaled affordably with electricity.

Transportation and Trucking

Summary: Fully one-third of all energy used in our society is neither heat
nor electricity, but liquid fuels that power various vehicles which transport
our goods (and us) around the globe to wherever we want to be and
wherever we want stuff to be.186

The main cost of moving things is friction-related energy loss of various
kinds. Despite steel-on-steel (railroads) being almost 10x more energyefficient than rubber-on-concrete (trucks), virtually 100% of finaldestination transport in the USA and most nations now occurs using trucks.
Large trucks, for now – and likely indefinitely into the future – require
liquid fuels, currently diesel and gasoline distilled from crude oil. (Biomassbased fuels and coal liquefaction are both viable as alternatives but have
considerable scaling, cost, and environmental issues.)
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The USA currently has 95,000 miles of railroad track (which are mostly on a
0 to 1% grade, anything higher requires much more energy), and 25,000
miles of waterways. This contrasts with 4,100,000 miles of road187 – a
complex body of asphalt and concrete arteries and veins bringing goods to
stores near your home.
Trucking is a major, and oft-overlooked, issue related to oil depletion and a
decarbonized future in the USA. Because trucks are quicker and more
flexible, more convenient and better-suited to a fractal-packing system, and
oil was essentially free for a while, trucks replaced trains. The efficiency of
trains relies on the aggregate high efficiency of low-friction transport, which
is optimized with really long trains, which in turn is optimized for taking big
amounts of stuff to central depots, much as is the case with massive ocean
container ships. But how does stuff get to long trains and container ships,
and where is that stuff generated?
As cities have gotten more numerous, larger, and denser, they’ve come to
resemble fractally-packed systems in which the billions of end points
require exosomatic energy to be serviced. A single city can easily have
thousands of miles of roads within it. Trucks made possible a network of
intermediate nodes, such as individual grocery stores, which could not exist
in the way they now do if they had to be serviced by rail. Those nodes, in
turn, are accessed nearly entirely by private motorcars. The quickness
means that perishable products may be shipped, and the constant flow of
trucks means that any given node may entirely replenish its supplies every
few days. It’s essentially a system which exchanged huge amounts of oil for
convenience. The very existence of suburbia is predicated on such
distribution.
Virtually everything in our homes and in our stores arrived by truck. Trucks
also delivered and built the 4.1 million miles of roads they travel on. Trucks
deliver the gas and diesel all other transportation depends on. Trucks plant,
harvest, and deliver food. Trucks remove the 685,000 tons of garbage that
piles up every day in the U.S.188 Grocery stores would be out of food within
a week if trucks stopped running.
Recent progress in electrification of cars has shown some promise. But the
energy required to power a 50,000-80,000-pound vehicle either by electricity
via batteries or overhead cables (catenary trucks) is very large. One recent
study showed that to electrify transport trucks on just a 24 mile stretch (out
of 175,000 miles of total roads) in California alone would require 1% of the
entire California current electric use.189 The reason Tesla cars are currently
feasible as luxury personal transport is in large part due to their
aerodynamics and low weight; not the case with a large 30-ton box going
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down the highway.
To power such energy-hungry, long-distance vehicles using batteries would
take up a large portion of their potential cargo-hauling capacity. A recent
study showed such a battery would take up 93% of the average weight of a
full load now carried by existing gasoline-powered semis, and the efficiency
would drop precipitously because much of the stored battery energy would
simply be required to move the additional weight of the batteries.190 These
drawbacks don’t take into account potential problems with running out of
lithium to outfit an entire trucking industry over time. Electric cars are
somewhat promising (with caveats), but electric trucks not so much, and
certainly not commercial airliners.
Transportation of goods is another reminder of Liebig’s Law of the
minimum – how do we get food, materials, equipment, to all the end nodes
of the human superorganism using something other than liquid fuels?

TaaL: This concept gets nearer the core of the current human

predicament. You’ve tapped economies of scale, the advantages of
globalization, hundreds of millions of years’ worth of fossil sunlight, and a
billion years of concentrated ores to create a “just in time” global extractive
and distributive system that doesn’t really stockpile much of anything.
Rather than warehouses, the stuff you need is inside trucks and container ships, and
the stores where you buy it may have only a few days’ supply. You then
kept that system “affordable” using the meth-like stimulus of trillions of
dollars of debt to disguise the thermodynamic realities that began to impose
limits on it. Yet none of these tricks has a “reverse gear” - safe failure
modes - if any aspect of it all proves unsustainable (or, not to put too fine a
point on it, every aspect).
Electric cars are cool, but the added energy cost of manufacturing one is so
significant that you might have to drive it for seven years before it ‘breaks
even’ with a standard gasoline car in terms of energy benefit; and if your
grid electricity is from coal, then your electric car is a coal-burner in every
sense.191
Your USA used to have a lot more train tracks, but they were torn up for
speed and profit using a different (short term) method of moving things
around. You’re going to need a lot more trains, but few people in modern
human societies really ‘get’ this, and those that do are limited by investment
capital decisions, which as yet don’t take future reality into account - only
earning a return. Trains can be electrified. Not high-speed bullet trains, just
trains to keep your vital flows from seizing up. Moreover, the entire semifractal physical structure of suburbia is laid out in a way that makes it
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difficult to be serviced by anything other than cars and trucks.

The Bottom Line: There’s potentially a big trucking problem with
keeping things moving once oil availability diminishes.

Supply Chains, Chains, Chains, Chains, Chains

Graphic credit: Our Renewable Future (Fridley, Heinberg 2016)

Summary: In the good old days of your great-grandparents, the average

general store had maybe 100 or 200 items. By the 1970’s this had grown to
8,000. Now an average supermarket has over 40,000 different products
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representing a dazzling array of consumer choice, and a Walmart will have
over 120,000.192 Each of these products was made by a company,
somewhere, and the store is the second to last stop (the last being your
home) of a long and complex supply chain. No matter what product you
buy, it has embodied energy from each of dozens (or hundreds, or
thousands) of steps – the many sub-processes of mining, manufacturing,
processing, packaging, distribution, marketing, and final sale. Each link of
this chain is connected by some sort of oil-based transportation.
Our supply chains are no longer local, regional, or even national. When the
Fukushima earthquake happened in Japan, Ford (in Detroit) had to stop
producing black trucks because they needed a special black pigment only
made in a plant in Fukushima.193 Frankly most people would not be aware
of any diminishment of their lifestyle if Ford had simply used a different
paint, but the system could not be quickly altered.
This specialized supply chain was created to increase corporate profits made
possible by artificially low transportation costs. The recent coronavirus has
laid bare the critical dependence the USA has on China for, among other
things, N-95 masks and 95% of antibiotics - 85% of precursor ingredients
to all prescription drugs are made in China.
Similarly, we have reached an extreme with food. Because of the
refrigeration of containers, we now ship fruits, vegetables, and other
perishables across oceans at energy-guzzling speeds to arrive before they
wilt. Our entire world has become a complex web using what was, initially,
the least-costly ways to source, create, and transport goods. We buy these
goods because they are cheaper than locally produced goods, which are
offered as high-priced specialty items. This is the exact opposite of the past
when the price of goods reflected the time and effort needed to transport
them or, in the case of perishables, one had to travel in order to taste
different regional or seasonal foods.
When we consider the future options for our economies and environment,
most attention is focused on how to supply “renewable” energy to our
existing systems, “dropping it in” as a direct electrical substitute for the
liquid fuels we now use. We spend less time considering how we actually
use energy, how to develop workable substitutes for complex production
processes, and how to restructure supply chains. In the pursuit of efficiency
and lowest cost, we have dramatically increased risk. Given the magnitude,
vertical and horizontal, of global industry, and the current requirement for
liquid fuels at every step, it probably makes more sense to shorten these
complex global supply chains than to simply decarbonize them. And
ultimately, we’ll probably need to do both.
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TaaL: You’ve read in earlier sections that for every calorie of food energy

which comes from the sun, you’re now requiring an order of magnitude
more calories by the time that food gets to your mouth. The diagram above
illustrates what’s meant by that. Corn flakes are, from growth to delivery,
mostly a manifestation of fossil energy, with the photosynthetic solarenergy input amounting to a rounding error. Nor are most of your other
foods any different; the energy and carbon footprint of hamburger makes
cornflakes look like a low-energy bargain.
However, there’s one great thing about incredibly wasteful systems: the waste
constitutes a buffer of sorts. For instance, if you simply slowed down your
container ships from 24 knots to 12, you’d use a quarter of the energy to
cross oceans with the same cargo194 (the power required to move a ship against
hydrodynamic drag increases with the cube of its velocity). Humans tend to think
“time is money”, which is why slowing down a container ship isn’t done.
But under slightly different human priorities, it could mean shipping
products that don’t wilt quickly, like coconuts instead of strawberries. Then
again, do you need fresh strawberries in the winter, or might you find that
dried fruit tastes as good to you as it did to your grandparents? And a
strawberry grown in a nearby field, in season, tastes much better, has a
delightfully short supply chain, and far lower embodied energy, which
would also come in handy if the trucks ever stop rolling, as they someday
must.
I’ll mention another thing, while I’m at it: the tyranny of choice. You humans
behave as though you are happier with tens of thousands of choices at the
store. In fact, you aren’t. You’d be psychologically better off with fewer
choices that are adequate than trying for the “perfect product”.195 The term
for this is “satisficing” rather than “maximizing,” and I recommend it as the
basis of a simpler and happier existence in which you don’t spend a large
percentage of your time making decisions that don’t really matter, like the
angst of analyzing an entire grocery aisle of different kinds of coffee or
shampoo. And it would be a big help in successfully backing out of your
energy and environmental predicaments.
The Bottom Line: We are offered hundreds of thousands of product
choices. Each of these has its own byzantine supply chain
underpinned by fossil energy and transported via oil. We could be
just as happy with fewer choices.
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“Renewable” Energy: Solar
Photovoltaics and Stochasticity

Summary: When it comes to using energy available on Earth, solar is

clearly the way to go. Apart from a few dark episodes in our deep past
when our tiny ancestors huddled around deep-sea volcanic vents during
long ages when the oceans were frozen over, solar power has been the
energy story of life and has provided the great bulk of human exosomatic
energy use. When you start a campfire with old wood, eat oatmeal from
your field, or make rabbit stew, you’re manipulating solar energy. As we
have seen, baseload power generated by burning fossils is solar energy that
was sequestered long ages ago.
We have been indirectly tapping solar flows from the get-go, so directly
tapping solar flows makes good intuitive sense. And now, using fossil
energy, we have created several mechanisms that can do that.
The simplest are mirrors... if you reflect the sun from mirrors onto a small
spot, you can generate very high irradiance at that spot, creating high
temperatures that can be used to drive power turbines. Such systems can
also “store” the heat in materials as molten salt, thereby evening out the
solar power to something that is more like baseload. Of course, this works
best in areas where there is intense sun and few clouds, such as deserts, and
most humans do not live in deserts.
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The new technology to harness the sun that has achieved the most
widespread uses has been PV, solar photovoltaic panels, which exploit a
quantum-mechanical effect to directly create usable electricity flows from
some wavelengths of solar energy without a single moving part.196 They
have become a common sight on rooftops as generous rebates and tax
incentives – and social-status signaling – have caused them to rapidly
increase in number. Their cost has gone down significantly in the last
decade, leading many people to confidently predict that they will follow
something like Moore’s Law and keep getting rapidly cheaper, eventually
giving us something like 100% renewable energy.
Your authors think PV is very cool and are in favor of it, but that it will not
necessarily do everything that most people seem to think it will. Why?
Because the sun doesn’t shine at night. There are also clouds in the sky.
These are basic realities, and they affect the way power flows from a PV
panel, in a predictable way re: night, and semi-unpredictable re: clouds,
varying with the climate. But our current culture expects baseload power.
That means, PV can either be a fairly small percent of the total power
generation, OR extra mechanisms must be built to even out the flow. The
usefulness of PV also varies with the season and the latitude: it will be no
surprise that places with intense sunlight will find PV more effective than
those in high-latitude cloudy locations.
Moreover, the idea of transitioning to all solar PV doesn’t take energy
quality into account. The energy that creates solar panels tends to be
concentrated fossil energy. While the energy panels output is slow and
erratic. So, we generally wind up with more watts, but they are lower-quality
watts; they happen when they happen, rather than when we necessarily
want them. In that sense, it’s an “energy quality versus energy quantity
trade.” If made wisely, it is probably a good one and is arguably better than
spending the fossil energy to make plastic toys.
Here are a few more characteristics of PV:
●

If used as the main power source of a society that demands baseload,
there would need to be some way of smoothing out the power to deal
with intermittence and the hours of darkness. This “storage” would
cost a lot more than the PV itself, and there is currently no system that
people would find affordable to do this. Then again, when measured
against the hidden costs of wrecking the world with CO2, the current
monetary nature of “affordability” is arguably skewed. Ergo most of
the current (recently very cheap) installed costs for solar are for adding
it to an existing grid, not as stand-alone systems.
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●

PV proponents note that if you hook enough PV together over a large
enough area, the intermittence issue goes away since it’s usually sunny
somewhere. The problem there lies in the cost of creating new
continent-spanning two-way energy-transmission systems, as the
current infrastructure is mostly one-way.

●

The extreme version of this would be to have PV located around the
world in sunny spots, all tied together with two-way high-voltage power
lines, so the sun would always be shining somewhere and a person in
Wisconsin could get their solar power from Egypt in real time. Cool.
However, this would be VERY costly in complexity and energy (and
money, of course), would involve the world’s power being concentrated
in relatively long and vulnerable cable systems, and would require
degrees of international cooperation and stability not easy to achieve.
(The even-more-extreme version of this is “Solar in Space,” in which huge
power stations would collect solar energy and beam it to earth via
microwaves. This is flat-out unaffordable and impractical, as noted
elsewhere.)

●

Current PV technology lasts roughly 20 years before it must be
replaced, although this is slowly improving. Its inverters (devices
converting DC to usable AC power) must generally be replaced more
often, as it is controlling circuitry, batteries, and other support
infrastructure. None of that is “renewable” per se; it requires energy
and materials to build from scratch, though some degree of recycling
would be possible for a few parts, like the aluminum framing and lead
in batteries.

●

PV can exist quite well on rooftops, but existing grids are not made to
accommodate a significant percent of PV due to solar’s inherent
intermittence and “night.” The higher percent of PV in a system, the
more complex and expensive it becomes, if baseload is to be
maintained. Many utilities get a lot of grief from people not
understanding that they are simultaneously demanding two entirely
different things: 100% solar energy and reliable baseload.

●

The embodied energy of the entire SYSTEM associated with PV has
quite a carbon footprint these days, and PV won’t work without those
other system parts. That’s one reason the EROEI number varies so
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much depending on who’s doing the figuring. Making PV has gotten
progressively more efficient, but at the same time its manufacture has
been increasingly outsourced to China where power tends to be twice
as carbon-intense and less energy-efficient. As we pursue the cheapest
product, the embodied carbon pollution per square meter of panel
produced has paradoxically risen, even as the process and design has
gotten more efficient.
What such a renewable future will do to our society is two things. First, we
will become much more dependent on the natural flows of energy (be it
solar, wind or hydro), which means that we can forget about running
continent wide industrial activities on a 24/7 basis. Second, any system built
on highly variable renewable sources will at times provide “way too much
electricity”, and way more than what we can store in batteries. This offers
the opportunity to use this excess to produce combustible fuels (such as
methane or even gasoline). This most likely happens by producing
hydrogen and converting this highly volatile gas (that doesn’t work
economically for distributed applications) and combining it with
sequestered or atmospheric carbon dioxide to produce carbon-neutral
combustible fuels. These will be painfully expensive compared to today’s
prices at the pump but would enable us to run a (much smaller)
transportation system for essential needs.
Many of these low carbon technologies are feasible – it’s just scalability and
what size economy they would support that are the barriers.

TaaL: I agree, solar energy is great. It’s what my world uses, mostly. But
here’s the real take-home message:

Solar PV and other stochastic solar sources could play a large part
in powering a very nice human civilization.
But not THIS civilization.
If you build a civilization around solar-power collection mechanisms, such
as PV, it will be far lower energy throughput than what you now have, of
necessity, and will be an electricity-powered society. That’s a good thing. Your
world needs to heal. If you insist on comparing that society with the
hypertrophied, tweaked-out, fossil-fueled extravaganza-with-no-purpose
you now call “civilized,” it will appear poorer. Yet if you compare it with
what you evolved to need, it can be a civilization of fantastic wealth, which
– with a bit of sapient planning - could last a very long time.
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Now frankly, if it were up to me, I’d push humans to design and build PV
with a 200-year life span instead of 20. There are no moving parts: if there
were a demand for it, you humans would quickly figure out how to do it.
Yet the way you currently figure “net present value,” the extra 180 years of
function would be considered of negligible worth to the market, so nobody
would buy them, even if they were only 50% more expensive. I mention
this just as a reminder how human bias suffuses all such decisions.
Everyone expects things to get SO MUCH better, SO quickly, that the idea
of making solar panels which your great-grandchildren could still get usable
energy from is, well, alien. The notion of a 200-year investment would make
no sense at all in your current culture.
Be that as it may, I’d like to see you building out more PV, and I’ll
introduce an alien concept that may still make sense to you: UREOW. In
addition to being a word with humorous undertones in my language, in
English it’s an acronym for “Utility Return on Energy Otherwise Wasted.”
To wit: you’re currently burning fossil energy-carriers as fast as you can
extract them; each new generation of humans burning as much as you
previously burned in all human history. From the point of view of humans
in the future (if you decide to leave some), pretty much ALL that energy
now going into the generation of small quantities of dopamine and other
brain-reward chemicals will have been wasted. Thus, anything “humane”
you might choose to do for other humans who live farther downstream in
time would be nice: trans-generational energy investment. Maybe in the
human future, parents will “hand down” the family PV to future
generations - as the magic device it is.
PV can work without being a part of baseload. It changes sunlight to
electricity in real time, and it can be used in real time, when the sun shines.
That’s good enough for the biosphere; maybe it could be good enough for
humans.

The Bottom Line: One way or another, the human future will be
solar-powered. Solar-power devices are a great answer to many
questions; just not necessarily the ones we’re asking.
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“Renewable” Energy: Nuclear Fission
Power

“Global warming is now advancing so swiftly that only a massive expansion of nuclear
power as the world’s main energy source can prevent it from overwhelming civilization.” -

James Lovelock

Summary: Nuclear fission power is currently part of our world’s energy

mix, and it’s enough unlike the other kinds to be worth a section of its own.
It provides about 11% of the world’s electricity, and closer to 20% of the
electricity in the United States, which make it about 4% of total energy used
in the USA.197
Fission power has downsides all its own, but one significant upside: it is far
lower in “carbon intensity” – CO2 emissions – than other methods of
providing relatively stable baseload power. For this reason, many are calling
for it to be greatly expanded, including the highly respected climate scientist
James Hansen and other environmentally concerned people who consider it
the “least worst” option in the face of genuinely scary CO2 trends. Yet such
a buildout is not happening. Fission plants are being constructed at roughly
the pace old ones are being decommissioned. What’s the story here?
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Fission reactors are basically big steam engines. What all that futuristic
physics amounts to is a fancy way to boil water. This is done by bringing
concentrated fissile elements into close proximity to accelerate the process
of “nuclear fission,” the breaking up the atomic nuclei of heavy radioactive
elements to convert a small amount of mass into kinetic energy. By
maintaining a controlled “chain reaction,” the plant creates steam and
drives turbines that make electricity. So far, so good.
But there are some unfortunate side-effects and potential failure modes that
made Chernobyl and Fukushima more famous than they ever intended to
be. Moreover, even when a plant’s systems stay within control, there is the
inevitable generation of dangerous radioactive isotopes and materials from
which nuclear bombs can be made (for which reason fission plants are
restricted in order to prevent warhead proliferation to more state and nonstate actors). It’s very hard to account for the reprocessing products of
nuclear fuel rods, and even a few nuclear warheads in the wrong hands is
bad.
There are high- and low-level “radioactive wastes” that result from the
operation of fission reactors, and in some parts of the world – notably the
USA – no real way of dealing with them at present. Once fuel rods have
been used, or “spent,” they have become a witch’s brew of dangerous
substances, far more toxic than before they were used. Currently, for every
curie inside a US nuclear reactor, there are far more sitting in, what are
essentially, swimming pools on the reactor grounds, vitally dependent on
flows of cooling water, not all that heavily guarded, and awaiting a wealthier
future whose citizens will presumably “do something” with them.
Discussion of fission power is highly polarized, with most “studies” on its
economics and energy qualities done either by those who make money
building them or by those greatly concerned about nuclear accidents and
waste, in about a 2:1 ratio. There is, thus, a “tribal” effect with most people
already having an opinion about whether fission power is a good idea or
not. (Sidenote: DJ’s dad was in advertising, and created the public educational materials
for a series of utility fission reactors in the Midwest in the 60’s and 70’s, which included
a grade-school PR class with an ugly puppet named “Mr. Heckler” who brought up
problems with fission power, while the students were encouraged to shout him down. DJ’s
dad knew absolutely nothing about nuclear power.)
Aside from those basics,
●

Fission plants are a very big-ticket item with huge upfront costs and
slow payback, taking many decades to recoup initial costs. The cost of
the plant construction is far greater than the cost of the electrical
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●

energy generated over a plant’s lifetime. The costs and risks are
generally offloaded to the ratepayers, who remain on the hook for
indeterminate future costs, whatever they may be.
If there is a catastrophic failure, it tends to fall upon those in proximity
to the plant (as opposed to the more generalized catastrophe of CO2
from fossil energy, which is distributed worldwide). The plant owners
are “let off the hook” for it, and the public takes the hit. This has the
effect of taking “risk” off the table as a consideration for those wishing
to construct plants, since they tend not to live in proximity to the plants
they are building.

●

Like all large long-term construction projects in an age of complexitycreep and receding horizons, a plant’s cost tends to go wildly
overbudget, with the costs falling on ratepayers who have no alternative
but to pay for electricity.

●

There is a carbon footprint, and potentially a significant one; not only is
there a lot of concrete used in a fission plant, but the enrichment of
uranium is very energy costly. If this enrichment is done using fossil
fuels, it’s a cryptic carbon footprint. In principle, it could be powered
by fission, though. The mining and other fuel costs, less so. Nuclear is
still far less CO2-intensive than coal. It may actually even emit less
radioactivity than coal (and certainly no mercury compounds).198

●

The industry has historically piggybacked on the military desire to build
fission and fusion bombs, so the historic cost of the fission industry
has been to some degree obscured and bootstrapped by military
expenditures. Indeed, between lobbyists pro and con, and the military
uses folded in, it’s difficult to get a broad-boundary handle on what the
EROEI of fission power really is. High enough to power a civilization?
Probably. High enough to power the current civilization by itself?
Unlikely.

●

It doesn’t take much U235 or Plutonium to make a warhead these days,
nor is the “how” all that difficult or secret. So massively scaling up
fission reactors for CO2 reasons would require far better control over
the reprocessing of spent fuel to prevent a lot more actors from
acquiring them. A “dirty” contamination weapon using spent fuel
would take no skill at all. And current “spent fuel pools” are almost
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tailor-made for opportunistic terrorism, should anyone wish to
seriously mount it.
●

It produces more consistent baseload than PV or wind, though can’t be
turned up or down easily, so “variability” vs. demand is still (much)
inferior vis-à-vis natural gas plants. Nuclear is, thus, best-suited to verylarge-scale facilities and large-scale population centers. If a reactor does
go offline, the attached grid needs a bunch of energy to be available
from somewhere else in a hurry.

●

There are other possibilities than uranium fission, such as thorium, but
these are still in the prototype stage; utilities do not consider them
ready for mass commercialization.

●

To make a dent in humanity’s CO2 emissions, we would have to
embark on a massive project of building thousands of fission plants
immediately while closing coal plants. There’s not even a hint of that
happening, and it takes a long time to build such plants.

TaaL: There’s nothing inherently dangerous about fission power; only

fission power used by humans. It represents... how should I put this... an
unfortunate confluence of long-term externalities you’re time-blind to, and
a mismatch for your beliefs about a wealthier future in which your
grandkids will deal with stuff like nuclear waste. It’s ironic that you can
design modern fission plants to be nearly idiot-proof, with safe failure
modes and 3-foot-thick concrete containment domes, but then stick the
irradiated fuel rods right outside in swimming pools, under assurances by
your economists that the grid power to keep them from catching fire and
spreading plumes of highly radioactive smoke downwind, won’t ever go
down.
Would nuclear power be better than coal power for your biosphere? Almost
certainly, but that “almost” is where the contemporary human wildcards
reside. Fusion bombs, for instance, are not good for the biosphere, and you
already have far too many nations that have them. So it’s not a question of
whether fission could play a useful role (it could), so much as whether you
humans would actually get it together to do it in a sane way, or default to
being guided by your many delusions, biases, and whacky stories about the
future.
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Moreover, the amoeba continues to grow. What if you embark on a crash
program of building nukes, and then ALSO keep using coal, continuing the
“growth” religion of maximizing brain rewards rather than cutting
emissions?
These are questions that will be faced in your lifetime, young human, which is
why I keep harping on the “sapience” thing. Your mind is greatly needed to
steer where this goes.

The Bottom Line: Fission power could be part of a low-carbon

energy future, but it brings a lot of baggage with it. To do so, reactor
construction would have to be done on a crash basis. Nothing like
this is happening, and nuclear engineers don’t like the word “crash.

Renewables: Fusion?

Summary: Nuclear “fusion” is often projected as humanities “destiny”

fuel that will someday soon provide us nearly unlimited energy, nearly free,
essentially forever. Indeed, numerous billionaires have recently joined
forces to invest in what they hope will be ‘the birth of a star on Earth.’199
Humans have, in our cleverness, figured out how to do the fusion trick on
Earth to release vast amounts of energy in a fraction of a second; you know
them as thermonuclear bombs. We currently build a lot of them and use
them to threaten one another, since their only purpose is to destroy stuff
with heat and radiation.
There is great hope among the techno-optimists that humanity will find a
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way of making fusion energy useful in an analogous way to fission, which
also first made its big debut as a heat and radiation weapon. The problem is
that, while controlling a fission reaction is relatively easy (knock wood),
nobody has yet been able to get any significant energy out of fusion other
than in a bomb. That’s because fusion requires something like the
conditions at the core of a star, and those conditions are hard to maintain in
a machine not meant to destroy itself. Of fusion, it has been said, “it’s the
energy source of the future, and always will be,” and there’s quite a bit of
high-tech reasoning behind this assessment, none of which will be
unpacked here.
There are many projects experimenting with sustained fusion power, and
they tend to be enormous, high-tech, costly, and mostly ineffectual. They’re
nowhere near “energy break-even”; the point at which you’d get as much
energy out as you put in, (EROEI 1:1), and much farther from producing
useful amounts. Moreover, current designs are huge and exotic and would
simply take too much time, energy, materials, and tech to build out and
replace coal, even if a working prototype had a “eureka” moment
tomorrow. This is a hotly debated topic, and you should feel free to
Google it. But if so, think about the “reality tests” discussed earlier, and be
alert for narrative fallacy and arm-waving.
There is also a less-hotly-debated approach known as “cold fusion” which
is represented by several approaches. The reason these approaches are lesshotly-debated is that many fly in the face of current theory and have never
been conclusively shown to produce any energy. (Though this hasn’t
prevented some from being sold and raising venture capital;200 remember
the “tragedy of the energy-investing commons”?) Still, there is energy “in
there”, and it is not entirely impossible that some approach might be made
to work; it’s just such a “hail Mary” pass at this point that it represents
more of a lottery ticket than a road forward. (disclaimer: DJ had many
discussions with physicist Robert Bussard on a plan to fund and build a larger
demonstration prototype of his polywell fusor. Those discussions ended when Dr. Bussard
died in 2007. The project seems to have continued to some degree since then, with no
exciting results.201)
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TaaL: I think a star is a great

way of using fusion. Keep it up.
I’m typing this on a fusionpowered system right now: a
solar panel with no conversion
to potential energy involved.
Seems to perform well in the
daytime, which works for me.
I suppose it could be argued that,
to the extent fusion-bombowning nations intimidate one another into giving away their resources, in
some ways you have a man-made-fusion economy, but that’s a stretch since
if you USE them, your systems will then no longer work! They’re more of
a “meme” in that sense... but a meme that no longer scares people very
much, and probably should. Like living beneath an old dam, pretty much all
current humans have learned to highly discount the quite finite probabilities
of warhead-fusion happening as an emergent result of your caveman-brain
heuristics, and instead consider such concerns just a quaint relic of the ‘60’s.
There may well be a way to harness fusion on a planet. If so, my race hasn’t
found it yet. And that “yet” is probably the key: if there is a way to do it, it’s
unlikely to be found “in the nick of time” to be scaled up just as your oil
diminishes. Rather, it’s research that might properly be pursued by a longlived civilization, such as yours should aspire to be.
And frankly, at present, humans probably shouldn’t be trusted with
unlimited nearly free energy. Sorry, but there it is. Even before the major
effects of CO2 and ocean acidification have begun to seriously bite, you
have used your “extended phenotype” of fossil-fueled power to bring about
what could easily become only the 6th planetary mass extinction in the last
half-billion years. If something granted you “free energy” before you learn
good sense, you’d strip your world beyond healing in pursuit of novelty and
stimulation.
You’ve got plenty of energy coming from a perfectly good star, and are
evolved to deal well with day, night, and clouds. Why not settle in for the
long term?

The Bottom Line: There is, at present, no reason to think that
fusion reactors are going to solve any of our upcoming energy
problems.
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Renewable Energy Point #1: The
Invisible Triangle

That big red triangle on the left represents all the energy that has
gone into past infrastructure and systems. We don’t think about it,
but it’s a huge consideration: the embodied energy in past-built
infrastructure is the “invisible triangle” which we tend to ignore.

Summary: Energy profit (net usable energy) dictates the type and scale of
activities a society might engage in, because the “energy cost” of procuring
energy is deducted from what may be used for other stuff. A 100:1 payoff
on a dense liquid fuel offers significantly more cultural options than a 3:1
payoff on a heat investment.

The above diagram to the right of the dashed line labeled “A” shows the
energy investments in a technology over time (in red), compared to the
energy payoff to consumers in the blue triangle. The blue minus the red
represents the ‘energy gain’ of this technology to society. Using similar
metrics and life cycle assessments, many types of modern energy tech show
reasonably high energy gains. Solar in range of 4:1-15:1, wind around 20:1
and the like.202
But, using a wider lens, (including the part to the left of the dotted line
labeled B), new investments in solar, wind, (and nuclear, coal and oil) all
depend on previous high-energy-gain investments in modern infrastructure.
This larger red triangle of sunk-cost investments will always be necessary to
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maintain complex supply chains, roads, mineral extraction, health insurance,
helicopters and ambulances, and the thousands of aspects of our global
extractive and distributive economy. This means our future energy mix
must simultaneously be able to maintain and rebuild that large red triangle
of infrastructure to be the base for the next generation of fuel, heat,
technology, and products. Right now, this current infrastructure is ~85%
maintained with coal, oil, and natural gas.203
It is true that advances in solar technology may electrify many mining and
manufacturing processes, but the past-built infrastructure that makes
everything we do possible is easy to overlook. If we need to allocate a large
portion of our yearly energy pie towards renewable build-out, we must
remember to allocate an even larger portion to that big red triangle on the
left. Renewables use existing societal roads and infrastructure that required
fossil energy to create, maintain, and one day rebuild.

TaaL:
As another alienesque comment,
let me note that
while I like the
schematic
representation
above, it strikes
me that the big red
triangle is not only
invisible to the
thinking processes
of most humans,
but also not to scale. It may be a lot larger. Moreover, as it is built
infrastructure, it is useful, while the new energy gained these days is mostly
wasted going around in circles. So, what happens when all that big-redtriangle stuff needs to be replaced? The rusting bridges, the decaying
concrete, the underground pipes, the enormous hydroelectric dams,
container ships and docks, and stuff? That all requires actual labor and work,
and getting it done with rooftop solar panels will be an interesting exercise
in creative energy accounting, which may leave less to waste on brainpleasing luxuries. It’s a good thing brains can be pleased in non-wasteful
ways, eh?

The Bottom Line: The current scaling of “renewables” exists

entirely within, and enabled by, an existing high-energy-gain society
maintained by fossil energy. There is no free lunch!
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Renewables Point #2: FFEMs (Fossil
Fuel Extension Mechanisms)

Summary: At present, the human superorganism has self-organized

around “global GDP growth” as its goal and neoclassical welfare economics
as its playbook. Under such social organizing principles, the choice to build
solar panels and wind turbines ends up not replacing coal, natural gas and
oil, but just growing a bigger heat engine. (There’s a societal mechanism to “make
solar panels” since that increases GDP. But there’s no such GDP mechanism to stop
using coal). The graph above204 shows the amount of the Big 4 “low carbon”
energy sources has grown rapidly, while coal oil and natural gas have grown
slowly, but still much more in absolute terms, remaining around 85-87%
total energy sources for the last 30 years.
Solar and wind have become economical to add to the grid - at a limited
percentage - without subsidies. But as these intermittent and variable
sources become a larger and larger part of the total system, they require
increasing “overhead complexity”, as output from other dispatchable
sources becomes essential to provide backup on cloudy or non-windy days.
Once you add the costs of batteries or storage, the per-kWh cost of
solar/wind power almost triples. And we learned earlier that benefits
decline sharply (or disappear entirely) under such cost increases. Solar CAN
be 100%, but not for a baseload grid. There are ongoing experiments to
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determine what percentage of a baseload grid can be reasonably managed
with stochastic sources like PV. It is not remotely 100% and is probably
under 30%.
Therefore, at least for the time being, what does happen with the scaling of
‘renewables’ is that some fuel (coal and gas) is saved from being burned
while the sun shines and the wind blows. Yet there has been no detectable
down-ratchet in fossil energy use as “renewables” have been added; either
society has just found other energy stuff to do with the “saved” coal and
gas, or it’s having the effect of slightly slowing the annual fossil energy
increase. In the absence of a new cultural metric displacing GDP, modern
renewables will largely function as FFEMs - fossil fuel extension
mechanisms - as the infrastructure and capacity remains geared to 24-7
production/consumption of products in global supply chains.

where the panels are made versus where they are used...

TaaL: At this point, your rebuildable energy capturing devices (like solar

panels and windmills) are, at best, extending fossil energy by trading a lesser
amount of higher-quality dispatchable energy for a greater number of watts
of intermittent, slow-payback energy (photovoltaics and wind). There’s
certainly no indication they have much altered your human carbon-burning
extravaganza, which is linked to growth of the superorganism.
Bottom line, you need two things simultaneously: fossil-fuel extending
mechanisms, like wind and PV, AND some mechanism to require the rest
of the human species to stop extracting coal from the ground. One without
the other is a dancer without a dance. Hitherto “stopping coal” – while
necessary to save the currently-extant biosphere denizens – would impact
GDP and the musical chairs of financial claims underlying it. Until building
renewables and stopping coal extraction happen together, FFEM’s will be
just one more thing your cultures do to expand total energy use, footprint,
and impact.
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Not only is there not a mechanism in current human society – as now
constituted – to stop using coal, but most PV construction in the USA and
other ‘developed’ nations has been outsourced to China, where they are
primarily built using some of the world’s most wasteful coal energy and
most lax pollution controls. CO2 thus politically becomes China’s “fault”
because it’s making your stuff! How very human!

The Bottom Line: With GDP as your current goal, scaling wind,
solar, and renewables merely expands the burning of fossil
hydrocarbons.

Renewables Point #3: A Story That
Never Gets Fully Told – Not This
Civilization

Summary: Let’s summarize this section:
1) Renewable technology harnesses renewable flows of the sun. The
flows are renewable but the technology to harness them is as
complex and resource intensive as the construction of a Ford truck.
This technology is better labeled ‘rebuildable’, not renewable.
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2) The vast majority of renewable energy is used to generate
electricity. Only about 20% of global energy use is electric – the
rest is transportation, heat etc. Some of that can be shifted to
electric but not without costs. And some of it cannot be shifted
(heavy ocean transport, steel smelting furnaces etc.)
3) Our armies of 500 billion human laborers power the global
industrial and manufacturing engine. Many renewable energy
stories have rosy forecasts that ignore the current heavy lifting
done by these laborers, who will be retiring in coming decades.
4) Solar and wind power at the margin has gotten cheap –and viable –
but we need to look at the full system cost that will require either
fossil back up or batteries or other for when the wind doesn’t blow
or sun doesn’t shine. Also, solar/wind is only cheap at the margin
with low penetration. At high penetration, the costs skyrocket.
We are currently inundated with stories about the feasibility of 50%, 80% or
even 100% renewables powering society by the year 2050, while in reality,
each year of the past decade we have consumed more additional energy
using fossil fuels on a global level than from renewables. Indeed, in 2018
the increase in global demand for electricity alone, was more than the entire
installed capacity of ALL solar PV installed since it was invented.205 These
promises are greatly simplifying the monstrosity of the task at hand: shifting
our human energy system back from the one-time bounty of fossil energy
to where it always was before: the cumbersome harvesting of low-density
and erratic solar flows for our society.
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While this is a very worthy objective, it is unlikely to happen within the
short time frame we have - as many specific problems have not yet been
resolved. These are: 1) How to stabilize an electricity grid that has not only
10 or 20% of variable renewables, but 60 or 80%. Current technologies are
not suitable for this task, or way too expensive. 2) How to shift the majority
of our activities to be directly or indirectly powered by electricity. We have
electric cars, but long-haul transport, chemicals, and many industrial
processes are not electric. 3) And most importantly, these scenarios use
‘money-in energy-out’ accounting, instead of ‘energy and materials in,
energy and materials out’ analysis. It is highly unlikely we can maintain our
current level of consumption (and GDP) in such a future where we spend
~15-20% of our efforts harvesting and delivering the energy we use,
compared to 8-10% of today (and 5% of the recent past). One reasonable
scenario of how a higher percentage of renewables might look like is
depicted in the scenario graph above.

Imagine you own a scooter that has a one-gallon gas tank and gets 100
miles per gallon. You use the scooter for all your chores, your job, your
livelihood. You live 2.5 miles away from the gas station. Each trip to fill up
requires 5 miles of your 100 leaving 95 more to deliver pizzas, haul boxes,
go for joy rides, and pick up your girl/boyfriend for a date. But imagine
that over time the structure of your world changed, and the gas station now
was 7.5 miles away. Each time you refueled, you’d have to use 15% of a
full tank just to go to the gas station and return home. This ‘new physical
reality’ meant that you had to do all your work (and play) using only 85
miles instead of 95 miles. Fully 15% of your tank would be dedicated to
‘energy access’ up from the mere 5% it took when you constructed your
daily routines.
Due to many limitations, it is likely that economies will stop growing and
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start to shrink in the coming decade. The amount of the economy dedicated
to energy acquisition will become a larger and larger share of our economic
pie due to thermodynamic realities. This will likely mean, among other
things: much higher prices for energy, many high-energy intensity processes
and activities becoming less viable (e.g. public air travel, some heavy
industry), and – if we don’t do something to prevent it - wider and deeper
poverty as energy services become unaffordable to many. It is a critical
point that - in our current situation – any combination of new renewables
and depleting fossil fuels is now only available at a cost that is unlikely to
allow continued ‘growth’ in the sense we have become accustomed to
(without massive and unsustainable amounts of new debt).
However, society will still have access to a great deal of energy and will still
be able to amply cover for everything that is necessary, but the energy and
natural resource inputs required to harness it will increase: in cost, scale,
and complexity. We are transitioning from a several hundred year trend of
higher energy quality (energy dense storable, transportable, dispatchable
energy) to one of lower energy quality (kinetic, intermittent, low-density)
and one of considerably more complexity.
Our biophysical reality is that - with or without renewables - our gas
stations are being moved farther away. This doesn’t have to be a disaster,
but so far, we continue to make decisions as if the gas station were still right
around the corner. Net energy is what societies should be focused on, and most people
don’t even know what it is. There is a relatively simple – albeit currently
politically unattractive – path to a renewable energy future: We’re going to have
to simplify our complex life.

TaaL: I recognize that you humans are far more interested in the near

future than the intermediate future, but if you continue today’s trend, you
eventually reach the point at which you use your entire gas-tank range just
driving to the station, at which point, well, what is your economy based on?
That would correspond to a Mordor-like society using widespread lowEROEI fossil energy, in which nearly everyone works to produce fossil
energy all the time, just to keep Mordor going, perhaps on behalf of a tiny
royal elite that lives clean lives elsewhere. It’s not hard to look at your
current world order and see how and where that could play out, if it did.
Yet at that point, wouldn’t one envy the aboriginal people who never
walked the high-tech fossil-using path in the first place?
Remember: there is a place for billions of humans... trillions even... living
decent lives without poverty: Spread out in the deep future, without overtaxing
natural flows of energy and materials. Trying to support a population of 10324

20 billion humans at advanced world consumption levels at once is just a
bad idea you wandered into by default.
It’s not sad when growth ends. It’s sad when growth is artificially
prolonged, because a price is incurred.

The Bottom Line: “Renewables” could power a great civilization,
but not THIS civilization
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